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hi Reply, Please Refer to 
File .Xu.

Ln'i r^STATES DEPARTME^X T 01- ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF JN V EST IGAT 1^5

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

April 30, 1970 
3 b

MEMORANDUM TO ALL BUREAU OFFICIALS AND SUPERVISORS

(A) COMMUNICATIONS TO FIELD OFFICES -- Communications of any 
type sending instructions to field offices should be short, clear and sim
ple. Use telegraphtype language. Reference prior communications to 
avoid needless repetition of previous instructions.

(B) UTILIZATION OF LIAISON SECTION — A reduction in the number of 
Supervisors handling liaison with other Government agencies makes it 
necessary that the time of the remainder be utilized most efficiently to 
permit the productive handling of contacts with those agencies. It is de
sired that Supervisors refrain from designating mail for delivery by 
Liaison unless a reason exists for such designation. Mail should and 
will be delivered by Liaison if it requires discussion with or delivery to 
a high-ranking official of another agency, if its sensitivity requires 
special handling,, or if its content requires some explanation nr comment. 
In the absence of some such reason, mail should be designated for deliv
ery by the Courier Service or by regular mail.

Dissemination of Bureau reports and memoranda' to other Govern
ment agencies is the responsibility of the substantive Supervisor, and not 
of the Liaison Section. Transmittal form 0-14 should be used whether 
such dissemination is being made by Liaison, by Courier Service, or by 
regular mail. Transmittal forms in the 0-14 series, sometimes referred 
to.as fo.rm routing slips, contain blocks to be checked which will inform 
the addressee that no furthei’ investigation is contemplated, that the other 
agency will be advised of pertinent developments, that the status of the 
case is complete or incomplete, and that the item or items are being fur
nished for the information of the addressee. The last notation is some- 

' times checked without any indication as to the status of the case or whether 
further’material may be expected, resulting in later inquiry from the ad
dressee. . It is desired that when this form is utilized, it be fully executed.

r,y.. ,L;<.<r-". i
This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval ‘pf the FBI ,

Pswin ? *



If a Liaison Supervisor is being asked to pass information orally 
to another agency, he should promptly be furnished an appropriate letter
head memorandum or other communication which will confirm his oral 
dissemination. Do not send serials to Liaison with a routing slip asking 
’’please handle” or "please pass information to

. Affirmative contacts are being discontinued with twenty-four 
agencies with which we have relatively few interests in common. Liai
son Supervisors will, however, continue to handle urgent matters re
quiring personal liaison with those agencies. Supervisors should con
tinue to designate for the Liaison Section tickler copies of memoranda 
discussing matters involving other Government agencies, and consider
ation should be given to discussion of such matters with the Liaison 
representative prior to preparation of memoranda in order that full facts 
concerning our relations with the other agency may be ascertained. 
Matters involving our relations with other agencies should be coordin
ated, wherever possible, with the Liaison Supervisor at the outset. .

Very truly yours, .

' John Edgar Hoover •

Director .
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Memorandum 17.,..-.C^ Sullivan, to. LIr. C.. D. ...DeLpach. 
RE:' ? DISCONTINUANCE OF ’LIAiSON”^

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE: •

The •■.benefits-; pf ..qir.^et, pontact,.^^^

I
lie venue Service arc'^av'or';";- 57e'.secure/- Uonfr- ’.^ 

dakial tax information from them based On a special arrange- 
menV under Which'’ wo”’’secure' •’the written'”signature "Of'ail” ’■ M 
{Assistant Attorney Geheral, subsequently presenting this 
pith oui’ request to a designated point within the Internal 

{Revenue Service. Obviously it is not feasible to get the
.necessary signatures by mail and, further, the Internal 
■Revenue Service would not want to send tax returns by mail 
If or review. . v \ -t— * (k .

STATE DEPARTMENT

Direct contact with State enables us to secure within 
Hhe same day passports for Bureau officials or personnel who 

f must travel abroad immediately. This could not be done by 
| /correspondence. Our sensitive espionage investigations involving 

. diplomatic personnel are cleared in advance with State, and 
/ personal contact is .necessary to clarify questions raised by 
A State. State handles many of our inv^QT-j gabions abroad in areas 
I not covered by Legal Attaches. Here again, direct contact is

vital .in .prdei’ to achieve expeditious responses
i- t-r / •

In summary, we, have much to lose by dropping direct 
contact with these agencies. 0ur ability to get tilings done 
immediately in these critical areas requires direct liaison. 4.

If the Director agrees with the thoughts set forth 
above, I would like to retain Special Agents Joseph Fitzgerald 
and Leon Schwartz^ as well as Robert’Haying 'in addition, it 
would be necessary for Section Chief D. J, Brennan and. Number 
One Man G.‘A. Dqv to engage in active liaison assignments in 
order to share the work load involved in contact with the-major
agencies referred -to above 
7 > /K va., t

r 5
L'

AI v t': .4. v cS ' • ’ ~ X
<The supervision of the Bureau’s'-foreign liaison . 

operations^' as well as the Bureau’s Defense Plans, would continue 
to be part of the Section’s responsibility, as would coordination 
and handling of the requests and information received from the 
foreign liaison representatives stationed in Washington, including 

the Canadians, British, French, Japanese, and Australians.
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Memorandum W.' d'/ Suilivaii%C> C. D.:

Re: DISCONTINUANCE OF LIAISON FUNCTIONS

In- addition.,- in .order to give better balance to .
this-Bection; ’ T would’ sUggest-nrartsfei^in^

I for the handling of. all security informants, domestic and - ' ’
j 'foreign/ to it r- This’ means-the. transfer of .-.three ...men. fr.om .tli.e^ . r
Internal Security Section and one man from the Nationalities 
Intelligence Section. The reorganized section would have a 
complement of eleven men and would be known as the Informant- 
Liaison Section.. As indicated, both the Section Chief and 
Number One Man would be handling liaison matters outside the 
office, as well as administration of the section.^ -

ACTION:

\ V*
That the Director give consideration to the »

et forth aboverecommendations

ADDENDUM BY MR. DELOACH, 7/15/70 (CDD.-csh)
i thoroughly agree with Mr. Sullivan’s recommendations 

and sincerely hope that the Director will give consideration 
to those recommendations.

Having been a liaison agent for a number of years, and 
\ (having supervised such activities for a period of time, I am 

„jwell aware of the fact that considerable respect for the Director 
jand-the FBI is engendered by the men on these assignments. -The"* 
pTiaison men and their activities i*epresent a strong defense for7 ~ 

ythe FBI at all times. We have friends and close contacts in” 

most all of the Government agencies----but we also have many ■ 
..enemies who lurk on the sidelines vzaiting to shoot us down. The 
■ jliaison men prevent this through the medium of developing close 
pjcontacts and maintaining those contacts, so that our enemies 
^cannot take advantage of us.

(continued - next page)
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Memorandum W. C. Sullivan to C, D. DeLoach. . ,. . .. . ..^ . .-.-„ = vi. ... -, • 
: > DISCONTINUANCE OF' LIAISON-FUNCTIONS

Addendum by Mr. DeLoach (continued)

. .. The liaison £2en..have been.-.both. the eyes. and.ears:of
• <<v?' ■•] the- Director. ;ahdythe.-Bureau<:fo^ -years■?■■"’• Many "of :them' have' -'—

ispent personal funds in order to develop contacts. There will 
dbe.times,., of .course ./-when enemies, of the -Bureaude spite- ■ 
^effective liaison, will-attempt to cause criticism of the FBI.

• i'The liaison men will alvzays serve as good witnesses, however, 
; 5 ito the fact that they have tried to set up effective liaison 

;• / -despite, the deliberate^ hatred of our enemies,.pf

For these reasons I respectfully hope that the Director 
will give consideration to Mr. Sullivanjs recommendations,

- C. D. DeLoach

•
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DISCONTINUED AGENCIES

r Agency f or intertiat'^ ’■ Development

Agriculture (Department)
• • ‘ Credit -Union. Administration''

Office of Public Safety (AID)
Library of Congress
Federal: Deposit .Insurance Corporation'.

''■■■‘■Federal>H6m^ Ldah-'EandrBba^ •' 
Federal Power Commission

v. -• ; Federal :Reserv« System---.5 •••■/-
Food and Drug Administration
Health, Education and Welfare
International Police Academy
National Science Foundation
Office of Civil Defense (Army) • ■ .
Office of Emergency Preparedness
Securities and Exchange Commission
Social Security Administration
Supreme Court
Atomic Energy Commission
Defense Atomic Support Agency
Defense Communications Agency
Foreign Claims Settlement Commission
General Accounting Office
Marine Corps
Biueau vf the Budget
General Services Administration
Treasury (except Secret Service and Internal Revenue Service)

Department of Housing and Urban Development
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
Interior
Labor
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
National Labor Relations Board
National Security Agency
Office of Economic Opportunity
Peace Corps
U. S. Information Agency
Office of Secretary of Defense
Defense Supply Agency
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs
Civil Rights Commission
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
Joint Chiefs of Staff ।
Defense Intelligence Agency •
Post Office
Veterans Administration

NW 65360' Oocld:32989714 Page 7



-y-CiviX" Aeronauti:cs.\.Boax<lz0>.^ 
Coast' Guard

. . Commerce Department ..... ........... -
.............  Export-Import'Bank'

Farm Credit Administration
. ... ,. . Federal Aviation Administration .. 

Z-ZZ ?Xederal/.CpmkfliUcatip^ -.Comm^S^ 
” •" ■ ” ' ‘ Federal’Maritime Commission" • ”

...... Fedeyal...Trade Commission.v. 
Government Printing Office 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
Public Health Service 
Railroad Retirement Board 
Renegotiation .Soard 
Small Business Administration 
Smithsonian Institute 
Tariff Commission 
Department of Transportation 
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
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Following are typewritten clarifications of the 
handwritten comments of J. Edgar Hoover on the attached 
document:
Page 2 ~ nI seriously question essential need for those I 

have marked. H”
Page 25 bottom of page, left to right - ”1 thought by closing out th 

~ : substantial liaison operati
I would gain at least 8 Jigt 

' but it seems Dom, Int are
going to use these, E“

Handwritten coiment of Clyde Tolson ~ ,fI suggest Felt look into 
this”

- »Tes. Hw

to
 O 

co
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O^JONAt »O*M NO. 10 
»v 1*6) toil,ON 
^VGtN. NO. 1/

J010-10*

UNITED STATES GOV^JIMENT

. Memorandum...
TO Mr. C. D. DeLoach DATE: 7/16/70

FROM = W. C. Sullivan •»
n

subject: DISCONTINUANCE of liaison functions

Ke my memorandum dated 7/15/70 in which I pointed 1 
out that liaison was being discontinued with 65 agencies and 
that six Agents from the Liaison Section are available for

, .reassignment. I contemplate using five of the six Agents to
। i fill some of the"“dxisfing' vacancies in the-Domestic Intelligence
';Division which have been approved for filling. The sixth Agent 
will be used to staff the midnight_to 8 Shifts This shift

:: Ws“previously been’fiTled'on'a rotation basis by the Sections
‘ in the Division but the increased correspondence engendered

I, by the reduction of liaison will not make it possible for the
^Sections to spare a man for this shift. .

I certainly agree with the Director that contacts 
with the agencies with which we will continue liaison can in a 
great many instances be made by telephone and this was considered 
in my request for xne retention ox three Agents to perform liaise

<, 1 with the agencies indicated in my memorandum. Even then, because 
Hof the tremendous volume.of. business-we have with these agencies,
|it will- be necessary for the Section Chief and.the Number One 

11 Man to both perform active liaison functions outside the office, 
^|visiting, as the other men do,_the approved agencies.

These liaison contacts with whom we would be doing 
business by phone must be developed and maintained by personal 
contact and because of the substantial turnover in agencies, 
new contacts must be constantly developed on a personal basis. 
These remaining liaison men will also have to act as alternates 
for one another during periods of leave or illness and where 
emergency situations arise that require handling of an item when 
the regular liaison Agent is otherwise engaged. The liaison 
assignments will be as follows: , ■

? - * ‘ • Leon F, Schwartz - Department of State
< - ' Ail' Force Office^of Special i

, . Investigations

tyvis document is prepared in response'to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Commitfee. Its use. is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content‘may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Memorandum W. C. sflklivan to Mr. C. D. DeLoa^h '

RE: DISCONTINUANCE OF LIAISON FUNCTIONS "

’• ^Joseph.. M* • Fitzgerald?— .Army and Navy Intelligence -:.<.<>

, / ’ Robert H. Haynes - White House ... •. .

। Vice President
1 National Security Council

^■■■Number 7dnef Ilan- Graham?'47 '.Day.'—Secret -Service? }

_ _ ' ' ' ■ '.Civil Service Commission
---- ... • . * .

| Section Chief Daniel J.1 Brennan, Jr., - Internal Revenue 

f) , * • ■ . / -4—’ , z-z- . Service, .

When the 'Number One'Mantis wording outside the office the' 

Section Chief will be present to run the Section and when he 
is outside working the Number One Man will handle the Section.

The remainder of the Section will be comprised of 
two supervisors handling supervision of all foreign offices, 
visits"to the U. S. of Legal Attache contacts, Foreign Police 

, Cooperation matters, and coordination of the Bureau*s defense . 
| planning; three Agents handling supervision of all security 

| informant matters in the U, S.; and one^Agent supervising
foreign informants and contacts, and the border .coverage program.

I believe strongly that this is the barest minimum 
number with which the Section can operate under the revised 
program because even as projected, the Number One Man and the 
Section Chief will be engaged in active liaison outside the 
office for substantial periods of time. Although the plan 
outlined above represents a drastic reduction in personnel, 
I am confident that by the concerted and extra efforts of those 
remaining., we can continue the suggested revised program of 
operation. . .

ACTION: .
| 1. If approved, I will proceed as indicated above.

2 . We are advising the discontinued agencies that 
our increased work and limited manpower requires utilization 
of the bulk of our liaison Agents in other areas and it will 
be necessary for them to transact future^business with the
Bureau in writing.



O’tlONAl K)»M NO. 10 ‘d JOIO-tOO
5 'mat /omoN d
* • # ou OIH KO. NO. U

. J UNITED STATES GOV^p'MENT .

.. . Memorandum .. .. . .. . . ....... . .. .... ,.. ■ ’ ..

rnoM / W. M. FELT .. ' * * • ”'
.. — . ’• . \ .-*••• ? • . . . ■ ■ . . .... ! . ,

M Bjurr:' * DISCONTINUANCE OF LIAISON FI^C "y- ’
Pursuant to the Director's instructions, I have carefully looked into dis- ' 

continuance of liaison functions and resultant release of Agent Supervisory personnel 
for reassignment. I have reviewed the Director's instructions (pertinent memoranda, 
attached) and have conferred with various Bureau officials. ’ • . ‘ ■

The Director instructed liaison be restricted to White House, Vice President
• and National Security Council. Domestic Intelligence Division (DID) listed 65 agencies 

being eliminated from liaison contact but also respectfully suggested continued liaison
. with State, Air Force, Army, Navy, Secret Service, Internal Revenue and Civil

1 Service. DID feels that some disadvantage or possible criticism could result from 
discontinuance of liaison with these key agencies. . • :

At this point possible criticism or problems are anticipatory. Obviously ;
. we will be alert to such possibilities, and if problems arise, we will meet them and

•. take «vch steps arp necessary to soIva them. We nan alwavs modifv our 
procedures when it is in the Bureau's interests to do so. Furthermore, there appear 

j to be no question but that almost all business and necessary dissemination can be 
] handled by teletypes, letters, dissemination memoranda, or by telephone with con - 

■! firmation in writing if necessary. Emergency or unusually delicate situations can ” 
be handled by direct contact. .

For above reasons, we should immedia^j£«iscontinue liaison service 
with all agencies except White House, Vice President, and National Security Council. 

!Our teletype network to key agencies and our regular courier service will provide 
expedite transmission. An emergency, such as a threat against the President, can 
be handled by phone with confirmation by letter. DID can prepare necessary in
structions and guidelines to implement our new procedures. Nine Agent Supervisors; 
including a Section Chief, will be made available for other assignments.

. Mr. Sullivan’also proposed one of Agents released from liaison be 
designated permanent night supervisor on midnight to 8:00 ASO shiltHfdDlDl which 
is presently filled on rotation basis. Sullivan points out additional correspondence 
anticipated because of reduction in liaison, making it more dHITClilt for various units 
to spare men for midnight shift on rotation basis. There may be an increase but it
is impossible now to determine exact extent. DID should defer this request for 90 
days to determine extent of increased workloadand submit additional justification at thaf'Hrnpdocument is prepared in response to yoitr request and-^s-not for-dissemit-. ..

outside your Committee? Its use'is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content' may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
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Memo for'Mr. Tolson
. Re:. Discontinuance of Liaison Functions , • . . .• £ . . ■_

. \ ' Mr.’ Sullivan pointed out in his'memorandum‘(attached)’that there^are, ‘
. ‘ 5 vacancies in DID (none at Section Chief or #1 Man level — SA R. L. Shackelford •

was promoted to ChiS'’ofThc^n^S‘^^ Chief level). ’ Vacancies'
are as follows: (1) Three in New Left Groups Unit, one caused by the promotion oi 
SA”Shackelford -- replacement^ but not yet approved -- and two based on . . 
request for additional personnel to handle sharply increased work load'involving ' 
violence-oriented groups. Two from Inspection Staff have been ordered under • 
transfer in. Transfers being held in abeyance. (2) One vacancy,in Racial,Intelligence 
Section based on request for additional supervisor to handle increased work load re 
black militant groups — approved and Agent under transfer in from Los Angeles.
(3) One vacancy in Subversive Individuals Unit caused by transfer of SA S. S. 
Czarnecki to the Inspection Staff 4 Replacement approved but transfer in not yet 

■ ordered. .
4 ■

In addition, there are 4 immediate vacancies in other Divisionsat Seat of 
; Government: two in Speciarmvestigative Division and one in Crime Records 
■■Division (inspection Division memoranda recommending replacements attached).

—r^I n addition, there is Section Chief vacancy in Administrative Division.

OBSERVATIONS: .

Remaining functions will be liaison with White House, Vice President and 
National Security Council.plus supervision of Legal Attache Offices and related 

: matters. These duties are now being handled by three Agent Supervisors. This is 
i not enough to justify continuance of Section; however, a new unit could be established 
for administrative control consisting of Unit Chief aiid'TliiWe“AgbnTSupervisbrs.’’ Unit 
Chief would administer'unit and also be responsible'for irregular contacts with key 
agencies to maintain effective relations and to resolve and avert incipient problems.

‘, These matters have been discussed with Mr. Sullivan. While he does not 
agree with extent of proposed cutbacks, feeling we should maintain liaison with 
certain key agencies as set out in his.previous proposals, he advises DID will ’ 
vigorously strive to effectively implement the new procedures. ■

If these proposals are approved, a total of nine Agent supervisors will be 
removed from liaison, thus reducing approved DID Agent complement from 124 to 115. 
Nine "Agents being released from liaison assignment can be assigned as follows: 5 ' 
for'existing vacancies in DID; 2 transferred to existing vacancies in Special 
Investigative Division; SA Bernard C. Rachner has been transferred to field; and 
Section Chief Brennan to Administrative Division at no change in grade or salary -• . 
to replace Section Chief C. Q. Smith, who is retiring effective 7/31/70 (this has 
been coordinated with Mr. Mohr and Mr. Callahan).

-2 - CONTINUED - OVER



Memo for Mr. Tolson .
Re: Discontinuance of Liaison Functions

.. .>:Itis felt the vacancy in..the r.Crime: Records .Division .can. best.be.filled- .y •../ 
‘ by designation of SA John H. Campbell, currently on Inspection Staff (Campbell’s 
... . transfer to DID has been held in abeyance) inasmuch .as. he. has. had previous * . .. ,

experience in Crime Records Division. .

'•RECOMMENDATIONS:. : ■ • •

■ 1. That routine liaison contacts be discontinued with all agencies except
White House, Vice President, and National Security Council. '

i ' ■i • •

l * That the^iaison Section be abolished. ;

3. That a new unit consisting of Unit Chief and three Agent Supervisors - 
be established for administrative control of remaining liaison functions. If approved 
to be handled by DID. .. "

■ . ' v ; '

4. That nine Agent Supervisors now handling liaison be transferred to 
other duties. (SA Rachner has been transferred to Washington Field Office and. 
SA Brennan to be transferred to Administrative Division.) If approved, to be 
handled by Mr. Mohr’s Office.

5. That appropriate instructions and glidelines for communicating with 
other Government agencies be drawn up. If approved, to be handled by DID.

. .6. That approved Agent complement of DID be reduced from 124 to 115.

; bocld:32989714 Page 14 CONTINUED - OVER



Memo for Mr. Tolson .
Re: Discontinuance of Liaison Functions

^\^<7.>.,That,SA John Campbell_.be. transferred,from the Inspection Staff. ..... $ 
to the Crime Records Division. If approved, to be handled by Mr. Mohr’s Office. ’ '

8. That DID’s request for a midnight to 8:00 AM supervisor not 
be approved at this time. ...... - •
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, 07’0NM NO. 10 * 3010—iot : ' :
- • * MAT IU) IDItlON Sr ifox

*' . • J OS# Gfw tlO. NO. it

’' UNTI ED ST/VFES Gv>V^M^

■Memorandum
„ H •*& • . • ■• i . . ,e ••,  *; •?. ‘ ?.; :./.>• ••',•■ ,■;■ •? /'•■ < '• *„■ .»• J." •* ’/ •*;•* ..• V' <' •* * h ' * *'
^Td^^-^llrr G... Brennan.\T>AtE:< ;July 21y 1970TT

•FROM : Mr.^ A. Sizoo ■ “ — ' '..  '■ ■“• •• ■ •• ■ ••'■

sl^ect/dISCONTINUANCE OF.l^Ai^^^ : • ”.
v ■ ■ ■

.,-.... •,.... ... This, memorandum., is., to indicate'.the..manner .in-.which;-,'it-; 
‘is contemplated Special Agent (SA) personnel of the former'
Liaison Section will be reassigned in view of the recommendation^ , 
made in Mr. FelVs memorandum dated 7-20-70, copy attached.

Number One Man Graha^r-Day as Supervisor-in-Charge,^" 
Robert A. Bermingham, Harvey C. Jlriemister and Robert Haynes 
will constitute a separate unit within the Nationalities ' 
Intelligence Section to handle supervision of the foreign 
liaison offices, Foreign Folice Cooperation cases, and liaison 
with the White House, Vice President and the National Security 
Council.

The nine men to be reassigned, if approved, will be 
reassigned as follows: .s

Section Chief Daniel Js/^rennan (1) has been reassigned 

to the Administrative Division and SA B. C^Rachner (2) has been 
transferred...to the Washington Field Office/ It is understood 
that. the Administrative Division desires Supervisor Joseph M. 
Fitzgerald (3), who formerly, handled liaison with the Civil 

Service Commission, be transferred to that Division.

Supervisor William J^McDonnell (4) is being designated 

as a replacement for the former' Supervisor-in~Charge of the New 
Left Unit of—the Internal Security^Section. Special Agents 
Fred .j/fCassidy (5), Bowen F. -.Rose (6), and Leon F^.^Sohwartz (7) 
will also be assigned to the^Internal Security Secrion to fill 
vacancies fn that Section. Special Agents William P.>D±^(8) 
and Do Rc<Norie (9) will be reassigned to the Racial" Intelligence' 
.Section to fill the vacancies in that Section for which James 
'Ingram and Robert^-Ritzer were transferred to this Division.

Ingram reported yesterday, 7-20-70, and he will be reassigned 
elsewhere at. the Seat of Government (SOG). Ritzer, v/hoLis ilnderos 
transferoirom Los Angeles, will temporarily remain in Los i 
Angeles pending other vacancies at SOG.

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee, Its use is limited to official proceedings by
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person^

..... n « express approval of the FBI .NW 65360 Docld:32989714 Page 16



MEMORANDUM TO MR, Ce D.. BRENNAN .
‘ RE: DISCONTINUANCE OF LIAISON FUNCTIONS . ' .

* An .additional memorandum is being prepared outlining 

the manner in which other problems resulting from the dis
continuance of ’ the Liaison Section will be handled.

RECOMMENDATION: ’ *

• ' ' That the SA personnel of the former Liaison Section
be reassigned as indicated. . ’ .

NW 65360 Docld:32969714 Page 17



* QHlONAl FO*M NO. 10 •
I**) ton^H • gCa Gt»* MG. NO. 37 *

""- UNITED STATES GO\i^NMENT

Memorandum
TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan ' date: 7/21/70

FROM Brennan ««

SUBJECT: DISCONTINUANCE OF^LIAISON FUNCTIONS

Pursuant to the Director’s instructions, we are - ' 
discontinuing liaison contacts with all agencies except the 
Vrhite House/the Office of the Vice President, and the 
National Security Council. As a large volume of our work . 
with other agencies has been handled by the Liaison Super- . ' 
visors, we are recommending that thpse_agencies__be_„tpld_that 
our increased work and limited manpower require the use of t , 
our Liaison Agents in other areas and it will be necessary 
for them to utilize other means for the transaction of their ... 
business with the Bureau. • \

• ' We propose to advise the agencies tha:$L_any—requests 
for information, from.Bureau files be referred to the Name...Check 
Section^by telephone oi’ mail and.that requests dealing with 
matters of Bureau policy be addressed to the Director in •

not permit a written request and which involve Bureau policy 
or current operations will be referred to the Office of the 
interested Assistant Director. ,

■ Address_ cards have been prepared and circulated to
all Bureau officials and stenographers covering those agencies 
to whom any volume of Bureau mail has been addressed in the
past. It is 
sary for the 
contact as a 
telephone or

We

not considered that address cards will be neces- 
small agencies with whom we have had infrequent 
proper mailing address can be secured either by 
from the Government Organization Manual. _ .

are carefully watching developments in the dis
continuance of direct liaison and will make prompt recommen
dations concerning any problems which may be anticipated or 
arise. - . ■

NW 65360 Docld:3 29^JMi>R&g®£18/ie express approval of

This -document is prepared -in response to your request and is not for dissemu- 
nation outside your Committee* Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized peison- 
WMoRigeilMe express approval of the FBI .



Memo C. D. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan
Re: Discontinuance of Liaison Functions

ACTION: • < ’ . '

. .(1). .If approved, we will proceed with the discon
tinuance of Liaison-as indicated above.

(2) Attached for approval is a proposed memorandum 
to All Bureau Officials and Supervisors informing them of the 
discontinuance, of -Liaison. ' ,. • • .



OHiOMM rOlM#O. 10 ,
MAWtftl fDHtOH '^Sa Gin. VO. ho, if Jr
UNITED STATES GOVEW^ENT

Memorandum •' • .
• • ■ < ’ . • *

to 7 ;"Mr.: C/'b/Bren^aS7 •■••■•^ ••" ''date.’' July 31, 1970"'

from S W. R. Wannall

subject: 'ORGANIZATION .' "’V'
----- JSIATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE SECTION .' > " 

’ : ' (bPMESTIC INTELLIGENCE,DIYJSIQ&iL^‘

Reference your memorandum 7/27/70 ’’Liaison Section, ” addressed 
to all Division Chiefs, advising.that a separate unit was to be set up in 
Nationalities Intelligence Section to handle foreign liaison, foreign police 
cooperation cases, and liaison with White House, Vice President, and National 
Security Council. Clerical personnel assigned to this work in the past were to 
be part of the new unit. In compliance with foregoing instructions, following 
reorganization accomplished within the Nationalities Intelligence Section:

The new unit, known as the Special Coordination Unit, will be headed 
by SA Graham A. Day as Supervisor-in-Charge and will include SAs Robert H. 
Haynes, Harvey C. Hemister, Jr., and Robert A. Bermingham. SA Day vail 
1* p, A M «« rtl J rxv* zl 1 Tx c* v\ /41 rx dPr\
Mv XVOJJUnOlUIC XUX UVVX"«1X oUjJCx VlQX^JlA V>X M.UAV U.UV. (<XAA XXM.1AW.V

liaison matters, telephonic inquiries received from other agencies and any 
special situations arising with respect to coordination of matters with other 
U. S. agencies.

SA Haynes will handle liaison with the White House, Vice President and 
National Security Council.

• SAs Flemister and Bermingham will continue handling foreign police 
cooperation cases, coordination of Bureau Legat operations and visits of 
foreign officials who are contacts of our Legats. SA Flemister’s area of 
responsibility in foregoing is the European area and SA Bermingham’s is the 

1 remainder of the world.

With respect to clerical personnel assigned to the former Liaison 
Section, it should be noted that Edna Mae Jones and Margaret A. Zank, Clerk- 
Stenographers, GS~4, act as receptionists in the Division Front Office. 
Reception positions for other offices within the Division are handled on a rotating 

. basis by Division pool-personnel. ■ For administrative purposes,, therefore, \ - •
•t* ■ i

This document is prepared in response to -your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside, your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

! your-Committee and the content may nut.be disclosed to unauthorized person-
! ngl without the express approval of the FBI .
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Memorandum for Mr. Brennan
Re: ORGANIZATION ' . . .

NATIONALITIES INTELLIGENCE SECTION • ■_
. - . . >1 * . . • .

’ »•

MisSes Jone? and Zank are being assigned to the Division Steno Pool, which , 
will assume responsibility in future of providing receptionists for Division 
Front Office space on a rotating basis. . .

1 ■

■ ■ Mrs. Mary LAMisiorek, Secretary (Stenography), GS-7, assigned 
heretofore as secretary to the Chief of Liaison Section, will be absorbed 
within’the Division in a Secretary" (Stenography), GS-7, position which is 
opening by reason of assignment of Secretary (Stenography), GS-8 
(Mrs. Catherine H, Stone), to the office of Assistant to the Director Sullivan. 

'Reassignment of Mrs. Misioret will be'handled separately.

Miss Dorothy B. Barnard, Clerk, GS-7, being-transferred within ■ 
the Division to Research Section along with her former responsibilities in 
connection with handling of Buplans matters. '

Miss Leann M. Steele, Clerk-Stenographer, GS-3, has submitted 
her resignation effective 8/5/70 and no replacement being requested at this time .

All other clerical employees assigned to former Liaison Section being 
absorbed within the Special Coordination Unit, Nationalities Intelligence Section.

SA William J. McDonnell reported to the Section effective 7/30/70 
as replacement for SA John T. Kelly, transferred to Internal Security Section. 
SA McDonnell will assume responsibilities for matters formerly handled by 
SA Kelly consisting of matters relating to Africa, the Near East and Far East, 
and the Pacific Islands. In addition, he will assume responsibility for special 
coverage relating to EPCE and Telex coverage heretofore assigned to 
SA F. X. O'Brien. In place of these matters, SA O'Brien will assume 
responsibility for legal research matters formerly assigned to SA Kelly.

’ ’The Special Coordination Unit will functionfrom the Tenth Floor 
space formerly occupied by Liaison Section. I .

ACTION: . ■ ’ '

The Nationalities Intelligence Section will be fully operational under 
the above set-up as of beginning of business 8/3/70. Necessary revisions of 
Functional Statements, Organiza.tidrial Charts and position descriptions are . 
being handled separately. .
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : MR. FELT e

FROM . : MR. KINLEY

subject: Liaison Section

date: June 29, 1972

I would appreciate your observations and recom
mendation on the following suggestion:

For many years, FBIHQ had a Liaison Section 
which maintained official liaison with the head
quarters of other governmental departments and 
agencies in Washington, D. C. The discontinuance 
of that Liaison Section resulted in an attempt by 
the Washington Field Office to handle many inquiries 
of high-level officials of those departments and 
agencies. It should be noted, of course, that this 
office of necessity maintains liaison on a relatively 
low level with all governmental departments and 
agencies to insure the prompt referral of cases and 
to handle matters pertaining to the effective 
operation of this office in the District of Columbia. 
I feel'that a reinstitution of the Liaison Section 
in FBIHQ would place the high level ^iaison with 
other agencies at the headquarters level where it 
would obviously be more effective, - , •

. * .This document is prepared in response to ^/our request and is not for dissemi- 
’ . ’ nation outside your Committep. Its use ts" limited to, official proceedings by
; ’ . your Cpmmittee^ and the content may not be disclosed tg unauthorized person-
. ’ without the .express approval of the FBI .
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TO : MR. KINLEY ” ' ‘ DATE: June 30, 1972 .

'' This document is prepared in response to your revest and is not for dissemi-
FROM . FELT natio% outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official-proceedings

’ ’ ’ your Committee am} the content may. not disclosed to unauthorized1 person
' . net without the express approval of the FBI .

SUBJECT: LIAISON SECTION • * ‘ . - •
\ • /

i r ; ••

You requested my observations and recommendations with regard .
to the re-establishment of the Liaison Section. '

The Liaison Section was broken up in July, 1970, and since that time 
necessary and desirable liaison with other Federal agencies has been handled 
by written communication as well as by direct contact with persons at various 
levels at the Bureau with their counterparts in the other Federal agencies. 

. When the Liaison Section was discontinued it had grown too large and represented 
a waste of manpower. 10 Agents, not including a Section Chief, were engaged 
in handling domestic liaison with some 81 different agencies, many of which 
obviously were of minor importance to our operations. Since that time necessary ' 
liaison has hot been handled as much by Washington Field Office as you indicated as 
by supervisors and officials in FBIHQ. Washington Field Office’s liaison with 
other agencies relates almost entirely to the handling of leads and the Bureau's 

1 routine business with those agencies.

I believe we could more efficiently and effectively handle our business 
with the other major Federal agencies if we re-established a Liaison Unit of limited 
size to handle only those agencies with which we have the greatest amount of traffic.

! I propose we have a five-man Unit under the Chief of the existing Special Coordination 
i Unit (L. F. Schwartz); ” ;

j SA Robert H. Haynes is currently in that Unit handling liaison with.the 
• White .House, the Vice President, and the National Se^u^ity.Council?. To his 
i assignments'-we should add Secret Service; ,
( ..... ,. .. .... .M r ’ 
"> .. ’’A.. SA'^John Ei- ’Manning Currently .assis^.tlie Unit- Chief ih; handlingftp.lcpHdn ’e 

’ ih^uifie^ He cohldH’e’iiaison’-yni^ ,

: . • Military intelligence agencies . . ’ ' •
I Office of Special Investigations, Air Force
J. ■ Naval Investigative Service . •• .

. . Assistant Chief of.Staff for Intelligencej Army

mw 6536’0 oj- Defense .



Memo for Mr. Kinley •
Re: Liaison Section

SA B. C. Rachner currently in this Unit could handle liaison with:

’ Department of State ‘ ,
Immigration and Naturalization Service . *
Treasury Department and related agencies with-exception of

Secret Service

A 4th Agent could handle Central Intelligence Agency and related committees:

U. S. Intelligence Board ■ .
Signal Intelligence Committee ,
Security Committee

‘ ' Watch Committee ’ ■
Technical Surveillances Countermeasures 
Interagency Defector Committee

A 5th Agent could handle:

National Security Agency - - - . .
Atomic Energy Commission 
U. S. Postal Service 
Department of Transportation •

Under the above proposed arrangement we would have five Agents handling 
the major agencies with which we regularly need to resolve problems and handle 
the greater Volume of our business Mating to other agencies. This Unit could be 
effectively supervised by its present Chief (Schwartz) and would function under 
A. J. Decker, Jr. , Chief and G. A. Day, Number One Man of the Nationalities 
Intelligence Section. Both Decker and Day are highly competent for this kind of „ 
supervisin and administration, it being noted that Day is our top expert on liaison 
matters, having served as Number One Man in the old Liaison Section. Two other 
supervisors in the Unit (R. A. Bermingham and H. C. Flemister, Jr.) would 

..continue to handle foreign liaison, to. which they are presently assigned, including , 
the supervision of Legat operations. A third Agent would need to be added for

•; •• supervision of fpreignliaison.,to replace’Rachner,-who is now engaged in.these • . . -.
A, duties..-, A..?J. -A;AA.•

RECOMMENDATION: . ■
•-------------------------------------------- ■ •

That the Special Coordination Unit be renamed Liaison Unit and orgarpz^d 
• ' along-the’lines indicated above with Unit Chief Schwartz; 5 Agents handling domestic . 

liaisonj-.and.tliree Agents-Sto handle foreign, liaison. If approved, ’.this would require. 
the assignment of three additional Agents to this Unit. ■
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Memorandum
TO Mr. Felt DATE: 7/14/72

FROM

■SUBJECT:

This document is prepared in Response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
F S Mi 11 pr nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited td official proceedings by
x.. o. Miner your Committee and the content, may not be disclosed to unauthorized per^on~ 

. nel without the express approval of the FBI ’.

LIAISON SECTION- • *

This memorandum is in response toJIr. Gray’s 
comments concerning your memorandum to Mr. Kinley 6/30/72. 
Mr. Gray asked for a review of current and past liaison 
procedures.

The supervision of our foreign liaison representatives 
was not affected by the conversion in 7/70 of the Liaison 
Section to the Special Coordination Unit. That responsibilitj7 
continues to be handled in the Special Coordination Unit in 
the same manner as it was handled in the former Liaison Section. 
This memorandum, therefore, is addressed to the question of 
the Bureau's domestic liaison operations,

Former Liaison Section

The objective of the Liaison Section was, through 
the development of high-level contacts in appropriate U. S. 
agencies, to insure that the Bureau’s business with those 
agencies was accomplished promptly, effectively, economically, 
and with a minimum of jurisdictional or policy problems. 
By the establishment of effective liaison contacts, we sought 
to recognize and solve minor problems before they became 
major problems requiring protracted ’and./e^pen^ivb negotiafi^rh^ 
between the Bureau and other agencies.

Procedures.under Liaison Section

. .. „ . The objectives cited above were achieved, by pla'cing... 
"seasoned’'Bureau1 repfesbntatives: df ’ broad’ experience' in contabf 

with officials at. the highest levels of other agencies where/, 
-.the ’ Bureau either .’nOedbd’ hel’p:rX>r/.had:':dQricur^^

■<I-u:^he: -former L>i-aison>S’.ee’<tion:j- maintained'liaisons
wi£n approximately 81 U. S. agencies including major ’inteili- ; 

geaipe agencies, the military, other major departments,^ bureaus 
and-1 commissions ’and many lesser agencies. ’ They frequently 
•visited the.major agencies, developed a broad knowledge of

' SEE ADDENDUM PAGE 7i
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E. S. Miller to Mr. Feit

Re: LIAISON SECTION

their operations and established a close personal rapport •with 
i high-level officials in those agencies. For example, in matters 
• of major importance the liaison Agent could make immediate
■■ personal contact with^Cabinet officers, directors of bureaus and 

many other officials of the highest level.. When our investiga
tions required interviews of persons of this caliber, the inter

' views would be handled by the liaison Agents in order that the 
interviews could be accomplished without delay and with a 
minimum of inconvenience to the official involved. Many of these 
high-level contacts were the result of years of development by 
the Bureau liaison representatives and through them we were able 
to obtain assistance which might otherwise'have been difficult 
or impossible to obtain. Some examples of this type of support 
are the following:

National Security Agency-One of the Bureau*s 
, ' secure""t,ellepii6,n"e",'systems' was provided and

installed by this Agency at no cost to the
- ■ Bureau, a savings of approximately $150,000. '

Through‘high-level contacts in this Agency, ■ 
we have also been able to secure the results

■ ■ of its technical research which might have
. been difficult or expensive to obtain through

_ other sources.

Post Office-Our close association with the 
CHIeFTostiTl Inspector and his top officials 

' has resulted in that agency providing support 
in some of our most delicate intelligence 
operations looking to the identification of • 

‘ illegal hostile intelligence activities in
. this country.

State Department-In addition to providing 
at’ nV cost ’to the Bureau another secure . ■

■.-.a...telephone network, and making available to. -the ;
Bureau worldwide cable facilities of the State ” ' 

our-high-level contacts in this. . .... .. . ....• 
’ Department have-on many occasions assisted iri/-’

speedy’ resolution - of complicated-investigative^-'- 
problems both in the criminal and security fields. ■

. . . ... .. . An. excellent example would be the support provided
by the Passport Office of the State Department in ' 

identifying James Earl Ray as the assassin of •; ‘ 
.* Martin'Luther King-. ‘ {

’ • • * . • • . • ’ • * * ’ .............. / • • • .
~ 2 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Felt 
Re: LIAISON SECTION

Military Agencies-The military intelligence 
’’ agencies have consistently provided excellent ,

support to the Bureau in both the security and . 
criminal fields. Much of this is due to the 
high-level liaison contacts developed over the ■ 
years with these agencies. In the Yablonsky 
murder case, the military provided, on very 
short notice at no cost to the Bureau, an ‘
expert diving team which was able to locate (
one of the weapons involved which was an j
essential piece of evidence in this crime. j
Likewise, the military has been.able to provide I

• a wealth of deceptive information to be used !
in our double agent operations directed against 
Soviet-bloc intelligence agencies.

Immigration and Naturalization Service- 
Through high-level contacts with this Service, 

■ we have been able to arrange with a minimum of
eomxjlicated papex* work the speedy deportation • f

’ of persons entering the United States who are
considered to be threats to the internal security, 
such as Arab terrorists sent to the United States 
on assassination missions.

In many other instances, through close established I

liaison, we were able to avoid the development of situations £
in other agencies which could have resulted in operational I
problems for the^ureau. Our liaison^ for example, with the I

President's Commission on the Causes and Prevention of /
Violence and the Commission on Civil' Rights provided advance 1
information concerning poss.ible publications or statements * I
by those commissions which -could have reflectgd adversely I
on the Bureau. ’ I

is.-.;.'.;,-- s- ■ f.founder, these ;• procedures-,:the Burehu-. liaison’ repre-
■ sehtative would be visiting the agencies assigned to him on ’

f-rbpuent „.basis, so. ..that. officials. of.,those.-.agencies .would- .• ■.«
=• • / . abTe to., discuss . potential ■ ppi icy problems ’ .with ■ him; ;", /.i" J

'■'•-’*•*^'"'‘before ’•making' thern’a 'matter''6^ formal" correspondence \vith’ ’V’ '
the Bureau. In many of these situations, the Bureau liaison ’ .

. . . representative, ..being, fully, conversant with Bureau..policies • .- -. -• • •■ v 
and procedures, would immediately resolve the question to .. . !

. the satisfaction of both the Bureau and' -the official of the- ? 4 $ ■ J

.. . -other agency without the necessity of- getting into expensive, ••
■.^•.4^<x'WftA9.u.t.j.-.foi’mal>w^

- • - 3 - CONTINUED - OVER ' .
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Felt 
Re: LIAISON SECTION

Special Coordination Unit *

Objectives o^c the Special Coordination Unit, while 

similar to those previously stated for the former Liaison 
Section, are necessarily, less broad and. are directed more 
towards facilitating the resolution of problems raised by 
other agencies than producing effective action by other 
agencies on behalf of the FBI. .

Procedures under Special Coordination Unit ' •

Under the current setup, two Agents assigned to 
the Special Coordination Unit are handling our domestic 
1 iaison„work. One of these is assigned to liaison with 
The White House, the Vice President, and the National Security 
Council. He is backed up by the other Agent who also attends 
meetings of various intelligence committees and assists the 
Unit Chief in handling inquiries from other agencies doing 
business with.the Bureau.

We have been able in our current system to carry 
on an effective liaison operation primarily because of the 
quality and number of high-level contacts which had been 
developed under the previous Liaison Section system. 
Although effective, this has really been a holding operation 
largely dependent upon the existing reservoir of well 
developed contacts. Due to transfers and retirements in 
the most important agencies with which we do business, our 
established contacts have been deteriorating so that we 
are approaching the point of diminishing returns. This 
situation could be reversed if we had sufficient man power . 
to visit the more important agencies, renew old contacts and 
establish new ones. , .

.. .. Currently, ■ with .the .exception of-..our ..liaison with. ' .
The White House, the Vice President and the National Security

.. ...... y/Counci.l7.. pur... liaison. ;wi th other agencies.-.is.. pr imarily.-dependent.
'Upon those agencies- contacting- the- Special Coordination VpiV; .

s''-'.'“•■•either’ teiephohibaliy w’’ifi’ pers^^ I"' '•"

.... ...... ' • •/ ■ . . ' ■

.. .. .... ... ...... ‘..... ■ . .,s .. ■•••_*>
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Felt
Re: LIAISON SECTION

Costs '

' ' . In measuring the cost of a domestic liaison operation,
the only measui-able cost is the total salary for personnel 
involved. Liaison Agents are normally selected from among 
Supervisors of GS-15 caliber ($25,583-$33,260); that is, men 
who have the ability and experience required to handle a 
Unit Chief1s job or a job of similar responsibility. Based 
on current median salaries, there is set out below a comparison 
of the annual salary cost of the former Liaison Section and 
the current Special Coordination Unit. In considering these 
figures, it should be recognized that the Section Chief and 
Number One Man in the former Liaison Section, and the Unit 
Chief in the present Special Coordination Unit devoted only 
part of their time to domestic liaison, and also supervised 
the coordination of our offices abroad and the investigation 
of the many "Foreign Police Cooperation" cases handled in 
the United States in reciprocity for the work done for us 
abroad. The former Liaison Section also handled other

■ matters, now absorbed elsewhere, such as emergency planning 
and rhe Bureau's participation in the NATO Special Committee.

Former Liaison Section

1 - GS-16 Section Chief - $33,634
1 ~ GS-15 Number One Man - 28,995

10 - GS-15 Liaison Agent ■
positions 289,950

. Total: $352,579 ’

♦ }
Special Coordination* Unit

1 - GS-15 Unit Chief position $28,995
1 - GS-15 Liaison Agent 28,995 •
1 - GS-14 Supervisor 24,888 "

$82,878 ’ •
• • : ~ • v ?...** •• ‘A"* - ♦* **-.'?• • >,’• • * < ’ *■ . • '••• •

’ If, as suggested, the current Special Coordination

.* -aUnif-. vere.. to .be .-expanded...to .:a...'liaison .-.operationj the. increased- • 
. .vJlvsalap<y;..cqs.ts.•should.be.estimated, at ....$28.,.995..annual

■■'‘'additional Liaison'-Agent.' ■ 'Therefore, the "proposed addition s 

of three qualified Liaison Agents to the Unit would result •
-in an. increased ..annual expenditure of- $86,985...- .- . • •- ’.- •

• l-- •• • -..We have previously cited examples of tangible monetary*’ • 
• • savings effected through liaison. Tn-addition, there are ' ’ *■

.-.intangible.: s.avi.ugs.;whi.q^ are.-difficult
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Felt
Re: LIAISON SECTION

such as savings in reduced paper work, savings in man hours 
of consultation, savings in the elimination of unnecessary 
or duplicative investigative effort and, of overriding 
importance, the increasing of our operational effectiveness 
through the establishment of good will with other agencies. 
These savings offset to a considerable degree the increased 
salary expenditure.

Conclusion

Although we enjoy a strong operational relationship
with other agencies, including the intelligence agencies, 
wherein in many instances we have face-to-face meetings at 
the desk level with counterparts in other agencies, we 
believe that from the overall standpoint the Bureau can 
profit from the assignment of three additional Liaison Agents 
to this work. We are not recommending that we enter into 
liaison functions ae broadly as we were engaged in the past 
as we believe such an expenditure would not be justified. 
What we are recommending is the assignment of one-half the 
personnel which had previously been assigned to direct 
liaison functions at less than one-half the previous cost.

ACTION

For information

7 :

t » i

(OVER...)
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ADDENDUM OF W. M. FELT 7-19-72

I recommend re-establishment of a Liaison Section on the 
restricted basis outlined above. The Liaison Section should maintain 
smooth and continuing contact with top officials in the intelligence com
munity and related departments. We would not change in any way very 
effective liaison maintained by other divisions with Congress, Budget 
Bureau, Civil Service Commission, Department of Transportation in 
connection with hijackings and security matters, etc. This action would 
eliminate any remnants of criticism concerning our liaison. W7e would 
set up strict guidelines and carefully select our personnel to insure that 
we would get the type of liaison outlined above. We would guard against 
it becoming a mail courier operation.

I recommend the re-establishment of the Liaison Section 
and the addingof three additional agents to implement this..



TO

OHION^l fQ*M NO. 10 
’ MAY 194] tOf^ON 
ok gin. az

MIO-IO«

UNITED STATE5jQ'>VERNME.NT

Memorandum
: Mr. W. M. Felt

■A

DATE: 9/7/72

J,

FROM
• . This document is prepared in response to. your reguest c^id is not for disseihi-

: E. S. Miller nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
’ ’ - - your Committee and. the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person

nel without the express approval of the FBI . .

SUBJECT: jjaiSON SECTION

Mr. Gray’s approval of the re-establishment of a liaison section '
included an instruction that the section not supervise offices overseas and in 
foreign countries. As this work is so basic to the responsibilities of a 
liaison section, I am respectfully presenting several points for Mr. Gray's 
consideration in the hope that he will reconsider this prohibition. • , . •

b '
The_supervision of the foreign offices-is handled_bv.thr.ee _men " ■

who review_the c.orresnondenc.e -with-our Legats. resolve their numerous ' 
’ problemsf-and handle„thejr many contacts ■wlm_visit Washington. The latter 

also visit other United States agencies while here, requiring coordination which 
can best be arranged by a domestic liaison supervisor familiar with the 
agency in question. In addition, some of the foreign agencies with which • '
our Legats are deeply involved maintain representatives in Washington. 
These include RCMP, MI-5, MI-6, and the Australian Security Intelligence 
Organization. These foreign representatives regularly visit the Bureau 
to discuss the various requirements which have been made of them by their 
headquarters. The foreign liaison supervisors simply do not have the time 
to handle these persons iiraddition to their regular work, and this responsibility, . 
which for many years was handled in the front office of the former liaison section, 
is now temporarily. beiiigJiand^ offic.e Q.f th.e s.e.c.tion to which the -
foreign liaison supervisors are attached. The processing of the requests made 
by these men and the discussion of their problems with them is a matter of 
basic liaison and should logically be handled by whoever will be in charge • 

'* ■ ’of the’new liaison- section'.- -The .courtesy and attention which is given -to-. . y -M- 
the requests made by these foreign liaison representatives in Washington _

‘' Uis.' reflected in.the Treatment which’their headqugrtprs-'afik);^ ' •
.■.•made'-.by:'duF-LegaIAttaches;r^ • •...****
j } •.. ••
• ....... RCMP has specified, that all requests from U; S.. agencies f^r .

information from Canada must be made through FBI. We handle such requests
, as Foreign..Police Cooperation matters,^ and .the necessary coordination • . J
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. W. M. Felt 
Re: LIAISON SECTION

with other agencies is handled by domestic liaison supervisors dealing with 
those agencies. In similar fashion the British will not furnish derogatory ♦
information directly to the Department of Defense in connection with its' 
background-type investigations but require that such data be channeled 
through FBI. These are just two of the instances in which a foreign liaison

7-- matter becomes a domestic liaison matter and should be under the same 
supervision.

Our foreign offices are necessarily closely involved in the
operations of several U. S. agencies and require domestic liaison with those J
agencies. Our many problems surrounding the establishment and maintenance
of foreign offices have to be coordinated with the Department of State. It is j
essential that we know and have access to the proper official at State in order ji
to solve problems faced by the Legats as without prodding State moves very ;
slowly. Our foreign offices work closely with the Central Intelligence '
Agency(CIA) stations abroad. CIA Headquarters does not permit its overseas ■*
stations to disseminate information to other agencies overseas, including our d
Legats, except in unusual circumstances. They frequently, however, suggest • = 
to our Legats that CIA Headquarters be asked for particular items. These I
can most rapidly be secured by direct request from a domestic liaison •
supervisor. In a number of areas, our Legal Attaches work closely with i
local representatives of the U.S. military. Leads are passed to our Legat H
which are then followed up by liaison contacts in Washington with the appropriate ’;
military headquarters. H

Liaison, or, in Sther terms, the establishment of a harmonious
relationship, is basically the same whether practiced in Washington or Tokyo. H 
I feel that it would be to the Bureau’s advantage to have our liaison operations ' ’ ’ 
closely coordinated and directly supervised in the same area. .This has proved =:
to be an efficient and productive arrangement in the past, and we believe that I;
the re-establishment of limited direct liaison in Washington should be handled : i

... by the same supervision, which, has been given to our .posts abroad. The work in ;• p 
both areas is primarily intelligence oriented, yet does not fall within the : =

• • normal responsibilities of the present operational-sections.- -It is con^ered ' ... / ’ ’ J 
we should.hot leave-the foreign.supervision-in its-present-areaj-.which:-is

fully occupied with Arab terrorism, Chinese espionage, arid Cuban, Arab, ; I
Chicano and Jewish extremists. A logical and economical step woul$ be to . -.
make the 'present foreign liaison supervision an integral part oC the newT- • j '
liai^on_se.etion. Under this arrangement, the foreign liaison supervision ’ ':-
would be handled as a separate and distinct unit composed of the -three •••'■•

■> supervisors, presently engaged in .this, work. This unit would be completely 
~ . Li ri ~r _- .rn 111 !■ i " 1 ,,
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Memorandum. E.A S, Miller .to -,Mr..W.< M; , Felt 
Re: LIAISON SECTION ’ ’ ' •i'....

5:^r£epa^ate;from-the'd’omestielfaisdn supervisors-'^ 
over-arrsupcrvT^ir~ttai3nKi^n^^ 
and promptly .coordinated.

ACTION:

It is respectfully requested that the Acting Director, in 
consideration of the factors outlined above, per mitJ^e-foreignJ.iai son 
supervisors to be made a part of the new liaison section.



TO

FROM

OFTIOHAl IO«M no. 10

*G>57 HIM. it

UNITED STATES

$CI0~10t

Memorandum
: Mr. L. Patrick Gray, lU U

as

DATE: 9/8/72

Daniel M. Armstrong, m 
i

*
*

subject LIAISON SECTION'

Since I think my recommendations to you may possibly be 
the source of the confusion that appears to have resulted from your 
order approving the reestablishment of the Liaison Section, this 
memorandum is written in an effort to dispel the confusion.

When the recommendation was made to you to reestablish a 
Liaison Section, I recommended you reestablish the Section but the Section 
as reestablished should not operate in the same way as the old Liaison 
Section had operated, according to my understanding. '

Specifically, I recommended that ths reconstituted Section should 
have responsibility only over liaison with other agencies and should not 
operate ouL-oLine Tjamesllc_lhte.^ (DID)- I suggested that
the proper location within the Bureau for the new Section might be an 
appropriate topic for discussion at an ExecutivesConference meeting.

Supervision of foreign Legats, which supervision had been 
included among the responsibilities of the old Liaison Section, would, 
under my proposal, continue to be handled Within the DID and thus would 
not be handled by thereconstituted Liaison Section.

This recommendation was based on the assumption that the 
foreign Legats have seen their responsibilities increased-in recent years 
to include the collection of political intelligence information for dissemination 

. toDr... Kissinger.-and.,others.—If they are going to do intelligence work, it. ..
_■ seemed appropriate.for them to be supervised by the FBI’s intelligence ' "
1 ’ ■ division.- .-v"* ' 7 ,

You ordered that the new' Section^ nersup^rv/se offices overseas ‘»
■ and in foreign countries. If this order was in any way based upon my
' fecbmmehdafidn'td you,' iriy recOinmehdatioh’should not have 1/een accepted 4

■ unless you were also prepared to order that the new Section would .
• operate, out of the DID. • 0 ’ - J - ’

’ cias^d--^ ; ■ NATIONAL SECURITY information

' - Exempt from GDS, Category- 3 •.» —Disclosure ’ ’
■ Dale of Declassification Indefinite ' Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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Memorandum to Mr., L. Patrick Gray, HI 
RE: LIAISON SECTION

Your order reestablishing the Section appears to contemplate 
that the new Section will operate out of the DID. If this is your intention, 
then there is no reason why, in my opinion, the Section should not also be 
permitted to supervise foreign Legats. The only reason for my recommen
dation to you that the new Section not supervise foreign Legats was my 
parallel recommendation that the new Section be located elsewhere than 
the DID.

■O I
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TO

FROM

rotM no. 10 
tun mi tCinVn

1OIO-IO»

GM GIN. KG.tNO. 27 *

UNITED ST/Vl'ES GOvWnMENT

Memorandum.
Mr. Felt DATE:

SUBJECT:

and

Mr. E. S. Milled

LIAISON SECTION

©

In 
attached

accordance with Mr
an organization

9/27/72

/

*

i.

Gray’s approval, we have prepared
chart of the new Liaison Section.

As he requested, each Agent assigned to domestic liaison has had 
previous liaison experience and, with one exception, each was 
assigned to the former Liaison Section. Each of these men is 
currently assigned to this Division and no replacements are being 
requested. Each of the domestic liaison men has had at least 
twenty years’ experience in the FBI, has had wide fiqld, experience, 
and is thoroughly seasoned in Bureau policy. /Tlfe/following^

the personnel selected:

Section Chief - GrahamDay, GS-15;‘ I have carefully 
evaluated not only the supervisors in this Division but also those 
elsewhere in the Bureau who have had experience in liaison opera
tions and I have concluded that Day is the best qualified for this 
position from the standpoint of experience and specialized back
ground. Headquarters liaison is entirely different from field 
operations and requires a thorough knowledge both of the problems 
and policies of the domestic and foreign fields and of the opera
tions of tire major agencies here in Washington with which we have 
interests in common.* D,ay has had extensile liaison experience, 
having served as Number One Man of the former Liaison Section and 
having handled top liaison assignments, prior thereto. He is cur
rently serving as Number One Man in the Nationalities Intelligence 
Section, in which Section the present Special Coordination Unit 
is located, and has continued to directly supervise both domestic 
and foreign liaison ever since discontinuance of the. Liaison .Section 
Prior:/to «his assignment'•to'' :Headquartefs/ ’he" was’ "security coordinator
in the Los Angeles Office, supervising more than .150 Agents assigned ...

. X to? five ••separate.-squads;- arresponsibi’lity./i^ comparable'.wit^ ■
: : of the. <• Day- '1&, ;.as ..noted - in" your- memo^."-'

: ••^andum "to-Mr/Kinley' of “6/30/72,’ our top expert oq liaison matters.

• 1

Number-.-One- Man/ — Lebn- Fv^ch'wartz,~ 'GS-T5 WiTi' Assist' with
incoming calls and visits from other agencies, liaisoq. with Washington 
representatives o.f RCMP, MI-5, MI^G, a.nd.ASIO, and.’overall cpordi%a- • •• 
tion-of Foreign Police Cooperation (FPC)/matters. Schwartz is'currently .
-the.-.-.Super.yis2r/l^,.;Charge-v.<SI'C>-Coordinht'ioh -'Unit, ”’/*

-. :■ '/-.r ■ ■■■T'hw ao'cu^^ pr^ared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
p- • . nation outside your Committee.. Its use is limited to official proceedings by •

your Committee and the content may not.be disclosed to unauthorized person-
! • ■ ’ net without the express approval of the FBI .

CONTINUED - OVER
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•Memorandum to Mr. Felt
•Re: LIAISON SECTION

directly administering the present limited liaison, the foreign office* 

supervision, and the FPC patters, Schwartz was assigned to the previ
ous Liaison Section and has an unusually wide personal acquaintance 
with both top and working level personnel in other U. S. agencies as 
well as having represented the Bureau on several of the U. S. Intelli
gence Board Committees, Prior to dissolution of the Liaison Section, 
he was given a special citation by the U. S, Air Force in appreciation 
for the liaison which he was then maintaining with that service. 
Schwartz has recently been handling the numerous telephone calls from 
other areas of the Executive Branch and has thereby continued his 
relationship with other agencies. In addition to a highly successful 
and productive career at Headquarters, Schwartz directly supervised 
in the New York Office the then highly important investigation of the 
New York State Communist Party and its membership prior to his assign
ment in Washington. z

X /

Liaison Supervisor - Robert"Tl7^Haynes, GS-15: Will handle

■ liaison with the White, House, Office of'the Vice President, Foreign 
Intelligence Advisory Board, National Security Council, and Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. He handled the Bureau’s liaison with 
the White House, Office of the Vice President, and the National Secu
rity Council for a number of years in the old Liaison Section and was 
•continued in this assignment by the former Director after the Liaison 
Section was dissolved. Haynes also has a wide range of contacts in 
many other agencies, both military and civilian. He, too, has repre
sented the Bureau on a number of security-type committees. In addi
tion to his' experience in the Executive Branch, Haynes was selected 

for and served with the* investigative staff of the House Committee bn 
Appropriations, discharging his responsibilities in highly commendable 
fashion. . -

Liaison Supervisor - Fred J.--.Cassidy, GS-15: Will handle 
liaison with Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). He was one of the two 

Agents who handled the CIA liaison before it was cut off by the former 
.../.•....Directort...-He..is-.currently, serving- as SIC':bf a Soviet espionage unit ' •' 

and supervised Soviet espionage matters in Washington Field Office 
assignment to-.FBfHQ»-- His ...prior experience at. CIA will

■•V'permih him rapidly to redevelop . the".strong, personal.^liaison.-we. once. y. 
''enjoyed with that Agency and which is so essential tp thd harmonious- 

and mutually advantageous relationship which we should enjoy with that
....Agency..... Since. so much of our.- business with CIA'-involve’s Soviet and 

other espionage matters, he is a natural selection for this assignment.

' ' '' " 'Liaison Supervisor ’ a Wiliianf^J/TlcPonnell', GS*15; Will handl

;.^.-liai.spn.yith National-... Security.Agency... (NSA) , Atomic Energy. Commission-;'• 
"" Transportation Department (including Federal Aviation Agency, Coast

Guard), and U, S. Intelligence Board Signal Intelligence Committee,
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Memorandum to Mr. Felt
.Re: LIAISON SECTION

. .©b •

For a number of years, McDonnell handled our liaison with NSA and , 
was directly responsible for some of the major contributions -NSA 
has made to FBI work. He-*is widely known and respected at NSA and 

other agencies with which he has dealt. He is currently SIC of a 
~-_.unit within the Nationalities Intelligence Section. He had broad 

supervisory experience in New York Office prior to transfer to FBIHQ, 
serving as supervisor of the major case squad in the Criminal Section, 
and subsequently of the Satellite Section handling Soviet-bloc 
espionage matters. He later became Number One Man to the SAC of 
the Espionage Division of the New York Office.

I./. '
‘ Liaison Supervisor - Bernar^&T~TTachner, GS-14: Will handle

liaison with State Department, Treasury (including Secret Service, 
Internal Revenue, Customs, and Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms). In

.the old Liaison Section, Rachner maintained liaison with State 
Department and Secret Service. He enjoys a first-name relationship 
with the Secret Service Director and has an encyclopedic knowledge 

■ of State, including contacts at all levels. He is currently assigned 
to the Foreign Liaison* Desk where many State Department officials 

continue to telephone him to bring up matters of interest to the 
Bureau. Prior to assignment at FBIHQ, he handled some of the most 
sensitive and important investigations being conducted by WFO in the 
security field. | y

Liaison Supervisor - John--BT^lvran^ GS-14: Will handle 
liaison with" Defense (including Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, DSA, 
DIA, OSD, DIS, and Watch Committee). Of the Agents named here, 
Manning is the only ■man* who did not serve’ in the former Liaison Section. 
Since its dissolution, however, he has worked with SA Schwartz in 
handling the numerous telephone inquiries received from other agencies 
and has personally resolved special problems arising with other agen- ' . 
cies, particularly the military. An example of his effectiveness in 
this area is the very commendable job he has done in developing a 
smooth working relationship between the Bureau and the Special Air

<-.yMission./of..:thetAir Force;- -.Another of his; responsibilities- in.his :
current assignment has been to represent the Bureau in a most important

. ^committee, of the U.: Intel ligence--Board-.;. .-Prior - to' this., assignment,.- 
y_/ Manning/had extensive experience in'. three- divisions- at FBIHQj' preceded ' /.
• h-’by-' supervisory Experience’ ifr the -NEw' York'"OfficeT ’’

» /

It should be noted that no recommendation is-.inq>luded for - 
designation of one of the above individuals to serve ^.s a unit.. SIC of

. . domestic liaison matters. • It is. not.-considered that'such a designation. •
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.Memorandum to Mr. Felt .
'Re: LIAISON SECTION ‘ ■

would be applicable here as each of the men recommended is of SIC 
,caliber and, in fact, most have already served in that position. 
Further, liaison is not conducted inside the office and we believe 
that each of these men should report directly to the Section Chief 
and Number One Man rather than to an intermediate supervisory level. 
It is proposed that the men be designated liaison supervisors without 
a unit designation.

It should be observed that the newly .constituted section 
\ will not interfere with the specialized liaison currently maintained 
** by other divisions and will not attempt to handle liaison across the 

board with all other departments and agencies in the Executive Branch, 
ibut, rather, will concentrate on those agencies having the most mat
ters of mutual interest with us and with which problems are most apt 

, to arise. The earlier memorandum, which is attached, submitted con- 
teeming this matter outlined this in some detail. Specific guidelines 

■ Ewi11 be.prepared and submitted for approval as soon as the new section

In addition to the domestic liaison supervision, discussed 
in detail above, the balance of the Section will, as approved by 
Mr. Gray, be comprised of the present Foreign Liaison Desk consisting 
of three Supervisors plus the necessary clerical personnel. It is 
recommended that SA Harvey C. Flemister,. Jr., who was formerly the 
SIC of the Foreign Liaison Unit in the discontinued Liaison Section 
and who has. acted as Senior Supervisor on the Foreign Liaison Desk 
since that time, be |igain named as SIC of, the Foreign Liaison Unit. 
Flemister is well known* and admired by the many contacts of our 
foreign offices who visit Washington and he has a thorough knowledge 
of foreign liaison matters.

It is observed that each of the men selected has had broad 
experience in the security field and is currently assigned to the 

. Domestic . Intelligence. .Division... .As ..an. overwhelming, percentage, .of- <>?.-■• 
' "the‘problems to be resolved with other agencies are of a security 
...nature,, it, is. considered that the,.personnel selected are thoroughly...-,

4 -Qualified-for :-this assignment. •’ In addition,-. each of - these .men,- by 
.•.^..•'.virtue-of••'his.vb^ experience, ■'is"completely-competent'to " 4

deal with.the other matters of Bureau interest which' are encountered 
in connection with both foreign, and domestic liaison. -........
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•Memorandum to Mr. Felt
Re: LIAISON SECTION

i

ACTION: '

(1) An organization chart of the new Liaison Section 
is attached. Upon Mr. Gray’s approval, the Section will promptly 

' commence operations.

(2) It is recommended that you schedule for discussion 
at a meeting of the Executives’ Conference the proper location 
within the FBI of this newly-formed Section as requested by 
Mr. Gray.

- - 5 -
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ORGANIZATION CHART

LIAISON SECTION

.1

SECTION CHIEF - Graham A. Day

NUMBER ONE MAN - Leon F. Schwartz

Incoming calls and visitors from other agencies; liaison 
with Washington representatives of RCMP, MI-5, MI-6, ASIO 
general supervision of both foreign and domestic liaison

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - Fred J. Cassidy
CIA

A

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - Robert H. Haynes
White House
Office of the Vice President
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board
National Security Council
Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - John E. Manning
Oepartment of Defensd
(Army, Navy, Marine. Corps, Air Force, 
other defense agencies)

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - William J. McDonnell
National Security Agency ,
Atomic Energy Commission ,

• -Department of Transportation ' ■ ' ' **

LIA J SON.. SUPERVISOR: ; Ber Rar d -Ct jRaehndr>: .< <" ■ ?;■
D£par.tmeht'..,of’.’State..
Department of the Treasury , t ♦



SUPERVISOR IN CHARGE

LIAISON SUPERVISOR

LIAISON SUPERVISOR -

FOREIGN LIAISON UNIT

Harvey C. Flemister, Jr.
Preparation of schedules and itineraries 

for foreign visitors
Supervision of liaison operations in 

following offices:
: Bern

Bonn 
Copenhagen 
London 
Paris 
Rome 
Singapore

Robert A. Bermingham
Latin American visitors
Supervision of liaison operations in 

following offices:
Brasilia
Buenos Aires 
Caracas 
La Paz 
Managua 
Manila 
Mexico City

John F. Burns
Assist with foreign visitors
Supervision of liaison operations in 

following offices:
Beirut
Hong Kong 
Madrid 
Ottawa 

' Tel Aviv
Tokyo

X
- 2 -
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■ oW^OHAl fOU-^NO. 10 WIO—101 ' ’

MAT W«2 fOiriON C tt_ ’ .

OU GIN, MG. HO. V *

UNITED ST/KTES GOVWNMENT IT (

■' Memorandum . " •
* 1

' 1 •

TO. : THE ACTING DIRECTOR date: 10-12-72

FROM : w. M. FELT ' - " . * /

x •" • ■ . . ’ ■
SUBJECT: PERSONNEL CHANGES ' . •

. * *
You previously approved the . establishment of a Liaison 

Section and the purpose of this memorandum therefore is to submit 
the names of candidates to fill the position of Chief of this Section.

On 10-11-72 available members of the Personnel Selection 
Board met in my office, consisting of myself and Messrs. Walters, Miller, 
Bishop, Callahan, Dalbey, Jenkins, Conrad, Baker and Bates. In view of 
the pending transfers of SACs Kunkel and McDermott, I did not invite them 
to attend the meeting; however, in the future I intend to utilize the services 
of nearby SACs.

With the exception of Assistant Director Baker, all members 
have recommended the following 3 employees and they are, in order of 
preference, SA Graham A. Day, ASAC James J. Dunn, and SA Homer A, 
Boynton. Mr. Baker recommended, in his order of preference, SA Boynton, 
ASAC Dunn and SA Day.

1. SA Graham A. Day, No. 1 Man, Nationalities Intelligence Section, DID. 
He entered on duty 1-4-43, is in Grade GS-1.5, age 60, married, 2 children.
He reported to DID^ll-11-54, served as No.» 1 Man of the former Liaison

■ Section from 3/61 until* 7/70 when the section was disbanded and since 5/10/72 
has served in his current position. Mr. Day’s age, length of service at FBIHQ, 

. were carefully considered during the meeting; nevertheless, with the exception 
of Mr. Baker, the others present, including me, feel that Day is without a 
doubt the most qualified employee to fill this particular position. He has had 
vast experience in liaison work and even in his current position has'continued

: to-directly ’supervise' both domestic and foreign'liaison function's. He lias a ' ' ■ 
thorough knowledge of the.problems and policies of the domestic and foreign

■ ■; ■' ffield^and of the.- Operations -;of the”’major agencies’ here, in Washington; .He 
is-.without-doubt the’Bureau’’s’ top-- expert-on liaison matters an&lie lia’s-t many / 
top-level contacts in Government. It was also pointed out that-during/he-“ ...

. . ...... critical initial stages of re-establishing our liaison Zunctiotis''it ib essential' 
that the man heading the section be exceptionally strong in.this field and Day ■ 
certainly fulfills this requirement. . " ' d ' . ’ / ' , ’

. <.. •. -dd.cunient is .prepared in response to your request and is not for‘dissent ■
Committee. Its use is^limited to official proceedings by

- .’ ■ your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- • •
I •’ . nel without the express _ approval" of - the FBI . ’ ‘ ‘
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Memorandum to the Acting Director 
Re: Personnel Changes

2. ASAC James J. Dunn,-Ur., Baltimore Office. He entered on duty as an 
SA 6-28-54, is in Grade GS-15, age 43, married, 1 child. He served in 2 
field offices prior to reporting to FBIHQ 3-25-58. He reported to Salt Lake 
City as an ASAC 2-15-70 and has been serving in this same capacity in the 
Baltimore Office since 8-12-71. Baltimore was last inspected 7/72 and 
received ratings of Very Good in 4 categories and Excellent in 1. For a 
period of time in 1965 Dunn was assigned to the Liaison Section, DID, and 
his work in this particular area was considered excellent.

3. SA Homer A. Boynton, Jr., New York Office. He entered on duty 6-30-52 
. and has continuously been assigned to the New York Office since 2-7-55. He
is in Grade GS-15, age 45, married, 3 children. He has an excellent record 
and has served in a supervisory position in the New York Office since 11-7-66. 
Since 9-16-69 he has been serving as the No. 1 Man to the SAC, Administra-
tive Division, New York. A portion of the duties involved i ith
this position has been the supervision of employees engaged in liaison type 
duties in the New York area.

RECOMMENDATION:

That you indicate your selection of the above-listed employees 
for designation as Section Chief of the Liaison Section. •

o

HF

PERMANENT BRIEFS OF THE FILES OF SAs DAY, DUNN AND BOYNtO^ 
• ATTACHED, •

2"
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OPTIONAL NO. 10 W10-I04
'Te i»«> p

c< C«K. «C. HO. >7

'UNFEED,STATES GOV ERNMENT

’• 'Memorandum
TO '

FROM :

SUBJECT:

- 'I

Mr, Felt date: 10/19/72

’ / ‘ % J__  .. '

E. S, Miller «
" -I ... ■

LIAISON SECTION ■ ' . ' '

- ■ - __
*• — — ..... . *•«

Mr. Gray has approved the reconstitution of the Liaison 
Section and has appointed SA Homer Boynton of the New York Office 
as the Section Chief. In line with this and pursuant to Mr. Gray’s 
request that Section personnel be selected who have had previous 
Liaison Section experience, I have prepared the attached organi
zational chart indicating the new personnel and their assignments. 
Each of the Domestic Liaison Supervisors, with one exception, was 
assigned to the former Liaison Section; each is currently assigned 
to this Division and no replacements are being requested; and each 
has had at least twenty years* experience in the FBI with wide 
experience both in the field and at FBI Headquarters. My memo- 
ynnHunii contained full details concerning these men ?.nd
their assignments. The appointment of SA Boynton has necessitated 
some changes and the following is a summary of the anticipated 
assignments: .

Number One Man - Graham.^A^-'Day^ GS-15: It is essential 

that the new Section Chief be given the benefit of the most expe
rienced assistant available to provide knowledge and background 
regarding the problems and policies of both the domestic and for
eign fields and of the operations of the,major agencies here in 
Washington with which the new Section will deal. SA Day was 
Number One Man of the former Liaison Section and supervised what 
remained of our domestic liaison after its dissolution. He has
supervised the HILEV Program since its inception and is thoroughly 
knowledgeable in all aspects of both our work abroad’and our 
liaison in Washington. \ / • .

son'’Supervisor ■-'"Leon FT^cKwaftz, 'GS-15:' Will’

. handle liaison with Central..intelligence Agency KCiA)'. Schwartz „• 
yas ’assigned 'to: the-pfevfou^' Liaison’ Section” arid :has ah unusually'

-,<G-*wide<personal, acquaintance -•with-'both’, top--and-.-working-ievel . ■■ ? -
personnel in other U. S. agencies as well as having! represented
the Bureau on several of the U. S. Intelligence Board Committees 
Due to the latter- assignments,,he is already known.to many/ ’/, 
officials at CIA, • ’

.• This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemv-
I . . ' nation outside your Committee. Its use is ^United to official proceedings by

your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed td unauthorised person- • 
. net without the express ■ approval of'the'FBI ,
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Memorandum to Mr. Felt
* Re: LIAISON SECTION

Liaison Supervisor - Robert-HvHKA'ynes, GS-15: Will 
, handle liaison with? the ^hite House, Office of the Vice President, 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board, National Security Council, 

and Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs. Haynes handled this 
work in the former Liaison Section and has a wide range of contacts 
in many other agencies, both military and civiliano

Liaison Supervisor - William J.-McDonnell, GS-15: Will 
handle liaison with National Security Agency (NSA), Atomic Energy 
Commission, Transportation Department (including Federal Aviation 

■ Agency, Coast Guard), and U. S„ Intelligence Board Signal Intelli
gence Committee. For a number of years, McDonnell handled our 
liaison with NSA and was directly responsible for some of the major 
contributions NSA has made to FBI work. He is widely known and 
respected at NSA and other agencies with.which he has dealt.

■ Liaison Supervisor - Bernard C? Rachner, GS-14: Will
handle liaison with State Department, Treasury (including Secret 
Service, Internal Revenue, Customs, and Alcohol, Tobacco, and 
Firearms). In the old Liaison Section, Rachner maintained liaison 
with State Department and Secret Service. He enjoys a first-name 
relationship with the Secret Service Director and has an encyclo
pedic knowledge of State, including contacts at all levels, 

\ /
Liaison Supervisor - John E^i-Manning, GS-14: Will handle 

-liaison with Defense (including Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines, 
DSA, DIA, OSD, DIS, and Watch Committee),. Of the Agents named 
here, Manning is the only man who did not serve in the former 
Liaison Section. Since its dissolution, however, he has assisted 
in handling the numerous telephone inquiries received from other 
agencies and has specialized in liaison with the military. An 
example of his effectiveness is his development of a’ smooth 
working relationship between the Bureau and the Special Air Mission 

. ...of the Air. Force., ... ....... . ,.. •••:.• . ..v.
v • **, • v? • •* *«• ” **.*•* * • * . • • ••y* . •• •• . •• », . ■ *• * * v ••• * . . —• •- • *

..  (. ....... . As ..explained .in.my memorandum 9/27/72, no recommendation’.-.. 
•'‘i/.'i's’ihclMded’for’designation one of'the Liaison SiiperVisbys as - 

;,x:^.a.<unit- Supervisor- in Charge (SIC); ■■■If'is not; considered"that such’
a designation would be applicable here as each of the men recbm- ■ 

_ mended is of SIC caliber and most have already served in that.posi- 
’’ ’ tibn, Liaison is not conducted inside the office and 'th^se men

. should report directly to the Section Chief and Number. One Ma’h . 
.rather, than toan .intermediate supervisory level/ •" ■•'■f
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Memorandum to Mr, Felt
* Re: LIAISON SECTION

X

In addition to the domestic liaison supervision, discussed 
, above, the balance of th§ Section will, as approved by Mr. Gray, 
be comprised of the present Foreign Liaison Desk consisting of 
three Supervisors plus the necessary clerical personnel. It is 

-.contemplated that SA Harvey C. Flemister, Jr., who was formerly 
the SIC of the Foreign Liaison Unit in the discontinued Liaison 
Section and who has acted as Senior Supervisor on the Foreign 
Liaison Desk since that time, be again named as SIC of the Foreign 
Liaison Unit. He is well known and admired by the many contacts 
of our foreign offices who visit Washington and has a thorough 
knowledge of foreign liaison matters.

ACTION: ....

For information. An organizational chart of the new 
Liaison Section is attached and I am moving promptly to further 
implement Mr. Gray’s instructions in this regard.
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ORGANIZATIONAL CHART .
—1-------- --------------

LIAISON SECTION

SECTION CHIEF - Homer Boynton

NWffiER ONE MAN - Graham Ao Day.

Incoming calls and visitors from other agencies; liaison 
with Washington representatives of RCMP, MI-5, MI-6, ASIO; 
general supervision of both foreign and domestic liaison

Lj.Ajt.0uN SUPERVISOR — Leon Fo Schwarts
CIA

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - Robert H. Haynes
. . White House

Office of the Vice President 
Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board 
National Security Council

' Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs

* , »
LIAISON SUPERVISOR - John E. Manning .

Department of Defense
• (Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, '

other defense agencies)

LIAISON SUPERVISOR - William J. McDonnell ’
...... . . • . . •/ . . . ..... .National Security Agency . .. .' .... . ...

’ Atomic Energy Commission
A...Pppartmeut .of..Transportation . . . . . ., .. . ... ......

■' '■ LIAISON" SUPERVISOR --Bernard c;:Rachner ” - •“ ’• - •••*;•
Department of State * 1

. Department of the Treasury '

• • • . • ...... ’ ’ , > H

**•> \ •••.* *•’£*•’»*»•’*''**■•* ** ** *•*•■*• ‘iV*•**'♦*’*» ■ *
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« FOREIGN LIAISON UNIT * I

.1

SUPERVISOR IN CHARGE ~ Harvey C. Flemister, Jr.
Preparation of schedules and itineraries 

for foreign visitors '
Supervision of liaison operations in 
following offices: •

Bern
Bonn
Copenhagen 
London .
Paris 
Rome . ■
Singapore

1 

«

LIAISON SUPERVISOR

LIAISON SUPERVISOR
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A
- Robert A. Bermingham ‘
Latin American visitors 
Supervision of liaison operations 
following offices:

. Brasilia
Buenos Aires 
Caracas 
La Paz 
Managua

* Manila ’

Mexico City

- John F. Burns
. Assist with foreign visitors • 
Supervision of liaison operations 

following offices:
Beirut

* Hong Kong
Madrid . 
Ottawa
Tel Aviv , t •
Tokyo

4

9 

* »

K *

- 9 „

in

in 

*

* 
•

i ■

*. t 
♦ *

• 

t

I

• '

«

»

. t

t
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ok H*i »O*M no. 10

Ck*^ 4 MG. KO. if

UNITED -STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO : Mr. W. M. Felt date: 11/10/72

! ’ . • 5 - - . • , , ,

FROM : Mr. E. S. Milled | M ‘ ' • /

-SUBJECT: LIAISON SECTION' * ’

1 ■ *"* ’ * L
In line with the re-establishment of the Liaison

1 Section, as approved by Mr. Gray in my memorandum of 10/19/72, 

j' .I am recommending that the 10 Supervisors assigned to this Section 
■■ .be given the title of Inspector with no change in pay for the 

duration of their liaison assignment and be authorized to use 
' personal cards for official business as needed.

The men handling both our domestic and foreign liaison 
contacts for the Bureau have been carefully selected on the basis 
of their background and experience to effectively represent the 
Bureau at the highest levels of important foreign and domestic 
agencies. All of. these men will be meeting frenimntiy with IL S. 
and foreign officials of the highest rank, which will include 
Cabinet officers, Ambassadors arid heads of important domestic and 
foreign agencies.

In order to carry out their assignments in the most 
effective manner, I believe that it is important that these men 
be recognized as much as possible by the officials they are con
tacting as key representatives of the FBI. This procedure has been 
followed in the past with regard to the two Bureau representatives 
handling our litison with Congress and the American Bar Association 
both of whom carry the title of Inspector. This has been found 
to be highly beneficial in assisting these individuals in fulfillin 
their important liaison responsibilities and I feel it should be 
equally helpful to the men of our new Liaison Section who have been 
selected to handle our domestic and foreign liaison assignments.

If approved, the Supervisors-assigned to the*. Liaison 
‘Section • will -be; given: the-•■•temporary’--title ;6f: ’ Inspectorrfbr'the L.' 

i their.-. lia-is.on--assignment -be-/authorized-- to •use/ -
personal cards for official business as needqd., * ’ *'

■’ir ■- - • •

I This document.;is .'yrgparfid- in -response.io.yonr request and. is ndf for dissem^
T nation outside y.Our'''Cv\nmittiier-'dl^ official p^ceeaings by *

rr-*; . . . your Committee and .the-.content may not.be^discjpsed to unauthorised person-

SEE ADDENDUM ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION, PAGE 2 OVER
nwActing associate directory-page's



Memorandum E. S. Miller to W. M. Felt .
Re: Liaison Section ••

• • [ • -
ADDENDUM ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION'' ... ,11/24/72

There are currently 36 Special Agents who have credentials with 
title of Inspector. Most are Number One Men to Assistant Directors or to 
Acting Associate Director or assigned to Inspection Division. About six or 
seven carry the title of Inspector so as to give them stature as Bureau 
representatives above the rank of Special Agent in keeping with their duties 
requiring them to represent the Bureau in significant contacts in the 
Congressional, diplomatic, Government agency, business, and private sectors. 
Although I feel the issuance of Inspector’s credentials should be restricted as 
much as possible, the duties of our liaison agents are such as to qualify them 
for the temporary title of Inspector for the duration of their liaison assignment 
and at no change in grade or salary. Upon reassignment from liaison duties 
authority to carry Inspector’s credentials should be automatically terminated.
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ADDENDUM W.M. FELT > • 11-27-72:. '

I have carefully considered the information submitted by Domestic 
Intelligence and Administrative Divisions as to the conferring of the title 

, Inspector on the 10 supervisors currently assigned to the Liaison Section, 
However, I do not feel that the best interests of the Bureau will be served 
in the long run by taking favorable action. I am convinced that to accede 
to this request would result in .similar requests from other divisions, many 
of which would appear to be as justified as the issue currently in hand. 
In the long run therefore, we would, in a sense, be lessening the importance 
of the Inspector’s title in the Bureau. .

Moreover, I can also foresee problems in reassigning a man from 
such duties and removing the Inspector’s title from him. Such action would 
be in the form of a demotion in accordance with the Veterans’ Preference 
Act which specifically states 30 day^ advance written notice must be furnished 
to an employee if he is reduced in grade, salary or rank. If we were to 
advise an employee that this title was temporary and would be in effect only 
for the duration of his current assignment we would still have to abide by the 
law in giving the employee 30 days’ advance written notice. Therefore, in 
considering all ramifications of this matter, approval is not given to the 
recommendation.

-3-
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COPY - RETYPED FOR REASON OF LEGIBILITY

. July 21, 1971

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. SULLIVAN

I have given very careful consideration to your memoranda of 
Tune 73 1971, and June 16, 1971, together with the memorandum of 
Jr. Wannall of May 27, 1971, which was initialled by you; Mr. Wannall’s 
lemorandum of May 28, 1971, initialled by you; my letter to the President 
lated September 21, 1970, initialled by you; your memorandum of . '
September 22, 1970; Mr. Brennan’s memorandum of September 21, 1970, 
Initialled by you; and also Mr. Child’s memorandum of May 23, 1969, 
analyzing the work and the accomplishments of our various foreign liaison 
offices and the problems incident thereto, together- with the recommendations 
}f Messrs. Dalbey, Felt, and Beaver upon the recommendation made in your 
nemorandum of June 7, 1971, suggesting the closing down of a number of 
the foreign liaison offices, some of them recently established last December 
oth your approval. ’ .

First and foremost, I want to clarify a point you have raised in 
pour memoranda, namely that our foreign liaison offlues, with the exception 
of Mexico City, are not operational and that we cannot develop "hard, high 
quality, positive intelligence by sending men to these countries only in a 
liaison capacity." We do not have the legal right to establish any foreign 
offices on an operational basis. The law specifically limits foreign intelli 
gence operations to coverage by the CIA, and, therefore, we have known 
all along’ that our offices in foreign countries could not be in an operational 
status.

I cannot agree that establishing liaison offices in foreign coun
tries without being operational prevents us from developing hard, high quality 
and positive intelligence. Certainly in all memoranda prior to your memo
randum of June 7, 1971, you did not indicate any such reservation and, in 
fact, you specifically initialled the memorandum of Mr. Brennan addressed

This document is prepared in response to -./oar request and is not for dissemv* 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

: your Committee and the content may not be disclosed, to unauthorized person*
• • , \ nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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■ ■ ■ 1 ■ z
t .... • ■ ' My 31, mi .

. -• MEMGTiA&rJL^ . ■
'’C^^r-^ga^.woaj^^^^cawi Mi»M ■ iw»h ।

■ I have giwa wry es?eiul eoss^rMtata your ssersoranda of 
Juno 7, 1971, snd Juse 18, 1971, tcg-eihar with the msmorsndum of

V-aaraU ct May 27, 1071, which vas laftUHed by you; Mr. V-SiunH’f? 
snomor^ndaoj of Msiy 2&t 1971, isillaHod by yoa; my letter to tbs FresldcM 
dated ^pUmber Sd, 1^70, initialled by you; your uwnianwduzxs cj 
fcCpUmoer 22, 1970; Mr. Dr©nsan*& mgmoraftduts ct 1970,
MUall^d by you; and ateo Mr. Child's maraorsadum ©5 May 1909, 
analysis the and the aeeotapU^h^tiU $£ «mr various feretsa Haisos
offices and lh& sneldent thsmo, to^e-U^r udth Ue ^cosmesdaUons
of Salbey, rest, and £fe2.7£U i»po& Ue reeoai^bi^dfen made U yoor

t?. SsV/i 48FTif?»?A*^4U-*' 
* • • ’ r . , - •• *^..1 - “ - - 'KO *---- - -- - ----- *.» -~ — - — *• v

U® oiSees, same of thosn recently osts&l&Md last Lee^/sasr
with yeur spproval. .

ruat and lorc^os^, I to clarify a $»lnt ym :hav$ raised in 
your Tsomcraada, namely UM ©ur U&S^sa oflfessj, ^.tb ths ©seeptfo^ 
of Hesleo CKy» arc aot opsrBUmsl and ih&t w ea»aot develop hU^ 
q^^Uty, izde.Ufesnc® by eendia# swa to these ccuatrtes oMy is a
liaisoa capacity,* Vehave £M right io 0gts.bHyh any fereh;u 
©Sices oa an CTJorstiooa! basis. Ths is5? ^^Ine^Hy iimite ferekrn fsi©IH* 
geje© opersUomi to cowrie by ths CIA, ^nd, therefor©, we have Mi?3wa 
all that ©er.pS&es la foreipx eosnirtsa eduM not be in so ©peratioMl 
gUtx^o • .

X eannot agree that ^sbUsMng HaJson officer ia foreign ecdntrfogs 
witbout being cpsratioaal pwerJte from d-svelopf^ hard, bdx*h e^lltyv 

‘aad poaitho fe^cUfesriee. Certainly in &U prior to year mejjio-’
rasdam cl Jm 7, W71, you did &©t indieufe eny mjch reFervatfon and, in 

yau^pseHicaliy InHiaHed ras^orm^ura of Mr. Brennan sddresged 
W f * X V• »

* . . ■'*'»•., '» •
c. , ■ ' _ ■ ■

-- This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person^ 
nel without the express approval of. the FBI . , •
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Memorandum tor Mr* Sullivan July 21y 1971

,jr
to you uxider date of September 21, 1370, upoa which I predicated my letter 
to ths President of September 21 , 1970. At that time !• believed that by 
reason of your approval of ten various memoranda dealing with ths foreign 
liaison operations, yon were in accord with the procedures which the Bureau 
had followed and, in fast? approved the establishment of additional liaison 
offices which 3 listed to my letter to the President of September 21, 1070, 
and which 1 indicated was predicated upon &r. Brennan’s memorandum of 
September 21, 1970. .

' I want to also point out that at no time, either In September or 
more recently, did I ever suggest to ths President the idea that we should 
expand cur foreign liaison operations. It was the President’s idea expressed 
to me to t eptember, 1970, teat such expansion should toko place, mid, as 
a result thereof, 1 submitted my letter to him of September 21, 1970. Ths 
President X know in my preaenee directed Mr. Haldeman to present my 
tetter to the President to th® Secretary of State for prompt aid immediate 

» eonmir^nee. Several months passed, and it was not until December, 1970, 
that Dr. Kissinger inquired oC me as to what had happened to the expansion 
of our foreign liaison widen the President had approved being e^5ande4'in-;"- 
September, 1070. \>bm I told Dr. Kissinger that this matter had been ’ 
delayed in the State Detriment and that I had been awaiting word for approval 
of the same by the Secretary of Diate, Or. Kiestoger stated he would personally 
take tins matter up with toe President and that 1 would receive in a few days 
ths Stat® Department5*; approval of th® expansion of our foreign liaison, 
several days later in December, 1970, I received a telephone call from .

■ Secretory of fctste Rogers stating that the President bad spoken to him about 
th® expansion of our foreign l^lson operations and that he was in full accord 

' with the same with th© exception Gt fee opening of an oi^ce M Xieteinki in 
view of th© pending n^gotlattons to ba carried on there by representatives 
of too Bussinn Government and the United Etetos Government concerning ’ 
the limitation of arms. As I have previously indicated in my memorastium 
to you, I eoneurrod with the suggestion of tea Decretory of state tad countered 
with th® recommendstton that instead of opening an office at Helsihki, .wo open 
an office at Copenhagen, with which the Secretary agreed. . ’ z • t

• ■ (7 hoard nothing more about the expansion of foreign liaison from too *
President or Dr. Kissinger until June, 1971, whon a conference -witli th®

. . • S * .
>360 OociaCTWM Paoc» . - ---------- ----



Memorandum Sullivan July'St, 1071 *
- ' s

President, M e^ensed Ms desire that -we again expand our foreign liaison 
to view ct ths valuable information which bad been procured by the Bureau in 
Ite operations abroad. I iweaisd io the I^MdsrX that 1 wuid confer witU 
Dr, Kissi^cr rhea he wcvld be available about this miter as to obtain any 
euggestions he mjeht have. In the interim, the Presides! le£t for can Ctemeate, 
CalUbma? and Or. Eiss^er UH on a worldwide trip'and both of them tee- 
just retura&d within ths lai few dajs from Cfom^nU, CeUt^rda.

I outlined the preceding to give you a ctenotogical pistes of what 
las taken place fa tMs field, 1 do act aMer^tand the smewhat sudden change 
in year atiitude to tea valu® and linporUsee of our foreign liaison ©parallax 

■ in view of your coacurre^c of its eapanstea fo gacasute, 1370, and the 
- various menwradn o* Mr^ Bre-amn and Mr, V; anaall, who are in direct

contact Wa tee eperaifoas of tbs foreign liaison slwaUcs,

Therefore, In vfow of ths whit I cnnstdsr ofefoctive review by 
Messrs, Felt, DMbey, and Beaver tetter with the may letters aud oral 

. expressions from Dr. Kissinger as to the value of cur foreign liaison program,
I cannot agree with your mamematai of 7, 107U

. Ws xnorrdr< I received awite jaemomadum from you transmlttiug
& i^^norgntoa of hir^v-wmll upo& the etoiistisM aeco^piis^eido in the • • 

b ' forelpa Hai.sost program in which you reach the coasfosion that by juggling
statistics, y&u can prow almost nnyth:ng. I so aot share this viet?, though - 
I do think that statistics atone do not always prove or disprove a particular 
Mtustlcn. . ... ’

■ I tee personally over the years reviewed all of Hhe material which 
w tee tramusiUed to i>v. Kissinger and saudi of the materia 1 which we teo 
transmitted fo th© Mate Bepartmeni and ot^e Cov^wsfont coacerrdug
our foreign liaison program, and I believe that we tee made, as expressed . 
bythe Preslderii and Br. Kissinger, a very valuable coM^boUG-a tb ths nseesaary ‘ 
teowiedge of the Presides am Dr, kissfog^r in th© foreign IfeM. JMs has 
ten accompltehed without ^operational” hmctfozs, which, I-tee previously 
indicated in thte raeratoraastaj, w canaoi eaabajfe epoa la view"of the W, * * >

<
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Wajoyaota fa? ©uIHvaa 
.1

My 21, 1W1

Ta order that I my be &ept sbreast of the operations o’ cur foreign 
— liaison £&$t59 I have instvseted Assistant Director Fonder is charge of 

inspections to arrange for m inspection of all of our ^‘BS foreign liaison 
pasta as ecoa as possible sad to make such evaluMions of them as are 
wr^a^ed# .

• Very trsiy yours,

. Mm Edgar hoover
Director
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■ T&yyKJk of the director

.UNIITO STATES DEPARTMENT OF jWTICE a

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S35

September 20, 1971

BY LIAISON

The President \ - 
- ..'../The White House 
.".'Washington, D. C

Dear Mr. President:

"In confirmation of our discussion this morning, I am :‘!- 
. proceeding to make the necessary arrangements for the opening of • 
additional liaison offices at Manila, Philippines; Rio de Janeiro, 
Brazil; Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic; Canberra, Australia; 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; and New Delhi, India. Each of these offices 
will be staffed by one Special Agent and one clerical employee, which 
will result in an increase in our overseas personnel from the present.' 

; ceiling of 88 to a total of 100.

We consider that the new offices will be in a position to 
provide additional coverage in the important South Pacific and 
Southeast Asian areas as well as to strengthen our operations in 
Latin America.

I have today asked the Secretary' of State to secure the 
necessary clearances, both for the increase in our personnel ceiling : 
and for .the opening of the new posts. ■ I will inform you promptly when 
this has been accomplished.

Sincerely yours

• ••• ’ ’.27^ document -is prepared in response, to your request and is not for dissemi- 
~ nation outside^ your Committee. -its use is limited to-official proceedings-by.

. ' your.Comihiftee'and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person-- 
express approval of the -FBI . : :
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• - '-1 • 'J » * ’.• ^,;- * • *

September 21, 1971
BY LIAISON ’

I

Honorable Henry A. Kisstafeif. • ' • “
Assistant to-the President - • - <’

for National Security Am^rg . ' ■
The White House ’ ’ ’ ‘
Washington, D. C. ‘ • - ■

Dear Dr. Kissinger: '
W.: . • •. '

Attached is a copy of my letter of September 20; 1971, 
to the President in confirmation of my discussion with the President 
on that date. .

I felt you should be informed of our readiness to establish 
six additional liaison posts as indicated therein.

Sinr.firp.lv vonra. — V « *

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
. nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by . "

! your Committee and the content may not-be disclosed to unauthorized person- i
’ • y^l. without the express approval'.of the FBI . '
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, ...October 14,.1971

BY LIAISON

' . ■- * ‘ * ■ ’ / . - ; "• 

. ' ’ ..J v. . • f

Honorable Henry AV-Kissinger^ 
Assistant to the President 

for National Security Affairs 
. The White House 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Dr. Kissinger: .

On October 12, 1971, Ambassador Wymberley Coerr, 
Deputy Director of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
Department of State, and Sir. R. Glynn .’.’ays, also of the 
Department of State but assigned to the National Security 
Council Under Secretaries Committee, x-equested additional 
information with reference to my letter of September 20, 1971, 
to Secretary Rogers requesting clearance for six new liaison 
nnsts abroad. The State representatives explained that 
various questions had been raised by xne smoassauox-s iii the 
countries concerned, particularly in view of the current 
five percent reduction, being effected by the Department of 

State in United States personnel overseas.

A copy of my lettex* of October 14, 1971, to 
Under Secretary of State John N. Irwin II is attached for 

■ your infoi’mation. You will note that it sets forth general 
information concerning our activities abroad and our reasons 
for selection of the six proposed new posts.

- The Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General
have also been furnished a copy of this letter.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover’', , >

%his document is prepared in response'to your request and is not for dissemi- 
r<°UtS^ V°ur Committee. Its use. is limited to official proceedings by 

and the wntent'vwy nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
0714 Tage exPress approval of the FBI .



All memoranda and other materials 
reflecting meetings and contacts 
during 1971 between officials of 
the FBI and officials of the 
Department of State on the subject 
of "legal attaches”:
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’ September 13, 1971.
• ■ .. , . ■ ■ . * f.-1” . .. . : ■' . ■ • • . •

■ " / t’ •• ‘ : BY.COURIER SERVICE

■i ...... . / ., . ' . . ■
'"-v- -f'-v \.-

i; ■ , •.■*. • ; , . - ..•••'• ■" r .

Mr. G. Marvin Gentile \ > •

Deputy Assistant Secretary for Security . ' . ’
Department of State .
Washington, D. C, i . .. , = ■ .

\ Dear Mr. Gentile: ~ ‘

J
 . This is to inform you of several changes which

are being made in FBI personnel assigned overseas.

Legal Liaison Officer Daniel A. Grove, who has 
been assigned to Hong Kong, British Crown Colony, is 
x*etu■*'ihng tu cue iJnl vOCi for vxc assxgnxuont and ' ■
will be replaced by Mr. Roderick V. Prechtl, Jr., presently - 
serving as Assistant Legal Attache at Tokyo, Japan.

1 Hr. Raymond H. Byers, concerning whom you will be further 
informed and who is presently assigned to the domestic field, 

[ is being transferred to Tokyo, Japan, to replace Mr. Prechtl. 

I .
!: Mr. James A. Miller, Legal Attache', Managua,

’ Kicaragua, is returning to the domestic field for further. .
assignment. Kir. Armand A. Cammarota, presently Assistant-'• • 

» Legal Attache at Managua, is being named Acting Legal Attache. 
\ Mr. Miller is not being replaced at the present time. . 

. Miss Grace L. Eklof, presently assigned in Mexico City, Mexico, 
is returning to the domestic field for further assignment, and__  
is not being replaced. ;

_ By letter dated September 3, 1971, we informed i
’ Mr. Thomas Stern, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for i

Organization and Management, of our desire to increase the . i 

staff of the Office of the Legal Attache, London, England, 
. by an additional Assistant Legal Attache and of our intention 
to offset this increase by a decrease in the number of ^employees

■ - T^is document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemv*
( ’ ' • nation, outside your Committ.ee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by
i your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^
■ net without the express approval'of the FBI .
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.Mr...G,.. Maryin..Gentile,

assigned to the Legal Attache Office in Buenos Aires, • 
Argentina. Upon concurrence, it is our intention to • 
transfer Assistant Legal Attache Robert W. Scherrer from 
Buenos Aires to London in order to accomplish this.

It will be 
‘appropriate elements 
pending changes.

appreciated if you vill notify the • 
of the'Department of State of these-;

Sincerely yours.

• 7, Edgar Hoover

2

k

*
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BY COURIER SERVICE
' « ' '1

«♦ 
9

Date: September 14, 1971

To: Presidential Appointments Staff \
Department of State’ \ \

Attention: Miss Betty L. Groves \ 
Chief, Title and Rank

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director ' . '

Subject: • FBI PERSONNEL IN TOKYO, JAPAN, AND V'

HONG KONG, BRITISH CROW COLONY

Mr. Raymond N. Byers, who has been employed by 
this Bureau sxnco January 21, 1052, is Bexng assxgned to 
the United States Embassy at Tokyo, Japan, as an Assistant 
Legal Attache. He is replacing Assistant Legal Attache 
Roderick V. Prechtl, Jr., who is being assigned to the v 
American Consulate General at ilong Kong, Brxxxsn Crown 
Colony, as Legal Liaison Officer. Mr. Prechtl is replacing 
Hr. Daniel A. Grove, the Legal Liaison Office^^n/lt^ng'jKo^g/ 
who is returning to the United States on dom^sti^^aXssi^iim^ntx

Mr* Byers, who is serving in GS-14, was born on 
January 1, 1921, at Franklin, Indiana. He was graduated.; 7 ■ 
from the University of Indiana at Bloomington, Indiana, in 
1951 and received a Bachelor of Science degree. He will 
be accompanied by his wife, Mildred, on this assignment and 
expects to depart for Tokyo on or before September 30, 1971.

Mr, Prechtl, who was born on July 11, 1926, at 
Elmira, Nev/ York, has been employed by this Bureau since 
November 16, 1953. lie is currently serving in GS-15. He is

This document is prepared in response^to your request and is not for dissemi-
' • nation outside 'your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by

your Committee and the content >may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .



Presidential AppointmentsStaff
Department of State

~ a graduate of Georgetown.University and of Georgetown Law . •»
’ School/ Washington, D. C.’ He will'be'accompanied’to Hong Kong 
by his wife, Sharon, and his three daughters, Kimberly Marie, 
aged 12; Kelly Ann, aged 9; and Kiernan Kathleen,, aged 3.
Mr. Prechtl and his family plan to arrive in Hong Kong in . 
early October, 1971. .

The foregoing is furnished for your official use.
You may wish to advise the Embassy of the United States 
in Tokyo and the American Consulate General in Hong Kong , ’ 
of this change in personnel. It will not be necessary to 
have anyone meet Mr. Byers or Mr. Prechtl when they arrive 
at their new posts since these arrangements will be handled 
by my representatives in Heng Kong and Tokyo. . - ’

■ . ; \____\ v
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0.i-,. v BY COUPJERrSEHVICS

Date: September 17, 1971 • , z v

To:; Mr. Thomas Stern ■ '
-•; Deputy Assists at Secretary

-■_ for Organisation asd ;'■•■•
’..L Department of State
’: •:. Hoorn, 7H10 . ' •
. : State Department Building

' . Washington, D. C. 20530

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director

Object: OFFICE OF LEGAL ATTACKS -• ■•..•
MEXICO CITY, MEXICO;
REOPENING OF TEE RESIDENT AGENCY 

. AT HERMOSILLO, SONORA

". ■ In order to handle the increased volame'Tjf work in the
Office of the Legal Attache, Mexico City, Mexico, tea prompt and 
efficient mannor, I have approved the reopening of a Resident Agency 
la Hermosillo, Sonora. This will involve ns tetr esse of personnel 
end the position ^ili be filled by gn empioyeo already assigned io the

-^rfiae of the Ls-^ai Ai.Mchc, Mexico City, Mexico.

«,’ h : - Accordingly, yoor concirrencc is requested and year 
; egri| attention to this nmtter be appreciated.

,. ^iis document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi~
nation outside -your Committee. , Its use is limited to official proceedings by
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person/-

65360 -DocId^^zWWg^W express of the FBI .



bFFiCE OF THE DIKECTOR

iSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20S3S

September 20, 1971

BY COURIER SERVICE-

Honorable William P. Rogers 
: The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C.

.- Dear Mr. Secretary:

The President has today instructed me to increase further 
our liaison operations abroad, and I have indicated that we could 

■ station representatives at Manila, Philippines; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;
. Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic; Canberra, Australia; Kuala Lumpur, - 
. Malaysia; and New-Delhi, India. I propose to station one Special Agent

.... : .... and one clerical employee in each of these posts, representing an .
‘•. increase of 12 in our present overseas personnel ceiling of 88.

•’ ’’? • 'In view of the President’s instructions, it would be appreciated
- if the necessary arrangements could be made, both for the increase in 

our personnel-ceiling and for the requisite clearances with the Ambassadors
-. concerned. If you feel it desirable, one of my representatives will be 

available to discuss this matter in further detail with the appropriate . 
official of your Department. ; .a; ■

A-: Sincerely yours, ' . .. ;
- • ' t-? - A.--- A:; * .. •

* - 'V "This document is'prepared in- response to -gour request and is not for dissemi-
' - <.■ .nation outside-.your- Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by

’• ' ■ -your-'Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to .unauthorized person-
■ • net .without'the express approval of the FBI .
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MAT IT6J fOinON
Osa gin. a*-’-, no. I?

UNITED STATES GOV l^NiMENT

um
TO Mr. A; Rosen* 

(

DATE:.. 10/12/71

FROM

; SUBJECT:’ EXPANSION OF FOREIGNjLIAISON

■’j

On 10/12/71 I met, at their request, with\Ambassador 
Wymberley Coerr, Deputy Director of the Bureau of Intelligence 
and Research, Department of State, and R, Glynn Mays, also ’ 
of the Department of State but assigned to the National Security 
Council, Under Secretaries Committee. Also present was SA 
Graham A. Day of this Division.

The State representatives advised that the Director’s 
letter of 9/20/71 to Secretary Rogers requesting clearance for 
six new liaison posts abroad had been referred to the Committee 
for clearance. As part of their normal procedure, the views of 
the affected Ambassadors were solicited with the result that a 
number of questions were raised. State is currently in the process 
of effecting a five per cent reduction in U.S. personnel overseas 
and each Ambassador was concerned with the proposed increase in 
thn norsnnnel complement with which he is charged. Several 
Ambassadors asked what information might be given to the host 
government and others inquired as to why their post had been 
selected. z/

si

Both Coerr and Mays appeared to be genuineTy'codp'erative 
and indicated that they merely wanted our assistancein-preparing
brief material which might be forwarded to the Ambassadors'as* j 
a general response to their inquiries. They were pleased to 
learn that a number of the new posts will be, in effect, acting 
as regional offices, covering more than one country. No question 
was raised, and of course no comment was made, concerning the 
development of high-level intelligence and it was explained that, 
aS in the case with our other posts, our representatives will be 
establishing and maintaining liaison with the police and other 
investigative agencies of the countries visited in order to 
expedite and insure the thorough handling of leads abroad arising 
from the Bureau’s domestic investigations. j *

It was explained that three of the new posts (Manila, 
Rio de Janeiro and Santo Domingo) represent a reopening of 
Offices formerly in existence and that only one post (New Delhi) 
will be in a country not previously covered.

CONTINUED - OVER

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemv-
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel,without the express- approval of the FBI .
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x Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. A. Rosen ■
. RE: . EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON ■

• . Both Coerr and Mays indicated that there was some
: .‘pressure to resolve the problem and prepare a response to "
1 the Director’s inquiry. They did not, however, indicate- • 
■ - how much time this might involve.
| - In response to their inquiry we have prepared a

- letter, addressed to the Under Secretary of State at their , 
h request, noting the general objectives of our foreign liaison 

posts and explaining in general terms why each of the six 
new locations was chosen. We have also indicated the territory 
to be covered by each and have furnished general statistics 
concerning the substantial increase in the -results obtained 
by our foreign offices during the past five years.

ACTION:

Attached for approval is the letter discussed above.

' v
\ ' ■

I 
i

• • r
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. - • *

4 .-j.a

Honorable John N?-I^win II • 

Under Secretary of State 
Department of State 
Washington, D. C.

October 14, 1971

BY COURIER SERVICE

Dear Mr. Irwin:

Ambassador Wymberley Coerr and Mr. R. Glynn Mays 
of your Department have asked for additional details with 
reference to my letter of September 20, 1971, to Secretary 
Rogers. Specific questions were raised concerning the 
location of the proposed new posts and concerning our 
method of operation when they are established.

In general, our need for additional liaison 
abroad stems from the constantly increasing travel abroad 
ox United States citizens under investigation in this 
country, for exampie, just five .v^ax-s la fiscal 1966, ' 
a total of 653 persons wanted in the United States were 
located through requests initiated by our Legal Attaches, 
in fiscal 1971, 2369 such persons were located. In fiscal 

3966, slightly more than $800,000 in property stolen in the 
united States v/as located abroad; while in fiscal 1971, ., 
nearly $1,500,000 of such property was so located. In • 
response to earlier programs aimed at reducing United States 
personnel abroad, I closed our posts at Manila, Rio de Janeiro 

' e*nd Santo Domingo and endeavored to cover those areas by 
• road trip from other posts. This has resulted in inevitable 
delays and in materially increased travel costs. As a 
result, when the President asked that I increase our liaison 
activities abroad, I suggested the reopening of these Three 
posts. ' .

_ Our- method of operation at each post will continue 
-as in the past, to include the development and maintenance- ■ 
of a close, cooperative relationship with the police and

- - 7. This document is prepared in response io your request and is not for dissemv-
. nation'outside your Committee. Jts use is- limited to official, proceedings by
1 ■ , your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized per sow

. nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Hoxiprable JohnN.Irwin, IX

other investigative agencies of the countries visited for 
the purpose ox expediting and insuring the thorough coverage

..pf leads'abroad-arising from the’investigations-.-being ' ■
■'conducted by the- EBI within- the Whited States;.. - My repre^’’ A’ 

sentatives are not operational, will conduct no investigations,’ 
and will secure the information and- assistance-they- need-.by’..• - = • 
direct request of the appropriate foreign agency in the 
country concerned. As a matter of reciprocity, my repre
sentatives will accept requests from those agencies for 
information or assistance in the United States. Specific 
comments concerning the six proposed new .offices‘follow:

.CANBERRA, AUSTRALIA Australia and New Zealand 
were originally covered by road trip from 
Manila and subsequently, following th© close 
of our post in Manila, from Hong Kong. The 
volume of work, particularly in Austx-alia, 
has increased to the point that it can no 
longer be handled efficiently at such a .
distance, and it is expected that the .•<
establishment of a representative in Canberra ■ 
will provide for the more rapid handling of 
our requests. In addition to the Commonwealth 
Police and the Australian Security Intelligence 
Organization, liaison would also be maintained 
with the state and territorial police agencies.

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA The Agent stationed’, 
here would be responsible for liaison in 
Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore, all currently 
being covered by road trip from Hong Kong, and 
would initiate coverage in Indonesia. 
Kuala Lumpur was chosen as a central location 
for the coverage of this large area which is 
increasingly visited by persons of interest to 
tho EDI. My representatives in Hong Kong have 
been unable to visit this area with sufficient 
frequency to insure the prompt handling of our 
work. ...

■ ■ ’ ’• '• ’ i
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.Honorable John N. Irwin II
* ' * ................. 1 . - •• •, •**'.*' *'*'* ?^,,%**\ y *<.•».• *’»4 yj

/ ‘ # . ’ ’ » . •

'• MANILA, PHILIPPINES Our liaison’post was ’ ‘ ” •

originally opened in Manila in August,
- : 1961, and was closed on August 31, 1969,

: •< . y in an effort- to reduce overseas-, costs.-- •_- ......
Although relatively close to Hong Kong, 
from which the. area has since been covered, 
the volume of our work in the Philippines is . 
such that it can best be handled by a man 
on the scene as we have encountered numerous 
delays in our efforts to secure information 
at long distance. The continued .United States

- ’ military presence in the Philippines, coupled 
... with the large number of Philippine nationals 

who have become involved in difficulties in 
the United States and then returned to their 
home, has resulted in the continuation of a 
relatively large work load in this area.

NEW DELHI, INDIA This is an area in which ;
. • . we have not previously had regular coverage, -
. c ‘ and it has been necessary on a number of 

oec?»RinnR to despatch representatives from .. 
Home or Hong Kong to handle problems arising

; there. It is planned that our representative
in New Delhi will cover not only India but also 

j “ East and West Pakistan and Nepal. It is possible 
‘ . r? that additional territory may be assigned to

• this office in th© future. It is noted that 
there are nine graduates of the FBI National ’ . 
Academy located in this area. . ‘ • i

RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL This office, which was 
. in operation from 19-11 to 1967, was consolidated 

with our post in Buenos Aires, Argentina, as an
* economy measure. During the more than four years

that it has been closed, it has become increasingly 
apparent that th© loss in prompt and effective

. . coverage is greater than the small saving Justifies,
A number of individuals of interest to the FBI 
have either moved or traveled to Brazil, and it



Honorable John N* Irwin II

4

has become apparent that prompt coverage 
.' . can only be secured through direct and 

continuing liaison with the investigative
4 ' „ agencies of this huge country. —»

SANTO DOMINGO, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC '
This office, originally opened May 21, . -

’ 1995, was closed March 18, 1969, as an ’ .
economy measure and coverage has been . . -

, ■ maintained by Agents assigned to'the FBI
. • office in San Juan, Puerto Rico. It is

.- >■ ’■ •’ proposed that the Agent assigned to
- ’ Santo Domingo will initiate coverage in

Haiti. There is a considerable population 
of Dominican exiles residing in the 
United States who continue to be involved 

■ with the vai’iouts pdiLiu«xl factious in the
• " Dominican Republic, thereby creating ’
■ •' problems of FBI interest in connection with

X y. the Neutrality Act, the Foreign Agents 
Registration Act and other matters affecting 

’ . internal security interests. To a smaller 
extent, this is also true of Haiti.

Although my request for this limited expansion
, .was made at the specific instruction of the President, I 

know that he would not sanction an operation which was not 
economically worthwhile. You may be assured that, as in 
the past, these new posts will be carefully supervised and 
prompt action taken should it be determined either that

• their continued existence is not warranted or that additional 
assistance is necessary. I hope that it will be possible 
for you to secure the requisite clearances in the near future.

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover
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OPflpNAl FOIM NO. 10 S0I0M01
-e may ff« forrtON K *

r •* ou gin. mg. no. ??
, * x UNITED STATES GOVEBpMENT

Memorandum ' • .fl .
. . • • • • , 4 , .
to" -~v:

FROM : E. S. Miller , 9^

4

* • * ' * • * * * * . • ^ . • •, , •*.•*••« , ** * *

subject: gPANSION OF’FOREIGNXiAlSpK-7A

^On 11/2/71 we called Mr. R. Glynn Mays, who is
assigned by the Department of State to the National Security' 
Council Under Secretaries Committee, and inquired concerning 
when we could expect a response to our letters of’9/20/71 
and 10/14/71 regarding the opening of six additional foreign a 
liaison posts.

*Mays stated that Bureau letter 9/20/71 had been 7 
referred to the National Security Council Under Secretaries . 
Committee as that group is responsible for the establishment 
and alteration of overseas personnel ceilings. Inasmuch as 
each U. S. Ambassador is a personal representative of the 
President and is not subservient to the Department of State, 
inquiries were sent to the six affected Ambassadors regarding 
.their concurrence in our proposal. Each of the Ambassadors 
responded by raising various questions concerning such 
matters as what information might be given to the host 
government, FBI methods of operation overseas, and reasons 
>as to why their particular post had been chosen. These 
inquiries resulted in the visit of Ambassador Wymberley Coerr, 
Deputy Director of State*s Bureau of Intelligence and Research; 
and Mr. Mays to the Bureau on 10/12/71 as reported in my . 
memorandum of that date. As a result of that memorandum, 

• a detailed letter dated 10/14/71 was forwarded to Under 
Secretary of State John N. Irwin II furnishing specifics, 
concerning our overseas operations and our reasons for 
selection of the posts involved.

Mays stated that upon receipt of the second letter,' 
individual responses- were prepared and forwarded to each'‘of 
the six Ambassadors who had l’aised questions. Replies are 
still pending, and Mays said he knew no way of hurrying the 
Ambassadors short of telephoning them. It was pointed out 
to him that nearly a month and a half had elapsed since the 
original request, which had been made at the instruction of 
the President. He was asked to communicate our concern at' *

; ■ Phis document- is prepared in response to your reqziest and is not for dissemi-
:• nation outside your Committee., Its use is limited to official proceedings by

your Committee and the content -may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
NW 65360 -Dodcl^aMlWW^ express approval of the FBI .



E. S, Miller to Mr. Rosen
Re:. EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON .

/the -delay to whatever level in the’bepartmeni.’.of .. State that 

might be necessary in order to produce action.

ACTION: ....................

State, as usual, is dragging its feet, and we are 
making no progress at the working level. If approved, the 
attached letter will communicate our concern to Secretary 
Rogers.

n-------------------------------- ■ ■//.. . ■ . , 4
I : • ' .■ . . - * -
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t ' ' •• November 3, 1971 .

. 6 I BY COURIER SERVICE

\ . .. - • •. ... .. .. . . ........ ■ . ; ....
/■ / /., z.'.' . • •<• .

. y ... > : V ... .y • ...- • •

/ ’ . j- ■ ■ '. • - - . '
[Honorable William P. Rpgers " ■ '
The Secretary of State’
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Secretary: ' ' • .

Reference is made to my letter of September 20, 
1971, requesting clearance for six additional liaison posts 

abroad.

. As a result of specific inquiries received from
* the Ambassadors concerned, further details were furnished 

by letter of October 14, 1971, to Under Secretary John N. 

Irwin II.

. . a,a 4+ b,=,fin snm« time since the President
Q requested this increase, I would appreciate an indication
i from you as to when we can complete the necessary arrangements

Sincerely yours, 

J, Edgar Hoover

fkts document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^ 

MW wen. n I I ttaaa7^itnoui approval of the FBI .NW 65360 Docld:32989714 Page 79 y
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UNITED STATES GOV

Memorandum

FROM ’:

SUBJECT:

-■’Mr. E? S.’ Mll^'?^ 11/4/74-

/...= ••. . d ... .. •• •
: W. R. Wannall ' wwOuiM q\

o 
< * . ♦

: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN’’LIAISON'-"' ‘:: ‘ 'L? v/

R. Glynn Mays of the Department of State who has 
been handling, on a working level, our request to expand our 
foreign liaison telephoned 11/4/71. He stated that the ' 
affected Ambassadors had been canvassed again for their ..
concurrence and each had raised a number of additional questions 
He explained that basically, the Ambassadors were chafing 
at a request fox- expansion at a time when the Government is
in the throes of additional contraction in its overseas posts, 
and he indicated that a number of the Ambassadors had pointed 
out that there are existing arrangements under which FBI- 
leads can be handled in their territory and they do not under
stand, based on the small volume of work they have witnessed 
in the past, why FBI wishes to station a man in the territory 
full time. With reference to our request to open in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia, he said he would like us to authorize him

alternative. He stated an overwhelming percentage of the
personnel in the American Embassy at Kuala Lumpur are actually 
Central Intelligence Agency representatives, and the Ambassadors 
felt there should be no further addition of security/repre- 
sentatives.

Mays said that Ambassador Coerr, who had visited 
the Bureau with Mays 10/12/71 to discuss our request, had— 

* suggested that there be a further discussion at which the 
•numerous questions raised by the Ambassadors could be dis
cussed. Mays asked whether Assistant Director Miller and/or 
another Bureau representative could come to the Department., 
of State on 11/8/71 so that other interested State officials
could participate in the discussion. Mays was told that the 
request we had made was, as he has previously been informed, 
a Presidential instruction and that iXz5adSAlready/been/ a ••

• * * , . • *

Classified by / JL ‘
Exempt from CDS. Category ‘ ■
Date of Declassification Indefinite :

■’ / * NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unauthorized Disclosure

^ubjec^ to Criminal Sanctions



Memorandum W. R. Wannall to Mr. E. S. Miller
Re: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN .LIAIM, 

^r-A- ■
,, * J 1 *x 1 '. XX “ • ‘ _ ’•• - Sp' x- t* •». •

month and a half without action. He was told that we felt 
no useful purpose would be served by further discussion of 
operational details but that if the Department of State 
had questions it desired answered, it should address them 
to us in writing and we would deal with them in an appropriate 
manner. We made no comment concerning the proposal to 
exchange Singapore for Kuala Lumpur(actually,the two points 
are very close and we see no objection to the change).

I Mays said he understood our position and would
[relay'it promptly to his superiors. He indicated that the 

United Nations Chinese problem and the Congressional action 
concerning foreign aid had occupied the full time of the 
top personnel at State with the result that they are not 
familiar with the latest developments surrounding our 
request. It is quite apparent that unless we call a halt 
las we have done in our discussion with Mays today, we could 
continue conferences and discussions endlessly without 
Achieving our objective. With reference to the implied 

questioning of the volume of FBI work in the new areas, it 
should be noted that our selection of the locations for the
new posts was based not on work load but on potential for 
production of high level intelligence of interest to the 
White House. This has not, of course, been included in 
either our letters to State or our discussion with its
representatives
-—*
ACTION:4

For information. We will promptly analyze and 
make recommendations concerning any request received from 
State in writing. . , J a . a .
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UNITED STATES GOVE-v U1N11ILU O1A1CO

Memorandum
to.. :Mr. Rdsen/^ DATE: 11-22-71

from .Miller.
th

■SUBJECT.: EXPANSION; OR. .FOREIGN LIAISON.

’ 'In response to the telephone call to the Director this’ ‘
morning from Undersecretary of State John N. Irwin II, Irwin was • 
promptly contacted in order to arrange the meeting he had requested. 
As a result of pressing congressional commitments, Mr. Irwin had 
no time available either today or tomorrow but arranged an 
appointment for 3:30 p.m., Wednesday, November 24, 1971. '

Mr. Irwin stated that the meeting would be held in the 
office of William B. Macomber, Jr., Deputy Undersecretary of- 
State for Management, but that he, Irwin, would also be present. 

. \ It should be noted that it was Mr. Macomber with whom we dealt 
in arranging our 1970 expansion and it is under his direction 
that State participates in the National Security Council 
Undersecretaries Committee which must pass on all_increas.es in-^

U.S. personnel stationed abroad
%

ACTION

As instructed, 
for 3:30 p.m., 11/24/71,
of this Division

I will attend tne meeting^scheduled 
and will take with me SA Graham A. Day

&

- T^is document i.s prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
: ’ nation- outside your Committee. Its use is. limited to official proceedings by
, ’ your Committee and the. content hay nut be disclosed to unauthorized person

nel without the express approval of the FBI .
NW 65360' DocW:32»714 Page 82 $



COPY - RETYPED FOR REASON OF LEGIBILITY

10:^0 AM November 22, 1971
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON

; MR. FELT
* MR. ROSEN

' MR. MILLER
\ I®. BISHOP

Honorable John N. Irwin, II, Under Secretary of State, called. 
He said he was calling about the positions abroad (Legal Attaches) that I 
talked to the President about and the President authorized tc be done, and 
Mr. Irwin said they, of course, want to work out how to do this. Mr. Irwin 
continued that after getting my letter in October they sent it to the embassies 
to get some comments back and they wanted to talk about these and how was 
the best way partly because of the situation overseas and a good part because 
of the recent Presidential order in connection with the new economic policy 
of reducing overseas and this raises, from an internal point of view, 
problems as to how they take this and where and the amount of support 
they have to give overseas to the variety of agencies they support over and 
beyond themselves. Mr. Irwin said it would be helpful if they could talk about 
these with me or whomever I might designate. Mr. Irwin continued that he 
thought they had talked once and then the FBI officer said he would like to 
have it in writing rather than further discussion.

Mr. Irwin said he talked to Secretary of State Nilliam P. Rogers 
and Mr. Rogers thought it would be helpful if they could, rather than going 
back and forth in writing, try and work it out because they know this is what 
the President requested be done. I commented that the President is anxious. 
Mr, Irwin said they do want to try to fit it in with the miscellaneous politi
cal and administrative problems that exist rather than to just move without 
the opportunity for further discussion.

I told Mr. Irwin I thought Mr. Miller, Assistant Director in charge 
of the Domestic Intelligence Division and under whom the Legal Attaches oper
ate, would be the one to talk to and if he, Mr. Irwin, would tell me what time 
was convenient for him, I could check with Mr. Miller. Mr. Irwin asked if they 
should call Mr. Miller direct .and I told him I would call Mr. Miller and tell 
him that Mr. Irwin would be in touch with him. Mr. Irwin thanked me.

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover 
Director

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by' 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person-



10:50 AM . , _ November 22, 1971
¥ ,

' «*

. . ' .MEMORANDUM FOR MR. TOLSON \ .
—I’ " •” • MR. FELT " ■■/■■

’ MR. ROSEN \ *
( ■ . 'k. ■ - a MR. MILLER -
j- ’ J.. MR. BISHOP

J . Honorable H, Under Secretary of State, called.
He said he was calling about’the positions abroad (l-cgal Attaches) that I 
talked to the President about and the President authorized to be done, and 
Mr. Irv,in said they, o* coarse, want to work out how to do this. Mr. Irwin 
continued that alter getting my letter in C ctoher they sent it to the embassies 
to get soma comments rack and they wanted to talk about those and how was 
ths best way partly because of the situation overseas and a good part because 

: of the recent kresidc-ntial order in connection with the new economic policy 
of reducing 5.- overseas and lids raises, from an internal point of view, 
problems as to how they take this and where and the amount of suynort 
they have to give overseas to ike variety of agencies they support over and 
beyond themselves. Mr. Irwin said it would co helpful if they could imik about 
these with me or whomever I might designate. Llr. Irwin continued that be 
thought they had talked once and tlien the FBI officer said Iio would like to have 
it in writing rather than further discussion. i ■

Mr. Irwin said be talked to Secretary of atate William JkJ^ogers 

and Mr. Rogers thought it would be helpful if they could, rathc<going 
back and forth in writing, try and work it out because tUey know this is what 
the President requested be done. 1 commented that the President id anxious. 
Mr. Irwin said they do want to try to fit it in with the miscellaneous political 
and administrative prouiems Huit exist rather teaa to just m^vchwithout the - 
opportunity for further discussion. •— •'’ 

» • ,
J told ; 'If. Irwin I thought h'r. killer, /assistant Director in 

-of-the domestic Jntellir.cnce Division and under whom toe .Lc~ai Attaches operate 
Avould be the one to talk to and if he, Mr, Irwin, would tell me what time was 
xcavenient for him, I could check with ? hr. Miller. Mr. Irwin asked if they ■ 
jEhDuld call Mr. Miller direct / and I told him I would call Mr. /killer and tell 
•him that Mr. Irwin would bo in touch with thru. Mr.. h*win thanked me.
J . • very truly yours,x .

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- . 
nation outside ^ourU Committee. Its use-is limited to’official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not' be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel icithout the express approval of the FBI . John Fd/ar Hoover 
NW 65360 Docld:32W9714 Page 84 . ' Pi rCCtO?
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UNITED STATES GOVEWMENT "

Memorandum ■ •
Mr. Rosen ' date: 11/26/71

i ” • . • • •*, • '■ ■ • •  ......................... : —'•- - • •■ • •■ ............................ ' ~" ,’■

: E. S. Miller ' H
s 3 Is la.

. 3

: EXPANSION OF (FOREIGn/lIAISON - ; • ..’^ •••• ’ .

As instructed," I met on 11/24771 with1 State’Under ” " ”■ 

Secretary John N. Irwin II; Deputy Under Secretary William 
B. Macomber, Jr.; his Executive Assistant, Samuel R. Gammon; 
Wymberley Coerr, Deputy Director, Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research; and R. Glynn Mays of State’s Methods and Systems 
Staff. I was accompanied by SA Graham A. Day of this Division. 
Mr. Irwin, who was unable to stay for the entire meeting, 
stated he was most appreciative of the Director’s rapid and 
cooperative response to his request for further discussion. 
He pointed out that he has a tremendous respect for the Director 
and for the organization which he has built and has instructed 
his personnel at State to do everything in their power to 
fulfill the FBI request. He noted that the request did, however, 
represent a substantial problem for State and that he had 
asked for discussion because of the difficulties which State 
had encountered.

State is fully aware of President Nixon’s instruction 
that FBI liaison activities be expanded. The President has 
also, however, instructed that the official profile of the 
United States be lowered abroad and that a five percent 
across-the-board reduction in United States overseas personnel 
be made. Coming as it does on the heels of President Johnson’s 

. fifteen percent reduction and President Nixon’s earlier ten 
percent reduction, this has created serious staffing problems 
in each U. S. Embassy. As the Ambassador’s concurrence is 
necessary before any new personnel can be sent abroad, each 
of those potentially affected by our expansion was consulted 
by State and each one raised serious objections. Some, as 
will be indicated below, questioned the necessity for an Agent 
to be stationed .in their countries and several, pointing to 
the current expansion of the Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous 
Drugs, which is also being strongly resisted, asked why one. 
Justice representative could not represent both agencies. 
/Is a result, both Mr. Irwin and Mr. Macomber asked that we 
take a hard look at our proposals to see if some adjustments 
could be made which would result in a smaller overall increase 
in our overseas-personnel-;—

Classified |py ~
Exempt from CDS, Category • 
Date of Declassification Indefinite .
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Rosen 
Re: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON ’

i . I pointed out that there would be no possibility
I of our ’’doubling up” with Narcotics investigators, explaining 

’■ ' that our functions and methods of operation are totally 
5 . different and would actually be incompatible in some areas.
* . I'noted that our modest request had actually been scaled

• down before it was forwarded to State and that we had limited 
each office to a single Agent with only one Clerk-Stenographer. 
I referred to the detailed explanation for our request which

■- had been furnished in our letter of 10/14/71 to Mr. Irwin 
: and stated that we would not have made the .request if we •

•. « had not felt it fully justified and responsive to the
\ " President’s instruction. I said that we would, however,

carefully consider each part of the request once more to
’I see if there was any way in which the total number of personnel 
j involved might be reduced. It was agreed that following this 
| review, we would meet again for further discussion during

* the week of November'29, 1971. Comments and recommendations 
concerning the specific areas follow:

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Agency for International Development Mission 
| here has been withdrawn in the face of local criticism of
| U. S. efforts to influence the Brazilian Police. We have
j been covering this enormous country from our office in 

1. . Argentina on a 2,500 mile round trip basis. No criticism
has been made of our liaison contacts with the Brazilian 
.Police or other agencies, and we feel we should insist on

; reopening our office here. By reducing our staff in ■ 
, Buenos Aires by one Agent and pne__c_lerk_iwnich we intended 
/ ’ to^do anyway ITZf’eopening _t has office will result'~xn~hb 
- increase in personnel. ; —— —

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia . . —

There is an abnormally large percentage of Central 
Intelligence Agency personnel here on both an overt and covert 
basis, and the addition of another investigative agency is 
feared by the Ambassador as objectionable to the Malaysian i 
Government which is endeavoring to maintain a neutral position 
State asks that we let them explore the possibility of opening 
in Singapore instead of Kuala Lumpur.■ Singapore is extremely 
close and is actually a better location from the standpoint 
of travelers both east and west as Singapore is a normal 
international aviation stop. We believe Singapore would be 
just as good a location as Kuala’ Lumpur and recommend’that 
State be asked to make the necessary arrangements without

^17*00

; . further delay..
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to'Mr. Rosen -&wit" - '

Re: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON . _• _• ”, • ‘ .

Manila, Philippines ’

Although the Ambassador here has voiced objection, 
.we feel that we should insist upon reopening, this...officq-. . .
‘There are a number"of National Academy graduates in the •' ' 

Philippines, and we have a ready reservoir of good will 
which we can- tap both in our regular work and in our 'search' 
for political intelligence. - - .

Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic '

The Ambassador here was most specific in pointing 
out that the present coverage from our office in nearby 
San Juan seemed to be fully adequate. He added that the 
precarious political situation could be worsened by the . 
addition of U. S. law enforcement personnel. We believe 
we could_.forgo.^reppening. Sant.o„Domingo with no IpgsV^The 
Agent “’in San Juan now covering the area (and who"was 

scheduled to reopen the office) can be fully briefed con
cerning the collection of political intelligence and, by 
stepping up the frequency of his visits, can not only cover 
the Dominican Republic but also establish liaison in Haiti

New Delhi, India '

' It was pointed out that, whereas we had planned
to cover East and West Pakistan from this point, the current 
hostilities would make this unfeasible. India itself, however 
is a huge country with an enormous population and is of great 
potential political significance. For the present, we could 
establish liaison from here with Iran and could await the ' 
resumption of better relations between India and Pakistan 
before visiting the latter. We feel we should insist upon 
opening this office. . ■ ’ ■ ;__ _

- 3 - CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum E. S. Miller to Mr. Rosen 
Re: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON

Canberra, Australia

We believe we could forgoopening an office here 
/at this time as, of the~~vurious offices considered, this 
I'WUTd^prbbably be the least productive of political intelli
gence since it has a stable government and enjoys friendly 
relations with the U. S. From a cost standpoint, this would 
probably be the most expensive post to open merely because 

If of the great distance and high transportation costs.

ACTION:

. It is recommended that we inform State we have
very carefully reconsidered our request and, in an effort 
to be fully cooperative, we have altered our request with 
/the result that only six additional positions^abroad will be 

lyHeeded rather than the twelve ux'iginaily requested, we will 
!ask to open at Rio de Janeiro, Manila, New Delhi and Singapore, 
making other arrangements for the coverage we had requested 
from Santo Domingo and Canberra. We will press for an 
early meeting for the consideration of this proposal and 
ask that we be permitted to proceed at the earliest possible 
moment as there has already been so much delay.

4 -
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UNITED STATES GOV ERNMENT ,

MMemorandum
..

ro : Mr. Rosen /I date.- 11/29/71
• ■ t. .....................

*?> -• *♦
from : E. S. Miller ' / . ' .

SUBJECT: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON 
/ . ' »

As 
for an early 
proposal for 
Secretary of

• * ... ■ . _ ______s-.:______ -
approved by the/Director, we have pressed State 
meeting at which we can present our altered 
expansion of our foreign liaison. Deputy Under 
State William B. Macomber, Jr'., has indicated

at
that 3:30, p.m. Tuesday., ...11/3 0/71, is the earliest moment 
he has available. We will, therefore, meet with State
that time and will urge that our proposal be approved 
promptly. • ■

ACTION:

For information

i

6
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UNITED STATES GOVEOjMENT

Memorandum
to Mr/Roseii DATE: 12/1/71

FROM r' E. s. Milldr

subject:' -EXPANSION OF FOREIGN TTATSON"

As indicated in memorandum 11/29/71, we had an

appointment to discuss our expansion further with Deputy 
Under Secretary of State Macomber at 3:30 p.m., 11/30/71. 
At noon on 11/30/71, Mr. Macomber’s office advised that he 
had been unexpectedly summoned by the Secretary of State 
to a meeting which would occupy the balance of the afternoon, 
and we were asked to postpone our discussion until 12/2/71., 
I stated that I was quite anxious to resolve this matter 
without further delay and asked to meet with other State 
representatives to discuss our proposal as originally planned 
Accordingly, we met with Ambassador Wymberley Coerr, Deputy 
Director.of State’s Bureau of Intelligence and Research; 
Samuel R. Gammon, Executive Assistant to Mr. Macomber; and 
R. Glynn Mays of State’s Methods and Systems Staff. I was 
accompanied by SA Graham Day of this Division.

• I stated that the staffing problems encountered
by State had been explained to the Director and that, in 
an effort to cooperate, he had authorized us to materially 
reduce our initial request. ' I said that we would agree to 
Singapore in place of Kuala Lumpur as suggested by State, 
and we would cancel our request to open offices in Canberra 
and Santo Domingo. I pointed out that we would staff our 
office in Rio de Janeiro by reducing our present staff in 

, . Buenos Aires and that we were therefore requesting, in effect 
* only six additional positions abroad(3 Agents, 3 clerks) in .

.plaqe^of the original 12, from which we would open offipes / 
• " ifH$^ila£/Rp&/^ New—DelhjHT ancKeXther /Sin^pdy^f

or Kuala Lumpur. / ' . -- ~ —

Ambassador Coerr"said that he greatly appreciate
the Director’s cooperation and asked that his thanks be J U 

conveyed to the Director for this.—He_instruc_ted_MrA. Mays : 
to immediately wire the Ambassador in Singapore to explore ' 
the possibility of our opening there in place of Kuala Lumpur 
He then stated that our choice of Manila was especially 
troublesome, because, at Presidential direction, a special 
reduction in U. S. personnel had been made there over and

' • ^his document' is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee.» Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
yffur Committee and the content may not be disclosed to .unauthorized person-, * WV. WIWJ UihO VV ItbU’lf /tvv V U'&U
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Memorandum E. S, Miller to Mr. .Rosen ■ . • . ...
Re’: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON " ... ‘ .. •. * /. •>-...

t.'- • ./A ’ :.j "

'above all of the over-all percentage decreases made in other 

‘posts. He said that the situation in Manila was so critical 
that he would ask that we discuss it further with the Director

. to see whether .we might. open in. Canberra, Australia,.- in .place.. -• .
/of‘Manila,'possibly covering. the ■ Philippines from Canberra-. ■
.In addition, Mr. Mays said that the Ambassador in New Delhi ‘ '

• had expressed -doubt-whether there.;.was...sufficient -EBI work .th 
India to justify stationing a man there. Mays asked for 
figures which State could use to support our request.

I stated that we were faced with a situation in 
which the President had, on September 20, 1971, asked the .
Director to expand his liaison operations abroad and that 
here we were more than two months later without having taken 
a single action in direct response to the President’s instruction. 
I pointed out that it seemed to me that the President’s instruction 
should take precedence over any Ambassadorial question and 
that I saw no point in becoming involved in quibbling with ,
individual Ambassadors in efforts to justify doing what the 
President had asked. Ambassador Coerr said that he understood 
our position perfectly and State would proceed to correspond 
with the Ambassadors further. He did ask that we present 
the special probit™ Manila for determination by the Director.

With respect to Manila, we have a fair volume of 
work there now which we do not have in Australia. Further, 
we do not feel it would be feasible to cover Manila from 
Australia because of the distance involved, and we want to 
leave our office in Hong Kong free to concentrate on the 
greatly enlarged Chinese problem. We feel, therefore, that 
despite the Ambassador’s objection, we should insist upon 
reopening our office in Manila. ■

ACTION: If approved, we will inform Ambassador Coerr that 
- his proposal that Canberra be substituted for Manila has been 
reviewed by the Director and that he feels, as he did when 
he approved the reduced proposal, that it is essential for 
us to reopen our office in'Manila. We will also tell .
Ambassador Coerr again that too much time has already elapsed 
and that this matter should be resolved promptly. .
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Memorandum' E. S. Miller to-Mr? Rosen ■; - ? '' < v . ~

Re: . .EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON-'r’.

; (2) We have considered a status lettei* to
Kissinger-concerning this but believe. ..that this .would;... .

be premature inasmuch as State Under Secretary Irwin-has
- indicated his desire to. cooperate .and. it. appears .that .. >
State is about to authorize part,’ if not all, of dur " " 
amended request. We will watch this situation very closely, 
however, and will submit a proposed letter to Dr. Kissinger 
if it appears that State is continuing to drag its feet.
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'UnM’ED STATES GOVj^'MENT

Memorandum
TO Mr. Rcsetf DATE:'" 12/3771

FROM ; E. S. Millar

s’CBJECT: EXPANSION EIGN/LIAISON

’•  * -As-approved by the"Director;' Ambassador Wy&bef ley '■
Coerr, Deputy Director of State’s Bureau of Intelligence and 
Research, was advised 12/3/71 that we could not accept Canberra 
Australia, as a substitute for Manila, Philippines, and that 
we felt that we had already done everything in our power to
cooperate by reducing our request for additional positions

‘ overseas from 12 to 6 (3 Agents, 3 clerks). We pointed out 
’• that we made our original request on September 20, 1971, and 

that two and one half months have elapsed without action.• 
Ambassador Coerr said he understood our position perfectly 

j- and that he expected to have some definite word for us in 
j the very near future.

Within^.five minutes,^Ambassador Coerr telephoned 
and said that he had been able to”secure approval for us to 
-go"ahead' with the four offices which we had discussed in' his 

‘1 <>_. l\.'7T I, r. -P-i 1
•— a « X. « Hv J “ AAV4» VA W X. X. X J/ W LA W W XX Wit*

the"Ambassad6r in Singapore, however, so he could not state 
whether our new post wfil fee in Kuala Lumpur or Singapore^ 

We have approval, however, to_op'en new LegaVAttache offices/ 
in. New Delhi^^nila, Rio de Janeiro,:and ip either./Singapore' 
or "Kuala"'Lumpirr. Ambassador Coerr said''he~~^xpected 'to’' -z
able to advise us which of the 1/itter twolwoul'd be ^approved 

within a very short time...

• ‘ ACTION; (1) The Administrative Division’ should notify’the
1 Agent and clerical personnel selected for Rio de Janeiro7,. Manila 

_ and New Delhi that State Department_jalearauG.e_.has_ been, granted 
~ and they should proceed to apply for their passports and/or
visas at once. The Administrative Division will be notified 
immediately as soon as we receive the final clearance for 
Singapore or Kuala Lumpur. P reyipusly_appr pved transfers ofpersonnel 

to Santo Domingo and Canberra, ^Australia, are being cancelled^

^This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
: । ’ nation outside your Committee. ’ Its use. is limited to official proceedings by
• ; your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person-
’ nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Memorandum Miller to Rosen - • • . . .
Re: EXPANSION OF FOREIGN LIAISON.... . „ . . ... ....

* i•• •. -• ? ■ -• . ■■ *•

(2) The Files and Communications, Laboratory and 
Administrative Divisions should be prepared to furnish the 
necessary communications equipment and supplies.

. • • I • . •* .

(3) A letter of confirmation addressed to Secretary 
Rogers is being prepared and Tyill be submitted separately, 

t 4

(4) Letters informing the Attorney General and 
Dr. Kissinger will be promptly prepared as soon as we hear 
from State regarding whether our office will be in Singapore 
or. Kuala Lumpur. ... .. -.u- ---

■ ■ ■ . ' ' * V



Doceiabcr 6, 1971

DY COURXED SERVICE

Honorable William P. Rogers 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, b. C. -

Dear Hr. Secretary;

rollowinj? ny letter of "ovoKbor 3, 1071 , which 
iuqulx’ed cc-acorning our request for 0 additional Xiai^ou 
postn abroad, my representatives ^ot on two occasions 
with officials of yemr Departiseat. la order to cooperate 
vi th the current effort to reduce American persorxaei overseas 

our request was reduced so that instead of 12 additional 
personnel, only 6 would ba required.

cm UGce^Der s? 1V71, Ambassador Wy&nericy cc^rr, 
Deputy Dirootcr of the Bureau of Intelligence and Research, 
advised that cloarnnco was being granted fox* our reduced 
request. This will ncan that new liaison posts will bo 
established at Hew Delhi, India; .Manila, Philippines; 
Rio do Janeiro, Brazil; and in either Singapore, Republic 
of Singapore, cr Kuala Lusspur, Malaysia.

Your cooperation and assistance,•■which have enabled 
us to respond to the Presidents request, are indeed apprecia

Sincerely yours,

J. Edgar Hoover

This document is prepared in response to -//our request and is not for dissemi
nation ozdside yozir Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval'of the FBI .
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UNITED STATES GOVlOfMENT —p »WOTW O

Memorandum . ... ..
••;■■■• "'Mr; ?E.'Si '! • ■ DA,TE:'-i2/^^

from' : w. R. Wannall- - v *

’SUBJECT.; ' ' ■'EXPANSION' OF^

f ’ We are recommending that opening of our/new office

at New Delhi, India, be temporarily postponed in view of the 
present situation, -^r-

/ .•.t'v-’

J War was declared on India by Pakistan the same day
’ that clearance was .received from State for our office there-

*4 ‘ We have been watching the situation closely and it has '
1 • deteriorated to the point where we believe it would be futild

; for us to station a man there right now. All commercial '
| airplane flights to New Delhi have been cancelled by the

;j Indian Government and State has advised us that they are
considering the possibility of evacuation of American 
inationals as is currently being done in Pakistan. Our 
Legats are dependent upon developing friendly relations with 
the investigative agencies of the host country. Recent - 
statements by P”osidont Ni^on, See^'et?^"'^ Rogers and ■ 
Ambassador Bush have tended to blame India for escalation

-1 ' of the situation with the result that considerable hostility
I has been developed in India against the United States. A
| very recent demonstration around the United States Embassy
r in Nev/ Delhi is evidence of this. This is just not the

time for a new Legat to introduce himself as a United States 
representative to Indian agencies.I *

■' , ... We checked with State on this and Glynn Mays', with
* whom we have dealt in connection with the expansion, said

. - ■ the situation is such that the Indian GovernmenTn^gtrtr'T-rv^
■ "decline to issue a visa to our representative although he 

’cannot say for sure. As our purpose in sending!^. GKi£h IFol971---  
India is to have h'im secure political intelligence items "~-- 

x from his contacts, it would seem that he would Te^naoTe To"
‘ do this until the situation eases and a less hostile attitude

prevails. T
__— " - ■ . - ’ i

ACTION:

It' is recommended .that we hold up on sending our
personnel to New Delhi for a period of 30 days, on the ' 
expiration of which the situation will be reassessed and a 

' further recommendation made for the Director’s consideration.

; : Classified . NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATIO:
i, • Exempt from CDS. Category . TTmnthnri7Pr1 Disclosure
LNW 65360- to ^^1 Sanetions



S. Miller 12/17/7 .

W. 11 • ttaac&ll

EXPANSION GF FOREIGN LIAISON \

Vo have bean p«3b.i.ng Glynn Mays, wao is handling 
our expansion on tho working level at btato for a final 

’ decision on vbothor we can open m aisles la Singapore or 
Kuala Lumpur. Ga 12/17/71 ho advised that nearly ail the 
arrangements have been couploted which will enable us to 
open in Singapore? however, a final response xroza the 
Singapore Governwoat has not yet been received. Ue stated 
that ho is uakizig a^Gi-y oilort, through tho'U. 3. Asibaasador 
in Singapore, to expedite thia miter and that ho will iuiora 
us at once when the final word is received.

Vith respect to cur sow office at Rio da Janeiro, 
Brazil, Hays noted that tko U. £. Eszsassy had been formally 
pnved froa ilia to Er^silia about eno south ago. This is 
& m&vo which has boon under wav during the past tour yours 
and v/as anticipated by our Legal Attache in Huesos? Aires 
who advised that our sew office should bo opened in 
Rio do Janclx’o neverrholc&s as th© bulb of our work is in 
Rio and adjacent Sao Paulo. The U. S. diplcisatic cstablisiusont 
in Rio will henceforth Ue known as th© Consulate General, 
and Haya indicated that, as in the caso of th© Consulate 
Goner&l nt Ifoag Kong, cur reproseatativo would bo known as th© 
Legal Liaison Officer, because no attach© title is need in 
a Consulate General.

V© anticipate no difflenity with this? as wo hav© 
had non© la Bong Kong., Gur representative will continue 
to be known within tnG’Bureau as Legal Attach©, and the 

, title Legal .Liaison Officer .will Lo. used only by. our Kail 
■• Koos i.u ■addrosslhg’ pouches to.hxK..' • ’•'. . •’.; •. . / ■ ;... ;'./• . ;

• • .- -v.-T • .• .;. j . .;■ . ,. •. .. ........... • .-... — • ... . ..... . .. ■ „ . . ... . .... ..../. . - .- .. .’.•.• ;

ACTIOH: Attached for'approval is a cable rosiinding th© j
.I.epi‘ , ???cpos Aires, of the ch-an"O in statuf? of tin? U. S. ।

-• ostabli©Sweat ’in’ uio ue-jaueiro-and that.our. representative. / ..- ; 
.... . will .u^e th© title Legal Liaisoa Officer there. , . j

■■ • ■•'.••■;’-? a:; ‘A — J ■•’•*/■••■•..-v..-v.?

■’•-

nation outside your Committee. Its'iise is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

without the express approval of the FBI .
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UNDER SECRETARY OF STATE

. . ' WASHINGTON
■ ■ \ ' • •• NSC UNDER- SECRETARIES COMMITTEE • - ■ • ;

------m^’IDENTIMr---- • " '■ ... ' ‘ De/ember. 2^, 1971
• • 5 r.. . ... • . . • '

' V' ■ • ■■•’ ' v.\ ■ ' " ' ’..............
■ . * ' 7 . *»

Dear Mr. Hooyer: * . , t ■ w.. .

k On behalf of Secretary Rogers, I wish to thank 

"•'-—you for your letter of. December • 6. .1 share your. . ... .

satisfaction that, since our conversation of a few 

weeks ago, our staffs have reached agreement on . 
increasing the FBI's liaison activities in certain . 

overseas areas. I am particularly gratified that 

this has been accomplished so as to meet the 
President’s general instruction to you and his earli- ’ 

er directives to the Under Secretaries Committee to : 

keep a tight control on all overseas personnel, and 1 
to our ambassadors oyerseas_to monitor and direct the 
~bpera~tions“of. .a 11 e1ements assighe^ to" theTf mission^

We have recently instructed our Ambassadors in • 

Brasilia, Manila, and Singapore to consult with their ■. 
respective host governments on this subject, and we 

expect to hear from them shortly. Once we receive 
formal clearance from those host governments and have 

, resolved the remaining technical and administrative 

questions, your agents will be able to assume their 

new responsibilities in those areas. • •

■ Because of the current situation in South Asia, 

however, this is not the propitious moment to establish 

an office in New Delhi. We will keep in touch both 

*with our Embassy and with your staff to determine when 

!.best to proceed. . .
* i . ’ • . —•

: The Honorable. ■ • - • ■ <_■ .
J. Edgar Hoover, -. ’ . / “ • .

Director, . ’ •
" ’■ Federal Bureau of Investigation.

. -.... , •. • • •; * . . ‘ ’ *• • \ ' • ’ *• . • •, . ................

■^CONFIDENTIAL-
• •.. : ■ • . • . • . . ~ . • v ;■ . .-. v. ••" • •*’•*..’ , * * * ■ ’ - •

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION ,
.. .-^authorized .Disclosure , ... u . J.. . ... .

’ " ' ' '' Subject to Uiimmal'Sanctions' ’ ’• ’ '0 Docld:32989714 Page 98 . J
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I particularly appreciate your strong personal 

interest and' assistance in helping our two depart
ments respond to Presidential guidance and direction. 

I am confident that through continued close effort, 

our respective staffs will shortly resolve the 

remaining questions at hand.

With warm regards.

Sincerely,



I I. THOMAS RIHA
INTERNAL SECURITY - CZECHOSLOVAKIA
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G r?

know the man, but recognized
his name when a colleague of

By ALAN <T-N?a».UlAM
_ Rocky Mountain Ne'-vs Writer |1.„ ____ ___  .. __

A'Boulder housewife is certain slip talked to Thomas’Riha’s started discussing his 
i on the telephone last March 17, the day he first:disappearance at her home the 
id to show up for his history classes at (he Univer-.f^YTu''^-^
of Colorado. -----‘----------------------- ’------ ;fOdnd hls name 011 her cail,n!:(professor who was rumored to;list, and recalled details of thei 

Shave seen Riha on Sunday, the,conversation.rat is even more remarka-[have seen Riha on Sunday, the 
than this, in the opinion of; R-th. vigorously dismissed this

(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

e who have been trying to; rumor as untrue when asked 
down the exact date of [about it Tuesday.

i’s disappearance, is the But the Boulder housewife

While she didn't write down 
the date when she made her tel
ephone calls, the woman says 
she has made detailed inquiries

an’s insistence that Riha j who made the series of tele-’since then — some as recently 
cheerful, relaxed and inter-[phone calls is equally adamantjas this week — to tie in the 

d in chatting abcuUfHoegltcibout the date whemshgjajhedjdates of related eventsjvijhjbat 
ical issue. ' J to Riha. She says she didn’t I of the crucial telephone- call..
le woman, who asks that she
be identified by name, has 
the News she was in the 

:ess of telephoning a list of 
idov citi-zons last. March, 
.ing support for a proposed 
lion on whether the city 
ild take over its public utili-

Atty. James D. '“.Mike” Me- . 
Kevitt told the News Ite had

hile she had been involved'
he 
is

■ch 
ch 
les

issue for several weeks, 
sure it was on Monday, 
17, that she attempted to 
a dozen people whose;
'began with the letters 

’ and "R.” Among the three
four whom she was able tu 
ah that day. she insists, wad 
mas Riha. She says he an; 
red the telephone at his 
ic at 11:30 a.m.
he professor seemed calm, 
isant and quite interested in 
municipal issue, according 
the Boulder housewife. In 

she explained, his name;
: on the list because he had * 
lier sent in a reader survey j 
iliot” from a Boulder news- i 
er which related to the issue. ’ 
Vs a. result, Riha struck her 
more informed on it than r 

1st others she had talked to 1 
her telephone inquiries, and ! 
c believes the conversation . 
sted about 10 minutes, mak-»; 
g it the longest in which she ; 
:>k part that day. ;
he date, if the Boulder house- 
e is correct, is significant, 
ce Riha reportedly missed a 
ner party to which he was in- 
?d the previous night, and 
dd not be reached on Satur- 
/, March 15, by a friend who 
al to telephone him repeat- 
y.
dany people interested in the 
te have speculated that Riha 
|l Boulder, was kidnaped or

front a Washington source 
that any of the official agen
cies which have been named 
in connection with the case ac- 

. tually had any knowledge of 
where Riha is now.
The source, which he declined 

to identify, insisted further that 
Riha never was involved in es
pionage oR^any sort,, and fpat 
none of these agencies had ever 
told anyone in Boulder. Denver 
or elsewhere that Riha was alvie: 
and well.

Most frequently' mentioned 
agencies have been the FBI. the 
CIA, military intelligence agen
cies and the U.S. Immigration 
dnd Naturalization Service. j 
•jiMcKevitt also reported no rc(- 
$fy yet from former OU Presi
dent Joseph Smiley in his re
quest that Smiley divulge to 
McKevitt the exact source of a 
report, tn him last spring, Wat 
Riha was alive. \

Rocky Mountain He 
Denver, Colorado

Date: 

Edition: 

Author: 
Editor:

Title:

2-11-70 
Home

Jack Foster

. THOMAS RIHA
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Memorandum
DIRECTOR. F.B.I

SAC. DENVER

THOMAS RI HA
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On the late afternoon of

• February 12 1970

February 10, 1970, I was
•called by MIKE T0D0R0VICH, who is in charge of the CIA office 
here in Denver. T0D0R0VICH_ stated he _has instructionsJfrom ;
his Washington Office” to'cdhtac't'Denver District Attorney JAMES, ‘ 
ftC'KEVITT ;and\teirMC"*KEVITT’ tha'O.lO^^ . •'

who” is stationed'in Boulder, Colorado^ had told Dr’. JOSEPH, } \ 
SFHLEY.7formed .of the-University o£ Colorado, that / ■
iFRITZ had been. told that THOItAS_ RIHA ’ s^d’isappearance was_ ^ 
’a marital matter andjthat .RIHA was , in_ Jfact, all righty 
T0D0R0VICH *then.~told me that_ FRITZ_ got tHis'"information from, b 
‘an FBI Agent in. Boulder. ' " ■ - • ,

■ J^told T0D0R0VICH to give me^the name of _the_FBI, :
Agent and he. stated’.ne'’wdulH :^ He*"then stated.the- r.
FBI Agent told him.,. TODOROVICH, the._same thing,. D. again re- - 
quested the-name.of.the Agent^. Fie again, declined to give it. to , 

’gme\ ' .I "very emphatically told TODQROVICH that until he gave me " 
"the name of the Agent who supposedly gave him and FRITZ this in

formation, that I would not believe that either he or FRITZ had ’ 
‘ been given any information such as this by any Agent of this .
Bureau and this was based on the fact that no Agent would have 
any reason whatsoever to make such a statement since we had ■ 
not conducted any investigation in this matter nor did we / 
have any information concerning RIHA and, therefore, we would 

. not be in a position to make such a statement as to whether or
not-RIHA was all right. // ■ . . . . . -—

* . I then also pointed out to Mr. TODOROVICfi that if he

. gave the information to Mr. MC KEVITT and advised Mr KEVITT 
the information had come from an FBI Agent and if Mr. MC KEVITT 
contacted me I would certainly advise him that the"information :

. did; pot come from anyone in the FBI for the same reasons as

?•
I am enclosing, for the Bureau’s information, an 

article which appeared in the February 11, 1970, issue of The
Rooky Mountain
tcaptioned

a Denver newspaper. The article is
boulder housewife sury she talked to Riha."

i This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
___ . nationgutside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 

your Committee and the content may not be diseased to unauthorized person-
■NHM5a60-[tocld:3^M^O^ ^Vro^l of the FBI . .
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Towards the end of the article it reports that

MC KEVITT had received an official denial from "a Washington source" 
that any of the official agencies which have been named in 
connection with the RIHA case actually had any knowledge of ' 
where RIHA is now. The source, according to the article -which 
MC KEVITT refused to identify, also said RIHA was not involved 
in espionage of any sort and that none of these agencies 
have ever told anyone in Boulder, Denver, or elsewhere that • 
RIHA was alive and well.

The article points out the most frequently mentioned 
agencies have been the FBI, CIA, Military Intelligence agencies 

(and the U. S. INS.

Also enclosed is an article which appeared in the 
Rocky Mountain News for February 12, 1970, This article is 
captioned ’"Riha case investigators’ theories might be altered."

For the information of the Bureau, we only haze two 
resident agents in Boulder, Colorado, and I have personally 
contacted each of them and each has assured me both verbally • 
aiiu by mejuO.L‘cii’id.uiii that they have not made such statcmcntG 
as were attributed to them by TODOROVICH. Not only that, 
neither of the two has ever had any contact personally or 
.otherwise with JOHN D. FRITZ, the CIA representative in Boulder.

This information is being forwarded to the Bureau only
I for; information in view of CIA’s actions in connection with 
|this matter. •

' , , ' > ■ 0'

V. ••'‘fXvJ-"i V ; yv-v.:
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Following is typewritten clarification of the 
handwritten comment of J. Edgar Hoover on the attached 
document:

”1 don’t. I still want name of our agt which 
Todorov!ch gave to hr. Smiley. H”

NW 65360 Docld:32989714 Page 104
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(Indicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.)

By ALAN CUNNINGHAM i
Rocky Mountain News Writer

A Boulder woman's belief that she talked to Thomas 
iha last March 17, as revealed Wednesday by the 
ocky Mountain News, may have altered investigators’ 
icorics about what happened to the missing history 
rofessor and when it may have happened.
’[While avoiding specifics abcutj for his classes at the University 
icir theories. Boulder police in-1of Colorado.
(sstigators exurcssed interest; when mid this by the News 
Wednesday in knowing morel Wednesday, the woman said she 
bout the housewife's recollee-! would telephone the police de- 
on that she telephoned Riha J partment and volunteer her in- 
nd carried on a 10-minute con-j formation.
ersation with him shortly be- Apparently, the woman's sto- 
^rc nopn. that Monday/ry proved startling to the two in- 
rhen he first failed to show up! vestigators who have been as-

. ... signed fulltime to the Riha case,
'just as it did to many friends

I; If the woman is correct, police 
[.'investigators conceded, it could 
well force them to revise their 
current theories about the case.
CIA agent
In another development, a 

Denver-based agent of the Cen
tral Intelligence Agency insisted 
the CIA. has never been involved 
in any way with the case since 
Riha disappeared.

The. agent, Michael M. Todo
rovich, insisted it hadn’t been 
he who gave assurances to 
former CD president Joseph 
Smiley, Denver police chicj! ■ 
George. Seaton or other offi
cials last spring that liiha was 
alive and well.

I Such reported assurances,and neighbors of the professor. | , , . ■ , , ,
most of whom have said their; coupled with greavreluctance on 
last contacts with Riha were no;,lie b'*1'1 officials to.

slater than the previous Thursday! elaborate on how they got them,: 
' have become the center of a ma-'or Friday,

t • Phone survey
jor mystery in the strange case.

Todorovich further dcniecJj
There has been speculation having discussed the matter)

that whatever happened to him; with anyone, and stated emphatb 
lappened as early as that Fri-j ically that it ‘‘is entirely out oil;
5 ay night.

• [ But the Boulder housewife, ! 
I Avho was making a telephone ! 

survey at the time, told the. ;
’ News she. is certain she talked I 

to. Riha on Monday, March 17. I 
She further insisted he seemed 

calm, . relaxed and cheerful pt 
the-fime. _;

our jurisdiction.”
I Nevertheless, at least one offi- 
: cial "in the area is known relia- 
■ bly JiuJtajm received his assur- 
l aiices from TodorovicnTnrnself.

20 Rocky Mountain Nev.: 
Denver, Colorado

Date: 2-12“70

Edition: Home •
Author: Alan Cunningham
Editor: Jack Foster
Title:

THOMAS RIHA

{
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- V&NITED'STATES'u ,VERNKiENT

' Memorarlmim
‘X* r

V

TO Mr. C._ Sullivan DATE;
S’-

FROM : p Brennan

subject: THOMAS RIHA
..SECURITY. -■.-CZECHOSLOVAKIA

i On 2/10/70, SAC Werner, Denver, demanded that .Mike
.Todorovich, Central intelligence.Agency (CIA) representative^ 

.Denver, identify Bureau Agent who allegedly told a CIA officer 
that the subject’s disappearance was merely a marital matter 
and that subject, in fact, was alright. Todorovich refused 
to- do. so. The Director instructed that we-protest to: CIA' ;,. 
regarding Todorovich’s actions.

On 2-17-70, Liaison Agent Papich vigorously protested 
iTodorovich’s actions to CIA, charging the Agency with impeding 
our inquiry. He pointed out that Todorovich’s stubborn-refusal 
to divulge the identity of the Bureau Agent involved was unac- 

,ceptable because we had no information to support the statement 
J attributed to our Agent. As a result of Papich’s protest, a 
CIA official telephoned Todorovich and demanded that he divulge 
the iaentiry of the Agent. Todorovich r-efused and stated that 
he considered this a matter of personal honor and that unless 
there was reason to believe Bureau operations were being 
;adversely effected, he would not make the identification. 
.CIA officials subsequently advised the Liaison Agent that 
• they had reviewed the entire case and learned that District 
• Attorney/McKeyitt publicly stated on 2-14-70 that the state- 
;.ment attributed to Dry\Smiley (which allegedly came to hin\ 
J via Todorovich .from our Agent) v/as based on an "honest mistake” 

■•and that LlcKevitt felt this cleared the ail* and no further. 
‘clarification was needed.

ACTION

None. For information

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person-
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TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

UNITED STATES Gc .xNMENT

Memorandum
Mr. W. C. Sulliv^p

D. J. Brennan

DATE: 2-20-70

THOMAS RIHA ‘
INTERNAL SECURITY - CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Reference is made to memorandum dated
D. J. Brennan to- Sullivan. The Director stated

2-18-70 
that he

from 
wants

the name of the FBI Agent who had furnished certain informa
tion to MikcATodorovich, Central_ Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
representative, Denver... The Liaison Agent met with Richard 
Helms, Director, CIA, on 2-20-70, repeating the background . ‘ 
of this matter and reiterated the protest made earlier by 
the Bureau and asked that CIA obtain the identity of the FBI 
Agent.__________________________________ •

I

Helms, advised that_ he considered this a most serious ■ 
development and’ fully recognizes the ‘gravity of the ’ < .
situation since it has such a significant bearing on relations . ' '. 
between the two agencies and the highly important work of 
both organizations. He stated that he does not have the 
identity of the FBI Agent and so far Todoroy.ich has refused 
to. disclose—same. Helms advised. that_he is^requesting ' '
Todorovich„to_ proceed to. V/ashihgton7 D. C^_,_ ^miediately 
^t which time..h^will_ be_interviewed_in detail by Heims.. 
In the* meantime, the CIA Director is requesting'his...r ' 
subordinates to prepare for him a .complete report covering . 
all information in possession of CIA*regarding "the"subject.

He stated that he will communicate yzith_ the .Bureau .
immediately after tallcingTtd^ He stated that '
it "was absolutely necessary that he make certain tha.t he has 
All the relevant facts so that he can accurately respond to 
the Director and take the proper and necessary administrative 
action within his own organization. • •

ACTION

For information;

I
' This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- ' 

nation outside your Committee. It's v^e is limited to official proceedings by 
your'Committee and the Content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

aPP^al of the FBINW 65360
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
A

TO ; Mr. W. C. Sulliva

FROM : D ^rerLXi&xi) Jr

A r

date: February 25, 1970

SUBJECT: THOMAS RIHA
INTERNAL SECURITY - CZECHOSLOVAKIA

On February 24, 1970, James Angleton, CIA, advised 
the Liaison Agent that Richard Helms had instructed him to
transmit the following message to the Director

/

Pursuant to instructions from Helms, Mike/Todorovich, 
J2JA j^epresentatiye in Denver, arrived in Washington, D. Ct_,__  
on February 24, 1970, and Helms initiated his interview.
Helium Lu uumplete the interview including an examina- ..
tion of various CIA records within two days, upon the comple
tion of which he will be transmitting a personal letter to 
the Director. .

ACTION

”11 For information

*

' TAis document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. * IPs use is limited to official proceedings by 
yozm'Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .



Following are typewritten clarifications of the 
handwritten comments of J. Edgar Hoover on the attached 
document:

Page 2 $ left margin - ’’Werner acted properly. H” •
Page 2? bottom of page « “I do not agree. Todorov!ch violated the 

third agency rule & refused to identify 
the alleged FBI agent who was the source 
of the information. H”

Page 3j end of 3rd paragraph — ’’Helms forgets it is a two way 
street. H!l

Page 3? bottom of page - ’’This is not satisfactory. I want our 
Denver Office to have absolutely no 
contacts with CIA. I want direct liaison 
here with CIA to be terminated & any 
contact with CIA in the future to be by 
letter only. H,f
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

&

t

S|

4 26 February 1970

■personal and Confidential

The Honorable J. Edgar Hoover 
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Mr. Papich has orally informed me that you wish to have the 
identity of the FBI agent who was the source of certain information 
communicated to an employee of this Agency, Mr. Michael todorovich. 
This information regarding the disappearance of one Thoma s__Riha was 
in turn passed to Dr. Joseph Smiley, then Presidenf^oT"Colorado^ 
University, Boulder, Colorado, now President of a university in El 
Paso, Texas, and to the District Attorney of Denver, Mr. James 
McKevitt. In view of your personal interest in this matter, I instructed 
Mr. Todorovich to report to me in person.

I have reviewed this complicated case in detail with Mr. Todorovich 
and have requested him to reveal the identity of his source. As a point 
of honor and personal integrity, Mr. Todorovich was adamant that he 

.could not disclose the identity of his source. Under further pressure 
from me, Mr. Todorovich maintained his position, stating that in de
fense of it he was prepared to submit his resignation immediately.

Mr. Todorovich explained that the Riha/Galya Tannenbaum cases 
had been given extensive news coverage, much of it being sensational 
in nature. He stressed that there was embarrassing public speculation 
as to the possible involvement of the CIA and the FBI in Riha’s 
disappearance.

ft NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
. Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject tg J^n^nal Sanctions-
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The purpose of Mr, Todorovich’s conference with the District 
Attorney of Denver was to solicit his good offices to remove pres
sures and the possible serving of a subpoena on Dr. Joseph Smiley. 
He also sought to orient the District Attorney properly so that he 
would not continue to have an erroneous impression of the roles of 
the CIA and the FBI, thereby eliminating further adverse publicity.

Mr. Todorovich affirms that before going 'to District Attorney 
McKevitt he called upon the FBI Special Agent in Charge, Mr. Scott 
Werner, and sought to coordinate with him our respective interests. 
He also solicited Mr. Werner to accompany him to the District 
Attorney.

Mr. Todorovich states that Mr. Werner refused absolutely to 
cooperate in this matter. Instead, Mr. Werner engaged in an oral 
exchange during which he remarked that our representative in 
Boulder was ’'lying” and then proceeded to challenge the veracity of 
Mr. Todorovich. Subsequently, Mr. Todorovich conferred with 
the District Attorney alone. He was successful in persuading the 
District Attorney to make a favorable public statement which had 
the effect of putting this issue regarding Dr. Smiley and other rumors 
to rest as far as the public was concerned.

I have carefully reviewed the statements of Mr. Todorovich. 
I feel that poor judgment was employed in passing the information in 
question to Dr. Smiley and later to the District Attorney. This should 
only have been done with specific FBI approval. I wish to assure you 
that I do not condone violations of the third agency rule, and I am 
taking steps to impress once again this elementary fact upon all Agency 

' officials.

With regard to Mr. Todorovich, I have no reason to doubt that 
he has acted honestly. I believe that he has reported to me in good, 
faith. He is sincerely interested in preserving a sound working- 
relationship between the CIA and the FBI. Nevertheless, because a 
situation of this sort adversely affects the relationship between the two 
agencies, I am taking administrative action in this matter with regard 
to Mr. Todorovich.

Eij/d i t-

?

NW 65360 Docld:32989714 I a Az,



While the following is not pertinent to your request, my review 
of this case suggests the advisability of a re-examination of Riha’s 
disappearance and past activities and, necessarily, the Tannenbaum 
case. Briefly, since 1958 we have communicated to your Bureau 
significant information which relates to Riha's involvement with 
Czech and Soviet intelligence services, when he was behind the Iron 
Curtain. I attach for your information and convenience copies of 
pertinent reports regarding this aspect of the case.

I hope sincerely that this recent incident will not impair our 
mutual efforts in making certain that we have not overlooked factors 
possibly having a significant bearing on U.S. intelligence and internal 
security interests. I shall pursue this matter through our respective 
liaison offices.

. fn closing, Mr. Hoover, I wish to state that this Agency can only 
fully perform its duties in the furtherance of the national security when 

_ it has the closest coordination and teamwork with the Federal Bureau of 
f | Investigation. Furthermore, it is necessary that we continue to con

' j duct our business in an atmosphere of mutual respect. I trust that we 
can coordinate closely any future developments or actions in these cases, 
in order to prevent the airing in public of conflicts or differences between 
the two agencies. I feel strongly that there are representatives of the

> news media who are eager to exploit alleged differences on a national 
j scale. Disturbing as this experience has been, I wish to thank you in
! the interests of our common cause for having communicated with me
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ATTACHMENT

SUBJECT: RUizA, Thomas ■
........................--.......................................  

c , *

• '■ ' • •

• ' '<

1. The January 1970 receipt ox information from 
your Bureau that Mrs. Ruth Ann COOK,. Thomas RIHA's 
mother, had mehHoned ruixArs- ox her son's work for CIA 
in letters to the SAC, Denver, caused us to verify the fact 3. 
RIHA has never been employed or used operationally by ' 
this Agency.

2. In 1958 and 1959 you were provided information 
that RIHA, when transitting Prague en route to Moscow, 
was contacted by Czech Intelligence and asked to remain in 
the CSR. Later in 1958 Czech Intelligence introduced RIHA 
to the KGB in Moscow and our source reported RIHA accepted ' 
certain privileges from the KGB while asserting he would not ■ 
become a spy for the Soviets. Details reported by our source 
about RIHA's KGB contacts did not emerge during a I960 FBI 
interview of RIHA. ' (

/
3. This indication that RIHA may not have been truthful 

in I960, when added to our current knowledge about KGB interest 
in recruiting American exchange students and RIHA's 1968 trip 

^tq^the USSR, suggests the circumstances of RIHA's disappearance 
might be re-evaluated. This Agency is reopening its file on this 
case in view of the information disclosed in the attachments.

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION ' .
' Unauthorized Disclosure 4

Subject to Criminal Sanctions • /



27 October 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, Office of Security 
Department of State ' , . '

SUBJECT : RIHA, Thomas o . .

1. The following report concerning an attempt by a ’

member of Czech Intelligence to effect the repatriation of 
Subject, a naturalized American East-West Exchange student, 
to his country of origin was recently submitted by a source f . 
of this office. ■ "------ ‘

2. Source first became acquainted with Subject during- 
the past year at The Russian Research Center, Harvard University 
On 10 September 1958 he ran into Subject by chance at the SAS 
office in Vienna as the two boarded a SAS flight t" Copenhagen ' 
via Duesseldorf. During the trip Subject disclosed the 
following to source which has been supplemented from 
information from our files. ■

3. RIHA, who was born in Prague, Czechoslovakia 
17 April 19'29, is one of the twenty American students 
selected for the East-West Exchange Program and will be 
studying in the USSR for the 1958-59 academic year. Files 
in this Agency indicate that RIHA arrived in the U. SV on 
15 July 1947 and became a citizen in 1952.

4. Our source informed usL^Ji^VrHHMA^ITad^oT^^
June of this year, to see his father and other relatives. His 
father and mother are divorced and according to information 
in our files, his mother is listed as Mrs. Ruth_A^>CO^ ’ ■
address: ■ 2023 Etna Street, Berkeley 4VN3aATfdrnia. V

5. RIHA told our source that when he arrived in Prague
he was put into a Government hotel for three days before he 
was allowed to stay with his relatives and friends. During 
this time, and perhaps later, RIHA was accompanied through 
the city by a guide whom he described as a "Government - 
Official" name unknown, who attempted to effect Subject's

■■ repatriation to Czechoslovakia. RIHA told our source that 
this man has set up an appointment (date and address unknown) 

to meet him in Moscow to talk further. .
; ' NATIONAL SECURITY INFOI^LLTM’ ■ •
• . • ' • . UnaulnorizcJ Disclosure '

i ' ’ ■ w . Sanctions ' t-----
i . -

NWJ£5a6n_Docld:37^^^ ' ,_______ ' I ;r- -:r
----------------------------------------------- 1 . .. • ..
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6. Subject told our source that this "Government
| lOfficial" did not mention Czech Intelligence or Security
! {Forces as such and that he (RIHA) is not too worried
; 'Concerning this contact. RIHA apparently feels that it 
{is the price he must pay in order to study in the Soviet 
Union and once he gets deeply into his studies in Moscow • 

'^he, feels that he can plead that he is too busy with his 
academic work to have contact with any officials. Our 
source also stated that RIHA is in some kind of correspondence 
with the Czech official. We have no description or name for 
the Czech official.

7. It is requested that no further dissemination be 
made of this information without prior clearance from this 
office, and that our source be fully protected in the event 
that contact is made with RIHA.

FOR THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PLANS

cd: 'J

JAMES ANGLETON

CS CI 3/751,690

cc: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

rCB5CMS2S«W1+-Page-1-15^
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21 April 1959 7

MEMORANDUM FOR: Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

SUBJECT : . RIHA,. Thomas ? -I ■

c

1. Reference ismade to our CS CI 3/751,690 of 
27 October 1958 concerning an attempt by a member of Czech 
Intelligence to effect Subject’s repatriation while the 
latter was in Prague in June of 1958 visiting relatives 
en route to study in Moscow during 1958-59 as an East-West 
Exchange Student. The following report describes further 
action taken by the KGB in Moscow to cultivate Subject, and 

* was recently submitted by a sensitive and reliable source.

2. Sometime in December 1958, Subject again met the 
ri 1. Af r ! - • . i . .1, 1 .3 1-   -1   4. -
L/4CUH vx x 1 v lax WAiu nau n xwx xu navU uumj vv-u xvpaui uv
the CSR in Prague last summer. According to our source, it 
was apparently an accidental meeting at a Moscow railroad

■ station as the Czech was returning to Prague. The Czech was 
delighted to see Subject, and introduced him to a Soviet 
official. This Soviet identified himself only by a first 
name and a telephone number, both unknown to our source. 
The Soviet described his work as being in the American 
'Section of the MVD. •

3. This Soviet Official has been cultivating Subject 
(trying to see him as often as possible, sometimes twice a 

.week) since their introduction in December, by offering such 
blandishments as trips in a chauffered private limousine 
into-forbidden areas outside Moscow, tickets to any enter- 

■ tainment, access to material from previously inaccessible 
archives, the use of private country villas and all the 
’’beautiful, interesting and intelligent girls" he might want. 
Subject has further 'been promised the opportunity of returning 
to the Soviet Union for as long as he wants at any future 
date. He would have to pay only his way over there; his 
expenses and return trip to the US would be paid by the .

• Soviets.

.... - , - -■ ......... ........... ........... _ . -- -----------------------4.------------------------------------------------ -----------,--------

■ RATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION ,. . ' • ’
Unauthorized JNrelosure I* .

' . .Subject to Criminal Sanations ' '

■ ---- ' ••
w-hu.
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4. Subject has taken advantage o£ this offer to take
■' several trips for sightseeing into forbidden areas around 
Moscow in a private car with the Soviet Official, and has 
also taken up a few offers for entertainment. Subject visited 
one of these villas, but refused the girls on the ground that 
he wants a woman to like him for himself, and not because she 
has been told to do so. The Soviet answered that "some of 
them will really learn to like you for yourself,.as well as 
work for us," but Subject still declined to get involved. 
However, Subject has recently been taken up by a Soviet girl 
who had previously tried to seduce another American student 
and subsequently blurted out that she was put onto the latter 
American by the MVD, which she has also to-ld .Subject. Subject 
is reported to be responding warmly to her approaches, although 
he has flatly told her he doesn’t trust her nor any Russian 
completely. He claims he enjoys her company but will not 
have a serious affair with her, and suspects she may be tied 
up with the other women offered him by the Soviet Official.

s. in his relatiOnsiixp wxth the Soviet Official, Subject 
is reportedly aware that he is playing a risky game, and is 
only utilizing the situation for the comfort and convenience 
it brings him. He has told the Soviet frankly that he cannot 
be worn over ideologically. Subject says he feels that the 
Soviets’ interest in him is to cultivate him as a scholar of 
possible future importance to insure that he will always be 
sympathetic to the Soviet Union. Subject has reportedly told 
several other American students of his relationship with the 
Soviet Official in order to cover himself "in case anything 
happened".

6. This Soviet Official has evinced an interest to 
Subject in many of the American Exchange students, with the 
explanation that some would undoubtedly be back in Moscow 
within two years as Diplomats and that since this is his 
area of responsibility, he wants to know as much as possible 
about them. The Soviet indicated that he was quite aware of 
the pattern of the American Exchange students’ trips to the 
US Embassy and what they do in the university buildings, but 
is not so sure of their activities around the city. To 
demonstrate to Subject his knowledge about the American 
students, the Soviet Official mentioned an affair going on 
within the American group of which Subject had been unaware. 
The Soviet’s information turned out to be true.
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1. Subject was described by a reliable source, who 
knows him from group social gatherings at Harvard, as mature 
and socially vivacious with a warm personality. Subject is 
a clever and humorous conversationalist who likes to be 
^surrounded by people, make new acquaintances, and develop 
friendships. Subject’s patriotic motivation was not known 
to our source, but the latter felt that Subject was completely 
’’Americanized” in manners and interests. Our source would 
guess that Subject has courage.

8. It is requested that no further dissemination be 
made of this information without prior cle_a rance from this 
office. It is further requested that such clearance be 
obtained if Subject is to be contacted by you either before 
or after his return to the United States.

FOR THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PLANS

""jAMES ANGLETON

.CS CI 3/754,303



COPY

' ' . • 2 June 1959

RATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorised -Disclosure

.Subject to Criminal Sanctions
MEMORANDUM FOR: Director, ■ • A

Federal Bureau of Investigation

SUBJECT: RIHA, Thomas

1. Reference is made to our CSCI 3/751,690 of 27 October 
1958, and our CSCI 3/754,303 of 14 April 1959 .in which are re
ported the attempt by Czech Intelligence to induce Subject, a 
Czech-born naturalized American, to repatriate to Czechoslovakia, 
and the further cultivation of Subject by the KGB in Moscow 
where Subject is an Exchange Student during 1958-59. The 
following report describes further action by the KGB to recruit 
Subject, and his adamant refusal of any such offer. This latest 
information was recently received from RIHA by a sensitive 
and reliable source. / '. ' .

2. During April 1959, the Soviet Official-who^sa-id-he---  
was from the American Section of the MVD (sic) and who had been 
cultivating Subject, allegedly asked the-'Clatter to make complete 
and regular reports on Michael of the other
American Exchange Students at "Moscow■University. Subject was 
asked to spend as much time as possible with LUTHER, and to 
report where he goes, what he does and with whom he associates. 
If Subject were to do this reporting, the Soviet Official 
said he would make available certain material from Archives 
which Subject has been unable to get permission to use although 
research in this material is vital to his having a successful 
year academically in Moscow.

3. Subject alleges he flatly refused this ’.'deal”, saying - 
that if he ever got mixed up in such a dirty business, it would 
be for his own side and not for the Communists. The Soviet
Official then told Subject he should engage in such observation 
and reporting to the Soviets to lose some "naivete” about how. 
the United States is exploiting the Cultural Exchange Program 
for intelligence purposes. To back up this assertion, the 
Soviet Official told Subject about a "spy nest where spies deposit 
things for one another" which he said had recently been uncovered 
near a university^entrance frequented by still another American 
student, Nalter/CLEMENS, who, the Soviet implied, was not engaged 

-T , in academTc~work only~while studying at Moscow University. .

r* <>" zo . ... ... ■ LhjJr' t
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Subject reportedly again adamantly refused to cooperate with 
the Soviet Official.

4. In paragraph 4 of CSCI 3/754,303, reference'-was. maae - 
.to a Soviet girl who had become interested in Subject, and whom 
Subject viewed with suspicion although continuing to see her 
for her companionship. Her name is Lida (YjXGOROVA. Subject 
has now reportedly been alienated by~her“U'ndependab'le personality 
and has pretty well broken up with her. This girl may have 

----left, or soon be leaving, for Prague to join her husband.

5. It is requested that no further dissemination of this 
information be made without prior clearance from this office. 
It is further requested that such clearance be obtained if 
Subject is to be contacted by you.

FOR THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PLANS: ’

James Angleton

CRT?
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UNITED STATES GOV WENT

Memorandum
............ n.....

'rom : p. j# Brennan,

SUBJECT: THOMAS^1HA

INTERNAL SECURITY - CZECHOSLOVAKIA

aw .tv *V5 .."A • *•?*•%•’v* -t“
March 2/ 1970 " ' * ■-••• •

Reference is made to letter from Richard Helms/ 
Director, CIA, dated February 26, 1970’.

Pursuant to instructions the Liaison Agent advised \ 
Helms on February 27, 1970, that (1) the Bureau is'discontinuing 

’ all contact with the CIA office in Denver and (2) that direct 
'/> Liaison with CIA at headauarters is being terminated. Helms / 

/ was further told that henceforth our communication with CIA/ 
will be by letter only. /

A’ /
ACTION: C

Enclosed is a teletype to. the Denver Office instructing 
that all contact with the local CIA office be discontinued.

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
| nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by

your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person-
NW653W eXpr6SS a^roval °f the FBI ’



'" ' ' ............ ' - \; f |
CODS 3/2/70 |

TELETYPE ■ " [

E

TO SAC DENVER
EROxJ DIRECTOR Pej

TH°5IAS Rm’ lmi5^ swum, JczBcrosMVAKTA
KEroiA^ WscromtroE CLOSLOVAKJA

cia omcE- ■ ■ ■ ALL CW,TACT m tom

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Comniittee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person-



OPt.ONAl rOlM NO. 10 
maV mi coition
G5A G(H. MG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :

FROM :

DATE: 5- 5-70

SUBJECT:

Mr. W. C. Sulliva:

THOMAS RIHA 
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

At 4:35 p.m., today I telephonically contacted ASAC 
Morley, Denver, and advised him that an article concerning the 
Riha case had appeared in the Sunday News (New York) 4-3-70. ' 
This article was a general rehashing of the Riha case.

I told him that the Bureau desired that SAC Y/erner 
contact the District Attorney to determine the developments 
of his investigation in this case and also determine what .
conclusions had been reached. Morley said this would be done. /

• Morley was asked if Denver • had information concerning
a professor who had gone to El Paso-, Texas, or New Orleans, 
Louisiana, and he advised this probably referred to

Qm-ilnv ■fni'nioT' Drnc: -i H n 11 -f- at Cnl nfnrjo UDI V<3'*’S'5 tv 

who was there when Riha disappeared. He said that Smiley 
is now President of the University of Texas^ at El Paso, Texas. 
He said Denver had no information that Dr. Smiley has any 
current information concerning this matter.

SAC Yi’erner called at 5:30 p.m., today to advise' 
that he had been unable to get in touch with the District 
Attorney but also was following up on this and would contact 
the District Attorney today and get in a teletype tonight.

ACTION: 
.....................  - o .

For record purposes-

/ 
I .

i 
i

; * ■ This document is prepared .in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
: nation outside your Committee. its use is limited to official proceedings by

youy Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
the FBI.
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NR002 DN PLAIN

5:15 PM URGENT 5-5-70 DCM A 3 :./_-■ '

TO: DIRECTOR ; ’ . J

FROM; DENVER’ • ' ' •

■ ' ■**
THOMAS RIHA/ •

REBUTELCAL TODAY.

PURSUANT TO REQUEST IN REBUTELCAL, THIS IS TO ADVISE THE 

PROFESSOR WHO ALLEGEDLY WENT TO EL PASO OR NEW ORLEANS CONCERN

ED
ING THOMAS RIHA HAD HIS DEISAPPEARANCE IS UNDOUBTEDLY DR. JOSEPH 

SMILEY , FORMER PRESIDENT, COLORADO UNIVERSITY, BOULDER, COLO., 

WHO IS NOW PRESIDENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS IN EL PASO, 

TEXAS.

DR. SMILEY WAS ORIGINALLY CONTACTED BY CIA AND ADVISED BY , 

CIA THAT RIHA WAS ALIVE AND WELL.

AS BUREAU HAS BEEN PREVIOUSLY ADVISED, CIA ATTEMPTED TO 

ATTRIBUTE THE ABOVE INFORMATION CONCERNING RIHA TO THE FBI.

HOWEVER, SINCE THERE WAS jW FEDERAL VIOLATION OVER WHICH THE

BUREAU HAD INVESTIGATIVE INTEREST?, NO FBI INVESTIGATION WAS •

END PAGE ONE

■This docunient is prepared in response'to your request and is not for dissemi- 
vn^P^^ ""e Mitill to official proceedings by

tie covtait nut be disposed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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PAGE TWO

CONDUCTED.

DENVER FILES CONTAIN NO FURTHER INFORMATION CONCERNING RIHA 

A
OTHER THAT THAT PREVIOULSY SUBMITTED TO THE BUREAU.

DENVER DISTRICT ATTORNEY JAMES MC KEVITT, GENERALLY KNOWN 

AS MIKE MC KEVITT, ADVISED TODAY THAT THE INVESTIGATION BY HIS 

OFFICE CONCERNING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF PROFESSOR RIHA IS AT A 

STANDSTILL SINCE ALL LEADS HAVE BEEN EXHAUSTED. MC KEVITT 

STATES THAT HE FEELS GALYA TANNENBAUM, FORMER CLOSE ASSOCIATE 

OF RIHA, MAY HAVE KILLED HIM IN VIEW OF FACT THAT MC KEVITT’S 

INVESTIGATION INDICATES THERE WAS A VERY BAD FEELING BETWEEN 

RIHA’ AND TANNENBAUM JUST PRIOR TO HIS DISAPPEARANCE DUE TO THE 

FACT THAT TANNENBAUM WAS FORGING CHECKS ON RIHA’S ACCOUNT.

FULL BACKGROUND CONCERNING TANNENBAUM PREVIOUSLY FURNISHED 

BUREAU UNDER CAPTION "GALYA TANNENBAUM, AKA, IMPERSONATION," 

BUFILE UNKNOWN, DENVER FILE FOUR SEVEN DASH THREE ONE NINE ZERO. 

' MC KEVITT SAID INVESTIGATION ALSO REVEALED THAT TANNENBAUM 

END PAGE TWO



page THREE ! — ----- — ____ 

' ' ' • •

WAS PROBABLY A NYMPHOMANIAC AND THAT SHE AND RIHA TTAD HAD 

CONSTANT SEXUAL AFFAIRS AND THAT SHE HELD THIS AS A CLUB OVER 

HIS HEAD IN CONNECTION WITH THE FORGERY OF THESE CHECKS.

'in ANY EVENT MC KEVITT STATES IT IS HIS OPINION THAT RIHA 

IS DEAD SINCE HIS INVESTIGATION ALSO REVEALS RIHA WAS VERY AT- 

""TA CH ED .TO HIS FRIENDS AND MC KEVITT FEELS THAT HE WOULD GET IN 

TOUCH WITH HIS FRIENDS IF HE WERE ALIVE. MC KEVITT ALSQ ADVISES 

THAT INVESTIGATION BY HIS OFFICE INDICATES RIHA WAS VERY 

ABNORMAL IN HIS SEXUAL DESIRES AND PURSUITS AND THAT THIS WAS 

* HIS GREAT WEAKNESS; THAT HE COULD NOT LEAVE WOMEN ALONE AND 

THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT ONE OF THESE INVOLVEMENTS MAY HAVE 

RESULTED IN HIS DEATH. '

’ IN VIEW OF THE DETAILS AND FACTS SET FORTH ABOVE, ANY 

INTERVIEW WITH DR. JOSEPH.SMILEY IS BEING LEFT TO THE DISCRETION 

OF THE BUREAU. .

END ’ .

WJM FBI WA
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- . ‘ UNITED STATES G ^iMENT” . £

Memorandums,<■.;.«•;-.<s ■ •; - -

from : A. W. Gray
.................................... : " 9

SUBJECT: THOMAS RIHA
"■ '"■ ■ miscelUneous ^-WoRMATioirco^ERittN^-^

Pursuant to Director’s request Denver District Attorney 
James ’’Mike" McKevitt interviewed 5/5/70 as to investigation of 
Riha, Czechoslovak-born, naturalized, former professor of Russian 
history at Colorado University, who departed Denver area 3/69 
without notifying friends, associates or estranged wife. His 
disappearance has been glamorized and spiced up in newspaper

1 articles' by references to Galya Tannenbaum, his paramour. 'McKevitt
} stated investigation at standstill, all leads being exhausted. He

\ feels Tannenbaum may have killed subject since bad feeling developed 
| between them prior to his disappearance due to her forging checks 

Hon his account. Further, Tannenbaum probably a nymphomaniac who
*I had constant sexual affairs with Riha and used this as a* club over 

his head to prevent disclosure of forgeries. In McKevitt‘s opinion 
Riha- is dead since he was close to his friends and if al-ive would

J contact them. Investigation indicates Riha abnormal in his sexual .
fl desires and could not leave women alone. Possibility exists one /■ 
1 of these involvements may have resulted in his death'.

t Dr., Joseph Smiley, former President, Colorado University,
’where subject, employed,is now President, University of Texas, 

|E1 Paso, Texas. Smiley after subject’s disappearance stated subject 
.was alive and veil. When challenged by McKevitt to disclose basis 
Ifor statement he refused and appealed to CIA, his source, for help. 

^Bureau vigorously refuted CIA’s claim that Bureau Agent was original 
(source for statement. As result McKevitt publicly announced 
statement was not true and resulted from "honest mistake." No 
indication Smiley has any facts to contribute concerning subject’s 
.current whereabouts or basis for 'his disappearance. Since Bureau 
Ihas conducted no investigation into Riha’s disappearance, interview 

.. ^6f Smiley could result in impression Bureau entering case. However, 

i»if Director so desires, El Paso will be instructed to interview 
\Dr. Smiley. Bureau.files show subject attended Moscow University 
|*j9/58-9/59. Our files show CIA gave Riha a short briefing prior to 
^{his entry into USSR in 1958. In 1958-59 CIA advised Czech intel

ligence attempted to persuade Riha to repatriate and later intro-
’ duced Riha to Soviet intelligence which attempted his recruitment, 

ter ^subject ,:s' rethfif ’to' ‘US' ’in" 1959 ’no: information-' w^ developed

. x.as to continued interest in. him. by. Soviet intelligence.

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- ' \
4 ( nation piitgide your Committee. Its use isjimited to official proceedings by .A.
? ’ your Ctomtfiittete and the content m&y not tie disclosed io unauthorized verson- - X

NW 65360 Docld:^^B^1^(l^gfel:21a;y7-esg approval of the FBI .



Memorandum to Mr. C. Sullivan
RE: THOMAS RIHA ■
105-78256 -----

ACTION:

If the Director so desires, El Paso will be furnlahod 
background information regarding Riha and will be instructed to 
interview Dr. Smiley. ,
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oruotMi fotM ho. 10 
MAY 1762 
OSA GtH. ItG. HO. 27

. UNITED STATES GC ERNMENT

y Memorandum
to . : Mr. W. C. Sullivan date: 5/7/70

d/ !
from : A. W. Gray^y ' (

SUBJECT: THOMAS RIHA / V

■ MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

Rememo A. W. Gray to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, same 
caption, dated 5/6/70, by which the Director instructed 
we interview Dr. Joseph Smiley, President,' University of 
Texas, El Paso, Texas.

At 1:40 p.m., 5/7/70, I telephoned ASAC Jay 
Cochran, Jr., El Paso, and furnished him background 
of this matter. I instructed him to have Dr. Smiley 
contacted immediately, to make it clear that the. FBI was 
not investigating the Riha matter and to inquire of Smiley 
if he has any new information regarding Riha’s disappearance 
or current whereabouts.

ASAC Cochran was told to send the results of- 
this interview of Dr. Smiley immediately by teletype to the 
Bureau. He was also told that in the event Dr. Smiley ' • 
is out of town or otherwise unavailable for interview,- a 
teletype should be sent immediately to the Bureau advising 
as to when the interviev? would be conducted.

ACTION:
9 

None. For record purposes.

‘This document is prepared in response'to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee.' Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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.OHiONAt fO«M no. 10 
If*) <OiHON *’ , 

OU CtM. t(Q, NO. If

UNITED ST/XTES GOV^^'MENT

FROM

Memorandum

: A. W. Gray^/

.SUBJECT.: -.THOMAS RIHA
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CONCERNING

Reference memorandum A. V. Gray to Mr. W. C. '
Sullivan 5/6/70, same caption, by which the Director •

. instructed that Dr. Joseph Smiley, President, University .
. of Texas at El Paso, Texas, be interviewed-as to .any .... . ’ - . ;

A -.••■knowledge he- possessed ■ concerning- Riha’s disappearance-'- •-•^<---'-<^---=' n 
. or current whereabouts. . • :

Dr. Smiley was interviewed 5/7/70 and 'was most 

cooperative. Smiley stated since leaving the University 
of Colorado in 6/69 his knowl_edge__of developments in this 
case has been derived" from articXQS~~he has read in "The 
Denver Post." '"He "specula ted Riha may have been involved- 

in intelligence work and based this comment on Riha’s 
being a "loner" and having married a Czech girl. He said 
he .had no evidence to support mis speculation. He said . 
that he was aware that one LLrs. Tannenbaum, a woman indicted 
in Colorado for a number of frauds and a suspect in two 

.arsenic poisonings, is considered a suspect in the dis~ 
. appearance of Riha. He concluded that He had no further 
!information concerning either Riha’s disappearance or his 
[whereabouts. , ‘

ACTION: ' .

' For information of the Director. ■

‘ . This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation ^outside your Committee. ■ Its use 'is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

NW 65360 Docld:329^ ife express approval of the FEI .



Date: 5/3/70

the following in________________________ :________:------- --------------------------------- !
। (Type in plaintext or code) •
' AIRTEL J

(Priority) |
______________________________________________________________ ’__________________ L

TO: ; DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM: SAC, EL PASO ’ \

SUBJECT: THOMAS "riZ/A
MISCELLANEOUS - INFORMATION CO.NC.ERNING
■SIMO-SATELLITE SECTION

ReButol call to EP, 5/7/70';
EP tel call to Bureau, 5/7/70.

In accordance with the request of the Director-, 
SA FRANCIS J. PRASEK interviewed Dr. JOSEPH-SMILEY, 
President of UTEP. Dr. SMILEY was advised that 
the FBI has no Jurisdiction in this matter, nor is it ' 
conducting any active investigation regarding RUA, 
and that we were simply desirous of being advised of 
any new information he may have received regarding 
RUA Is disappearance and/or present. whereabouts.

Dr. SMILEY, who was most gracious and pleasant, 
stated that he left the University of Colorado, Boulder (_ 
Colorado, in 6/69, and has since that time followed the 
investigation of RUA and his disappears nee which is 
being conducted by the newspaper "The Denver Post", 

»

SHILEY, in 4/63, approximately three weeks 
after the disappearance of RUA, contacted RUA’s attorney 
for the purpose of determining whether the attorney had 
any' Information regarding RUA, since it was necessary for 
SMILEY to know whether F.UA vas alive and whether he 
intended to return to the University for the fall semester 
of 1969 to resume teaching in the History Department. 
SMILEY, who cannot now recall the name of the attorney, 
was furnished an address for RUA in Montreal, Canada, 
and a letter was directed to this address by the History 
Department seeking information regarding RUA and his 
intentions. ‘ '

^Bureau (RAM) . , ’/
ViEl Paso

This document is prepared in response to your request and is nop for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized-person- 

. nel without the express approval of the FBI .



After leaving Boulder, SMILEY was advised by 
Dean WILLIAM E. BRIGGS, College of Arts and Sciences, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, that a letter was 
received by the University purportedly written by RIJA.. 
in which he stated that he would not be'returning to 
the University. BRIGGS advised SMILEY that in his 
opinion, the letter was a forgery, since the signature 
did not compare with that of RUA.

•After the disappearance, SMILEY began receiving 
a great many inquiries from the news media and he was 
pressed for a statement regarding his knowledge of RIJA 
and whether or not he was alive.

. THE FOLLOWING WAS FURNISHED BY DR. SMILEY 
IN THE STRICTEST OF CONFIDENCE WITH THE UNDERSTANDING- 
THAT IT WAS FOR THE INFORMATION OF THE FBI AND NOT 
FOR DISSEMINATION TO ANY OUTSIDE AGENCY SINCE HE IZAS 
BREAKING A CONFIDENCE WITH AN ASSOCIATE IN THE. DENVER 
OFFICE OF THE CENTRAL irs'i'JtiLLiuKitvx/ rtwENCY•

Being hounded by the press for a statement, 
he contacted a source in the CIA Office at Denver since 
he, SMILEY, was formerly a member of the Office of Naval 
Intelligence/ thinking that perhaps that agency could 
assist'hin off the record with any information it might 
possess. SMILEY was aware that the CIA had interviewed 
RIJA following a trip by RIJA to the Soviet Union. The 
CIA source subsequently told Dr. SMILEY to merely advise • 
the press that he had information to the effect that 
RIJA was ’’alive and well". ■ This information was subsequently 
released by Dr. SMILEY to the student press at the University 
of Colorado, and it appeared in print.

■ When the Office of•the District Attorney in 
Denver instituted investigation into the disappearance 
of RIJA, SMILEY was contacted by the DA’s Office regarding 
the source of his statement. Dr. SMILEY again contacted 
the Denver CIA Office source and was advised that he 
was to state nothing and that he would be recontacted.

Some days later, the CIA source recontacted 
him and told him that he would be receiving an inquiry 
from the Office of the DA in the form of a statement, 
and that he should agree with the statement even though 
it "was not quite the truth". SMILEY did not question

2



' i£ £
these instructions, since he felt that CIA knew what 
should be done in this type of case. He received a’ 
telephone call from the DA’s Office and a statement 
was read to him to the effect that the information 
which he had received and made public to the effect 
that RIJA was alive and well was in error. SMILEY 
told the caller that he agreed with the statement and 
nothing further came of this-.

Dr* .SMILEY does not know what part, if any,, 
the CIA-has in' this case, but since ho, SMILEY, is 
himself a former intelligence agent he did not feel 
that he had the right to question something which 
might be of vital importance to his country.

’ DR. SMILEY REQUESTED THAT NO HINT OR

.INFERENCE BE GIVEN TO THE CIA YrHICH WOULD INDICATE 
THAT HE HAS REVEALED TO THE FBI HIS CONTACTS REGARDING 
THIS MATTER WITH THE DENVER OFFICE OF THE. CIA.

He stated that though he has no evidence to 
substantiate his belief, he cannot get it out of his 
mind that RIJA may have been a double agent for the 
Soviets or the Czechoslovaks. He is aware that one 
Mrs* TANNENBAUM, a woman indicted for a number of frauds 
and a suspect in two arsenic poisonings,’is considered 
a suspect in the disappearance of RIJA. He never knew 
RIJA to be associated with any such woman, but stated 
that he was not acquainted with the personal life of 
RIJA who was somewhat of a ’’loner”.

RIJA, when he joined the staff of the University 
of Colorado, was single but in 8/68, an individual came 
to visit RIJA ostensibly for the purpose of arranging 
a marriage between RIJA and the man’s sister. The 
intended bride was a Czechoslovakian girl who was born in 
Prague, Czechoslovakia, and this "brother-in-law” was 
entertained by a member and colleague of RIJA in the 
History Department. This individual indicated to SMILEY 
that although the "brother-in-law" supposedly did not •
speak any English, and had RIJA translate every statement 
into Czech, it was apparent from the gestures and expressions 
of the ’’brother-in-law" that he understood more than he 
let on. Three.weeks after the visit of this man, the woman 
who became Mrs. RIJA came to Boulder, Colorado, whore she 
and RIJA were married. The marriage resulted in divorce 
a short time later and the girl reportedly returned to 
the East Coast from whence she cane. • *

* * . • *
{ 

3
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. Dr. SMILEY indicated that he has no further
information regarding this matter, but that Dean WILLIAM E. 
BRIGGS, College of Arts and Sciences, University of 
Colorado, Boulder, should be in possession of the letter 
purportedly written from Canada by RUA, and may be in 
a position to assist in answering any question the Bureau 
sight have regarding RIJA’s association with the University 
of Colorado, since BRIGGS would have possession of these 
records. He stated BRIGGS is a trusted confidant of his 
and Dr. SMILEY’s name should be used as an introduction 
should the Bureau desire any information of BRIGGS.
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III. COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST



UNL^) STATES DEPARTMENT OF^-STICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF 1NVEST1CAT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

May 12, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE.ATTORNEY GENERAL

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

On May 10, 1969, Colonel Alexander M. Haig, who is 
assigned to Dr. Henrj’ A. Kissinger’s staff, case to this Bureau 
to advise that a request was being made on the highest authority 
which involves a matter of most grave and serious consequence to 
'our national security. He stressed that it is so sensitive it demauds 
handling on a need-to-know basis, with no record maintained. He 
requested that telephone surveillance be placed on the following 
individuals to determine if a serious security problem exists: 
Daniel Ira Davidson; Morton II. Halperin; Colonel Robert Pursley; 
and Helmut Sonnenfeldt.

Davidson is aged 32 and is Department of .State employee 
who has been on detail to the National. Security Coulioil since

. 1 QGrt . W.o a naci'trnoH -f-n DoHa n nnf.of.GJice
between May and November, T9G3. Applicant-type investigation by 
this Bureau indicated, while in Par.is, be reportedly leaked informa
tion to newspaper concerning happenings at the peace conference. 
This apparently was at the beginning of his assignment, and after 
being-warned he discontinued his reported leaks.

Halperin, aged 30, was detailed from the Department of 
Defense to the National Security Council as a senior staff member 
on January 21, 1969. He was the subject of an applicant-type 

.. -investigation .by this Bureau. Ythile admittedly..he ..has-, had contact 
with Soviet nationals tho investigation did not disclose at that time 

"•any .pertinent derogatory information. 

% •
The files of this Bureau contain no identifiable informa

tion concerning Colonel Robert Pursley.

’A’’/' ’Sonhenfeldt, 'aged .42, was detailed' to the National '
Security-Council on January 21, 1989,' -from the Department of State, 
where he had been employed in various administrative capacities

y •-.'since 1947... An applicant-type- investigation disci osad that" • - a-- - -
during mid ICCO’s and early 1980’s he was suspected of '

i/
TOP 3BC:iBT A<ftoMaS. (Mt,
K MM

x ..A y. ,s ■<.<- -... .-Group 1 ... .. ... . ?... . ... .iZ. m .....
■ Excluded from automatic •

-• • "v :d.Gwng.rading. ./and.-- ■ •’ -• ' -

declassification SECURITY INFORMATION
Unaataorized Disclosure

Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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JJemoraadum for the Attorney General
* RE; COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG . '■

- 
leaking classified information to^unauthorized sources.
'phAT'Aimli i n«>Aofi <ra + S nnc rio-no r» rt r> H11 r» 1’£» H Hiz DAnortrartnt nf •
State; however, no information was developed indicating he 
was responsible for leaks.

Colonel Haig is Military Assistant to the Assistant 
to the President for national security affairs. He was the subject 
of an applicant-type investigation and no derogatory information 
was developed concerning him.

This Bureau is in a position to conduct the necessary 
telephone surveillances requested by Colonel Haig.

Respectfully,

< • km M .

: John Edgar Hoover
Director

APPROVED John N. Mitchell

/ ..... / / / . :
DATE , S // ?• ■ A 7 K 5/12/69

•» 2 “*
■MMMSaHloctd:32S»97W Page 137



OFFICE OF'THE UIKlCTOR TUP JiECiUr

UNrift STATES DEPARTMENT OF ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON^ D.C. 2053S

May 20, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL. ।

RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG p
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

My memorandum of May 12, 1969, reported that 
.Colonel Alexander M. Haig, who is assigned to Dr.-Henry A. 
Kissinger’s staff, advised this Bureau that a request for 
telephone surveillances was being.made on the highest 
authority which involved a matter of most grave and serious 
consequence to our national security. He stressed that 
because of its sensitive nature, it should be handled on 
a need-to~know basis, with no record maintained.. In 
response to his request, you authorized telephone surveil
lances It" nnvidaon. .Morton H. Halnerin.
Colonel Robert Pursley, and Helmut Sonnenfeldt.

On May 20, 1969, Colonel Haig presented an 
additional request advising that it was also being made 
on the highest authority in connection with the same 
sensitive matter. He requested that telephone surveillances 
be placed on Richard M. Moose and Richard Lee Sneider, 

.- both of whom are on the staff of the National Security 
Council.

Mr. Moose is aged 37 and~served as a staff 

member with the National Security Council, Washington, D. C., 
from August, 1966, to March, 1968. From March, 1968, to 
January, 1969, he was a member of the research staff of 
the Institute for Defense Analysis, Arlington, Virginia.

>5.;. Since. January, 19^9,.he has again been serving as a staff 
, .^member of the National'Security Council.' Applicant-type’ '

, ’• -.’investigations by this Bureau in 1966 and in-1969 disclosed • 
-.no .unfavorable information of .a security nature, concerning ;i

• .•••>• hiltti ■■■■ 'J

./ Guide.
SECRET

z-.-. .‘ Group L ... .....
; ’ Excluded from automatic ' ’ ■ -'A'

;r>. ..downgrading and - . ■<
declassification ' '...   ’ ‘

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION
Unauthorized' Disclosure 

„ ।jn Subject to Criminal Sanctions ■



SECRET

’ Memorandum for the Attorney General 

RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG

' Mr. Sneider is aged 46 and was employed from 1948 
to January, 1969, by the' Department of State. He is 
currently on the staff of the National Security Council. 
Applicant-type investigations were' conducted by this Bureau 
concerning him in 1951, 1961, and in 1969. The investiga
tions disclosed no pertinent derogatory information of a 
security nature. .

Mr. Moose resides at 2313 Glasgow Road, Alexandria, 
Virginia, and Mr. Sneider resides at 10701 Weymouth Street, • 
Garrett Park, Maryland.

telephone
This Bureau is in a position to conduct the necessary 
surveillances requested by Colonel Haig.

Respectfully,

Jo'hn Edgar'Hoover 
’ Director

e

A-5
’'I

r

(

■Dodd

■ C

6 P.M. - 5/20 . ’

Court Jones, WFO, was .
advised Bur desired confi 

coverage of Sneider and Moose to 

'be*' installed- -as soon-as- -■ ■■ •• •

. possible • / • •
JAS

SECRET

- 2



UNIljMi STATES DEPARTMENT OF.^nCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGAT

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S35

May 29, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG'

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

—• My memoranda of May 12, 1969, and May 20, 1969, 
reported that Colonel Alexander M. Haig, who is assigned to 
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger’s staff, advised this Bureau that’ a 

request for telephone surveillances was being made on the 
highest authority which involved a matter of most grave and ‘ 
serious consequence to our national security. He stressed that 
because of its sensitive nature, it should be handled on a need- 
to-know basis, with no record maintained. In response to his 
request, you authorized the requested telephone surveillances.

On May 28, 1969, Colonel Haig presented an additional 
request in connection with the same sensitive matter. He 
.requested that a telephone surveillance be placed on Henry.Brandon.

Brandon resides at 3501 Rodman Street, N. W. , 
Washington, D. C., and is with "The London Sunday Times." 
Recently he has been telephonically in contact vjith Morton H. 
Halperin, on whom you authorized a telephone surveillance in 
captioned case. Brandon is a naturalized British citizen of 
Czechoslovakian descent and was stationed in Moscow. He is 
extremely active in Washington and has developed very sensitive 

■ high level contacts. From World ’War II, when he served in the 
United States, to the present, he has reportedly been associated 
It tt /I I C Kt ,'l^il cl fG { C Y fiil/ It has-been learned by this Bureau

7tif\T-7ri,s> tcni^ imatc-t /licwc'/has been and reportedly still is 
penetrated by the Soviets.

If you approve, a telephone surveillance will be 
placed' by this Bureau on Brandon.

'• * ....... • . . .. jjeSpecj-f Uny .

Edgar Hoover 
' / • ' Director

APPROVED / ... . 'A* '• John N.^ Mitchell

■ ’ DATE' ' ‘S' * ...... >--5/29/69 • ■- ■ •

,-Z: ---.-•u-:' ■ >" WTOJWWr WOaUHON.
GROUP 1 Subject to Criminal Sanctions

~ Excluded from automatic

downgrading and
■NW-®536e-Boeld^a8W-M-Pag»-140________ declassification



UNIT^ STATES DEPARTMENT OF J^TICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ,

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 j

I ’ ' '

June 4, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: COLONEL ALEXANDER'M. HAIG
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

My memorandum of May 29, 1969, as did two previous 
memoranda, reported that Colonel Alexander M. Haig, who is 
assigned to Dr. Henry A. Kissinger's staff; advised this 
Bureau that a request for telephone surveillances was being 
made on the highest authority which involved a matter of 
most grave and serious consequence to our national security. 
He stressed that because of its sensitive nature, it should 
be handled on a need-to-know basis, with no record maintained. 
You authorized the requested telephone surveillances.

On this date Dr. Kissinger has requested that a 
telephone surveillance oe placed on Hedrick L. Smith, who 
is also known as Rick Smith. He is a correspondent with 
"The Rew York Times” and has been in contact with the 
individuals on whom telephone surveillances have.been 
placed. He resides at. 3409 Patterson Street, Nr W., 
Washington, D. C., and has telephone, number 363-7530. The 
files of this Bureau contain no pertinent information of 
an internal security nature concerning him.

Upon your approval, a telephone surveillance will 
be placed on Hedrick L. Smith at his residence.

Respectfully,

£

T
i EdgarJHoover 
Director

APPROVED —yJohn N. Mitchell

DATE AJ , 6/4/69

. NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
T®P SECRET ■ Unauthorized Disclosure
GROUP 1 Subject to Criminal Sanctions

Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification



UNITE STATES DEl’ARTM-ENT OF j^j’ICE *

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTING ATI

.' WASHINGTON* D.C. 20535 
I

. .1 July 23,
. • u/ ■ •

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: JOHN PATRICK SEARS 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

This will confirm your conversation with Assistant 
to the Director Cartha D. DeLoach on July 22, 1SG9, during 
Which you advised that a telephone surveillance was desired 
on Sears who resides in Apartment 10, 8001 "Chanute Place, 
Falls Church, Virginia.

A survey is being conducted to determine the 
feasibility of instituting a telephone surveillance on 
Sears. If you approve, a telephone surveillance will be 
placed by this Bureau on him.

Respectfully,

< . , Higher .authority has requested

WP SECRET that this be done immediately 
7\ for use prior to Thursday.

GROUP 1 .
■ • U Excluded from automatic s- ••/•': ’ <r- _•;*

downgrading and^TArnTn,TAT . ..........
*•’v' "dec lass if ic at ion ex, &2TT" ’

Unauthorized Disclosure
.Subject to Criminal Sanctions



OFHCK OF THE DIHF.CTOR

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S35

—"T ' August 4, 1969 

l 
» >

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

REr COLONEL ALEXANDER M. HAIG 

TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

Previous memoranda have requested and you have approved 

telephone surveillances requested by Colonel Alexander M, Haig, 

who is assigned to the staff of Dr. Henry A. Kissinger of the 

White House. 
♦

Colonel Haig has now presented an additional request 

advising that it is being, made on tne highest authority in 

connection with the same sensitive matter. He requested that a 

telephone surveillance be placed on William L. Safi're of the 

White House staff.

. '■ Safire resides at 6200 Elmwood Road, Kenwood, Maryland, 

and has unlisted telephone number 652-7374.

Recently, Safire was in contact with Henry Brandon, 

correspondent for the '‘London Sunday Times," on whom you previously 

authorized a telephone surveillance in this case-. Safire agreed 

to advise Brandon in advance of the contents of a speech to be

made in the future by the President

Respectfully,

ohn Edgar7 Hoover 

Director

APPROVED £. u

DATE:

GROUP 1
Excluded from automatic 
dou-nsradinc and

Jolin N. Mitchell . , .

ffer «<
-> 8/4/69 iWW

iKal SECURITY INFORMATIO' 
Unauthorized Disclosure

Spbject to Criminal Sanction^NW^5»-Bocld:3»W14 Page 143



UNITED

. t , ’

STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2053$

■September 10, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY?GENERAL

RE: MARVIN LEONARD KALB

Pursuant to your request, a telephone 
surveillance will be placed on captioned .individual 
upon receipt of your written approval.

. I x t
£5 . «

Kalb is a correspondent in Washington, D. C., 
for the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS). He has 
previously worked abroad for CBS in several countries, 
including the Soviet Union. During April, 1967, a 
Hungarian defector advised that Kalb was a contact for- 
recruitment by Hungarian Intelligence Service; nowever,

.p § «

contacts with him were discontinued when it 
mined that the Soviets had special interest 
planned to recruit him.

was deter
in him and

2:0
During interview in October, 1967 by Agents

S-K 
6 ©S

of this Bureau, he readily volunteered information 
concerning his contacts with Soviet-bloc personnel, 
but indicated he was -not aware that any of them might 
have had intelligence significance, but if such should 
occur he would promptly contact the FBI.

§ •

c. s

Available information indicates that Kalb 
resides at 3155 Upland Terrace, N. W,, Y/ashington, D. C 
Th.is Bureau will place a telephone surveillance at his 
residence upon receipt of your written approval. In 
view of the sensitive nature of this investigation,

§ o a I---£

no record is 
is requested 
approval.

being made concerning the coverage and it
that this memorandum be returned upon

£5.0 +» §> ' Respectfully

o a 50

<

APPROVED

qhn EdgarjHoover 
Director

———>JohnN. Mitchell

----- > 9/11/69 , .DATE ' c,
NW 65360 Docld:32989714 Page'W



OFF1CK OF THE'DIKKCTGR •
< SECHET ’

• UxNItAstates department of A ice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ,

• WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 |

• * ! •
’ ' • ■// May 4, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: AMBASSADOR WILLIAM H. SULLIVAN
BUREAU OF EAST ASIAN AND PACIFIC AFFAIRS
DEPARTMENT OF STATE •
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

On the evening of May 2, 1970, Brigadier General 
Alexander M. Haig, of the National Security'Council Staff, 
advised that a serious security leak had occurred con
cerning United States involvement in Cambodia. He requested 
that as soon as possible a telephone surveillance be 
instituted, if feasible, on the residence and office of • 
Ambassador William H. Sullivan. .

A survey is being conducted to detei'mine if 
it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance on 
him. If it is determined to be feasible and you approve, 
this installation will be placed by this Bureau.

. ’ Respectfully, •

. . m c

. \JJohn Edgar Hoover •
i ’ Director •

Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification

NATION
\ ' Unauthorized Disclosure. .

• Subject to Criminal Sanctions

NW 65361} Docld:329W14 .Page 145



OFHCr/OF THU tHREpTOR

. KM? OECnET-
unitiOstates department of j^tice

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
।

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 |

i ’
May 4, 1970

* J
• ’ ' 1 .J

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: WILLIAM BEECHER ; I

’’THE HEW YORK TIMES” 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

On’ the evening of May 2, 1970,x 
Brigadier General Alexander M. Haig, of the 
National Security Council Staff, advised that a 
serious security leak had occurred concerning 
United States involvement in Cambodia.
He requested that as soon as possible a telephone 
surveillance be instituted, if feasible, on the 
residence and office of Mr. William Beecher.

A survey is being conducted to determine 
if it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance 
on- him; If it is determined to be feasible and you 
approve, this installation will be placed by this 
Bureau.

Respectfully,

SV x
V John Edgar Hoover 

Director

Approved: •
T . /

; Date:

SECRET

Group 1 ’
Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and

'declassification

iecto Guide 
fdtoiS

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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OFFICE OF, TI^R DIRECTOR

UN 17^
SECRET

states’ Depart.Vent OF ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

May 4, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: AMBASSADOR RICHARD F. PEDERSEN 
COUNSELOR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST '

. On
Alexander M. 
advised that

the evening of May 2, 1970, Brigadier General 
Haig, of the National Security Council Staff, 
a serious security leak had occurred

concerning United States involvement in Cambodia.
He requested that as soon as possible a telephone 
surveillance be instituted, if feasible, on the residence 
and office of Ambassador Richard F. Pedersen. ' .

’ A cy$♦ w?** c; •? ta rr •*:r*J- ** vh*» 4 r> «? •£
* k ’•* ~------ ------- — — — —

it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance on him. 
Xf it is determined to be feasible and you approve, this 
installation will be placed by this Bureau. .

Respectfully,

UV ;\ '
\John Edgar Hoover 

. Director

Approved: ^^7^^—•

Date

7'

Group 1 3 i
Excluded from automatic 1^7 

downgrading and ’
declassification *

Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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UNF1 ^STATES DEPARTMENT OF.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICATlW

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20S3S

(CE

May 4, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE BRIGADIER GENERAL ROBERT E. PURSLEY
MILITARY ASSISTANT TO THE*

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE '
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

,L

On
Alexander M.

the evening of May 2, 1970, Brigadier General 
Haig, of the National Security Council ..

Staff, advised that a serious security leak had occurred 
concerning United States involvement in Cambodia» ■ 
He requested that as soon as possible a telephone
surveillance be instituted. feasible, on the
residence and office of Brigadier General Robert E. Pursley

A survey is being conducted to determine if 
it is feasible to install a telephone surveillance on him 
If it is determined to be feasible and you approve, 

this installation will be placed by this Bureau»

Respectfully

Director

Approved

Date

SECRET

Group 1
Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and .

■ declassification * ’

national- security information

Unaulnorized Disclosure
' Subject to Criminal Sanctions
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office or'nue diktctok ~ y—
DECRET., |

UNIT^' STATES ’’DEPART.M ENT OF; ^TICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535

May 13, 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: WILLIAM ANTHONY K. LAKE
TECHNICAL SURVEILLANCE REQUEST

/•
On May 12, 1970, Brigadier General Alexander M. 

Haig of the National Security Council Staff, advised 
that Dr. Henry A. Kissinger of the White House staff, 
had requested that as soon as possible a telephone 
surveillance be instituted on the home of William Anthony 
K. Lake of the National Security Council Staff.

: A survey has been conducted and it has deter- ■
mined the installation of this telephone surveillance 
is feasible. If you approve, this installation will be 
placed by this Bureau.

Respectfully,

ohn Edgar Hoover 
Director

APPROVED

DATE

A ■ * 55 fald'C .
roup 1 ’

Excluded from automatic 
• downgrading and ...
declassification

£013 .

•R.

SECURITY information 
Un^dthorizecl Disclosure

Subjsct to Criminal Sanctions
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'^ED STATES DEPARTMENT C TSTICE 

^^EDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIG^^N

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535

October 16, 1970

The Honorable H. R. Haldeman, Assistant to the 
President, has requested that the telephone surveillance on 
Helmut Sonnenfeldt be reinstituted.

Sonnenfeldt is an employee of the U. S. Department 
of State.. You previously approved a telephone surveillance of 
him on May 12, 1969, which was discontinued on June 20, 1969.

Tnis uvre^** hi a position to conduct the 
necessary telephone surveillance requested by Mr. Haldeman.

Respectfully,

ohn Edgar Hoover
Director

Tar SECRET . jihxhi 5ecla$s. Guid^.
GROUP 1 . ^1^13

Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and ' '
declassification

NATIONAL SECURITY INPORMATION
Unauthorized Disclosure

. subject to Criminal Sanctions
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
i

. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20535 ■

December 14, 1970

• MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

RE: SPECIAL COVERAGE AT THE
REQUEST OF THE WHITE HOUSE

The Honorable H. R. Haldeman, Assistant to 
the President, has requested that the Bureau institute 
a telephone surveillance on the home telephone of 
Jamie W. McLane, 5605 Overlea Road, Sumner, Maryland.

This Bureau is in a position to conduct the 
necessary telephone surveillance requested by 
Mr, Haldeman. . .

Respectfully,

. ^QP SECRET ^9.^'
NATIONAL .. SECURITY INFORMATION. f\ .
' ’ ’ 'UnaiithbHzed''U^ * ■’ Group 1 • • • “y--:'
*<-• ... ..Excluded from automatic

‘ 'downgrading and <K'
NW 65360 Oocld:32989714 Page 151 , , . ., * M declassification
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•. 1
Dissemination of Material From the Surveillance

Known as the "Kissinger 17" .

Set out below is a listing of letters addressed to 

persons outside the FBI and intra-Bureau communications recommending 

such dissemination of the letters outside the FBI. The list also con

tains the dates of the letter or communication in question as well 

as the author of the letter or communication.

- "" The purpose of each of the communications to persons
outside the FBI was to inform the addressee of information from 

the electronic surveillance deemed' pertinent to the objective of 

surveillance. . ■
the

. date ADDRESSEE AUTHOR

5/28/69 Henry A. Kissinger ' Bernard. A. Wells (BAW)

5/28/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. Deloach ■
William C. Sullivan (WCS)

5/29/69 Henry A. Kissinger BAW

5/29/69 Richard M. Nixon BAW

5/29/69

«

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. Deloach •
wes •

7/10/6,9 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach ■
BAW

7/10/69 Richard M. Nixon BAW . .

7/10/69 Henry A. Kissinger BAW

7/14/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach •
BAW

7/14/69 Richard M. Nixon BAW.. . . .. .
: This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for aissemi-

' nation outside pour Commit-ce. Its use is limited to official proceedings by
vour Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized, person*

NW 65360 approval of the. | '



DATE ADDRESSEE ■■:■■■■■■■■ ^•AUTHOR ■’

7/14/69 • Henry A. Kissinger

7/15/69 Memorandum. W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. D^Loach

WCS ’

7/15/69 Richard M. Nixon 1 WCS

7/15/69 Henry A. Kissinger- WCS

7/15/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS •

7/15/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS

7/15/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

7/18/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS .
i

•»/*»/» • Richard M. Nixon . WCS .

7/18/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS \

7/25/69 ; Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan, 
to Mr. DcLoach

WCS .

7/25/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

7/25/69 ■ The Attorney General Joseph A

”7/25/69' ' *’ ’’ John’ D. Ehrlichman’ " jAS* ’

7/25/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS

7/28/69 John D. Ehrlichman JAS

<17/28/69;^.^^^,..... ..The,. Attorney Generalv;.. v * * . • * •
7/28/69 . ' •
7/28/69

• John D. Ehrlichman *, ■
>> fr V-*;- —•*> • • V «':• ’• »Vr~iV

The Attorney General

.: jas ‘
JAS ,



DATE ADDRESSEE VAUTHOR

7/29/69 John D. Ehrlichman

7/29/69 The Attorney GeneralI 1 JAS

7/31/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS. 
to Mr. DeLoach

7/31/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS ■

7/31/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS •

7/31/69 John D. Ehrlichman JAS

7/31/69 The Attorney General JAS '

8/1/69 . Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS 
to Mr. DeLoach

8/1/69 • Henry A. Kissinger WCS

8/1/69 Richard N. Nixon WCS ■ ■ {
8/1/69 John D. Ehrlichman JAS

8/1/69 The Attorney General JAS

. 8/4/69 John D. Ehrlichman JAS

8/4/69 The Attorney General JAS

8/6/69 The Attorney General ’’jAS

8/6/69 . The Attorney General • JAS

-< 8/6/89- .- - -< • x - John D. Ehrlichman - - - .... %%.\iIAS
• ..... •. \ \ ....... , ••• - •* • * %**♦ •• *

. 8/7/69 „ John D. Ehrlichman .'___ ...JAS
• . . . /*

8/7/69 The Attorney General JAS

**\ • * • • • i5 <*•’ . • •• • V*. y- ' % • * *
* •: *' * ‘ :W. * ••■'.

** • * * •*. •** • *
• * *•* • ♦ J.f

L NW 65360JDodd:329897l4 Page I’M



NW

DATE

8/8/69

8/8/69

8/13/69

8/13/69
8/13/69

8/14/69

8/14/69

• 8/22/69

8/22/69 .
8/22/69
8/25/69

8/25/69

9/3/69

9/3/69
•9/3/69

- ^/5/6j9

ADDRESSEE
John D. Ehrlichman

The Attorney General

WCSMemorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach
Richard M. Nixon

Henry A. Kissinger
John D. Ehrlichman

The Attorney General

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach
Richard M. Nixon
Henry A. Kissinger
John D. Ehrlichman

The Attorney General

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan, 
to Mr. DeLoach
Richard M. Nixon
Henry; A?. Kissinger.

,John..D? J3hrli^ ,

A
*

WCS
WCS
JAS

JAS

WCS

WCS
WCS

■ JAS

• JAS

WCS

WCS

WCS

JAS



DATE ADDRESSEE ... AUTHOR

9/5/69 The Attorney General X. jas

9/8/69
•

The Attorney General JAS i

9/18/69 John D. Ehrlichman - JAS

9/18/69 The Attorney General
X ............ .. .......

JAS

9/22/69 John D. Ehrlichman JAS

9/22/69 The Attorney General JAS

9/30/69 Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan JAS
to Mr. DeLoach i

9/30/69 Henry A. Kissinger _ JAS

9/30/69 Richard M. Nixon . ’ JAS

10/9/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

* : -10/9/6 9’• ’ -> • Richard5 Mi* - Nixon' <•'- WCS

10/9/69 The Attorney General • JAS :

10/10/69
Q.-‘ .*•» •; ’• 
10/10/69';’ '

10/10/69

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan • WCS
‘to Mr.‘ DeLoach ...- >-r/ vvA -..i*- < •
Richard'M. Nixon" • . . WCS

Henry A. Kissinger WCS

10/13/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS
to Mr. DeLoach

■ ?.*-•. • ’ . •* ,«Vo.
. 10/13/69 . Henry A. Kissinger . ..<• WCS



' DATE ADDRESSEE j X AUTHOR

10/13/69 4 Richard M. Nixon 1 : &WCS t
10/13/69 K ' 1The Attorney General : WCS
10/24/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan '

to Mr. DeLoach .
WCS

10/24/69
•

Richard M. Nixon ‘ • / WCS '
10/24/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS .
10/28/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach . .
WCS

10/28/69• Richard M. Nixon . WCS

10/28/69 Henry A. Kissinger • : wcs .
’11/4/69 ‘ The Attorney General •: JAS

11/6/69 * Memorandum W. C. Sullivan. wcs• to Mr. DeLoach
. 11/6/69 Richard M. Nixon wcs

• 11/6/69 Henry A. Kissinger' • : wcs
11/7/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan . wcs

. *••••*•*’***•♦ ’••* I*4’****.’ •to Mr. DeLoach-................... r. • ■ ' • • . •• • •• • • *
11/7/69 .Henry A. Kissinger . * ’• wcs
11/7/69 . Richard M. Nixon wcs
11/14/69 . Memorandum W. C. Sullivan ’ wcs

•. ’—v : -5? **•. /• m v.. • J2eLo.aph.^ ;
* . „ • • • 'f. .1’ ••••.• • • • •••• • * * • * “ • • • *

11/14/69 . .. . Richard M. Nixon • • ■ wcs/W4 v.* t*"***^**
11/14/69 Henry A. Kissinger . wcs

•

•" "" .* ’ Z-.r .•*.**• y .«* .'ST• • • • • • \ •. * r .. \ •. /.j << - 6?-- > y \ Ai
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DATE ADDRESSEE AUTHOR

11/17/69
•

vd-- A Memorandum W. C. Sullivan ' WCS
to Mr. DeLoach

11/17/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS

11/17/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

12/2/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS
•to Mr. DeLoach

12/2/69 Henry A. Kissinger .. ;WCS

12/2/69 ■ Richard M. Nixon WCS

. 12/2/69 Memorandum W . C. Sullivan WCS-
.to Mr. DeLoach •

12/3/69 .Henry A. Kissinger ; WCS'

12/3/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS.♦
12/18/69 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan * ; WCS

to Mr. DeLoach : .

12/18/69 Richard M. Nixon WCS

12/18/69 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

. 12/29/69. . Memorandum W. C. Sullivan . JAS
y v. * • £O- -j4r DeLoach 

«

12/29/69
a •

Henry A. Kissinger

•''•12/29/6^^ * •

Richard M. Nixon _ • JAS
a -rhe Attorney General ’; : ' JAS

12/30/69
• j./--.v•*•••*.

'Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS
to Mr. DeLoach

12/31/69 Richard .M. Nixon ’ vcs

NW<5Mt-teMt32S8»^Pac^



DATE ‘ ADDRESSEE ’ xJO . AUTHOR

12/31/69 Henry A. Kissinger ^wcs

1/15/70 ‘ Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach i

Wes"'

1/15/70.
♦

Henry A. Kissinger z ' . wcs

1/15/70 Richard M. Nixon wcs• *
1/21/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan wcs

to Mr. DeLoach- ■

1/21/70 % Henry A. Kissinger • wcs

1/21/70 . Richard M. Nixon . : ; WCS

2/2/70 Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan . 
to Mr. DeLoach . =

WCS '

2/2/70 - Richard M. Nixon : wcs

2/2/70 . Henry.A. Kissinger , : wcs

2/17/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan . wcs
to Mr. DeLoach ‘

2/17/70 Henry A. Kissinger : • wcs

.2/1-7/.7.0.., e... The. .President.. . ... ... .. ..... wcs

2/26/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach ■ • ‘

wcs

2/27/70 Henry A. Kissinger ’ wcs
■: . - • . >

2/27/7.0.. •■.The. President «... x...;4/..*..>••, •.< wcs

•5/4/70- .. Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan . • wcs
to Mr; ’DeLoach • ‘‘ ’

5/4/70 . The Attorney General wcs



,'; •* c *
' * ' 1

i •
f *

’ .1

/ .

- * *

♦ < ■

. i

I* •
•

i

DATE ADDRESSEE 1 AUTHOR

5/4/70 The President ■ WCS

5/4/70 Henry A. Kissinger WCS

5/8/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS .

• ‘

5/8/70 The President
WCS \

• I

5/8/70 Henry A. Kissinger wcs i

5/11/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS

5/11/70 The-President WCS
1

’ 5/31/70 Henry A. Kissinger WCS ' i
5/12/70

•

Me^or^ndnm ta. c. Sul 15.van
•to Mr. DeLoach

wcs
i
I

5/12/70 Henry A. Kissinger = WCS i
f J

5/12/70 The President ' wcs
5/14/70 Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
WCS - ■

I

H» R. Haldeman wcs i

5/18/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

5/18/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

wcs . ■

5/18/70 -’V

H^'R’/.Hald^ '
*• * “ •< • ’•?’ i, • •"« \

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr... • DeLoach. . ..

■ i
, ’/ John Edgar 

Hoover

..\. wcs

5/18/70 H. R.-Haldeman wcs ■

7 -*?• 9"'. ’•« 4:/

£

*•.?« .•: •. ;• .• f'Y'* • •
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' ’ ate ADDRESSEE AUTHOR
i. - 1/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
WCS

:.a/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS
: 26/70 Memorandum W. C. ’Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
:JAS
i

1 26/70 — H. R. Haldeman JAS
• -28/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
WCS

S/28/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS
5/2/70 Memorandum V7. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
WCS

A /an 
g f V H. R. Haldeman ■ WCS

5/9/70 Memorandum W. 0. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS

5/9/70 H. R. Haldeman . WCS
6/11/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. DeLoach
WCS

6/11/70,.. . .. . .. H. x R. .-.Haldeman . •-.. .... . . ...<
• • * **’*’»**• **• *• • • • • • ’. WCS

6/15/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 
to Mr. DeLoach

WCS

.6/15/70’ H. R. Haldeman WCS
6/18/70... ...^; , ri ■.Memorandum. W •. C... Sulliyap. ■

.to.Mr.' beLoach • •. ’
. WCS

*6/19/70 H-.^R."‘ Hal'deman'' ;;'WCS
6/22/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan 

to Mr. Deloach
WCS

'.,v ’•'* .'.V- ■ •’*’ t

- 10 -

~ ~------—:------ __ .___

** r ..V J. “%*4*^»‘** .*t*;s* • ♦ *

wry



DATE ADDRESSEE AUTHOR

6/23/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

6/25/70 Memorandum W.' C. Sullivan WCS

to Mr. DeLoach |

6/25/70 H. R. Haldeman 1 WCS

6/25/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS

to Mr. DeLoach • •

6/25/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

6/29/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan C. D. Brennan (CDS)

to Mr. DeLoach

6/29/70 H. R. Haldeman • . CDB

7/2/70 
• •

Memorandum W. C. Sullivan ' CDB

to Mr. DeLoach

7/6/70 ’ H. R. Haldeman CDB

7/7/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan . JAS

to Mr. DeLoach

• • . * • * *4 . ' ’ . .

MW65»~DocM3298971 < Pagel62------------------- -------------- ---------

7/7/70 H. R. Haldeman

7/8/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan JAS
.to Mr., DeLoach..

• */*>. *

7/8/70 H. R. Haldeman JAS

7/10/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan’ * JAS
• to Mr. DeLoach

H t' ,R.’ Haldeman/ JAS

8/i3/70 ? Memorandum W. C. Sullivan” WCS

to Mr... .Tolson *

8/13/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

9/3/70 Memorandum W. C. Sullivan WCS

v:j- \ . tV-C >•’

- to .MrTolson . '
•

11 ' **



\ /. • 

i ;

r • -.
A / . .

* f
♦ ...

■

* DATE • ADDRESSEE AUTHOR

9/4/70 . H.'R. Haldeman
1
I

WCS

9/11/70
% 

Memorandum W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

Sullivan WCS

I 9/11/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

9/22/70 Memorandum W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

Sullivan WCS •

9/22/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

I ‘ 9/25/70 Memorandum’W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

Sullivan ■ WCS

9/28/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

. • 10/13/70 ' Memorandum W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

Sullivan WCS

10/14/70 - H. R. Haldeman WCS

10/19/70 Memorandum W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

Sullivan WCS

' 10/20/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS

; 10/23/70

' . 10/23/70

Memorandum W. C. 
to Mr. Tolson

. H. R. Haldeman

Sullivan WCS

■' WCS

. 10/28/70 . ’ Memorandum W. C.
• ' to Mr. Tolson

. Sullivan . WCS

*
• ••
/ . 10/29/70 .

■ 11/3/70 <•
H. R.'Haldeman ‘

‘ v '• . Henry A; Kissinger- ”
..it: ■/

WCS
? WCS

\ 11/13/70 ' ' ’ ‘‘ ,H. R. Haldeman" • * •• * «• WCS

11/19/70 H. R. Haldeman WCS
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■ ADDRESSEE ! AUTHOR

11/24/70 . H. R. Haldeman . wcs.

12/11/70 H. R. Haldeman ! wcsI
12/15/70 H. R. Haldeman ’ wcs

12/15/70 H. R. Haldeman wcs •
' 12/16/70 H. R. Haldeman wcs

12/17/70 H. R. Haldeman . wcs
12/17/70 H. R. Haldeman . wcs

12/17/70 H. R. Haldeman -WCS

12/18/70 « H. R. Haldeman wcs
in /in Zia 

t V II* R* Haldeman . wcs

12/22/70 . H. R. Haldeman wcs•
. ’ 12/28/70 H. R. Haldeman wcs

12/30/70 H. R. Haldeman wcs

1/5/71 H. R. Haldeman wcs
1/7/71 H. R. Haldeman wcs

1/12/71 H. R. Haldeman wcs

1/18/71 H. R. Haldeman • wcs

1 /19/71 .. H;. R. Haldeman . . wcs.
; ‘ '1/22/71? • H. R. Haldeman’ ■ • wcs

1/27/71• • • H. R. Haldeman ’ . . WCS
1/29/71 H. R. Haldeman wcs

2/10/71
• \ • • •• •

H. R. Haldeman . wcs

•
» 13 • •••• V
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TV. DEMONS IRAf ION AI FEDERAL BUILDING 
AKRON, OHIO, JANUARY 27, 1975



. ..... ' May 1, 1975

’ • ...... - ' ' ”U~
SUBCOMMITTEE CH CIVIL AID) CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS ' ■ '

OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY , . . 1

■ . RE: DEMONSTRATION AT FEDERAL BUILDING, . — ■ ’• / •
AKRON, OHIO, JANUARY 27., 1975 . S

Reference is mado to letter dated April 10, 1975, 
to the Attorney General from the Chairman of captioned 
subcommittee. Item two on page two of this letter refers to 
an attachment setting forth questions to which Congressman • 
John F. ScibcrXing requested responses. concerning EBI 
participation in the demonstration referenced above. .

Prior to the actual questions, a description of ’ 
events surrounding this demonstration was set forth, which- 
had been moiboi’ling during questions
asked of EBI Director Clarence FJ. Kelley during the hearing 
on tho oversight of ths FBI held on February 27, 1975. 
Congressman Seiberllng*s summery as sot forth is considered 
accurate,• with the following'exceptions: '

Tn connection with tho statement, "At sone point 
during January, 1975, there was a bomb threat against the 
new Federal Office Building in Akron," tho Cleveland 
Office of tho EBI, which is the headquarters office of the 
FBI Resident Agency at Akron, Ohio, has advised a review 
of its records fails to indicate that any information 
concerning a bomb threat against tho Federal Building in 
Akrbn was received during January, 1975, and no action 
taken by the FBI regarding this demonstrntion was related 
to any bomb threat. .

Concerning the statement, "On January 27, a group 
of six to eight people demonstrated outside the building- 
against continued U. S. assistance to South Vietnam," it is 
noted that FBI records indicate approximately 15 persons 
participated in the demonstration.

dbcumenf is prepared in response to ^official proceedings by
'Nation outside, your Committee. Fs use ■ & t unauthorized person^
your Committee and the content may not bcaisctosea i ■
net without the express approval of the FBI .
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Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights 
of the House Committee on the Judiciary

Responses to tho aforementioned questions are set 
forth bolow and appear in the same order as posed.

1. The FBI conducts surveillances of demonstrations 
occurring on or near Federal property; at other locations 
when facts indicate a violation of Federal statutes over 
which the FBI has investigative Jurisdiction may occur; or 
at a site where individuals of investigative interest to 
the F2X are present or the demonstration is sponsored by 
an organisation of investigative interest. In this.instance, 
the FBI had received information from a source, who has 
provided reliable’ information in the past, that an organisa
tion of investigative interest to the FBI would be attempting 
to gain publicity by entering the Federal Building in Akron, • 
creating disturbances and defacing Federal property. This 
organisation has been determined to be influenced by a 
separate organization which espouses a basic 
Leninist-Maoist revolutionary ideology. Investigation of 
both of these organizations is based on information which 
.indicates they may be engaged in activities which could 
involve violations of Title 18, United States Code, 
Sections (bxnexxxon or xnsux'X'ecLivxi), U^,V»AK3
Conspiracy), 2385 (Advocating Overthrow of Government), and 
2387 (Sedition). In addition, inasmuch as the possibility 
existed individuals present at the demonstration would 
attempt to deface Federal property, there was reason to 
believe a violation of Title 18, United States Code, 
Section 13G1 (Destruction of Government Property) could occur. 
At a later date, additional information was received from a 
second source, who has provided reliable information in the 
past, that the demonstration at the Federal Building in Akron 
would be to protest United States involvement in Southeast 
Asia, and leaflets urging support of this demonstration were 
being distributed in the Akrcn-nent, Ohio, urea. In 
keeping with existing FBI policy, tho Akron Police Department 

and the General Services Administration Building Manager in 
charge of the Akron Federal Building wero notified of the 
impending demonstration and of information received indicating 
a possibility that disruptive activity would occur during 
the demonstration.



Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Bights ‘ 
of the House Committee on the Judiciary 

■ ' t , , .
i .

Surveillance in this case was not related to any 
bomb threat; however, based on the information stated above, 
there was reason for the EBI to suspect that there might fee •' 
violations of Federal -statutes over which the EBI has investi
gative Jurisdiction. In the event such violations did occur, 
it would be necessary that Agents be present to gather the 
necessary evidence. - .

The FBI did have an interest relating to the 
identities of the particular individuals -sho were involved 
in organising the demonstration. One such individual, who . ' 
playsd. a key role in plans to cause disruptive activity and 
in organising the demonstration, has been arrested and 
convicted for abuse to a police officer-, resisting arrest, . ’ - 
disorderly conduct, trespassing, and disrupting lawful ’ 
assembly in the past and has been described by a source, 
who has provided reliable infc2*maticn in the past, 
to have indicated in the past a desire to ”get something 
going with the police.” This same individual is also • - 
considered by th© source to be unstable and violence-prone. 
In addition; the individuals planning the demonstration, 
as previously mentioned, were affiliated with an organize- ■ 
tion which follows a revolutionary ideology.

' 2. There were no known violations of Federal or .
local statutes during the demonstration; there was no violence; 
and there wore no arrests as a result of the demonstration.
Both visual and photographic surveillances wore conducted by 
the FBI during the demonstration. Current FBI instructions 
state that photographic surveillances should be considered on 
a selective basis when circumstances indicat© they may be 
productive. Ths decision-making authority in such a’matter 
is vested in th© Special Agent in Charge of the particular 
headquarters field office of the FBI, his assistant in his ’ 
absence, er the Agent supervisor acting on their behalf in 
th© absence of both.‘ In the event- unusual- circumstances 
exist, th© Special Agent-in Charge.of a particular field 
office would request authority from EDI Headquarters in 
Vashingtcn, D» C., to conduct a photographic surveillance, . 
Photographs were taken for the possible evidentiary purpose of 
recording anticipated events leading to the perpetration of an 
act by one er more demonstrators in violation of the Federal 
Btatuto concerning destruction of Government property, as well 
as recording on film any evert act. FBI Agents observed the 
demonstration fcr the same reason and for the additional purpose? 
•of effecting-, if necessary, the arrests of individuals violating 
Federal statutes.
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Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights 
of the House Committee on the Judiciary

Both prints and negatives of photographs taken by 
the FBI have been maintained, from the time processed, as 
exhibits in records of tho FBI’s Cleveland Office. The 
film was developed because, among the approximately 15 .
demonstrators present outside the Akron Federal Building,' 
Agents recognized five individuals known to he affiliated 
with tho organisation in which the FBI had investigative 
interest. In the event photographs depicting these individuals 
were of better quality than existing photographs, the impi’ovod 
ones would bo, in accordance with FBI policy and in line with 
an agreement between th© FBI and th© Secret Service concerning 
Presidential protection, forwarded to the Secret Service for 
possible future use by that agency in connection with its 
responsibilities. The photographs obtained, however, were , ■ 
not suitable for this purpose.

Prints of those photographs wore not mode available 
to the Akron Police Department, vzere not forwarded to FBI 
Headquarters in Washington, D. C., and were not made available 
to anyone else. These prints were not retained at the Akron " 
FBI Resident Agency, but were sent to the Cleveland FBI 
Office and are maintained in we rxxes of that.offlee.

. 3. Tho Akron FBI Resident Agency did make an
attempt to identify the unknown participants in th© 
demonstration from tho photographs taken during th© demonstra
tion, Information concerning the identities of some of the 
demonstrators was provided by th© Akron Resident Agency to 
the Intelligence Division, Akron Police Department, for the ■ 
purpose of bringing to their attention tho identities of those 
individual participants who have been involved in disruptive 
activities in tho past and who say become so involved again 
in the future. Ono of the individuals so identified to th© 
Akron Police Deportment has reportedly urged "spontaneous 
violence" at a demonstration in the past.

Files’ of the FBI ar© not maintained at the Resident 
Agency level; therefor©, information concerning th© identities 
of some of the demonstrators has been placed and is being 
maintained in th© files of th© Cleveland FBI Office.

- 4 -
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Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights 
of the House Committee on the Judiciary

4. It is believed the FBI should retain photographs 
and information gathered concerning the identities of * 

demonstrators following a demonstration in which the 
presence of the FBI is justified, even - though such demonstra
tion ends peacefully with no arrests and no violations of 
either Federal or local statutes. In the few selective " -
■instances in which demonstrations have been photographed, 
a substantive reason has existed justifying the use of 
photography. In this instance, photography was utilized 
in anticipation of commission of a Federal, offense and in . 
connection with the investigation of an organization, and 
individuals affiliated therewith, on. whom the FBI was 
conducting investigation under the statutes mentioned herein.

Additionally, information of this nature is . ' 
maintained in accordance with the records retention plan 
furnished the FBI by the national Archives and Records 
Service during 1S5S. This plan identified categories of 
records which were considered to have a permanent value and 
which should bo retained indefinitely by the FBI. Included 
were those records involving crimes of treason, insurrection 
or rebellion, sedition, subversion, sabotage, 
counterintelligence and 1’elated internal security functions.

I

~ 5 -
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V. ELECTRONIC DEVICES
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UNITED. STATES GOVER' ENT

Memorandum ' .
■ CONFIDENTIAL

L ^HiNT OF JUSTICE

TO Director ’
Federal Bureau of Investigation

date: 1966

FROM red M. Vinson, Jr.

Criminal Division
Assistant Attorney General■ ■ national security information 

* Unauthorized Disclosure.
Subject to Criminal Sanctions

■ In recent months the Department has be^n, confronted with serious 
problems concerning the prospective or continuedM^rosecution .of-individuals 
who have been die_subje.ct,of. priori surveillance. These problems
liave~sbmetimes arisen comparatively late in the investigative or prosecutive 

tprocess. For example, we recently were forced to close an important ; 
• L"2stigation involving major gambling figures in Miami because we were ' 
I advised that the evidence necessary to obtain a conviction was tainted; In ■ 
< other cases the problem arose after indictment (United States v. Davis, / 
• _ . United States v. John Drew) or in the appellate stage after
trial (United States v. Black; United States v. Kolod). ’ ;

I. i
-' In view of these experiences, it appears necessary and desirable 
that the Department have full knowledge of the extent of any device probler ‘ 
at as early a stage of preparation for prosecution as possible in order to
..determine whether a particular case may or may not be tainted or what 
responses will be necessary with respect to a motion under Rule 16 to 
/produce statements. ‘ ‘

>\ Accordingly, I feel it is imperative for us to establish between 
I the Bureau and the Department (and perhaps United States Attorneys in 
leases of direct referral) some sort of "early warning" system. This may 
^require the Bureau to set-up and maintain appropriatd^dices with respect i 
to electronic 'survenTance and tfieTnaterials derived therefronx . ’

I have discussed this suggestion with the Attorney General and tne- 
Deputy Attorney General. Both feel that the establishment of such indicel 
.is necessary. They have suggested that I discuss the details of their • 
'“establishment with representatives of the Bureau. I should therefore" ' 
appreciate your designating an individual for this purpose at your earliest 
convenience. ’4-.. - , J . 4~~”

e^NRIDENTIAL.
' L i

*

✓a
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MtO-lQA

Memorandum
: Mr. DeLoach','^ 

r
:• J. H. Gale^1^^

•

UECT: ELECTRONIC DEVICES

date:September 27, 1966

In the attached memorandum from Fred Ai. Vinson, Jr. 
Assistant Attorney General, Criminal Division, dated September 27, 
1966, Vinson suggests it may be necessary and desirable for the 
Bureau to setup indices of individuals who may have been covered 
by electronic devices and who may be under consideration for • 
prosecutive action.

The Director has instructed that Vinson be told that 
such an indices is already in operation and that if he feels the 
need to consult with any -Bureau officials, Mr. DeLoach. has been 

.. designated to handle the contact. The Director also inquired as 
to whether the statements in VinsonJs letter no the- effect that a 
gambling case ” had been closed because of prior electronic
coverage were correct., ... "

• -- With reference to other statements made in Vinson*s
letter,’ we have made available to -the Department, wherever reques 
pertinent logs of our farmer confidential-coverage. Cur indices 
are adequate to handle any further contact by the Department in 
this regard. We are so advising Vinson in the attached letter 
to the ’ Attorney General. • * .

ACTION:

There is attached for approval a letter- to .the-Aftorney 
General with copies to Vinson and to the'MDeputy Attorney General 
pointing out we have appropriate indices‘in operation; indicating

TAis document is prepared in response to 'your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. I’s use t' limited to official proceedings by 

Committee and the content may not be disclosed to 'unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: Electronic Devices

that we are not always aware of cases in which the Department 
may have a prosecutive interest; suggesting that.._the...Department 
should check with us whenever they contemplate prosecutive 
activity", particularly in tax cases, involving organized crime 
figures 'and informing—the Department, that if.. they._desire_ to 
further Aiscusg this matter, Mr. DeLoach_ of the Bureau will be 
rn a position tb'handle such contacts. ” ' ’
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. J- 2S/1S0G

,k?- ;Y ■ Ml" ■• ’ J • '

V? r.'fa.Tjri ,•■*•.*.•( I ' •. s

This will acknowledge roccipioi the letter* from- 
Assistant Attorney General Vinson dated Septombor 27, 1SGG, •. 1 
wherein he suggests that it may be advisable £or this'Bureau'’ 
to maintain appropriate indices with respect to electronic. :
surveillances and materials derived thoroiroju ' Such indices

Already' in existence*.■ ■ > '■■,< .-. , •. ' ’t • •■ .. .• :-
•v-'.: y • ■ ■ .‘ ■/ •• "

•.>••* | Vith roScrance to thevobservation concerning carly^x^ 
adv loo. ox any‘electronic device... in cases being prepared £or 
prosecution, it should be noted";that, we are not aware at/all7p&^ 
fixes o£ ail-cases falling into thia: category. It-would- < 
appear, /thoraSoxt), tncwnbo'nt on the Department, particularly 
in tar; cases involving or^hnlcbd crimo.Oguras; to-.hotiiy us 
,oi those’matters which-.nay be under consideration1, c.s. to. ’ kv 
prosecution, I£, in such’matters, you will notify‘us o£ any,y/i;£?f.' 
intent .us to prosecution, .wo.-will bo happyvto\-iiiuwdiutol^^

■ iurniph-you with any .portico n't iniorwatioa/ m:- ’Vj#* • * • . • . . ... , . . ... . • , ' 1 ’ ' .n \ f!" • .•<■•*_ •. J /, •.
. > •■■' •• ‘ -■■•■';■, •■/"'■ •/ Y •■• .Y-'Y'-.':-

‘ • Xn-tho event ydu ciosiro 'a^DopartiaoUtal’?eprcsontativG 
Ito contact tho^lnreau concerning: this, mat tor/' ploasp Sqoliroo 
; to cor^municatb - withrMr * •_DoLOach-; who/;is ’=:la’a 'position' ‘.to; • discuss■ <;•{.; .< 
Ithis matter

k-K f\ £. IjuE- to

■ ' m document is '^bS^o
nation outside vov^ nat be disclosed to valorized eerso^

‘ ffiSZt: Zress ^rouat of FBI. . . - -> .
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1' 'ARTMENT OF JUSTICEUNITED .STATES GOVEty' TNT

Memorana^i
CONFIDENTIAL'

date:to : Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation

■ from Lc Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
' ' Assistant Attorney General__ . .

■ . Criminal Division
subject:} 'Electronic Devices

This is in reference to your memorandum of September 28 
to the Attorney General concerning information developed through 

■ electronic surveillance devices. I am pleased to learn that the 
Bureau maintains indices on such information which will be avail
able to Department attorneys. However, to make effective use of 
such records, I believe we should know how any such index is 
constituted. Specifically, it would be helpful to know whether or 
not there is a central index which will permit a rapid determina
tion as to whether any given person was overheard, present, or 
referred lO in the course of a conversation.

I assume that in all cases investigated by the Bureau you ✓ 
will advise the appropriate Division of the Department as early ; 

. as. possible concerning information derived from an electronic , 
surveillance bearing on the case or any person involved in that.:' 
case. We would, of course, propose to set up machinery to " 
advise the Bureau promptly of our interest in any case which is^ 
being investigated by another agency.

’ We look forward to a discussion of'the general problem; 
with Mr. DeLoach, but feel that such a discussion will be more 
fruitful after we understand the nature and extent of your inde^) 
system and can evaluate its impact oni'pur-.operationsf

" _ Thank you for your cooperation. / •

■ NATIONAL SECURITY information 

. Unauthorized Disclosure, 
Subject to Criminal Sanctions

CONFIDENTIAL.
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The Attorney General October 3, 1966

Director, FBI .

ELECTRONIC DEVICES : :

This will acknowledge Assistant Attorney General 
VinsoTi’s Keraorandua of September 30, 1966, wherein he 

" requested information with respect to the maintenance of 
: . Bureau indices which will permit a deternination as to 

whether persons of interest to the Department were subject 
of the Bureau's electronic coverage. • y* ■ '

■ With respect to Mr. Vinson’s inquiry, it is pointed 
‘ out that the maintenance of tlese indices ±s a mechanical andr;

. clerical function which it is not felt is particularly germane 
to the Department’s purposes. It is believed sufficient to 
know that tmon ** . thp Rnrnan will sr; n
reasonable length of time be able to provide the Department 

’ ■ trith information as to whether or not a given person..was 
overheard, was present or was referred to.an-any conversation 

. :covered by one of the Bureau’s devices. *. / . _ ■

■ • .• \ - Slay I again suggest that Mr. Vinson feel free to
'• contact Mr. DeLoach in the event any discussion is desired • 
-relative to this matter. . ■■ . ‘ .. . . . -A •

1 '« The Deputy Attorney General . ’

1 - Mr. Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
. . *' Assistant Attorney General -

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside pour Committee. Vs use is limited to offiya' p weedings by 
yotir Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the exi)ress approval of the FBI .

i
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. OPTIONAL 'OXM no. 10 * 5010-106, mat W62%OiriON ■ .
G5AGtN.>t(G NO. 27 j „ ’

' U UTED STATES GOVEmBiENT

Memorandum
70 C. D. DeLoach ’ DATE: 10/4/66

ROM : W. C. Sullivan • _ ’

UBJECtQjtcpophoj^ AND TELEPHONE ‘ ’
. SURVEILLANCES " “ =

In accordance with the Director’s instructions, 
there is attached a teletype to all field offices which have 

’ had microphone and telephone surveillances at any time since 
’ January, 1960. ■ ’

The teletype instructs, that by JO/31/66, each, office 
< is to transmit to the Bureau names of all individuals whose 
voices have been monitored through a microphone installation 
’or through a telephone surveillance operated by the office 
at any time since 1/1/60. ‘.These include all types of 
electronic devices such as ./.those carried on a person or in a 
cara The review is not to be limited to subjects of instant 

1 surveillance but is to include any and all individuals whose 
/conversations, however slight, were monitored.

. In order to make certain that every individual’s
name is submitted to the Bureau,1 field offices are being '
instructed to review all microphone and telephone surveillance 
logs and records. Thereafter, a 3 by 5 card must be prepared 
.on each person whose voice was monitored. The cards will show 
the name of the individual monitored, the initial date of 
monitoring, and the identity of the subject on whom the 
■installation was placed, plus identity of the office.

If a voice was monitored through a particular 
installation on more than one occasion, only one card need 
be submitted; however, if the voice was monitored through 
more than one installation, a separate card must be submitted 
.identifying each installation. Those pertaining to criminal 
^investigations will be sent to the 
^Director J. H. Gale and all others

attention of Assistant 
to me.

• Each office is to advise the Bureau by airtel every
Friday the progress being made and the v estimated time of

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside yo-'r Committee. I’s use i United to officia' proceedings by 
your Committee- and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Momorai^dum to Mr* DeLoach
Re: MICROPHONE AND TELEPHONE

. SURVEILLANCES

completion* Thereafter, offices having current telephone 
and microphone surveillances will submit to the Bureau siv- 
Friday names of additional individuals monitored*

This matter will be closely followed and you will 
be aavised of progress being made to comnlete this project 
by 16/31/66*

RECOMMENDATION;

The attached teletype Jbe sent to all offices having 
had microphone or telephone surveillances since 1/1/60*

- 2 -
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10/21/6S

J

Airtel

?q: -All SACs _________ ....
I ’ *’
feoas Director rBI,

AUD TELEPHONE

j ReButel of 1O/5/GS instructing that the Bureau

bo furnished indos cards containing certain information, ; 
such as annos of all individuals vhoso voices have been I 
monitored sine© 1/1/GO through microphone installations ’ I 

. or telephone surveillances, /
I

! It has been noted that several of the offices
'v?aiuh miv« aub^itted cards failed to sot forth on the

| card the name of the office involved, Offices receiving

•: this conmraicatiaa nah© certain that the office is
; identified on each card, 
J

! -In th© event you find that retention of a duplicate :
s card may be of value to your office, you are authorised । 
| to establish an indices of such cards. It is to bo noted !
I such an indices would be a means ©i ready reference to i 
! these offices which have currently in use telephone :

i surveillances, since nur.es of individuals monitored in I 
• the future can be checked against cards in your possessioni 
i to determine if the Bureau has been previously furnished &j 
| card,. ••■.....

, • in res"^"’' -o 'I''""*" reqv^t and in for dissemi-
This document is .. ,,^Medings by
nation, outside man nJt be disclosed tounadtiioi'ized person
your Committee and t-M cn-^.i
nel without the express approval of the 1 BI .
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:OFUONAl fQRM.HO. 1$ X MJQ-104
MAT 1942 eOITION f
r 5A GCH. MG. NO. 27

UNITED STATES GOV^JMENT

Memorandums
To : Mr. De Load}

1

from' <"X H/ Gkie''

date: November 10, 1966

.SUBJECT:, microphone, and.telephone .surveillances :
.• . . • • .• » • ■ • ' . • ■ * ’ * ’ • *

In connection with problems arising out of past 
electronic surveillance coverage of individuals now under 
prosecution, or against whom prosecution is being contem
plated, the Department, as you know, made a general request 
that we establish an "early warning system" in the form of 
;an... index or other administrative device to enable a check 
to be made to determine if we have so monitored the voices 
of such individuals. The Department was advised that we 
had such a system in operation.

In line with the Department’s requirements, this 
iindex, which is now in operation, is made up of names of 
^individuals whose voices were monitored by microphone 
isurveillances, technical surveillances, or other similar 
|electronic listening devices since.January, 1960.

As you know, the Department has recently forwarded 
f | a list of 151 names of individuals currently of prosecutive 

M interest in the Tax Division, with, a request that these names. 
; i be checked through our index to determine if they were the 
5, subjects of direct electronic surveillance coverage; whether 
Ian individual in question appears on any records, logs, notes, 
memoranda, et cetera, either as a participant in conversations 
overhe ard, or as a person mentioned or discussed.

This new and belated category introduced by the Tax 
]* Division will require additional work on the part of the field 
|jin order that references in this category can be added to the 
Unames already included'in the index so as to answer any future 
jjinquiries from the Tax Division. It should be noted that the 

Criminal Division has never required any information concerning 
the names of persons mentioned in microphone logs and has always 
satisfied themselves with information concerning those whose con
versations were actually recorded. This new request- a-ppaa-i^rto

Enc.
This gocmat is WX 
nation ovtsic e yoi-'i • ■■ - ■ ( ‘ ?

approval of FBI . .

I

■ roav.est and '’X for dissemi-
... i -"v'T’d to o-fi'ia p ocecdinys oy 
nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^

CONTINUED - OVER
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Memorandum to Mr. DeLoach
Re: Microphone and Telephone Surveillances

\ ” ' * * *................................. •" ■ ‘  ...................................... '

{ i be an additional example of the Tax Division going far beyond 
} |what is required by the courts or even by another division of 

J the Department. Nevertheless, in order to answer any inquiries 
: ialong this line with the dispatch desired,- it will be necessary 
i । to include in oui* index the names of persons mentioned in 

’ microphone logs.

Attached is a communication to the field divisions
I jinvolved, alerting those offices to this additional requirement 

on the part of the Tax Division and instructing those offices 
ijto prepare index cards on individuals who are mentioned in 
^monitored conversations.

I The field is being instructed to use a certain amount
< of common sense in recording names in this category inasmuch as 
there are literally thousands of instances in which a subject 
covered engages in completely inconsequential conversations in 
which he may mention the name of a third party. Examples of 
this w'ould be instructions to a maid or servant to get in 
touch with a particular merchant or serviceman to handle menial 
errands such.as handling dry cleaning, getting a car washed and 

like situations. Where a name is mentioned in this way, no
. purpose is served by including it in this index. We are, of
«course, following the Director’s instructions in connection 
with furnishing everything of possible pertinence to the 
Department and allowing Department personnel, not FBI personnel, 
determine if it is relevant.

ACTION:

Attached for your a,pproval is an airtel to offices 
involved in the compilation of this index, instructing that 
cards also be prepared on all individuals who are mentioned 
or discussed in monitored conversations, except those in the 
completely inconsequential category cited above, in addition 
to names of individuals already being included as those whose 
voices have been monitored.

- 2 -
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t «>; '.Au - L*>V? .-•..‘1:1^10/6Q<./,.vr.>.v.;>-

Alltel. ..

<?•..

To: SAC?Sj Albany Denver Miami Mahmoud
Albuquerque Doti’oit Milwaukee St. Isouis
Atlanta Houston Minneapolis San Antonio
Baltimore Sndisuiapolis Newark San Diego •
Birmingham Jackson New Haven San Francisco
Boston Jaeksonville How Orxoans San Juan
Buffalo Kansas City New York City Savannah
Charlotte 1ms Vegan Norfolk Souutlo
Chicago Bittle Hock Oklahoma City Springfield
Cincinnati Los Angeles Philadelphia Tampa
Cleveland Louisville Phoenix Washington Meld

I, Dallas Memphis ..... . Pittsburgh . . ..... .-. -

Director, "

AB TSy^xO^S StBWZXAKOES' • .................-]

BeMel 10/5/66 and Buairtol 10/21/66.

i- — •- In ceaneetiQB with probloas arising cat ©f past electronic "'i 
sujsvolllm'iQQ coverage of individuals now under prosecution , ot against] 
whom prasseutiGH is being contenplated, tho Department a ;
gQzazal request that w establish a moans of quiekly enabling a 
cheek to d^tcraino if mg have meaitorod tho voiced of an individual
in question by electronic surveillance s Sn line with the Popart- 

.moat’s rosuiremeuts, appropriate instructions wore issued in 
'referenced communications.

Since the issuance of the original instructions., th© 
Department has fercadoned its request for a review of this isSex 
and raw desires to know also if tho individual of prosecutive 
•interest in question appears in cur records as a person mentioned 
or discussed in monitored conversations, though not hinself 

■necessarily a paz’tzcipant in such conws’satiansu therefore# it
i ~

This docvr.ient is pr'']y!rcd tcsT:' io --j- request and is •■■■it for dissemi
nation outside ro'.-r ^r-mhfee. I fisei i'nfJzd to officii p oceedings by 
your Committee and :~;o c-'-K\crt may nut be diselosed to unauthorized person^ 
net without the ex-prass -ayp'eoval of the FBI .
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Airtcl to Albany
Eo: Hicrcphono and ^el^hone Survoillances

.. . -. •......% •. ■ > ............ j-. ■ »••• ■'’ •■■ • ’■• ..............................* — •
will bo. necessary that you submit cards also on all individuals in 
tiA-. X-t. •/ b'C ~ G z* uC.;,J , tV. .vhObb/ w.li4*.wVf A La A-i-O JA— C LaZ.dlOCl
or disouasod in mcuitorod conversation:.!, though suoh inclvihaals 
may personally Micro any oi our electronic
surveillances*

In completing this phase ©£ the project,-offices must 
use a certain amount of common sense in recording names in this 

as tMro literally thousands ci instances 
in which a Embjuot covered engagOis in completely inconsequential 
eonvorsatiens in which to may mezitioc tize anue cl a third party» 

o£ this would be a subject eresgins in cowc'rsatio'ns 
in which he mcntivjAS the name ol’ a biox’shaut or a oorvioeaau with 
r-sgard to hair.ilij.ig his thry cleaning, running an erreudj, or getting 
his car washed* bhoro a nnuo Sis sxrationocl in this way, no ijursoso 
is sowed by including it in this indo.^* hhore any doubt arises, 
it should be resolved in i'aws? ol dacZiuding the name in euosiloa 
in the ind'32£<j

This additional phase oS th© project should be completed 
by XSAu/cG*
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.11/15/66 . - ■ •
SAC LETTER 66-72 . . '

(G) TECHNICAL AND MICROPHONE SURVEILLANCES -USE OF 
INFORMATION FROM ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN CRIMINAL PROSE
CUTIONS — The Acting Attorney General by memorandum 493 dated 
November 3, 1966, has transmitted to all United States Attorneys 
instructions to be alert as to each prosecutive case for evidence that 
might be tainted because of the use of electronic devices during the. 
investigation. The instructions require that in the event the United 
States Attorney believes that there has been wire tapping or other 
electronic surveillance touching a particular case, he is required to

11/15/66
SAC LETTER 66-72' '

document is prepared in Tespr'”'” to
•nation ouiiddc go'er ‘Coymi’■ ec.
your Committee and the. content may wt 
nel without tl}& express ■ approval of the

■.i-vy request awl is rot for dissemi- 
i- ’’mided to official proceedings by 
be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
FBI . -

. • >■
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immediately notify Mr. J. Waller Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General, 
Internal Security Division.

With reference to this subject matter the Bureau is currently 
handling numerous requests from-the Department to-check the na'mesof 
various subjects against the special indices set up at the Bureau on all 
persons who have been subject of any FBI electronic surveillance. It 
is expected that any cases questioned by the United States Attorneys 
and referred to Mr. Yeagley will be given the same examination on the 
request of the Department.

Although instructions to the United States Attorneys by the 
Acting Attorney General do not specifically require contact with the 
various investigative agencies at the field levelz it is quite likely that 
some of our field offices will receive inquiries from the United States 
Attorneys. In case such inquiries are received by field offices requesting 
that information obtained from electronic surveillances be" furnished,’ the 
Bureau should be immediately advised of the request and all’pertinent 
details. No response should be made to the United States Attorneys in 
such instances without prior Bureau authorization. This procedure is 
necessary in view of the possibility that the subject of a case may have 
been in some way covered by an electronic surveillance in a field office 
not participating in investigation of the prosecutive case in question.
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: . ine instructions iSsuckrto~tncmD^ micmieyt>njy me

• • Acting Attorney Gen U are as follows:
’’You will re^l that in May 1966 the Depar^ent advised the 

Supreme Court of facts relating to the case of Black v. United States, 
October Term, 1965, No. 1029. Its memorandum in that case stated 
in pertinent part:

’Notwithstanding the Department of Justice's conclusion 
that the monitoring of conversations between petitioner and 
his attorney had no effect upon his conviction or the fairness- 
of his trial, we have no doubt that in the circumstances 
outlined above petitioner is entitled to a judicial determination. 
We also recognize that petitioner has standing to raise, in a 
district court, the question whether other conversations (i. e., 

.’conversations not involving an attorney-client relationship)

which were overheard as a result of the listening device 
installed in his suite furnished any leads‘or evidence 
in his case. At an appropriate hearing, the government 
proposes to submit all of the facts upon which a full 
judicial determination can be made. ’

LUJ.CilL A1J.U.OI lie * t-J. 11A V V-KJ VACjU-t V

case which includes evidence illegally obtained or the fruits of that 
evidence. No investigation or case of that character shall go forward 
until such evidence and all of its fruits have been purged and we are in 
a position to assure ourselves and the court that there is no taint or 
unfairness. We must, also, scrupulously avoid any situation in which 
an intrusion into a confidential relationship would deny a fair hearing 
to a defendant or person under investigation.

■ ■ ’’For this reason we are in the process of requesting each 
investigative agency concerned to review its files in order to determine 
whether there has been wiretapping or electronic surveillance touching 
a particular case or matter. We are making a similar review of cases 
and matters pending in the Department. You will be informed im
mediately whenever a case or matter in your office is found to fall 
in this category. . I

’’Many matters are referred directly to your offices by'the 
investigating agencies. Special attention must be given to these. But, 
it is imperative that you and your assistants'’ make every effort to 
ascertain whether any cases, now pending or hereafter received, present 
the problem of wiretapping or electronic surveillance. No single means 
of checking is infallible but you should keep in mind that the same 
person or matter may have been investigated by several Federal or 
State agencies and the information supplied to you may in fact come 
from more than one source. You should be particularly attentive 
to those cases which involve, directly or indirectly, hard core elements 
of organized crime.
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**It is, of course, the very rare case--one out of thousands-- 
in which you will encounter the problem to which this memorandum is 
addressed. The problem will arise in cases in which some investigation 
was conducted prior to July, 1965. Present practice,. adopted in July 
1965 in confirmity with the policies declared by President Johnson on

June 30, 1965.for the entire Federal establishment, prohibits the 
installation of listening devices in private areas (as well as the 
interception of telephone and other wire communications) in all 
instances other than those involving the collection of intelligence 
affecting the national security. The specific authorization of the 
Attorney General must be obtained ill VM/** V V* this
exception is invoked. Intelligence data so collected will not be 
available for investigative or liti’gative. purposes.

"If you have any reason whatever to believe that there has 
been wiretapping or electronic surveillance touching a particular case, 
you should immediately notify Mr. J. Walter Yeagley, Assistant 
Attorney General, Internal Security Division, so that further inquiry 
mayo be pursued by the Department."
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HOUSTUDY/SENSTUDY “JUNE” ENCLOSURE PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FORM

1

RE - HOUSTUDY 62-116464-/V X
OR '

SENSTUDY* 62-116395-

NOTE: THIS IS A PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FOR A XEROX COPY/COPIES OF

"JUNE” MAIL THAT WAS INCLUDED IN COPIES OF FBI DOCUMENTS 

FURNISHED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL BY MEMO/LETTER ’ '

DATED ~ II - 75 IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST(S) MADE BY EITHER ■

THE U. S. SENATE OR HOUSE•SELECT COMMITTEES ON INTELLIGENCE. 

THE COPY/COPIES OF THE "JUNE” MAIL DATED AS INDICATED BELOW 

HAS/HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THIS ENCLOSURE MATERIAL TO BE . 

FILED IN THE APPROPRIATE HOUSTUDY OR SENSTUDY "JUNE" FILE 

INDICATED ABOVE, LOCATED IN THE SPECIAL FILE ROOM OF THE 

RECORDS SECTION.• ’ ‘
*

DATE^S) ’OF MAIL: l-.ll~L~l ' ;:

REMOVED BY: (a )  BATE REMOVED: 5-/7"
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G'zj ♦ F*. A/'q A 'I -i,-t Z Birmingham ~ Enc, (2) 
Boston ~ Enc . (2) . „ 
Buffalo - Sue. (2) 
Butte ~ Enc. (2). •_ 
Charlotte ~ Enc. (2)

?rom Director, EBI

~v,v~, a >'.? »•**•«•».’.tv -j w^et zWMmTvm*??

The Department .of Justice, pursuant to their program 
to chock names of individuals under prosecution or being 
considered for prosocstio?;, er already convicted and 
inc.urceratod after //sacral prosecution, to determine if those 
individuals wore. involved in any electronic surveillance 
conducted by this Bureau, is. submitting requests to tho Bureau’ 
by letter-. . • ' - ,.

Those requests' a??e being received primarily from 
the Department’s Tux Division and Criminal-Division, and each 
require ansvors to guidolinos previously submitted that 
differ in tho nature of response- necessary. Guidelines for 
response to inquiries from the Tax Division are sot forth in 
Department letter dated lO/C-Vuu, captioned, ’’Organised Crims ; 
and hnszotporiag Cases Bonding in The Ta;: Division,” a copy 
of which is enclosed and will hereafter be referred to as 
Exhibit A. ' . '

Tho inquiries originating ixi the Criminal Division 
arc io bo answered in accordance with tho guidelines as sot 
forth inDopartmoat letter dated 12/2/uG captioned, "Electronic 
Ewvcillaneo Information Coquests,” and its attachment dated 
11/2/db, copies of which are enclosed and will hereafter be 
ref owed to as Exhibit D»

This document is prepared in res?™^ Io request and is not jor dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Airtcl to Albany
Ke: Department Inquiries Concerning 

Electronic Surveillance Coverage

Instructions emanating from the Bureau in seeking ■ 
response to future Department inquiries pertaining to this 
subject matter will direct the field to respond in accordance 
with the guidelines of either Exhibit A or Exhibit B. Tour 
response must be in accordance with instructions to facilitate 
the Bureau’s response to the Department and to insure compliance 
with their specific inquiry.

~ 2 —
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4-?' 6') .. ....

’ UNITED STATES GOVET ^pNT

Memorm
to : Mr. J, Edgar Hoover 

Director ■
....... ..........F.edera.1.Bureau of...Iny.estigatipn

frqw/): Mitchell Rogovin

■ v .’''Assistant Attorney--General- 

Tax Division

RTMENT OF JUSTICE

date: October 24, 19 6 6

A.

subject:

Organized Crime and Racketeering cases 
pending in the Tax Division,

• As has been discussed with Mr. DeLoach, we are 
anxious to obtain information regarding the possibility 

that tainted evidence has inadvertently been used by 
us in the prosecution of criminal tax cases, or exists 

in cases currently being considered by us for prosecu- 
tion. Under the assumption that if this exists at all. 
Organized Crime and Racketeering cases are the most 
|likely source, the attached list relates to criminal 

leases pending in the Tax Division which appear to be 

Organized Crime Drive matters. Some of these matters 

are currently under consideration as to whether prosecu

tion should he undertaken* som^ rpfprrp.fl to
the United States Attorneys for prosecutive action; some 
are the subjects of indictments, and a few are pending 

on appeal.

|| It is requested that the names on the- attached list 

ptbe checked against the indices which you have set up in 
hrelation to electronic listening devices and you advise 
ijthis office as soon as possible whether any name on. this 

jllist appears on your indices,

'l. We wish to know: 
lx. I

a) whether the named defendant shows, up in

J your indices;

b) whether he was the direct subject 'of 

electronic surveillance; and

37^whether he appears on any recordings, 
transcripts, logs, notes, memoranda, or 
other records as a participant in con

versations overheard or as a person
mentioned or discussed.
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Iio If an individual‘s name on our list is found 

in your indices, we would like to be advised:

txaitsdf'ipt^'Iog^ 

memoranda, or report of the conversa-

b) the nature of the surveillance involved, 

the duration of the surveillance, and

•c) if any of such records are in existence 

that they all be made available to us,

IIIo If any information was obtained from elec
tronic surveillance, to your knowledge was ' 

such information communicated in any manner 

to the Internal Revenue Service? .

a) If so, to whom was the communication ’ 

■ made; when was it made, and what is 
the nature of the information com- . 
municated?

These matters are under the jurisdiction of the 

Criminal Section of the Tax Division and any questions .. 

relating to the foregoing requests can be directed to me, 

to Mr. Richard M. Roberts, Second Assistant, Tax Division, 

or Mr. Fred G. Folsom, Chief of our Criminal Section. Mr. 

Roberts and Mr. Folsom are designated as attorneys who may 
receive the information and records requested in this 

memorandum.

Attachments ’

Approved: . • .

>5^ - - s'■ ,

Ramsey Clark _____ -
Acting Attorney General
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The Director
.Federal Bureau o’ Investigation

Fred M. Vinson, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

Dacembor 2t 19^

77^ • •'

Electronic Surveillance Information Requests

It will become necessary to direct an increasing number 
* of requests to your Bureau to determine whether named subjects 

and defendants participated in or, were present at conversations 
overheard by aryelectroaic devices. Our previous memoranda 
have repeated the categories of information requested. In order 
to obviate the necessity of repeating this list of categories in the . 
future! am enclosing a sample memorandum setting forth the 
items of information required in all such requests. Henceforth 
all future memoranda from tills Division will refer to this sample 
memorandum to describe the scope of the information requested. '■

• " w^''- o •<!'’ request and.is"i-'e-e for disserni- >.do^'t ( f^dto by ■
orf ite bt-diooloiod. to'ttndtdkon^d

net without the express approval of - the £ KI . ' ■ ’ ’ . *
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY •

' November 2, 1966

!TO Director ‘
Federal Bureau of investigation ' ’ .
(Commissioner, Bureau of Narcotics^ oto.) ’ \

FROi/ i Fred M. Vinson, Jr, 
/assistant Attorney General 

: Criminal Division •

SUBJECT- ' John Doe, ’123 Fourth Street, Jersey City, New Jersey^ 
FBI #123456 (any other appropriate identifying data) .

B.
-si p!

‘ 'We anticipate that John Doe will bo indicted in the near 
future on a charge of,- ‘ ' ■ ■ ■■ ' '; •t. •

V/!. frduld you please advise us: .. . / *
■- •* *. J. » L.' . • * . • ’

.-S'
Whether the above-named individual was subject to 
electronic surveillance by your agency. •

•» c' o
iL< -

<0

Q

•S'
r

(b)

Cc)

U)

If he was, did the electronic surveillance consist 
of wiretapping or an electronic eavesdropping device.-

If ths latter, please advise us of the method of
entry utilized in the placement of the device. ’

* When, by date, did the electronic eavesdropping take 
' place and where did it occur, that is, at his home, 

‘ office or other location. ’ . .’ ’?

Whether the named individual appears to be present at, 
or a participant in, conversations overheard by any 
electronic device which are reflected in any recordings
transcripts, logs, 
any such device.

notes, memoranda or other records of

(f) If. so, and if such 
memoranda or other

recordings, transcript's, logs, notes, 
records still exist, would you please

5

a 
o

e.a .<»

•“'“make them available to us. • • •

(g) Did the information from any such device appear directly

-, or indirectly in reports made in reference to the above
.1. individual by your agency. If bo, would you please advi; 

us of ths reports in which-such information appeared and 
furnish us with copieo of those reports if you have' not
already dnno so
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-2

(h) . [To tho FBI in reference, to an IRS caoo] If any information 

* , was obtained from' electronic surveillance, to your knowledge 
was such information communicated in any manner to the

.• .Internal Revenue Service. . ■ ’

(i) [same as (h) above] If so, to whom was the communication 

: -made, when was it made, and what is.tho nature of the
information communicated. • • •* •

[Naturally, if you are aware that there is evidence in the case 

obtained by a Goldman or Rathbun type .eavesdropping device, you should make 
reference to your knowledge of it and except it from the inquiry. ]’

>1

s

’J'

A I'

• I



H0USTUDY/3ENSTUDY "JUNE" ENCLOSURE PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FORM ..... ......
' * *

- ■ ■ ■

" RE - HOUSTUDY 62-116454- 57 X
. OR .

• ■ SENSTUDY* 62-116395-

NOTE: THIS IS A PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FOR A XEROX COPY/COPIES OF

"JUNE" MAIL THAT WAS INCLUDED IN COPIES OF FBI DOCUMENTS 

■ ’ FURNISHED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL BY MEMO/LETTER

’ DATED IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST(S) MADE BY EITHER

THE U. S. SENATE OR HOUSE•SELECT COMMITTEES ON INTELLIGENCE. 

THE COPY/COPIES OF THE "JUNE" MAIL DATED AS INDICATED BELOW. 

HAS/HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THIS ENCLOSURE MATERIAL TO BE . - 

FILED IN THE APPROPRIATE HOUSTUDY OR SENSTUDY "JUNE" FILE 

INDICATED ABOVE, LOCATED IN THE SPECIAL FILE ROOM OF THE 

RECORDS SECTION.- ‘
*

DATEXS) ‘OF MAIL: ^.-^-G^_______i_  

REMOVED BY: ( x J  DATE REMOVED: 7^
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March 13, 1967

Airtel ~

Toj SAC, Albany

From; Director, FBI ■

uxbies
COKCi:BiU27G^:hi:ciBanic
SUD VbHiHilji Cjj C\ • zf.. ■- ■

Be Bureau airtel January 12, 1907..

To save transcription time and communications costs, 
till communications handling captioned inquiriuu, necessitating 
review ox special electronic indices and otter anproprinto 
records. ara to hn Mntinnnrt with onri^ wn;-* ” 'Lt’7n>” mid carry 
Bureau filo 62-313, the control file in this project. In 
addition, you axe io ie^uxv that any communication under a 
substantive or intelligence case caption, dealing with captioned 
inquiries, has a copy designated fox' Bureau filo 62-313.

Xn view of questions which have arisen regarding the 
use of the “Juno” classification in connection with those 
communications, the following guidelines are being furnished:

. ' Communications which merely make inquiry to dotei'mine
whether certain individuals have been covered by electronic 
surveillance, and contain no positive data identifying the 
individual with an electronic surveillance, or discuss the 
insults thereof, will not bo designated “Juno." Communications 
which reply to Bureau inquiries regarding such coverage, where 
Jme response is negative, would fail in this’catogoiTZ

„ P’* ’
Any communication which identifies an individual or 

individuals with electronic coverage by this Bureau, or which 
discusses the results.of an electronic surveillance, or the 
circumstances under which such a surveillance was established, 
maintained ox* discontinue^ are to carry the “June" designation.

2-A11 Other Offices

This document is prepared in respo'-- • aq y>mr request and- is for dissemi
nation ver ^'T'me^ce. I ■■ e i ”»ihed to official proceedings by
your 'Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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' ’ > March 28, 1987^
'* ■• ’ • . » ••

/ ’ ■ . • .•/••'•' ;; ■ >•■.'■' ’ I'
’ ' • v ■ . t • . ; J (.
Alltel . d" ' /• ; j

To: SAC, Albany ’ \ ■ • -• C '■

From: Director, FBI > ’ ■ ■; -

ELSUR ' . • ’
- ■ ■' 1 ■ \

Tn order to expedite handling of mail with regard to 
ELSUB mattors, all offices aro/reqaested in future communications 
to the. Bureau to mention’ths nauic of one individual about worn the 
Attorney General has inquired/ in their replies*

■■ -r. * ’ ■ ( .,' • ■ ?<• ’ ■ ■ ■
2 • All ether OHfeos A;■'

Tkif^ doc^we ’̂t iff prep'^rf'd t-P to request and is not for dissemi
nation outside vour C'mimi^ce. I ; u-'.e ’i i'mited to official proceedings by 
■^aitr Qommitice and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
niel‘w'i£')&^ Ute express approval of the FBI .

• I-
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FomrBj-lJO
<Ed. 4-26-65)'

■ UNITED STATES GOVIT > NT ' ^ARTMENT OF JUSTICE

June 3 I96q

to : Director E
.... .. . Federal. Bur.e.au of Investigation.. ; . ,.

y A 4* 1 • v ry„ ■*;,• o a ...... ,v <•_„  y. r- , ■ ’i-y

..from j Fred Mo Vinson,. Jr. ...... •■ . ■■.: -. /
Assistant ■•Attorney' General'- ? ’• ' ‘V ■
Criminal Division

subject: ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE of'
December 2, 1966 Memorandum

Reference is made to my memorandum•of December 2, 1966, 
concerning electronic surveillance. It is requested that in 
lieu of paragraph (h) the following be substituted:

If any information was obtained from electronic ■' 
surveillance, to your knowledge was such •' 

. information communicated in any manner to any 
other agency. '

daewnevt is prepared in response to -jour request and is not for dissemi- 
^tlo'v outside your Committee. Its -use is limited- io official proceedings by 
yew Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without ths express approval of the FBI . ..
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6-12-68

To Albany

From: Dire^^- FBI

DEPARTMENT INQUIRIES CONCERNING'
ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE COVERAGE

ReBuairtel to SAC, Albany, 1-12-67 with Exhibits A and B 
which were guidelines for conducting electronic surveillance checks 
furnished by the Tax and Criminal Divisions of the Department.

The guidelines fumishe’d by the Criminal Division were 
contained in Department letter dated 12-2-68 which is Exhibit B to 
referenced Bureau airtel. The Criminal Division of the Department 
has requested that paragraph H of their December 2_. 1966. letter be 
deleted, and the following substituted therefore: -

”If any information was 
obtained from electronic surveillance, to 
your knowledge was such information 
communicated in any manner to any other 
agency."

I In all future requests received by each office to conduct an
electronic surveillance check for the Criminal Division of the Department, 
you must insure the review of records is conducted to encompass the

i information set forth above. Insure the appropriate correction is made in 
the Criminal Division guidelines as furnished by Bureau airtel dated 
January 12, 1967, as described above.

[ 2 - AU Other Offices . „

This document is prepared in resp^s^ to y^'r request, and is -"^t for dissemi
nation o"tsHa yorr Committee. ' I ■■ ci Cmitcd to official proceedings by • 

— your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .

(
I
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5/2/39

Airtol

I

To: OAC, Albany -

From: Director, FBI

defaizzet ztquiizes codceeeikg
ELECTAGEIC SUEVEiLLAFCE COVERAGE

Euairtol to SAC, Albany, January 12, 1967, with Exhibits 
A and B furnished guidelines for conducting electronic surveillance 
choose for the Tax and Criminal'Divisions of the Department.

A - -- -

In view of the Supreme Court' decision on 1
in the . ' case, the Criminal Division of the
Department has revised some of the questions referred to the 
Bureau relative to individuals to be checked in our records for 
electronic surveillance coverage. A copy of a memorandum from tho 
Criminal Division dated April 13, 1939, captioned "Electronic 
Surveillance, • . ■ . is .
enclosed for each office containing a brief explanation or what 
will be required in future electronic surveillance checks. The 
significant change is contained in question (b) of the enclosed 
memorandum. 

. • t

In future electronic surveillance requests from the 
Criminal Division in line with the April 16, 1939, memorandum, 
each office, will be referred to this airtel and its enclosure as 
containing the guidelines to follow for the electronic surveillance 
.check.

Each request for electronic surveillance information 
r^toived by your office must be carefully searched through existing 
records to insure complete accuracy as to the coverage and related 
material,

‘ Also, in each reply to the Bureau containing details of
electronic■surveillance coverage on individuals checked, the 
lidoatity of the monitoring microphone must Jee.included-----—

- All Offices- Enclosure

x • r. quest ar:'1 • .or c^sscmi-
T'^^o- •. .* . ‘-'M to offidu. .. oceedings by

nel without the express approval of the FBI ,
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TO

.^ARTMENT OF JUSTICE

t
Director date:

Federal Bureau of Investigation

1
FJROM ; Will Wilson _

Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division

subject: FhKVPiTLi.ANCF.

i 
t . <

, As you know, the decision of the Supreme Court ■ •
in".........." “ , United States expanded

the concept of standing with respect to electronic sip?veillance and 
held that an individual has standing not only with respect to his own 
overheard conversations but also with respeot to'overhearings on 
premises in which he has a proprietary interest, even though he was 
not present at the time of the.conversations. Because of this decision, 
it will be necessary in future requests for electronic surveillance 
information to ascertain whether or not there was coverage on premises 
in which the subject had a proprietary interest. Accordingly, it is 
requested that you advise as to each of the individuals on the attached 
list: ; -

• (a) Whether the named individual appears to be present at, 
or a participant in, conversations overheard in any electronic surveillance 
by your agency.

(b) Whether an electronic surveillance was conducted on any 
premises of which the named individual was the owner, lessee or licensee.

(c) If the individual or the premises of which the individual 
was owner, lessee or licensee was the subject of an electronic surveillance, 
did the surveillance consist of wiretapping or an electronic eavesdropping 
device.

(d) If the latter, please advise us, of the method of entryI j 
utilized in the placement of the device^ |

(e) Was the information from any suth device disseminated in 
any manner to any other agency. If so, when and to whorj

•(f) Did the information from any such device-^penr^iuK^^^ 
or indirectly in any reports made in reference to the individual by 
your agency. If so, would you please advise us of the reports in which 
such information appeared and if the information was attributed to 'a 
“f" symbol, the designation of that symbol .in the pertinent report. *•

If your records indicate that, the individuals have used names_
'other than those indicated, please check your electronic s.urveillance 
indices with respect to the additional names..
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(E) ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCES (ELSUR) —' In connection with 
electronic surveillances, you are reminded of the absolute necessity 
that true copies of the original logs be made in connection with the 
program of furnishing logs to the Department for possible use in 
court proceedings. There must be no deletions whatsoever of any 
type markings which appear on the original logs. (

Very truly yours,

John Edgar Hoover

Director

$

I

7-1-69
SAC LETTER 69-36

This document ispre^Tod in rcsr^ •. / rraue^ .
ngaon ontsiae your CMiwltee. ' I .-^ei- i

the C°ntent r'™y nvt be disclosed ti^'' 
■ • ne^ without the express approval of the FBI .

- for dissemi-.
proceedings by 

unauthorized person^

- 4-
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Date: 7/2/69
Transmit the following in _____________________________________________ ________________________

• (Til** ‘n plaintext or code)

Via Airtel _________ ___________ ._______________________________ ’ ._______
. (Priority)- ■.

’ *• • i.__—______ r

. To: SAC, Albany - Eac/ - ■

pFroa: Director, FBI

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE ' .
UNDER TITLE III OF THS > •
O?JNIEUS Cm LIE CONTROL AND
SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968 / .

* ' * * .
Reference is made to previous correspondence to all • 

field offices concerning the maintenance of special indices 
containing names of individuals who were monitored or mentioned 

. by our electronic surveillances.

In view of the contemplated activity under tho 
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968 with regard 

. to electronic surveillance, certain instructions are being set 
forth with regard to inclusion in special indices the panes of 

. individuals monitored, etc., by court approved orders for 
electronic surveillance under the above legislation. .

It is desired that, during the tenure of any electronic
surveillance approved under the new legislation referred to
above, that tho name of each individual who was directly covered,] 
monitored or mentioned is to be included in the special indices I
nt; the Bureau and oach field office maintaining

special indices
th© electronic

surveillance. This is to be accomplished through the medlhaof 
a 3" X 5” plain blue indag size card containing the information 
as set forth in the sample card attached to this communication.

2 - All Offices - Enc

This document is prepared in -response do your.request'and-i^ not far dissent^ ■. 
1 -n, LSI C'wFter. Fs use i- 'United Unofficial proceedings by 
y^'conimi^ the content may not be-disclospd to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI-. . . , ■ . .

Sent Via M Per
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r, - . ■ 1 •. -I ■ . ■ •
/. ■' . • • : :e • < I

• » . • . . J . • • ‘

Airtel to SAC Albany , ■ . ■
------ ..Re: Electronic Surveillance ... ; . I

• ■ i ’ t '
. . i

This system will enable each office to determine .
. . electronic surveillance coverage of individuals; as in the past,

.and the blue card will be easily recognizable as coverage under
' a court approved electronic surveillance. These cards are to 

be submitted to the attention of the Special Investigative Division, 
Criminal Intelligence and Organized Crime Section, each Friday 

z in line with existing instructions. .

You will note that, as to each individual on whom a 
. • card is prepared, the card must indicate whether or not the 

individual was the subject of direct coverage, a participant in
. conversation or mentioned by others who were monitored. Only 

• . one of the last three items on the index cards should be utilized.
, - ' * *

• •• The Bureau requires only one -card in the special indices
-■ ■' . for- an individual monitored or mentioned in conversation covered •
‘ ' .by an installation. If'the individual was monitored or mentioned
■.'.’I'... . , in conversation by more than one installation, a separate card

. must ba submitted on eacn indiviauai ror each installation.

In the event an index card is forwarded, disclosing • 
an individual was mentioned in a conversation covered by an - 

. electronic device and subsequently the individual is monitored 
/ ’ by the same device, an appropriate indox card revealing this

. coverage must be forwarded. It is not necessary to list all 
dates on which he was monitored by a particular source, only the 
first date. / ' / .

, Each source will be identified as to judicial district
/. < where the court order was approved followed by a number starting

. • 'with number 1 for the first order, and each subsequent order '
. receiving one number larger. In addition, the abbreviation for. 

. the office"which obtained the court order should be utilized to
• identify the source (for example: AL NDNY 1). .

. You are reminded of the necessity to handle these sources
" • on a strictly noed-to-know basis in order to afford maximum 
' ’ security to this type of surveillance. Insure that appropriate

• administrative procedures are established for such handling.

' Keep in mind that all electronic surveillance logs
- must be properly indexed in accordance with the instructions set 

\ ' . forth in Part II, Section.3, page 4, of the Manual of.Rules and
‘ Regulations. . . . .

* ■ :• . • . J . . • . . •
. ' J ’ ’ . ’ e f.‘ • ’ < . ' • .

- ' ' ’ - 2 - ■■ " ’ , •
• * . " .
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File So.

. • • ERSONAL ATTENTION
’ • , . SAC LETTER 69-37

UNITED STATES D E I’ A RTM K-NT OE JUSTICE

FEI) E R AL B V R E A U OF I A V ESTI G ATI <> A

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20535 •

July 8, 196.9 .

(A) INDEX SYSTEMS — In an important case with great public 
interest, an individual was not identified because of the failure of 
an office to properly index a nickname.

. Recent court decisions have resulted in the public 
disclosure of electronic surveillance logs and related material 
which heretofore were confidential. The information in these 
surveillance matters is being afforded close scrutiny by the news 
media, the general public, Federal, state, and local officials; 
therefore, the importance of proper indexing has become 
increasingly significant. . .

, . Each Special Agent in Charge will be held strictly
responsible for insuring that all names, nicknames, and aliases 
appearing in electronic surveillance logs and related material 
are properly indexed in accordance with the instructions set forth 
in Part II, Section 3, page 4, of the Manual of Rules and Regulations.

Thh document is prepared in resp^^ to request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. I . use i Vmited to official proceedings bv 
your Committee and Jie content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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The Attorney General . 'July 35, 1569

* i * ’
. ■ O ' I

■’ . Director,. FBI 1° ; I ■

y __________ __ ._( | ’

DLSC^DNIC SUkVEIDLAKCS DSSCWSGHS MATTAB3 ■ ■ .
' -- , _ ._,_ .... ...—---------- -— ---------------------- ------------------ ■

■ This Bnroan is presently conducting electronic surveil~
_ ■ lance chocks for the.Department in accordance with guidelines‘
' / furnished by the Criminal and Tax - Divisions ox tho Departments

> The Criminal Division and Tax Division guidelines with
• ' respect to monitored conversations require that the FBI furnish

. instances whore the individual being checked appears to be present
at, or a participant in,conversation overboard in any electronic

. surveillance conducted by the FBI* Additionally, the Tax Division 
guidelines require instances where the individual was "mentioned 
or discussed" by others who were monitored by eldctroaic

. warveiXXaaco«

If the present x'ecuirewnts of the 
related decisions do not require ths disclosure of ^mentioi-ed or

_;discussed” references to subjects in electronic snrvc11 Lancs 
' logs, it would appear ’that unnecessary time and effort are being. 
■ utilised in compiling such information for the Tax Division,

• • In view of recent court decisions, tl?.o Criminal Division
■’ '• furnished amGudod guidulinos requiring a check of our records to^

also- determino if the being chucked hud protista ry
■ interest in promises where g\w electronic surveillance coverage 

; vjas ma intainod.

__ ’ Xu order to establish uniformity in the matter of oloc« .
........ “tronic surveillance chocks being made fox' the Depart cent, it is

' requested that the Departw.cnt advise whether the "mentionod or 
discussed*’ ruferenceis not bow required by the Criminal Division 
should continue to receive consideration for Tax Div.ision eloe«

...... ..... tronic surveillanco chocks, Farther,. pleasG advise if this
‘ • Bureau should also determine proprietary interest for rc-cue-sts

l received from th£LT&& Division as is dons in Criminal Division  
i. requests.p, ’_____ *

। . • ■
■ • ’

.. This document is prepared in response to -,/our request and is not for dissemi-
’ nation outside your Committee. Its "u-e is limited to official proceedings by

i- your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^ 
j. net without the express approval of the FBI .

] ’

* . • f
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■ ■ ■

* * . •

• ’. • • ’■ " ■ " "'; : •••; -7’ ’ • z . V ..

7^Fcxument is prepared in response togour request and is not for dissemi-' 
vrSion outside yourCommittee. : I’s use-^ lifted to offieied-proceAgs by 
I's^ir Committee and tno contend maynot be disclosed to unauthorized person-- 
wl'luzthout the express approval of the FBI ... .... . .

Airtel ’

• • ' ! 7
♦ / .

To: SAC, Newark (66-1356) .

From: Director, FBI

7/31/69

ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
UNDER TITLE 111 OF TJIE
OMNIBUS CRILIE CONTROL AND 

A SAFE STREETS ACT OF 1968

Reurairtol 7/15/69

. Your assumption to not include in the electronic
surveillance indices.fragments of names is correct since it 
would bo virtually impossible to identify these’names with 
tho subjects of an electronic surveillance check.

Tho preparation of logs should include the nnmos 
overheard by the monitoring personnel. Those names should . 
bo indexed in the electronic surveillance indices and in tho

. general office indices. Xn those instances where only 
partial name such as ’’John” is recorded the forwarding 
.indcs: card should bo held in abeyance until additional 

.’ identifying data is developed. / ■ . v . ■

a 
of an
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• .For.n Oj-150 ............... .
UM. -t-2u-r>5) )

UNITED STATES GO^pNMENT

' 'Memorandum
7

to : Mr. J. Edgar Hoover ’ ,, date: AUG/V-'njg—
Director ' ^0^ , J

.Federal Bureau of Investigation ■ . . . ’ . J

from frohphre M. Walters • ■ ’ • ■ j
. ^sistant Attorney-General ■ j

Tax Division; i :

subject: Electronic Surveillance Disclosure Matters’ 1
' ■ I - \ '

Reference is made to your July 25, 1969, memorandum’ *

•to the Attorney General noting that, in view of recent coui " 
’decisions, the Criminal Division has amended its guidelines ’ '

for use in checking the Bureau's electronic.surveillance 
indices. You note that the Tax Division guidelines require 
checks of-/‘'mentioned or discussed" references whereas they ; ' 

are not required by the Criminal Division. j

The Tax Division has- reviewed this and determined that 

it no longer will require the “mentioned or discussed" 
references. We would like to have the information submitted 

in rpsnonsp to our future surveillance check reauests conform j 

to the guidelines of the Criminal Division, including the 

‘information relating to whether the individual checked had 

‘a proprietary interest in the premises surveilled.

We appreciate your calling this difference in procedure 
to our attention and we are happy to conform procedures in this 

way.

cc: The Attorney General j

:• request and is not for dissemi- 
:'ratted to official proceedings bi?This docv^t is prepared in re^ - o i 

nel without the express approval of the i< Bl .
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8/13/69 ■ •

To: SAC, Albany . " I , ' ' \
s •

From: Director, FBI .

DEPARTMENT INQUIRIES concerniitg"27^^o

DcBuairtol to SAC, Albany dated Blay 2, 1969, which" 
’furnished now guidelines for electronic surveillance checks 
conducted for the Criminal Division of the Department.

In view of a recent procedural change to create 
uniformity in electronic surveillance checks conducted for the 
Department, the Tar. Division of the Department. no lo'ngei' 
requires "mentioned or discussed" references resulting from 
eloctx'oxxic surveillance’-checks. Effective immediately all. 
electronic surveillance chocks conducted at the request of tho 
Tax Division will bo' in accoraance with the- ^uldc-llncs sot for 
in Criminal Division memorandum dated April 16, 1969. This 
memorandum was furnished to all offices as an enclosure with 
Bureau' airtel to SAC, Albany dated May 2, 1969.

Insure that all employees in your office handling 
electronic surveillance checks are made aware of this change.

2 - All Offices

document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemp- 
Its w Mod to official proceed^

your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unaatnorized person 
nel without the express approval of the FBI .



To: SAC, Albany

- Eren: Director, EBI

MICROPHONE AND TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCES

ReButel 10/5/36, and Buairtel 11/10/66, both 
captioned as above. |

r i
Recent procedural changes to create uniformity in j

electronic surveillance checks for the Department have eliminated;
"mentioned or discussed” references. This was the subject of i 
discussion in Buairtel to all offices dated 3/13/69, captioned i 
"Department Inquiries Concerning Electronic Surveillance Coverage.

In view of this it will no longer be necessary to /
submit cards for the Bureau’s special indices containing names r 
■of individuals who were "mentioned or discussed" by others in ■ 
■.the orosence of our electronic surveillance sources. ' /

This change does not in any way relieve., your office of 
.the responsibility to index electronic surveillance material • 
in accordance with existing instructions. ./.... >-4.1____ e---- ------—i

2 - All Offices

respn^p''This document is prepared fa <
nation outside your Comm^-tee. '' r ■ ..vof Z™’, r.^ssi and is not for dissemi-
S^Stl^'the tke CWtQnt ^tiosedt^^ bv 

ntliout the express, approval of the FBI . °S^ to Unaiib^°nzed person-
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CUIOHAl fJtM HO. 10 . ‘
*JAT IH>tOrtlOH **. 1
OiA OtM. *10. HO. if _ ~

UNITED STATES GOVE *# ENT

Memorandum
o

[<OM

: Mr. Cleveland date: October 23, 1974

0

jbject: MICROPHONE AND • 
TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCES ■

?. . The attached airtel to all field offices contains instructions which
‘ will supersede previous instructions set forth concerning the maintenance of 

the special indices containing the names of individuals who were subject of
■. ■ '’direct electronic surveillance coverage or monitored by an electronic
• surveillance. . . * .

■ . . This airtel instructs-that henceforth all offices who use microphone
- • • and/or telephone surveillances in criminal and national security investigations

’ will submit to FBIHQ. as well as maintain in their own office special indices, 
. . the names of all individuals who.are the subject of direct electronic surveillance

. coverage or monitored by an electronic surveillance by Friday of each week.

\ ' . A 3x5 white index card will be used in the maintenance of this
. • special indices in national security investigations and a 3x5 blue index card in 

. criminal cases. These cards will show the name of the individual identified,
■ • identity of source, and date of direct or monitored coverage. The cards will

Vr'be submitted to the attention of the Special Investigative Division, Criminal
-■ Intelligence and Organized Crime Section. The cards will be submitted by 
■ airtel each Friday under the caption ’’Microphone and Telephone Surveillances, ” 
• V. The name on each card enclosed with the airtel should be listed in the body of

V the airtel. .

• '• - " We require only one card in the special indices for an individual
■ : . who was subject of direct electronic surveillance coverage or monitored in a , 
■ ‘ conversation by an installation. If the individual Was monitored ina conversa- ’

. tion by more than one installation,, a separate card must be submitted on eXbh.
. .. individual on each instaHatA. ! .

This docvwit is pre; respci-: .o •auest and is not for dissemi-
'ted to official proceedings byr vovr Con^'-tce. I s -ise i t mcea to opncia- pvocewwy* w 

rnrmntfee aii-d the 'content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
nation o*!is tee. Fs •ise i
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Memorandum to Mr. Cleveland ■ ■ ■ ...
' Re: Microphone and Telephone Surveillance ■ 

■ ■*. • ♦ - «
■• Henceforth, when an application for court-approved electronic 

surveillance is being prepared by a field office for a telephone and/or ■ • 
: microphone surveillance, a blue card should also be prepared and submitted

on each individual on whom the application is being prepared, that is to say,
: the principals, along with the initial submission of the application to FBIHQ

for filing in the special indices at FBIHQ. ■ ’

'f ’ Each field office is also being requested to review their prioz1 i
’ court-approved electronic surveillances and promptly furnish FBIHQ a 3x5 .

’ : blue card on each principal for filing in the special indices.

. . .; ’ Each office is reminded of the necessity to comply with existing
/ ‘ - Bureau policy and request a search of the FBIHQ special indices regarding .

" " ■: all the principals in their application for a court-approved electronic surveil- 
: - lance prior to the submission of same to FBIHQ, . • ’ .

. FBIHQ is also receiving an increasing number of requests from
p'- \ the Department for electronic surveillance information on individuals appearing

■’ -before Federal Grand Juries dr defendants in criminal prosecutions. Therefore, 
p; 7 ■ ‘ ' it is imperative the special indices at FBIHQ contain the names of individuals 
p p- • - who were monitored in conversations covered by our electronic surveillances 
’ ‘ - ■’ ’ and be current. . '

• p •’ ' ■ All SAC^ are reminded of the necessity to handle the sources on
; . p- a need-to-know basis in order to afford maximum security for tills type of

■ • ■ •- surveillance. Compliance with these instructions must be closely foHowed.

x"'" ’ This matter was coordinated with
’ Intelligence Division. . . •

' / :7 RECOMMENDATION: ■ ■ y r - ' p ...... .

■ . • • ' • That the attached airtel to all offices be sent.
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airtel

10/25/74

To: SAC, Albany .

From: Director, FBI

MICROPHONE AND •
TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCES

This airtel supersedes all previous instructions set forth by 
FBIHQ concerning the maintenance of the special indices containing

/• names of individuals who were subject of direct electronic surveillance 
coverage or monitored by an electronic surveillance.

> •

All offices who currently or will in the future use microphone 
—j... __arid telephone surveillances in criminal and national security investiga- 

tions, will submit to FBIHQ, as well as maintain in their own office
C7JJQVJ.C1<* VI137 11CU Mg Q CW A *14VU t ua*v w* v v-

electronic surveillance .coverage or monitored by an electronic survail-
• lance by Friday of each' week.

A 3x5 white index card will be utilized in the maintenance of 
this special indices in national security investigations using the authority 

, of the Attorney General of the United States. A 3x5 blue index card will 
■ • be utilized in criminal cases involving the authority in Title HI of the

■ Omnibus Crime Control.and Safe Streets Act of 1968. Both these cards 
should have the name of the individual identified, identity of source, and 
date of direct or monitored coverage. See the attached samples of both 
special indices cards. Ths use of a blue card in court-approved 
electronic surveillances makes for easy recognition in the special indices

/ Enclosure
2 - All Offices (Enclosure) ' J •

This document is prepared in resp^- t0 request and is not for dissent 
nation outside pour Committee. Its use « United to of^ci^ v -oceedinas bn 
your Committee ana the content may not be disclosed io unauthorized perso^ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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: Airtel to Albany . .
Re: Microphone and Telephone Surveillances

1
( 
j

‘ at FBIHQ and each field office. All cards are to be submitted to the ' 
attention of the Special Investigative Division, Criminal Intelligence and 
Organized Crime Section- The cards will ba submitted by airtel each

. Friday under the caption ’Microphone and Telephone Surveillances. ” Ths . 
name on each card enclosed with the airtel should be listed in ths body of 
the airtel. ’ ’ • . .

On each individual on whom a card is prepared, the card must 
’ .Indicate whether or not the individual was the subject of direct coverage or 

; monitored. Only one of the last two items on the index cards should bo used.
I

' " We require only one card in the special indices for an Individual 
' who was subject of direct electronic surveillance coverage or monitored in 

• a conversation by an installation. If the individual was monitored in a
■ conversation by more than one .installation, a separate card must be sub* 

matted on each individual for each installation. :
r / *

• . Henceforth, when an application for a court-approved electronic
■. surveillance is being prepared by a field office for a telephone and/or :
. ' microphone' surveillance, a blue card should also be prepared and submitted ' 

on each individual on whom the application is being prepared, Le., the
; principals, along with your initial submission of the application to FBIHQ.
v for filing in the special indices at FBIHQ. Seo the attached sample of this 

blue card. ' .

• In addition, each field office having had a prior court-approved
electronic surveillance or surveillances should immediately review each

. individual application and submit a 3x5 blue card on each principal. ■
. Promptly forward these cards by airtel to FBIHQ under the individual case 

caption listing the names of the principals in the body of the airtel. .

■ ‘ You are also/remlnded that Bureau policy requires a search of
the FBIHQ special indices regarding all the principals in your application ■

• . for a court-approved electronic surveillance prior to the submission of
: same to FBIHQ, A statement Is required in your application showing the

- results of this search. ■ ■ . „• 7 ■ • •• ■ I

i’- v ’ •, Av
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. Alltel to Albany 5 ' \ • - .
.. Ro: Microphone and Telephone Surveillances । . I .

•. ■ ' : H - '

. FBIHQ is also receiving an increasing number of requests
from the Department for electronic surveillance information on individuals

, appearing before Federal Grand Juries or defendants in criminal prosecu-’
' ' tions. Therefore, it is imperative that the special indices at FBIHQ

• contain names of individuals who were monitored in conversations covered
: by our electronic surveillances and be current, ' . ’ .

' You are reminded of the necessity to' handle these sources on
. , . " a strictly need-to-know basis in order to afford maximum security to this

’ type of surveillance. Insure that appropriate administrative procedures
. ; ■ are established in these matters. Your submission of special indices

. • cards to FBH1Q will be closely followed... .. .

indexed in accordance with instructions set forth in Part H, Section 3, 
Page 4 of the Manual of Rules and Regulation. ■ ’■ 7

- ' ‘ ‘ ‘ *------- »»--- s — --- *.-----M k*
* _ , RUViCUlAVUJW Uiu VO44iia»VU AVfjo 4UUOV ww



NAME iLAST NAME FIRST

Source: AL NDNY 1

(Blue Card)

Bufile:

Direct Coverage - (Date)

Participant - (Date)

NAME (LAST NAME FIRST)

Principal Title III

Source: AL NDN Y 1

NAME (LAST NA?AE FIRST)

Source: AL 1000 - S or R

Bufile:

Direct Coverage - (Date)

Participant - (Date)

(Blue Card)

(White Card)



Mr. W. R. Wannall

A. B. Fulton

MICROPHONE AND TELEPHONE
SURVEILLANCES .

• Memorandum J. Keith to Mr. Cleveland, captioned as 
above, dated 10/23/74 recommended an airtel to all offices which 
instructed each field division maintaining; a Title ill oi' a national 
security electronic surveillance to submit by close of business each 
Friday an index card on each person who was the subject of direct 
electronic surveillance coverage and each individual monitored by 
such coverage.

■ - ■ PuiWuailt to iiibtraciions by the Bureau, these Curds are
Submitted by cover airtel which lists the names of the indivictuals 
contained on the cards. -

■ ‘ INTO feels the transmission of this list in open Bureau 
mail could compromise security of certain sensitive investigations 

•" and that the above procedure should be amended to prevent the 
listing of those persons surveilled and those persons overheard in 
an open communication. ■ ,

INTO recommends that as a security measure, current
’ instructions bo amended and that the inventory of the names of 

persons overheard or subjected to electronic surveillance be 
included in the enclosure with the index cards and the cards and

. inventory list be submitted by cover airtel merely stating that the 
enclosures are being forwarded pursuant to Bureau instructions.

^Enclosure

■ :i CONTINUED - OVER
' . ,, and is vat for dissemv-

’ This docent is i to official proceedings by
nation oatside l'O<"\ m not bo disclosed to unanthmsed, poison

. o/ «•,w •

. ROUTE IN ENVELOPE
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wa:
Re: Microphone and Telephone 

. Surveillances

RECOMMENDATION7:

That the attached amendment to existing instructions be 
approved and reproduced £or transmission to all lie Id offices. 

•

- 2 -

........
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H0U3TUDY/SENSTUDY "JUNE” ENCLOSURE PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FORM

e . ■ e .

" RE - HOUSTUDY 
OR 

. . SENSTUDY?

NOTE: THIS IS A PERMANENT CHARGE OUT FOR A XEROX COPY/COPIES OF

"JUNE" MAIL THAT WAS INCLUDED IN COPIES OF FBI DOCUMENTS 

' ’ FURNISHED TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL BY MEMO/LETTER

’ DATED ?-)) -75 IN RESPONSE TO REQUEST(S) MADE BY EITHER 

THE U. S. SENATE OR HOUSE•SELECT COMMITTEES ON INTELLIGENCE. 

THE COPY/COPIES OF THE "JUNE" MAIL DATED AS INDICATED BELOV/ 

HAS/HAVE BEEN REMOVED FROM THIS ENCLOSURE MATERIAL TO BE . 

FILED IN THE APPROPRIATE HOUSTUDY OR SENSTUDY "JUNE" FILE

• INDICATED ABOVE, LOCATED IN THE SPECIAL FILE ROOM OF THE

RECORDS SECTION.• '
*

DATE{S) ’ OF MAIL: ~7 V__________;i 

REMOVED BY: (jJ  DATE REMOVED: 7~/7~7L
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w.

VI. INVESTIGATION OF KU KLUX KLAN 
AND OTHER HATE GROUPS



u •

’ UNITED STATES GC RNMENT

■ 'Memorandum

ROM

*^R. JOLSON , DATE: July30, 1964

J. H. GA

INVESTIGATION OF KU KLUX KLAN AND OTHER HATE
Groups ' . * '” •

. has proposed that the development of informants' in the Ku Klux 
Klan (KKX) and other hate groups as well as the investigation ano penetration of these 
organizations from an inteUigence standpoint be transferred from the General ' 
Investigative Division to the Domestic Intelligence Division (DID). He bases his 
recommendations on the premise that organizations like the KKK and supporting 
groups are essentially subversive in that they hold principles and recommend courses 
of action that are inimical to the Constitution as are the viewpoints of the Communis c 
Party. -He-does-not maintain-that the-actions .of .the. hate groups constitute the same 
menace as the Communist Party inasmuch as they are not controlled by a foreign 
power. • _ 4 - •

' ' . • ■ ------ «
He feels that the DID over the years has developed wide experience in the 

penetration of subversive organizations through informants? anonymous sources, 
sophisticated microphone and technical surveillances, interview programs of 
a highly specialized nature, etc., and that his division could put this experience 
to excellent use in penetrating the Klan and other hate groups.

.-feels that the DID would be in a position to launch a 
disruptive counter-intelligence program against the Klan and other hate -groups 
with the same effectiveness that they are now doing insofar as the Communist Party 
is concerned. He als® proposes an immediate series of regional conferences to 
instruct pertinent field personnel and to devise imaginative, aggressive and highly 
specialized programs to carry out the responsibilities in question. He states the 
Communist Party is increasing its activities in the field of racial matters and 
civil rights, directing more and more of its fire against the KKK and similar 
organizations to confuse the issue. He feels that because of the stepped up • 
activities of the Communist Party in this area it would help prevent marked confusi 
from developing in the areas of activities being handled by the General Investigative 
and Domestic Intelligence Divisions if the DID assumes these responsibilities.

I

The functions in question were formerly handled by the DID up until 19: 
when they were transferred to the General Investigative Division. This matter ’ 

^XMOvWutiW Conference 10/1/58 and the transfer recommended
NW 65360 Docltl:329887l4 Page 23b . . - -



“mo for Mr. Tolson w • _ ■ ..' ™ ,
>:• Investigation of Ku Klux Klan and Other-Hate Groups . ““ .

ie of the prime factors in the decision to transfer the^e responsibilities' 'from the’ '* "" '
D in ■ 19 53 was 'the •alrhostycomplete'-abs^ Communist-Party? actMt#cihi.^ 
cial area although at that time the Communist Party sought to capitalize on such '

after their occurrence. •

was opposed to' the transfer, of .the functions, in question, to the ... .
meral-Investigative Division in 1958 and his^present.position is consistent in that '
‘ maintains'that the developmeripbfInformants' and the'penetration oPthe'Kiah'.^
d other.hate groups are primarily.-intelligence...functio.ns:v<&ich-should.be.hanch  ̂ -5.
the DID as suggested by - .' .. feels that the Bureau can

st keep abreast of the whole field by having £11 angles of tne racial field united -. 
one division as suggested by points out that the ■ '
velopment, supervision and administrative handling of racial and security 
formants are analogous. ..... .. . -

. " . feels that there is a tendency toward oversimplification .
blaming all racial murders on Klansmen and hate groups. He points out that the 
irders of Medgar Evers, Postman Moore and even the assassination of President 
mnedy were initially and generally attributed to Klan and hate gm up members 
ier«as investigation showed that the individuals charged with the murders of ‘ ~
■ers and Moore were without organization affiliation and the Pres. dent was 
tin by an avowed Marxist who was active in the Fair Play for Cuba Committee.

and ’ " both agree that the investigation of individual
ses, i. e. bombings, murders, police brutality, etc., should be handled by the 
neral Investigative Division. feels that whether subject or victims
e Klan members, Communist Party members or completely without organizational 
Hiation has no more bearing on our supervision of the substantive civil rights 
ilation than it would have if the violation involved were Theft from Interstate Shipment, 
■nk Robbery or White .Slave Traffic Act. ... ’

1 .disagrees with. and and feels
it while the proposed transfer of functions from the General Investigative 
the Domestic Intelligence Division is theoretically appealing, it is not a 
actical answer to our problem.. He states that at the time of the 1958 transfer 
functions in question the basis was^he close inter-relationship between the 
tivities of the Klan and hate groups and the entire civil rights field of investigation. 
• feels this argument has even more strength today than in 1958, because, over- 
lelmingly, our interest in Klan and hate groups today is their relationship with
:egration and civil rights. • believes the transfer of functions would 
eate an undesirable division of authority and responsibility; that our best chance 
break major civil-rights cases such as bombings, murders, etc., is through 
formation developed from the inside as a result of coverage established in the
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^emo for Mr. Tolson
le: Inres tigation of Ku Klux Klan and Other Hate Groups * . —. ,

jommunity where the crime occurred; i. e. informants and sources in the Klan, hate 
»TOups, subversive organizations, but also sources not connected with any group, , 
vho will report potential violence*and individuals prone to violence. We are following 
he policy’of aggressively. seeking out persons addicted to violence even though they 
iave not violated a Federal-law as"yet. He feels that the Division that is going to 
nvestigate these cases should forge the necessary tools to use for this purpose.

does not feel that tjie transfer of this responsibility will be helpful to the 
bureau from an investigative standpoint nor in meeting the heavy.<respons ibiliti.es we now 
lave in tins area. * ‘ . -
HEWS OF THE INSPECTION DIVISION: A " / ’ ’ *

•feels there is certainly some merit and logic in- . —•
■easoning and it is felt instant issue is not one'that, is completely black or white.

Under the present setup there is coordination and daily exchange of 
nformation between Domestic Intelligence and General Investigative Divisions 
n that both Divisions insure that communications and other matters of information 
re brought to the attention of each other as they arise from matters for which 
ach Division is primarily responsible. ■ However, it seems the real issue today 
ust.as*inJ&58, is where-does the weight-oidhe interest lie in the .racial question, 
n 1958 it clearly lay in the General Investigative Division because, according to 
nformation available to the Bureau at that time, in practically no instances had 
acihl incidents been caused or inspired by Communist Party elements although 
he Party naturally sought to capitalize on incidents after they occurred. Also, 
n 1958, it was felt that consolidation would streamline certain operations.

Today it seems clear from information developed by Domestic 
ntelligence Division that the Communist Party now has evidenced a definite interest 
n the racial problem, is becoming deeply enmeshed therein, and appears to be 
xploiting it to an ever-increasing extent. Although prosecution for civil rights 
•nd other criminal violations is still an ultimate objective, there is definite 
teed for an intelligence type penetration of these racial and hate groups sb as 
o keep abreast of and ahead of their plans and activities. This seems more 
)roperly the function of the Domestic Intelligence Division.

Analysis was made by _ „ -relative to coverage of the Klan and other 
late groups. The General Investigative Division has been putting a great deal of 
Pressure on the field to increase informant coverage. They have recently instructed 
he field to conduct surveys relative to instituting technical coverage on certain key 
Clan figures, lave- interviewed at least once all known Klan members, all Klan 
eaders have been investigated from intelligence standpoint and .recommendations 
^ave been made that intelligence type cases be opened on each Klan member. A 
weekly progress airtel is being obtained from field concerning informant development. 
However, undoubtedly additional coverage is needed particularly in the Klaverns

Hi^ezlhe civil rights bill passed. There is no question about j



Memo for Mr. Tolson "
Re: Investigation of Ku Klux Klan and Other Hate Groups

the fact that the DID has had broad experience in the penetration of subversive 
organizations and has achieved noteworthy results in-infiltrating the Communist - 
Party and Soviet intelligence operations. It is felt that unquestionably this 
experience and know-hoy could be put to good advantage in penetrating the Klah . 
and other'hate groups. ' -

The Inspection Division feels that the advantages in having the 
direction of all informant and intelligence matters in the racial field in one division 
as outlined by * and outweigh the advaihtages ct having- the
hate group informants and intelligence functions with the substantive civil rights cases. 
Under the proposed transfer of phases of the racial problemto Domestic Intelligence 
Division there will still be definite responsibility: in both divisions, 
to retain responsibility for supervision of substantive civil rights violations and 
other criminal violations. This dual responsibility, however, should pose no 
problem because there are numerous examples of it successfully being handled 
In the Bureau today. In this regard it will be noted that the administrative handling 
of the entire criminal informant program is handled by the Special Investigative 
Division which includes the informants being utilized on General Investigative 
Division cases. It will also be noted that the Soecial Investigative Division handles 
the informant and intelligence-aspects of organized-crime. However, the General 
Investigative Division handles key substantive violations such as Bankruptcy, 
Extortion, Assaulting a Federal Officer, and Theft from Interstate Shipment 
Violations committed by members of the organized criminal syndicate utilizing 
Criminal Intelligence informants. It is understood that there have been no in
soluble problems in this regard and it is felt that there should be no insoluble 
problems in the coordination of racial intelligence and informant information’ 
between the General Investigative Division and the DID.

In any event there will certainly be no lessening of pressure and- 
supervision on the field if these functions are transferred. The same Agents 
in the field will be working the cases and developing the informants. However, 
it is felt that the DID should be given a chance to demonstrate whether their 
broad knowledge of and experience in penetration techniques and infiltration 
tactics can possibly increase our penetration of these hate groups. It is felt 
that a study of counter-intelligence^and disruption tactics against the Klan certainly 
merits further consideration. It is also felt that the proposed series of field con
ferences on this problem should be favorably considered.

- 4 -
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Memo for Tolson
Re: Investigation of Ku Klux Klan and Other Hate Groups

RECOMMENDATION'S: '

the responsibility for development of informants and 
fathering of intelligence on the KKK and other hate groups be transferred from

S D^visiori to the DID. (If approved, appropriate memorandum 
will be submitted by Inspection Division concerning realignment and distribution 
of pci sonuol xrom the General investigative Division to the DID.)

2. That a series of regional field conferences be held by appxGpxiate 
Bureau official to instruct personnel and attempt to develop further imaginative and 
iggreqsive highly specialized programs-to-carry .out .desired penetration. (If 
ipproved, to be coordinated by* ; ) . .

3. That counter-intelligence and disruption tactics be given further 
tody by DID and appropriate recommendations made.

5 -
Thia doc-no J is ; re J • 5 icw ; ••• . ■ .* V for
nation outside your Commit'.cc. Ils use is limited to official proceedings OU 
your Committee and the content may not be^disclosed to unauthorized person^ 
net without the express approval of the FBI , ,
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VII. SUGGESTED NAME CHANGE 
CRIME RECORDS DIVISION
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h. . I** ? . ON 
Ct < .IC. NO. V

UNITED STA"

^010-101

GO ^NMENT

TO

FROM

SUBJECT:

Memorandum
Mf. -Bishop

M. A,1 phones

.SUGGESTED NAME CHANGE 
£RIME RECORDS. DIVISION

DATE: 10-16-72

\ By memorandum dated-10—4-72 , attached, it was
indicated that has suggested
a name .change for the Crime Records Division to Office 
of Public Information or some oth.er more meaningful designation.

It was pointed out that w suggestion
was in line with informal discussions you (Mr. Bishop) 
have had with members of your
name change for the Division

staff concerning a possible

In this connection, Mr. Gray has noted that 
he "can think of many reasons for changing the name. 
.What have been the nature of the reasons <for change discussed?"

« •

With the formation of the Computer Systems Division
. and the resultant reassignment of the personnel and 

the work of the Uniform.Crime Reporting Section, including
•the National Crime Information Center/Computerized Criminal 
ifistories file from Crime Records to Computer Systems, 

the title "Crime Records," as -»has indicated,
is no longer meaningful insofar as the work of this 
Division is concerned. ' ■ •

<

“Office of Public Information’," which was ’ 
suggested by _ would inaccurately reflect
the activities and responsibilities of this Division

. and could result in confusion with the Office of Public 
information in the Department of Justice. This, of

* course, would be undesirable.

Enclosures 
K •

^This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee.' Its -ure Umited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- ’

exprcss F£l •



.< M. A. ..Jones to Mr. Bishop Memo / . , . . , . ... . -. .. . ' . 
RE: ' SUGGESTED NAME CHANGE,"CRIME RECORDS DIVISION'

\ .It is noted that this .Division, which is presently
v-/: v -v-r.-- -comprised of.the Crime Research. Section, .and., the Correspondence.'..^.... 

-and-Tours Section, is .primarily responsible;, for conducting .
/ extensive research pertaining to crime,.crime prevention, .

. ’’ and other related matters in the law enforcement field. ’ ' "
This -*Di vision is 'involved'' in’ the review and' prdpafa■t■l;6h■■■*••'■^ ’

• ■ . CONTINUED - OVER

_... of replies to correspondence regarding FBI Jurisdiction
and operations received from law enforcement, other Government 

’ . agencies., and the general public i'n those instances where
the Bureau has a responsibility to. disseminate such information.

' '' » • "The FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin," which is the
' official publication of the FBI, is prepared and distributed

by Crime Records, as well as numerous pamphlets for the 
instruction and information of Bureau employees, the law ■
enforcement profession and the general public. This Division ■ 
is responsible for supervision of tours of Bureau facilities 
for Government officials, law enforcement authorities, 
and the general public; directs the program of distributing 
informative and illustrative material on Bureau fugitives 
to various media for the purpose of effecting the location

■ . and apprehension of these criminals with the help of citizen
cooperation;and coordinates and supervises the Bureau’s 
interests in the utilization of radio, television, and 
publication outlets to enhance the discharge of our responsi^.

• bilities in the law enforcement field by acquainting the ’
public with the FBI’s operations and activities. , .

9

In addition, this Division has the custody of*  

a number of research and reference files which are .maintained 
in a current status and which are essential to the Division 
in the fulfillment of its responsibilities to the Bureau.

’ Further, this Division supervises the "Ten-Most- 
“Wanted Fugitives" Program, as well as "The FBI" television 

• series, both of which involve research for their sustenance 
• and success.

■ While it is recognized, based on the foregoing, 
that this Division is not completely absorbed in research 
to the exclusion of other activities, "Crime Research"
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/ ; ' M. A. Jones to-Mr.’’Bishop Memo '
•' • ' RE: "SUGGESTED NAME. CHANGE, CRIME RECORDS DIVISION ’ • '

‘ . / • * ' • • • • , . *♦ /’•/ ...........J • * ’ 1 \ * ♦ ’
' * • « • * ‘ ’ ■

more accurately describes our responsibilities, it is 
felt,- than any other- title, suggested * -• It ..is noted the

' more' likely .alternatives discussed were "Research and -J ■;
. . .. Information Division" and "Research and. Correspondence,

. Division." . . ’

RECOMMENDATIONS: * • '

1. That Mr. Gray approve the renaming of the • 
Crime.Records Division-to{Crime Research Division.

2. That in line with the foregoing, the attached 
letter to _ be approved and sent.

•*

. A. vX • ’ *
. ■ •

f *■ .
* * *

i
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OFFICE OF niK OIULCTOH

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 

, - ‘ FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ....L/-;.

’ ; . ; ; WASHINGTON, D.C. J0S35 ' ■. ’ ■

[i? (Typed October 27, 1972)

Memorandum to All Special Agents in Charge: . • „

* 'V.' - ■.••-••■■ :rbs ■•’NAME CHANGE-OF' CRIME' RECORDS’DIVISION
’ . . TO CRIME RESEARCH DIVISION ' .

■ In view of the transfer of the record functions
of the Crime Records Division to the Computer Systems • 
Division, I have approved changing the name of the Crime 
Records Division to the Crime Research Division effective 
immediately. The Section formerly known as the Crime 
Research Section has been renamed Research and Service 
Section. Manual changes are forthcoming. ••

L. Patrick Gray, III 
Acting-Director

•

■ ■. '^his document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi- .
’ nation outside your Committee. , Its use is limited to official proceedings by

your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person-
NW 65360 approval of the FBI. . ’
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GIA GfM. MG. NO. 27 k

UNITED STATES GOV JkMENT •

Memorandum.
• v • ■ ■ : ? ■■W’: • ■■ V.‘‘-

DATE: 12-1-72

FROM W. M.‘-FELT

SUBJECT: REORGANIZATION - CRIME RESEARCH DIVISION ‘

* Pursuant to your instructions, Assistant Director Bishop is 
being temporarily attached to the Training Division at Quantico for special 
assignment until the effective date of his retirement, 2-1-73.

’ • Mr. Bishop vzill be assigned to the research'and development of
a major case practical problem for use in the Rational Academy. This 
is extremely important because our experience indicates that most of the

■ officers attending the Academy are unable to understand and handle the 
ramifications of major cases. Mr. Bishop, with his extensive field back

;. ground, plus his familiarity with news media problems, is ideally suited 
to handle this assignment. • ,

dd ■ If he has time, .Mr. Bishop will also analyze and develop
■ • meaningful practical cases “which will enable new agents to meet present

day needs. ’

- I have arranged with Mr. Jenkins for suitable .office facilities
to be used by Mr. Bishop at Quantico and haveAnstructed Bishop, to r.eport 
to Mr. Jenkins on Monday, 12-4-72. . . * *

• His .doc?'me??t is prepared in remorse to your request and is not far 
nation cuff" your use is Unfed to official praeeetUidl^ by
your Committee a -t Ui'' cwi 'if man nut be disclosed to unauthorized person* ’

NW 65360 *Docld:32AWZi^e Of the FBI . _

. ... 1/ . ' 0 ‘ '

’ . is being diverted from his current
inspection assignment in the Office of Legal Counsel to begin an immediate 
survey of the Crime Research Division to determine the feasibility of the 
transfer of its functions to other divisions .or to your office.

• RECOMMENDATION:

' None. For information;



Memoran^m. . . '
TO, : MR. FELT / DATE: 12/6/72

from : - L. M. WALTERS^ • ' •

SUBJECT: ‘ SUPERVISORY REORGANIZATION OF . . \ ' •' _
■ ' FUNCTIONS AND PERSONNEL; • • . •’

CRIME RESEARCH DIVISION , .■ ' ‘ '

PURPOSE: To recommend immediate supervisory reorganization and transfer
% of all functions and personnel of the Crime Research Division based 

pn survey and analysis conducted by Inspection Division. . ... ' •

’ Recommended transfer of functions and related responsibilities together 
with appropriate personnel as follows: . ' : •• .. ’ -

■ OFFICE OF ACTINGDIRECTOR

To assume supervision of contacts with the Congress, press and other 
news media formerly handled by Assistant Director Bishop. his front office Agent 
•personnel and the Administrative Review Unit (Congressional liaison). ■ \ .

* - . ' . < , • ' •
Functions and Related ResponsibiKies: ’ ‘ ‘

’ Congressional liaison; Congressional correspondence; Congressional 
telephone,calls; progress of legislation of interest to or affecting the FBI; review 
of bills and resolutions introduced into both Houses'of Congress and all public 

.and private laws enacted; and review and analysis of the Congressional Record.

:■ bDPress, radio, television and motion picture contacts; field matters concernin 
press,- radio and television; correspondence relating to an editorial or to a commentat.
liaison with the White House and Department press offices; review Of editorials 

.and articles; review of magazines, newspaper clippings and Washington News
Service ticker items; news releases and press inquiries; SAC calls regarding. 

• press releases; press contact .program; coordinate, press matters of possible • 
’■*future' use’from FBIHQ Divisions.

Review statements and speeches by Director or matters affecting major.
public relations; invitations for speeches by the Director; assignment of speeches -
to FBIHQ speakers; review speech manuscripts. • "

. . Review material for publication,"first-name'salutation-mail, "matters critical’
. of.arid.complaints.regarding FBI; letters enclosing autographed photographs;.; -
4 V > W'gpetwd’&i rps^ofis^ for. dis§enu-';; . .•* 7 ,j ./
""" •’ ’ ■ nation 'dtii'si'de'jiour 'Coifing'’'co. iTsddg is limit ed db''bffic^ bif • ' "

- your Committee and the co,dent may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- .•
nel without the express approval of the FBI .

. . , ..... ... s .... .CONTINUED -.OVER .... ... . .... / . .'
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Personnel; Crime R' ear ch Division ■ ■
special photographs in Di^^tor’s Office: American Legi^and veteran liaison 

matters., ’ ' ■

Recommended Agent Transfer: . , . ’ : ■ •’ ■

. ’ •’. OFFICE OF ACTING ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR • ‘ *
■ * * , • •

* . r* 7 *

To assuinehreview and analysis of correspondence received by the Director ■ 
and the FBI and preparation of replies to the correspondence^} Formerly handled by 
the Special Correspondence Unit (correspondence of special importance to Director 
.and Nation) and the Non-Special' Correspondence Unit (correspondence from the ' 
public and requests for publications). t * . • ’

Functions .and Related. Responsibilities:' . ■ - . • ■ .

Replies to correspondence regarding subversive activities and field divisions; 
-file reviews and necessary research to determine identity and pertinent background 
of the correspondent; file review and research necessary to reply to inquiries and 
requests from private citizens, law enforcement, Government representatives on ■ 
local,‘state and national level; initiate instructions to field offices in connection with 
correspondence; processing of letters dealing with public relations, general news 
media; requests and inauiries from law enforcement officials. Government . -
representatives and others in foreign countries; chronic mail; and requests for ‘ 
publications. ; ’ . .

' • • /. - ‘ . •
Recommended Agent Transfer: * • * ; - ■ ■

. " OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL . ' ‘ ' *

To assume formal liaison with the American Bar Association, National - 
District Attorneys Association, National Association of Attorneys General, ’ •’
Federal Bar Association, .and the American Law Institute. These functions formed, y 
handled by.ihe Administrative Review Unit. Also research and preparation of legal 
briefs in connection with urgent-policy matters (formerly-handled by Research- Unit).’

Recommended Agent Transfer: ■: '. . ‘

• • • - -

-2- CONTINUED -OVER
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ion of Functions and Personnel
rime • Res ear ch, D iyision

TRAINING DIVISION

To assume.-operations and maintenance of the FBI Library; preparation 
’ and dissemination” of pamphlets, reprints and related material of special 

■ interest in law' ehforcement and the crime problem; coordination and compilation 
material for.presenting FBI operations and jurisdiction to law enforcement and t 

^■•"•public through- movies:,-television, and .other. news..media;,..and.specialize,dvresear 
.. and preparation of material in connection with memoranda requested by the ■ '

Directorand other Bureau officials, research for speeches and policy statements 
of the Director, and analysis of articles and -statements made concerning the FBLj 
These functions were formerly handled by the Library Unit, Publications Unit, \ 
Special Productions Unit and Research Unit. * . . . • ’

' ” Functions' and Related Responsibilities-:... —= =‘..... .A:,., ...., .v..,. • ..... J

Reference service to FBI officials, employees,*and authorities from other 
Government agencies and individuals authorized; maintenance of out-of-town teleph 

‘directories covering United States; preparation of memoranda for Director arid 
other officials based on review of current period! cals j police journals and scientifi 

■ magazines; purchase and sale of books to Bureau employees and the maintenance- 
of the. inventory and financial records pertinent to this project and operation of a ; 
lending library to Bureau employees. • • 'hl

Liaison with the Government Printing Office; preparation and dissemination- I 
of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (LEB); research for the Director’s monthly 
announcement on an important phase of law enforcement or crime for each issue 
of the LEB; requesting and coordinating material from the field, editing, ' .
preparation and distribution of "The Investigator"; preparation of "FBI Notes";. I 
preparation of Interesting Case Memoranda aryd maintenance of related indices; and 
correlation and usage of FBI human interest items. ■ . . • . • . ' i

. Monitoring movies and television for proper portrayal of FBI and maintenance - 
.of a running brief on developments pertinent to Bureau operations; surveys and. ' ■ \ 
evaluations of matters for presentment to the public by information media; ’ . ,
day-to-day surveys’ of the media for consideration of the Director and Bureau • 
officials; custody and maintenance of recordings- of the Director in connection with 
policy statements or interviews with law enforcement or other Government agencies; 
custody and maintenance of the general-and official Bureau photograph file together

, with indices; writing of radio and television scripts involving FBI fugitives and - 
matters of FBI jurisdiction: distribution of Uniform Crime Reports Bulletin; ' 
maintenance of caitoon file, illustrations depicting FBI and reference file on mis
quotes of Director in news media releases; monthly review of FBI dissemination of 
information to the public, law enforcement and authorized individuals and organization:

-3- CONTINUED - OVER
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' --mo for Mr. Felt < . •
..Ke;. Supervisory. ReorgmiMnon. of Functions.and W. •„ .. • "

’ •■’‘ Personnel';’Crime'’ Research-Divisibh'^

■ 'Research and coordination cf- materials in connection with-speeches,• "by- . • ■ ■
line articles and feature stories made or published by the Director; preparation

. of memoranda’-concerning. books on law enforcement; review and analysis of magazine 
and newspaper manuscripts- concerning FBI prepared by outside authors.who request.
FBI review for accuracy; compilation of data and.narrative form of.material••• 7., - 

. presented in; the. FBI’s Annual Reports; outlines and research for speech data " ’ 
'requested by Bureau* officials’ 'maintenance' of indices'oil fesearchm'ateHals;^

Supervision of Public Law 670 concerning misuse of the name of the FBI; ’ 
analysis of Yoling American Medals Awards; maintenance of reference files pertinent 
to FBI jurisdiction and law enforcement policies; reference files on sex offenders, - 
parole and probation violators, pornographic literature; supervision-and statistics .

• . concerning FBI .speech program; and supervision and direction of Bureau juvenile .. 
project.’ .................

Recommended Agent Transfer: ‘
w-—n 111.-- r nr v. — , -x..  - - ■' — ~ui ..r. m ir.:-. ... ■ • — . *

. ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION

■ To assume supervision forfspecial visitors on tours of Bureau facilities, .. 
meetings and photographs with the Director and all other tours conducted for visitors 
to the BureauJ Preparation of data on Bureau employees for publicatipn hi home- ■ 
town newspapers as recruitment aids. These functions formed, y handled among 
the Fugitive Publicity Unit, Special Productions Unit, Research Unit and Tour . 
Unit. • : . ' • . „. . -

Functions and Related Responsibilities: ‘ .

• Handling and processing photographs and other matters for personal autograph 
of the Director; interviews, testing, lectures, classroom demonstrations, on-the-job 
training and supervision of four leaders; fingerprinting individuals requesting to be ' 
fingerprinted in connection with‘Government employment, security clearances or - ■ 
personal identification; telephone inquiries relating to law enforcement, National
Academy, services and responsibilities of the FBI and background data regarding 
the Director; maintain tour statistics of visitors and security of all tour areas; 
prepare data on background and work functions of Bureau employees for arranging 
publication in their homertown newspapers. ■ _ . . . "

’ ‘ -4-’ CONTINUED -OVER ’ 1 .
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/for Mr; Felt '
Supervisory ReorganAtion of-Functions and
Personnel; Crime Reidar ch Division ..■

.’Recommended Agent Transfer:

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
•. • rp0 assume /white House name checks' and appropriate correspondence, - •••■'

.^.compilation^ preparation of.memoranda .on individuals requesting special..
tours or meetings with the’Director; compilation of’data’andpreparatidh of background 
memoranda for dissemination to authorized individuals; and preparation of informative 
memoranda pqrtainii g to organizations asking for data^ These functions formerly 
.handled by the Summary Memoranda Unit, (In past years these functions were 
performed in Name Check Section of General Investigative Division.)

.Recommended Agent.Transfer:.:. . .. .... , ...... . . . .. .... „• _ -.\ .;

SPECIAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
To assume Overall responsibility for publicizing FBI fugitives through all 

available media, prepare narrative and illustrative data for Top Ten Fugitive 
Program, research and preparation of feature fugitive articles; preparation and 
dissemination of material concerning fugitives} maintenance of special indices concern 
distribution and cancellation of fugitive material to media; and conduct interviews wit!: 
persons making telephone or personal calls to FBIHQ concerning matters within.- 
jurisdiction of the FBI or of interest to the Bureau. These functions were formerly 
handled by the Fugitive Publicity Unit.
Recommended Agent Transfer: ■ .

observations -
•

Agent personnel and supervisory functions have’been analyzed and dealt with 
in the foregoing proposed reallocations; clerical functions have not. It is suggested - 

-that clerical functions and personnel now simply move with theAgent desksTand^—-’ 
units’ to which they are attached. Questions of space also have not been covered 
and it is readily apparent .that a substantial portion of the functions and personnel 
suggested for transfer to Training Division might feasibly operate at Quantico 
(e. g. Library, Special Productions and Publications Unit). Five units of Training ■ 
Division, are now located at Headquarters and the Research Unit of Research and 
Service Section proposed herein for transfer to Training Division, likewise should ■ 
remain at Headquarters. Accord.inglyt ~ ’’ ’’ formerly, in the’
Front Office of Crime Research Division, has been proposed.for. transfer to Training 
Division in order to act, during this transition period, as a special coordinator .7 
of functions that may be divided between Headquarters and Quantico. ’ 7^!/

The questions of adequacy of clerical personnel, space reallocation, and 
to Quantico demand greater study and inasmuch



I" ’ 'Jlqt Mr. Felt gb • ' . ^ .
Supervisory Rexjrgani^lon of
Crime Research Division’

as.Training Division is scheduled for regular annual inspection next week, these 
matters will be gone into in depth in connection with that inspection and coordinated 
in consultation with .Administrative Division. It is the'purpose of this memorandum
to promptly effect the desired transfers of functions among affected Divisions in 
'order to provide for immediate routing of mail .and upper level review-and

- supervision ’of. the .s/orb.product of all units previously composing Crime Research 
Division. ’ • '‘'f

... .
RECOMMENDATION: . • • . , { '

That transfers as outlined herein be approved. • ”



ADDENDUM OF W, M, FELT 12-6-72 WMFmrt

.. ... This-appears-logical .and.feasible...-.K. snags.develop,:ws can..:;i.
readjust. I agree "that the Research and • Service functions, vzhich -will remain.' ’ 
under '• should’be reassigned to the Training
Division* I do not believe that this Section should be transferred to Quantico, 
however, because there is daily need for access to files and -other material 
at Headquarters and occasional contacts with the public. . Furthermore, there 
is no available space at Quantico encept in-the Library Building. Accordingly, 
I-’recommend that Lhe.FBIHQ-Library.be. moved into the Library Building at. : 
Quantico. We would need to retain at FBIHQ the telephone directories and 
encyclopedias vzhich are used on a daily basis by other Divisions. The 
space into which the FBIHQ Library was to have been moved in the 9th and D 
Building can be used and in fact is badly needed by the Domestic Intelligence 
Division which is very crowded. ' .... •

I recommend that you approve now the transfer of functions and 
that any necessary realignment of personnel be considered by separate ' ;. ■ 
memoranda. ' *’ • .

- 6 -



• '' SIR. FELTJ date: December 14,1972

lost L. M.- WALTERS

SUPERVISORY RE OR GANIZATION OF

■ . *• * per prior approval of Mr. Gray ■
Effective immediately/all functions and personnel formerly assigned 

to the Crime Research Division are reassigned as indicated below. Recipient 
Inspectors, Section and Unit Chiefs promptly report to respective offices of 
assignment. • -

Agent personnel are-set forth together with assigned functions. Clerical 
personnel utilized in handling these assignments arc to transfer with Listed Agents 
in accordance with the functions formerly handled by them.

■ - To assume supervision of contacts with the Congress, press and
other news media formerly handled in the Front Office of the Crime Resc 
Division as well as the Administrative Review Unit which has been redcsi; 
as the Congressional Services Unit and will be handled by

Functions and Related Responsibilities:

' Congressional liaison; Congressional correspondence; Congressional 
telephone’ calls; progress of legislation of interest to or affecting the FBI: review 
of bills'apd resolutions introduced into, both Houses of Congress and all. public 

r ..and.private,.laws, enacted:’and. revie.w an.d. analysisthe..Congressional Record. , * ** * • ‘ *• * * • • * • • * <• * * • * • f * * * ** * •** **/'•.*•■** • • •* * *■* • . ♦ • ‘ ■ * • . »’ •’ *• •• .•,

Press, radio, television and motion picture contacts; field matters concert
press, radio and television; correspondence relating to an editorial or to a com
mentator; liaison with the White House and Department press offices; review of 
editorials arid article's:- review- oFriiagazines, newspaper’clippings and’Washington ■ •. 

JNew.s Service ticker H news releases and press inquiries; SAC calls regarding 
•’press ‘ r’eteas eh; - press' contact prograH; ;'dc6fdihnfe--^ .matters of -'possible •_" ••• -1' ’
future use from FBIHQ Divisions. • .

. . .. t0 w*f



TMerhofor Mr. Felt , • ’
Rb? Reorganization of C^ . ’

Review statements and speeches by Director or matters affecting major •?•;• 
public relations; invitations for speeches by the .Director; assignment of speechesd ; 
to FBHIQ speakers; review' speech manuscripts'.: " ’

'■ Review- materiaLfor publication., first-name salutation-.-mail-, matters critic 
of and complaints regarding FBI; letters enclosing autographed photographs; « 
special photographs in Director’s, Office;. American..Legion and. veteran. Liaison/:-■ 

' matters,';- ..... .....-

. ; ’ OFFICE OF ACTING ASSOCIATE. DIRECTOR.

* - ■ '■ To assume review and analysis- of corresp'ondenGp'”received by the Director 
and the FBI and preparation of replies to the correspondence. Formerly handled b 
the Special Correspondence Unit (correspondence of special importance to Director 
and Nation) and the Non-Special Correspondence Unit (correspondence from the 
public and requests for publications). ’ ’ ■

Functions ad Related Resnonsibilities: • t ’ *

Replies to correspondence regarding subversive activities and field 
divisions; file reviews and neccssarv research to determine identity and nertinent 
background of the correspondent; file review and research necessary to reply to 
inquiries'and requests from private citizens, law enforcement, Government 
representatives on local, state and national level: initiate instructions to field 
offices in connection with correspondence; processing of letters dealing with public 
relations, - general news media; requests and inquiries from law enfod/jement 
officials, Government representatives and others in foreign countries; chronic mail; 
and requests for publications. ' '

. OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL ’

To assume formal liaison with the American Bar Association, National ’ 
District Attbrneys Association, National Association of Attorneys General, 
Federal Bar'Association, and the American Law Institute. These functions formeri 
handled by the Administra.tive Review Unit. Also research and preparation of legal 
briefs in connection with urgent policy matters (formerly handled by Research Unit).

- • . • -2- CONTINUED - OVER I •
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' / Rc^ Reorganization of C

... TRAINING.DIVISION

’ To assume operations and maintenance of the FBI Library; preparation 
and dissemination of■•pamphlets:^,reprints .and-.related material.of special interest-, 
in law enforcement and the crime problem: coordination and compilation of 
material for presenting FBI operations and jurisdiction to law enforcement and the 
public through movies, television and other news media; and specialized research 
and preparation of material in connection with memoranda requested by the 
Director and other Bureau officials, research for speeches and policy statements

• of the Director and analysis of articles and statements made concerning the FBI. 
These functions were formerly handled by the Library Unit, Publications Unit, 
Special Productions Unit and Research Unit.

Functions and Related Responsibilities:

_ „i.Reference service to FBI officials, employees, and aithorities from uther. 
Government agencies and individuals authorized: maintenance of out-of-town telephc

other officials based on review of current periodicals, police journals and scientific 
magazines; purchase and sale of books to Bureau employees and the maintenance 
of the inventory and financial records pertinent to this project and operation of a 
lending library to Bureau employees. ’

Liaison with the Government Printing Office; preparation and disseminatior 
of the FBI Law Enforcement Bulletin (LEB); research for the Director's monthly 
announcement on an important phase of law enforcement or crime for each issue 
of the LEB; requesting and coordinating material from the field, editing, 
preparation and distribution of "The Investigator"; preparation of ’’FBI Notes"; 
preparation of Interesting Case Memoranda and maintenance of related indices; 
and correlation and usage of FBI human interest items.

Monitoring movies and television for proper portrayal of FBI and maintena 
of a running brief on developments pertinent to Bureau operations; surveys and 
evaluations of matters for presentment to the public by information media; 
day-to-day surveys of the media for consideration of the Director and Bureau 
officials;- custody and maintenance of recordings of the Director in connection with 
policy statements or interviews with law enforcement or other Government agencies 
custody and maintenance of the general and official Bureau photograph file together 
with indices; writing of radio and television scripts involving FBI fugitives and

-3- CONTINUED - OVERNW 65360 Oocld:32989714 Page 246
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‘/Re* Reorganization'of f J • ’ _ ' . ' ' ’
. 1 '
. matters of FBI jurisdiction; distribution.of Uniform Crime Reports Bulletin;
.'.maintenance of cartoon file, illustrations depicting FBIand reference'file on mis - : 

’• quotes of Director in. news media releases; monthly review of FBI disseminatiWof 
information to the public,. law enforcement and authorized individuals and- ' ■ 
organizations,.' . ' . ' : ’ . •.

• Res'earch and coordination of materials in connection with speeches, by- 
-.line articles andTeature stories made or'ptblis'hed’by ihe-Director^^

•" of memoranda concerning books’ on law enforcement; review and analysis of magazir 
and newspaper manuscripts concerning FBI prepared by outside authors who reques 
FBI review for accuracypcompilation of data and narrative form'Of material' 
presented in the FBI’s Annual Reports; outlines and research for speech data 
requested by Bureau officials; maintenance of jndices on research materials. '.

; Supervision of Public Law 670 concerning misuse of the name of the FBI;-..
:analysis of Young American Me'dalS' Awards f'maintehance' of reference files' oertinei 
/ to FBI jurisdiction and law enforcement policies; reference files on sex offenders, ■ 
; parole and probation violators, pornographic literature; supervision and statistics / 

concerning FBI speech program; and supervision and direction of Bureau juvenile/ 
project. ’ u J /

i • • ' . .
. ' ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION, . • -

To assume supervision for special visitors on tours of Bureau facilities, 
meetings,and photographs, with the Director and all other toifrs conducted for visitoi 
to'the Bureau. Preparation of data on Bureau employees for publication in home
town newspapers as recruitment aids. These functions formed y handled,among 

,the Fugitive"Publicity Unit, Special Productions Unit, Research Unit-and Tour Unit.

Functions and Related Responsibilities: . *

Handling and processing photographs and other matters for personal autogi 
of the Director; interviews, testing, lectures, classroom demonstrations, on-the-j 
training and supervision of tour leaders; fingerprinting individuals reaaesting to be 
fingerpii nted in connection with Government employment, ..security clearances or „ 
personal identification; telephone inquiries' relating.to law ehforcement National 
Academy, services and responsibilities of the FBI and background data regarding 
the Director; maintain tour statistics of visitors and security of all tour areas; 
prepare data on background and work functions of Bureau employees for arranging 
publication in their home -town newspapers.

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION
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Memo for Mr. Felt 
Re; Reorganization of C

To assume White House.name checks and appropriate correspondence, ;- 
compilation of data and preparation of memoranda on individuals- requcstingspecial 
tours or meetings with the Director; compilation of data and preparation of backgrou: 

... memoranda for’dissemination to authorized individuals; and preparation of informati’ 
memoranda pertaining to organizations asking for data. These functions formerly . 
handled by the Summary Memoranda Unitt

SPECIAL WESTT^ATIW

To assume overall responsibility for publicizing FBI fugitives through all 
■available media, prepare narrative and illustrative data for Top Ten Fugitive
Program, research and preparation of feature fugitive articles; preparation and .

..... .dissemination of material concerning fugitives;.maintenance of .special indices., ...
. concerning distribution and cancellation of fugitive material to media; and conduct 

interviews with persons making telephonic or personal calls to FBIHQ concerning 
matters within the jurisdiction of the FBI or of interest to the Bureau. These 
functions were formerly handled by the Fugitive Publicity Unit. :

. RECOMMENDATIONS: ♦ i
<

1. That the Administrative Division arrange-any necessary realignment 
of space and handle memoranda instructing transfers. •. .

2. That recipient offices promptly survey clerical function^ and 
responsibilities and submit appropriate recommendations in connection with 
any needed realignment of clerical personnel; also prepare updated organizational 
charts.

i

3„ That attached airtel to all offices be approved.

• • »
* * •

1 i •
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To: SAC, Albany

airtel.-.
>*> vj :; ’'• '.;V^ ..<x’’"

December 15, 1972
i .

From: For.the Acting Director, FBI ■. ,t.
’W. Mark-Felt ■’■ ■ ■• ■■ ■■ ?. ■■■
Acting Associate Director' ■ ”

SUPEBnSOBY^
FUNCTIONS AMD PERSONNEL; 
pklME RE£^RCg„BUz-I§IQNJ

For information of all offices, the functions and personnel formerly 
assigned to the Crime Research Division have been realigned at FBHIQ.

Mr. Gray has assumed supervision of contacts with the Congress, • 
press and other news media.

’ Remaining functions of the Crime Research Division have been 
reorganized and assigned as follows:

OFFICE OF ACTING ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

Review and analysis of correspondence received by the Director and 
the FBI and preparation of replies to correspondence.

OFFICE OF LEGAL COUNSEL

Formal liaison with the American Bar Association and ot’qer legajl ~ 
oifgam^

TRAINING DIVISION

C^ratibjFShd maintenance of the FBI Library; preparation and 
dissemination of pamphlets, reprints and related material of special interest
2 - All Offices

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Airtei to Albany z= k-rp*
Supervisory Reorganization of - ' ’

. Functions and Pers canel; ... ... ......'. ....-■• ‘ ,. . ,./.
Crime Research Division " ’ ' ' ’

’ In law enforcement and'the crime problem;’ cdordinatioh .and compilation, of 
material for presenting FBI operations and jurisdiction to law enforcement ’/

, and the public through movies, television and ocher news media; and specialized 
... '• research ’and preparation' Of' material in' c chhection with’ memoranda reques ted 

by the Director and other Bureau officials j research for speeches and policy 
statements of the Director and analysis of articles and statements made concerning 
the FBL

•ADLHNISTRATWE DIVISION •

Special visitors on tours of Bureau facilities, meetings and photographs ■ 
with the Director and all ether tours conducted for visitors to the Bureau.

GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE DIVISION

White House name checks and appropriate correspondence; compilation 
of data and preparation of memoranda on individuals requesting special tears 
or meetings wim the Director; compiiuuua m data and praparatica of background 
memoranda for dissemination to authorised individuals; and preparation of ' 
informative memoranda pertaining to organizations asking for data.

SPECIAL EIVESTIGAUVE DIVISION

Overall responsibility for publicizing FBI fugitives through all available 
media; prepare narrative and illustrative data for Top Tea Fugitive Program, 
research and preparation of feature fugitive articles; preparation and 
dissemination of material concerning fugitives.

Above furnished for guidance in routing communications to FBIHQ.
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UNITED STATES GO vEF MENT

Memoranda
7

3 ' ;MR. FELT date: 12/18/72

<OM :N. P. CALLAHAN^

jbject: SUPERVISORY REORGANIZATION OF .• ’
FUNCTIONS AND PERSONNEL; ' "

OlME RESEARCH DIVISION ■ .

■ "By memo dated 12/14/72 from Mr. Walters to Mr. Felt the
•' reassignment of Special Agent personnel of,the former Crime Research

Division to other Offices and Divisions at Headquarters was set forth. The 
purpose o*f this memo is to establish what clerical personnel will be assigned 
to each Office or Division. This information is necessary to effect changes

' in appropriate records. ■ ■

For control purposes, each of the listed individuals should advise 
of the clerical personnel needed to carry out th*e functions and related

■ responsibilities reassigned to the respective Otnce or Division. Ali clerical 
personnel assigned to the former Crime Research Division must be accounted 
for. Accordingly, the listed individuals should consult with each other if' 
there is any question concerning assignment, excessive or needed clerical 
personnel, coordinating information with appropriate Office representative 
or Division head. Identities, positions and grades should be set forth under

’ . the respective Office pr Division. -

f " ’

. RECOMMENDATION: ' .

’ That the reassignment of the clerical personnel of the former 
Crime Research Division be accomplished as set forth above with results 
furnished to the Administrative Division so that appropriate records can 
be adjusted.

This document is nr ewe j 
Halton outside your

Committee an ■/
Without the express wp.^l of t

your is not for disocmi-.
iproceedings by
■'*'‘0 unauthorized person-
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MATTMl wltlOH 
OSA CtM. ItG. »*O. 27 •

UNITED STATES GO' RNMENT

Memoran^m:.
/■

TO

FROM

\. * * . • ■ I f
SUBJECT

«*’a-"vC’ ••/

Reference is made to memorandum L. M. Walters to Mr. Felt, 
dated December 14, 1972, in captioned matter.

Bureau Library at FBI Headquarters

A survey has been made of the library, its books, facility and 
personnel. At the present time, the library is ho.used in six rooms in the 4200 
corridor at FBI Headquarters and has a staff of the following:

Mr. Felt

T-. J. Jenkins

date: December 21, 1972

Supervisory Reorganization' of 
JUNCTIONS AND PERSONNEL ’ ’ 
£RIME RESEARCH-DTVTSTONJ

From a survey of the books, all books can be removed from the 
library to the library at Quantico with exception to certain reference books 
and out-of-town telephone directories which are necessary to be maintained at FBI 
Headquarters for ready-reference purposes by the Bureau staff at Headquarters. 
From the survey, it was determined these books can be,maintained in two Rooms’" 
presently occupied by the library, thus freeing four roomg as'^urpius apaZeA

• * • »

* In the library is a lending library which has about 100 members. 
These members pay $1 every six months for membership dues and have the privilege 
of using the library. Because of the minor use of this lending library, I am proposin 
that we phase out this part of the library during the next six months, removing the 
books at the end of that period to Quantico. :

- ■ This document is ■>rr^a.rc'l in response io -.jour request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your ■Committee. Its use is limit'd to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content^nay nut be disclosed to unauthorized person^ 

- ^el without the express approval of the FBI .
’ , ■ ' - , CONTINUED - OVER

l
i V
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Memorandum IVX’Jenkins^ “ ’ ’ ;<v ■' -
Re: Supervisory Reorganization of "

• • • • Functions and. Personnel. . ...... .. . •. ..
’ Crime Research Division ■

• / •• From the survey, I believe that the two library technicians, who are
........ presently assigned tothe library, can handle the remaining.reference books and 

telephone directories and that when I retiirhs to work a decision'cah be ' "
made as to what can be done with her. -

■ Since practically all of ,the library will be transferred to Quantico,
it will be necessary to transfer certain employees of the library unit. .

.....................................■ • .....................••• ••' ......... v ...... . .......

' RECOMMENDATIONS: ' ’

(1) That all the books with the exception of the reference books, 
lending library, and out-of-toiiw telephone directories be transferred to the Academy 
at Quantico. ’

(2) That authority be granted to gradually phase out the lending 
library, over the next six-month period. -

(3) That _ be transferred to Quantico
‘as Assistant Librarian and for lecture purposes at the Academy. >

• . (4) That _______ __ be
transferred to the Academy^at Quantico. . ’ •

1 . . •

.X (5) That the position of secretary be abolished and that
*be reassigned. • • ...
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Memorandum T. J. Jenkins- to Mr. Felt 
Re: Supervisory Reorganization of 

Functions and Personnel
Crime Research Division?-'

• , ♦ . * • *

< •• (gy q^at the-library technicians, »y«<
,’be retained to handle the reference books and telephone directories 

remaining at FBI Headquarters.

(7) If above transfers are approved, ..Administrative Division will 
handle.  _""" *
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UNITED STATES GO’ NMENT

FROM

Mr. Felt DATE: January- 3, 1973

SUBJECT: SUPERVISORY REORGANIZATION OF 
, JUNCTIONS AND PERSONNEL

Reference is made to the memorandum bf.Mf. Walters to Mr. Felt, 
dated 12/14/72; in captioned matter. A review has been made of the units assig—sn 
to the. Training Division from the former Crime Research Division, particularly 
the Research and Service Section. ‘As you know, '

, has retired. I believe we can consolidate the Training Programs 
Processing Section and the Research and Service Section at FBI Headquarters 
into one section, calling it the Training Programs Processing and Research Section. 
This 'would eliminate one section chief. *

As you know, we have recommended and jt has been approved that the 
Library in the Crime Research Section be moved to Quantico. It is my proposal 

cue avx cuex Lxbxax y UulL, what is xt:xc ux xt hexe at FBI Heauquax lex S, be 
with the Research Unit leaving three units from the former Research and Service 
Section; namely, the Research Unit; Special Productions Unit and Publications 
Unit. , . , • • • . . “

' I have discussed with Mr. Callahan the transferring of the Suggestions
Forms, Reports Management, Manuals and Chief Clerk Matters to the Administrarme 
Division and he is agreeable. This would mean an addition to his division of one 
Special Agent and seven clerical staff. The remaining units presently in the Training 
Division would remain as is. * ■ .

•. ' This would give the Section Chief of the Training Division stationed 
at FBI Headquarters a total of 18 Agents and 53 clerks under his supervision. I 
believe that current Section Chief. " . is capable of handling this
assignment as Section Chief, particularly if ’ ' is retained as
Number One Man of the Section. "" ‘has served as Number One Man in the • 
former Research and Service Section of the Crime Research Division.

z* ' .. . '

■ ‘ document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi-
’ nation '.mlsitle. yv’T Co mm: fee. >l!s wc i = limited to official proceedings by 

your Coinmil lee and the con'mt way nut be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
■ • ncl without the express approval of the. FBI .
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Memorandum T. J. Jenkins to Mr. Felt
Re: Supervisory Reorganization of .

Functions and Personnel
. Crimd Research Division • ,

(1) That.the old Research and Service Section of the former Crime 
Research Division be combined with the Training Programs Processing Section of 
the Training Division and be given the name Training Programs Processing and 
Research Section. ' • • ■ . .

• (2) That the Suggestions, Forms, Reports Management, Manuals
and Chief Clerk Matters be transferred from the Training Division to the ’ 
Administrative Division. .... ...... * T......  .*• ’ .

_ .. > current Section Chief in the Training
Division be remne'd aspection Chief. ' -

* ■ ’ • . •

....... ~

‘ (4) That------ ' . ' *be petetfare^as Number One Man of
this new Section in the Training Division.

4 ■ .. i .
• • »

•

■ ■ ?. t •
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ADDENDUM OF W. M-. FELT 1-4-73
V

‘ I am in agreement with the above except for the proposed
■■'hew name-Training Programs Prdcessingarid'Research'Se^ "T think 
'this sounds pompous and cumbersome. I suggest and Mr. Jenkins has • 
agreed to naming the new section Police Training and Research-Section. 
I recommend approval with this modification.

A •

*

- 3 -
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VIII. CIA’S CONTACT WITH HOODLUMS REGARDING 
CASTRO ASSASSINATION

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE„2Zi^JY±^^^

V
I
I
I
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Memorandum
W. C. Sulliya

' CIA HAS NO OBJECTION TO 
declassification- and/or, 
RELEASE OF CIA INFORMATION 

hATP ' ' IN ™S '
DA1E' March 6, 1967

VI. R. Wanna 11

BJECT: ■Central intelligence agency's
INTENTIC7IS TO SEND IIGODLUMS TO 
CUBA TO ASSASSINATE CASTRO

1
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

In accordance with instructions,
been prepared for Attorney General 
vfiles concerning captioned matter, 
‘furnished is as follows: .

setting forth all data in our 
Briefly, -information being

. Matter first came to our attention in Spring of 1961 
in connection with oui' investigation of violation of Unauthorized 
Publication or Use of Communications Statute on the part of 
Arthur James Balletti, arrested in Las Vecas, Nevada, by local 
HU UiUX’l Liut Oil W11C UUMUXH3 »xiv; vcLp ***•

telephone of Dan Rowan, member of Rowan and Martin comedy team. 
Rowan at the time reportedly was engaged to Phyllis McGuire, girl 
friend of top hoodlum Sam Giancana and member of McGuire Sisters 
singing trio. J <

i I
* • - ■ ✓ I >

Through our investigation we determined involvement of
Robert A. Maheu, private detective, who stated coverage on Rowan 
instituted in behalf of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) efforts 
to obtain Cuban intelligence data through hoodlum element, including 
Sam Giancana. Maheu was in’ contact with Giancana through services

. of John Roselli, another hoodlum, and Maheu authorized wiring of .
/Rowan’s room.* ; . ■ *<
/ : r t . «

( ’»We checked matter with CIA on 5/3/61 and learned ,CIA

■^as.\Utilizing Maheu as intermediary with Sam Giancana relative ' 
'CfpNClA’s "dirty, business’" anti-Castro activities. C.IA. insisted 

Mit. did not give Maheu any instructions relative to use of
technical installation's. By letter 5/22/61 we furnished former __ 
Attorney General Kennedy a memorandum containing a rundown on 
CIA’s involvement-in this. 'The originals of the letter and 
memorandum were returned to us for filing purposes. A copy 
of that memorandum is being attached to instant letter being sent 
to-Attorney General.

A ■ ^n 5/9/62 Kennedy discussed with the Director a number 
of matters, including admission by CIA that Robert Maheu had been

t 
i
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Memorandum for Mr. Sullivan
Re: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY’S 

INTENTIONS TO SEND HOODLUMS TO 
CUBA TO ASSASSINATE CASTRO

hired by that Agency to approach Sam Giancana to have Castro 
assassinated at a cost of $150,000. Joinedy ..stated 'no....had. issued 
orders that‘CIA should never undertake such steps ngain...without 
first" checking with Department of Justice and stated because of this 
matter it would be difficult ito prosecute Giancana oi’ Mahou then 
or in the future.

We learned on 6/20/63 from CIA that its contacts with 
John Roselli (Maheu’s link with Giancana) had continued up until 
that time, when they were.reportedly, cut off.

It appears Roselli is using his prior connections with 
| CIA to his best advantage. In May, 1966, when Bureau A.gents 

endeavored to interview him he immediately flow to Washington and 
* U-I PIA i n v»-v» rpp, .-x

Security, CIA, hah, advised LhrOugu liuibun uhuuixu.ls th.it Roiselli 
has CIA in an unusually vulnerable position and Roselli would have 
no qualms about embarrassing CIA to serve his own interests. ...In 
furnishing ..this information- we were asked that...it. La held within 
this.J3ureau.pn.a..strictly  _.need-to-know.basis. We have, hox/ovoy, 
included it in the attached proposed letter to the Attorney General 
noting this CIA_.sp.ecific..restriction.

• lie have two other references in our files to the over-all 
above information which we have included in the letter. One 
relates to a statement by Giancana in October, 1960, that he had 
met with an individual who was to assassinate Castro in November, 
1960. The o«ther is an article in the 8/16/G3 issue of the "Chicago 
Sun Times" reporting that CIA agents had contacted Giancana to 
obtain Cuban intelligence.

!
ACTION: •

General,
If approved, attached letter will be sent to the Attorney 

with a copy for the Deputy Attorney General.
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hi Reply, Please 'Refer to 
File No

UNUWS. .TES DEPARTMENT OF j£ri 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF’INVESTIGATION

ARTHUR JAMES BALLETTI

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

May 22, 1961

On Kay 3, 1961, Colonel Sheffield Edwards, 
Director of Security, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 

furnished the following information. . .

Colonel Edwards advised that in connection with 
CIA’s operation against Castro he personally contacted Robert 
Maheu during the Fall of 1960 for the purpose of using Maheu 
as a “cut-out” in contacts with Sara Giancana, a known hoodlum 
in the Chicago area. Colonel Edwards said that since the 
underworld controlled gambling activities in Cuba under the 
Batista government, it was assumed that this element would 
still whLIuuc sources and cent note in Cuba which
perhaps could be utilised successfully in connection with 
CIAls clandestine efforts against the Castro government. 
As a result, Haheu’s services were solicited as a ’’cut-out" 
because of his possible entree into underworld circles. 
Maheu obtained Sam Giancana’s assistance in this regard and 
according to Edwards, Giancana gave every indication of 
epoperating through Haheu in attempting to accomplish several 
•clandestine efforts in Cuba. Edwards added that none of 
Giancana’s efforts have materialized to date and that several 
of the plans still are working and may eventually “pay off.”

Oolonel Edwards related that he had no direct 
contact with Giancana; that Giancana’s activities were 
completely "back stopped” by Maheu and that Maheu would 
frequently report Giancana’s action and information to 
Edwards. No details or methods used by "aheu or Giancana
in accomplishing their missions v/ere ovex' reported to 
Edwards. Colonel Edwards said that since this is "dirty 
business” he could not afford to have knowledge of the actions 
of llaheu and Giancana in pursuit of any mission fox- CIA. 
Colonel Edwards added that he has neither given Maheu any. 
instruction to use technical installations of any type nox’ has 
the subject of technical installations ever come up between 

■ Edwards and Maheu in connection with Giancana’s activity.

declassified by _

dec^i-eo? , • ' . * Lt ~ —-
Jd/w£, /kxcoA, -—--------- ~ / ' *“
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: Colonel Edwards related that Maheu did come to him
concerning the arrest in Las Vegas of Balletti for ’’wire tapping 
Maheu cautioned Edwards that the Balletti arrest could cause CIA 
some embarrassment since Balletti was in Las Vegas attempting to 
obtain coverage on some "Hollywood people" in connection with 
Giancana's efforts for CIA. Edwards said that he did hot know 
the facts of- the Balletti case and Maheu claims ’’Balletti went 
too far” in his efforts to obtain information. Edwards added 
that lie was unaware of any reason for this activity of Maheu 
or Giancana in Las Vegas and that Giancana's activity in 
furtherance of the anti-Castro activity was left completely in 
Maheu's hands.

Colonel Edwards advised that only-Mr. Bissell (Deputy 
Director of Elans, CIA) and two others in CIA were aware of the 
Giancana - Maheu activity in behalf of CIA’s program and that 
Allen Dulles was completely unaware of Edwards’ contact with 
Maheu in this connection. He added that Mr. Bissell, during 
his recent briefings of General Taylor and the Attorney General 

connect ion -their i^ov-iries "into CIA relating to the 
Cuban situation, told the Attorney General that some of CIA's 
associated planning included the use of Giancana and the
•underworld against Castro. _ .

. ’Property of FBI •

Sv?"1 “,1 ils
^zszz^

2
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UNirEI^TATES DEPARTMENT OF J U®L

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

< Rep?/, Please -Refer to WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

May 22, 1961

M THIS ARTHUR JAMES BALLETTI, et al

On May 3, 1961, Colonel Sheffield Edwards, 
Director of Security, Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 
furnished the following information. .. .

Colonel Edwards advised that in connection with 
CIA’s operation against Castro he personally contacted Robert 
Maheu during the Fall of 1960 for the purpose of using Maheu 
as a "cut-out" in contacts with Sam Giancana, a known hoodlum 
in the Chicago area. Colonel Edwards said that since the 
underworld controlled gambling activities in Cuba under the 

• Batista government, it was assumed that this element would ' 
still' sources and r nr. tn etc in Cuba which
perhaps could be utilised successfully in connection with 
CIA’s clandestine efforts against the Castro government.
'As a result, Maheu's services were solicited as a ’’cut-out" 
because of his possible entree into underworld circles. 
Maheu obtained Sam Giancana's assistance in this regard and 
according to Edwards, Giancana gave every indication of 
c.ooperating through Maheu in attempting to accomplish several 

• -clandestine efforts in Caba. Edwards added that none of 
4 Giancana’s efforts have materialized to date and that several 
of the plans still are working and may eventually “pay off.”

Colonel Edwards related that he had no direct 
contact with Giancana; that Giancana's activities were 
completely "back stopped" by Maheu and that Maheu would 
frequently report Giancana’s action and information to 
Edwards. Mo details or methods used by Maheu or Giancana 
in accomplishing their missions were ever reported to 
Edwards. Colonel Edwards said that since this is "dirty 
business" he could not afford to have knowledge of the.actions 
of Maheu and Giancana in pursuit of any mission for CIA. 
Colonel Edwards added that he has neither given Maheu any 
instruction to use technical installations of any typo nor has 
the subject of technical installations ever come up between 
Edwards and Maheu in connection with Giancana’s activity.
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: Colonel Edwards related that Maheu .did come io him
concerning the arrest in Las Vegas of Balletti for "wire tapping. 
Maheu cautioned Edwards that the Balletti arrest could cause CIA 
some embarrassment since Balletti was in Las Vegas attempting to 
obtain coverage on some "Hollywood people" in connection with 
Giancana’s efforts for CIA. Edwards said that he did not know 
the facts of- the Balletti case and Maheu claims "Balletti went 
too far" in his efforts to obtain information. Edwards added 
that he was unaware of any reason for this activity of Maheu 
or Giancana in Las Vegas and that Giancana’s activity in 
furtherance of the anti-Castro activity was left completely in 

Maheu’s hands. i
I

Colonel Edwards advised that only.Mr. Bissell (Deputy 
Director of Elans, CIA) and two others in CIA were aware of the 
Giancana ~ Maheu activity in behalf of CIA’s program and that 
Allen Dulles was completely unaware of Edwards’ contact with 
Maheu in this connection. He added that Mr. Bissell, during 
his recent briefings of General Taylor and the Attorney General 
ic forne-stion with their ir.ouirinto CIA relating to the 
Cuban situation, told the Attorney General bllctl' w a *5
associated planning included the use of Giancana and the 
■underworld against Castro. • . .

• I
i •
; ■

. "Property of FBI ■
•loss report nK(j ;(s cn„. , 
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Cur £.1103 contain the following information conaoi'nlng 
tho captioned matter, much of which has keen furnished by tho 
Central Intolligonco Agency (CIA) on a strictly highly 
confidential ”nood-to-known basis. In view of this, it is 
requested that it bo handled on a most restrictive basis.

This natter first camo to our' Attention in tho Spring 
of 1931 in connoctiou with our investigation of a violation 
of. tho Unauthorised Publication or Use of Communications Statute
rm the nr-rt nf Arthur l-tti . rho hr-r! hneu n-'rcnb.-n h"*■ • ’. - .. . ‘ *
xocu.L ;lun;v4^ 4.11 xjAS tjivaua, Oix a xuvii V/xxw tapping
charge. Pallotti and another unidentified individual in
October, 1990, had reportedly placed a wire tap on tho telephone 
of Dan Pov^n, a member of the comedy team of P.owan and liar tin. 
Levan at the time reportedly was engaged to Phyllis Licuuiro 
^>1 tho well-known EcGuiro Sisters singing trio who was also 
.known to be a gix'l friend of Sa:^ Giancana, a top hoodlum.
1 ■ . . .
■' . ' Luring tho course of the Balletti investigation it 

.van ascertained that Fobert A. Uoheu, a private detective, was 
involved, Enheu during interview claimed ho ordered coverage 
of Kov’en in behalf of CIA’s efforts to obtain intelligence
nfornation in Cuba through the hoodlum element, including Sam 

( ianoana, which had interests there. Kahcu said he was put in 
contact with Giancana in connection with these intelligence 
activities through John 'Posolli, a Los Angeles hoodlum. Saken 
stated also that he authorised the virxng bx'^owau's room and 
had discussed tho natter with Fosolli

5*'j 1.

; > •’ The essence of tho above was furnished
litter noy General P.obort F. Kennedy by'Tor ter datOu'-n^ny
which enclosed a nnmcrandnm of tho same date containing data

elo on
»ho a

31, by Colo 
or of Socur

j

ection with anti-Cas tie

WWOWciWb0;!
; i^QiQPn top

y returned tho original
ndum datod Llay 19311

GROUl 
Exclude 
downgr 
docln^hlfidation

rom autouatlo
£Qg and
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The Attorney General

to us fox- filing purposes, a copy of tho May 22, 1961, memo
randum 1g attached hereto for your information.

you will note that Colonel Edwards advised ha personally 
contacted Robert Lhakoxx during the rail of I960 for the purpose 
of usir.g Lichen as a "cutout" in contacts with Rom Giancana in 
connection with CIA’s clandestine efforts against Castro.
Colonel Edwards stated that Giancana’s activities woro complotoly 
"backstopped" by Mnhou, who would frequently report Giancana’s 
actions and information to Edwards, Ko details or methods used 
by Mahon or Giancana in accomplishing thaii* missions wore 
reported to him, according to Edwards, ns such involved "dirty 
business," of which Colonel Edwards could not afford to have 
knowledge, Accordingly, ho said ho had no prior knowledge of 
the abovo-nentionod wire tapping by Hallett1.

Further with respect to this matter, X was informed of 
the following on a Highly confidonbiui uaulu by IvaW Attorney 
General Kennedy during a conforonco in my office on Hay 9, 1932;

’ ' He indicated that a for/ days prior thereto ho had
boon advised by CIA that Robert A. Ma’iou had boon hired by CIA 
to approach Sami Giancana with a proposition of paying px.5O,CCO 
to hive sone gunmen to go into Cuba and kill Castro, He further 
stated CL1 admitted having assisted Kahou in making the "bugging" 
installation in Las Vegas (referred to above) which uncovered 
this clandestine operation and for this reason. CIA could not 
.afford to have any action taken against- Giancana or Llahou, 
Mr. Kennedy stated that upon learning CIA had not cleared its 
action in hiring Hahou and Giancana with the Dopartmont of 
Justice he issued orders that CIA should never again take such 
stops without first clxockirg with the Department of Justice.

< Zir, Kennedy further advised that because of this
matter it would bo very' difficult to initiate any prosecution again; 
Giancana,, as Giancana could immediately bring out the fact the 
United States Government had approached him to arrange fox- the 
assassination of Castro. Ke stated the camo was true concerning 
any action we might take 'against Jlakeu fox- any violation in which 
he night become involved, . . . .

•_ On Juno 20, 1963, Mr. William Harvey, an official of 
CIA, adviced that ho had hold a meeting with John Eosolli 
(referred to above ns Enhou’s link with Giancana) fox’ the purpose 
of closing out the entire nattox' .*'lth which Roselli had boon 
involved. In this connection, Earvoy stated that CIA had
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Tho Attorney General ■ •

established contact with Roselli in ’’early 1961” with respect to
a consitivo operation against Castro. Hervey said that for all
intents end purposes the operation was discontinued and canceled 
after the ill-fated Day of Pigs invasion in April, 19G1, but 
Roselli had not boon co^lotoly cut off, ns ho periodically 
indicated ho was in a position to bo of assistance. x

It appears Roselli has since that tine, novcrthelocs,
used his prici* connections with CTA to his host advantage. Fox* 
ononple, in say, 1033, when contacted by Agents of this Bureau 
in connection with our current investigation of his activities 
he refused to talk and immediately flow to Washington, D. C., 
and consulted with Colonel Cheffield Edwards, who is now retired 
from CIA. Colonel Edwards in turn adviced CZht which told us. 
Hr. Howard J. Osborn, the present Director of Security, CIA, 
fi’ooly has acaittod to us that Roselli has CIA. in an unusually 
vulnerable position and.that he would have no qualms about

g CZA if it PAwwrhin own interests. In furnishing
this information, Hr. Osborn ached that it be held within this 
Bureau on a strictly nood-te-know basis. .

In light of the above information furnished us by CIA
and former Attorney General Kennedy, it appoax-s that data which 
came to our attention in October, 1900, possibly pertains to the 
captioned matter. At that time a source close to Giancana 
advised that curing a conversation with several friends Giancana 
stated that Fidel Castro was ”to bo done away with vox-y shortly,” 
Giancana reportedly assured those present that Castro’s

• assassination would occu'r in Kovcmbor, 1930, and that ho had 
already not with the assassin-to-be on three occasions, the last 
meeting having taken place on a boat docked at the Fontainebleau 
Hotel, Hiami Beach, Florida, Reportedly, Giancana claimed that 
evoi’ything had boon pcx’focted £or the killing and the ’’assassin'’ 
had arranged with a girl, not fxirther described, to drop a "pill” 
in Castro's drink or food. .

Also of possible interest is a news article carried in
th© August 10, 1033, issue of the ’’Chicago Sun Timos.” This 
article carried tho headline, ”CIA Sought Giancana’s Help For 
Cuba Spying,” and it was reported therein that CIA agents had 
contacted Giancana in an offort to obtain Cuban intelligence 
after Castro camo into power.

Enclosure • ’

X - The Deputy Attorney General.(Enclosure)
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• • . •; . • . 18 May 1966
• . t

- ' .* ' ■ ■ > CCQ 1^93
. ■ ’• ■ ’ ■ ' ’ CiA REVIEW PROC

MEMORANDUM FOR: The Director &W& 4'22'9
■ . • • Federal Bureau of Investigation

' • } ■' . i •
ATTENTION : Mr. Samuel Papich ’ ' .

. * •
SUBJECT : Report of Meeting Between Colonel •

• ’ ’ Sheffield Edwards and "Johnny" Roselli
* T 1 j ‘ . ’■

. ■ • • ■ ■ • i • . .

■ ■ ’ ’ ■ /. ■’ ........ :■

• - ■ .In confirmation-of our oral discussion on 17 May 1966, this
memorandum reports on a meeting between "Johnny" Roselli and 
Colonel SheffieldjEdwards in Washington on 12 May 1966. Colonel

“Edwards, as youknow, is a former Director* of Sccuritv^of this 
Apcncv who is now retired and heads the firm. Sheffield-Edwards .

.^Associates, 1815 H Street, N. W. , Washington, D.C. Colonel 
Edwards met with the undersigned on 13 May 1966 and related the 
following: . ' p ■ . - ■ .

. .. ’’Johnny" had called Colonel Edwards at 11:30 a. m. , 
- ■ on 12 May 1966. He said that he wanted five minutes with 

’ . ■ ' Colonel Edwards and that he had something to tell him.
’ ’ Colonel Edwards agreed and made arrangements to meet

’ • ' him at the Cocktail Lounge of the Lawyers Club at
. 5:00 p.m. ’ .

• . ’ ’’According to Colonel Edwards, "Johnny" arrived
. t: ■- promptly at the agreed time. The Lounge at that hour

;. is usually deserted except for the bar waiter. They '
' ’ordered drinks. It is Colonel Edwards impression that

* ’’Johnny" has aged a lot since he saw him last. Colonel 
■ ■ Edwards got the distinct impression that althougFfhc was

’ ' trying to put on a good front, he looked worried andfS.om^
- ■ what distraught. Colonel Edwards opened with some lignt

He Ac kWu • ’ -

b' .. < suite
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conversation, but "Johnny”, although friendly, was anxious 
.to get to the point of his visit. The following is the essence
of “Johnny’s"’story as he told it to Colonel Edwards.
Colonel Edwards let him talk freely and asked only a few 

-questions since he did not consider it wise to interrogate 
him or press him for further details. . - •

' “Johnny” said that he had been approached on the street 
•in Los Angeles by an FBI agent named Dodge, who said he 
wanted to talk to him. ' He said that he told the agent that he 
did not want to talk to him and kept on walking. Another 
agent, named Hill joined "Johnny” and Dodge as they walked 

.down the street. The agents told him that the interview had 
nothing to do with him personally and that they had nothing 
against him. They tried to give him an envelope and a card. 
“Johnny" said he told, them that if they had a legal document 
(such ns a sv.mmonc b7- pvbpocn?.) he would ccm^l, /✓lih the 
law, but they would have to deal with his attorney or have 
his attorney present. The agents said they wanted to talk 
to him alone and said it had nothing to do with him personally. 
They proposed that they meet him in a suburb in Los Angeles, 
which "Johnny" said was about forty miles away (either at ’ 
this point, or later through his attorney) they told him they 
wanted to talk to him on a matter they knew he did not want 
an attorney to know. They said it was a matter of National 
Security. He still refused and they left him-. '

. “They left him’and when he got back to his apartment ■ 
the envelope was there. He said he did not open it but called 
his attorney and had him open-it. The.envelope contained a 
.picture of a woman and a child about four years old.
“Johnny” said--'the child was himself-at that age (Colonel 

: Edwards tried to get a little more detail on the envelope and 
the woman, but "Johnny” was very touchy on this). '

“The^attorney, Jimm^Calimonte, has talked to the FBI 

but has gotten nowhere except that they want to talk to 
“Johnny” alone. "Johnny" (who has had considerable



' ' I
; J

1/ ' '
experience in these matters) felt at the time and still feels 
that this is riot the orthodox approach of the FBI and he is 
puzzled. He said to Colonel Edwards that if he did talk to 
the FBI, he .was not going to tell them anything relating to 
National Security (this was volunteered and Colonel Edwards 
did.not advise on this point either pro or con).

. “After “Johnny" had finished his tale, Colonel Edwards 
• ‘asked him if he were being told this in confidence. "Johnny 

said no, that Colonel Edwards could tell anyone he wished. 
In this regard, Colonel Edwards gave no advice and made 
no commitment. He did tell him that he' might tell his suc-

■ cessor (the undersigned) as a matter of information.

£
5

• “Colonel Edwards' estimate of this development is that 
“Johnny" is in some kind of "bind" personally. Colonel

• ■ Edwards referred to jin article in the Saturday Evening Post 
on the Mafia and Sarr, Giancanna, who is now in jail in 
Chicago. Coloner Edwards tliinkT'that "Johnny" believes 
that if he talks to the FBI alone, Sam or Sam's friends will 
believe he is "talking" which would be fatal for "Johnny" - 
he knows a lot about Sam. On the other hand, Colonel 
Edwards believes that "Johnny" wants-to keep square with 
the Bureau. • • • :

“Colonel Edwards noted that "Johnny" barely finished 
One drink, which is unusual for him. He left, saying he 
was meeting his attorney, who was flying down from New 
York City on the shuttle (they had flown from Los Angeles 
to New York together). " .. .

. : Although "Johnny" did not say so, Colonel Edwards is of the
opinion that "Johnny'1'wanted this Agency to inform your Bureau of

' these developments and is using this channel for this purpose. This 
•information is passed to you with the request that it not be released 
outside of your Bureau without prior coordination with this Office. _
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In addition, it would be appreciated if you would not inform ’’Johnny” 
that we have passed.this information to you without giving us an 
opportunity to consider its implications to this Agency. Colonel 
Edwards has indicated to the undersigned that he would be more 
than willing to be interviewed by representatives of your Bureau > 
should you consider it necessary or desirable. Further, this Office 
is willing to provide whatever support or assistance you may con
sider desirable in any further action the Bureau may wish to take.

’ FOR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE:
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TRAL INTELLIGENCE AGEN*'  

Washington, D.C. 20505 IB

• .he learned that an unidur.t 
to locate him at 9:00 a. m

Appon'— con pci pase 1993'
CIA hkhuniuAL REVIEW PROGRAM i/

. 27 MAY 1966

Memorandum for The Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation .

ATTENTION Mr, William O. CregaryY

SUBJECT Report of Telephone Contact by 
. . ”Johnny"(ROSELLI

1. Reference is made to our memorandum of 18 May 1966, 
which forwarded to you a report on a meeting between Colonel- Sheffield 

/^Edwards and "Johnny" ROSELLI in Washington on 12 May 1 966.

Z. This memorandum is related to the same subject and is 
forwarded to your Bureau in confirmation of an oral conversation with 
Mr. William O. Cregar on 27 May 1966. •

3. _Mr. James P. O’Connell of this Office was at a meeting with 
Colonel Sheffield Edwards and Mr. Robert Maheu in the Madison Hotel 
at 4:00 P. M. on 26 May 1966. The purpose of this meeting has no direct 

.• relationship to the subject of this memorandum. During this meeting, 
, Mr. Maheu received a call from'"Johnny”, who said that he had been
1 - trying to get in touch with Colonel Edwards or James P. O’Connell,

■ unsuccessfully, through Joe Shimon, former Inspector of the Washington 
. Metropolitan Police.Department. "Johnny" went on to say that he had 
been in touch with the FBI on the matter he had discussed with 
Colonel Edwards, and had determined .that it had nothing to do with the 
Agency and he wanted Mahetr.-to inform Colonel Edwards and Mr^ O’Conn 
to,forget the whole matter. ..

4. James P. O’Connell of this Office was the-individual Used by 
Colonel Edwards to handle "Johnny" during this A jen^y’s^eayV.cr 
involvement with him in activities known to you. After the meeting, 
Mr. O’Connell informed the undersigned that whemhu' r-eturned-home

fieri call ailed his home in an effort
on the morning of 26 May 1966. On the

MATION CONTAINED



. ev.ening of 26 May Mr. O’Connell received a call from 
Joe Shimon, who indicated that "Johnny" had been trying to get in 
touch with him. Mr. O'Connell informed Mr. Shimon that he had 
received the information that "Johnny" wanted to get to him.

5* This information is passed to you with the request that 
it not be released outside of your Bureau without prior consultation 
with this Office. As indicated in my memorandum of 18 May 1966, 
will continue to report to you any information er attempted contacts 
made by "Johnny" with this Agency, through any means.

POR THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE

Howard J. Osborn “ ~ 
Director of Security
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.. UNITED STATES U4 A1ENT

Memorandum
to : Mr. DeLoach

/l 
.,, ri/

FROM : Mr. W. C. Sullivan

date: June 18, 1969

SUBJECT: STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 
IS - SDS

Mr. J. Walter Yeagley, Assistant Attorney General, 
Internal Security Division of the Department, called me 
late this afternoon and said he had received an inquiry ’ 
from Mr. Thomas Huston, a White House Staff Assistant. • 
In that capacity Huston is interested in developing 
information for the President concerning the New Left

। movement. Ruston said he wanted to talk to Yeagley about 
Ithe New Left.

Yeagley told me he told Huston he felt he would 
■•.be better off and would get more accurate information if 
•■■he talked to FBI representatives in the Domestic Intelligence 
Division. Yeagley said Huston was coming over tomorrow,
(June 19 th, at 3:00 p.m. to this Division to discuss the matter

We will talk to him, of course, and see what he 
wants without making any commitments to him and advise 
you px’omptly as to the nature of his interest.

RECOMMENDATION:
For information.

ffLis 'document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person^ 
net without the express approval of the FBI , .
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QFUOHAl NO. 10 
MAT ITU (OitlOH

1010-106

TO : Mr. C. D. DeLoach^J v ' , - date:

' ' /
from : W. C. Sulliva-n / - (>

ry .
SUBJECT: MR. TOM CHARLESAHUSTON

/ STAFF ASSISTANT' TO THE PRESIDENT__

’ ~ • . :.. • _______ .

vune 20, 1969

Reference is made to the enclosed memorandum from W. C. Sullivan
to Kir. DeLoach dated June 18, 1969.

’ Mr. Huston did come in yesterday. The first thins he said was 
that he had made a mistake in going to Mr. J. Walter Yeagley as 
Yeagley did not seem to know anything about the New Left. Mr. Huston 
then went on to say that■President Nixon called him in and discussed 
with him in some detail the need for the President to know in greater 
depth the details concerning the revolutionary activities stemming 
from the New Left. In particular, said Mr. Huston, President Nixon 
|is interested in all information possible relating to foreign 
iiniiuences and rhe financing of the New Left. He &ald he 
(requested by the President to also go to other members of the 

(intelligence community to develop whatever materials they may have 
within their jurisdiction. .

Mr. Huston said that on completing his work, ’it will be 
presented to the President for his use. '

' I told Mr. Huston t'hat I was not in any position to make 
commitments in this matter, that if he had such a request to make 
it would be necessary for him to put it in writing and address his 
letter to the Director who made the decisions in such areas. 
Mr,_Hu3tcn said that-he_wculd-do this. .

RECOMMENDATION: REQ. 71

— _^=^5or--the~ infoxmaTion oi^hc—bifeetor.

Enclosure • •

WCS:lml/' (5) _ (

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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■ X OFUOHU rOtM NO. 10 J WO-IM
' * ’ * 'txr itii fomoN * .

* CIA GtN. MG. NO. 17 F

'C< UNITED STATES gL/E^MENT -Q. *

Memorandum -
to J Mr. W. C. Sullivan’..^ date: 6/23/69

from : p, Brennan^^*^ 7 V ;

t '

SUBJECT: •pF0REiG^supp0RT FQRJREVOLUTI OMARY________

■ 'pKotest movelients^h^ STATES
«a»

- • ,
Mr. Tom Charles Huston/ Staff Assistant "'to" the 

| President, the AVhite House, has submitted the attached 
imemorandum requesting us to set forth our coverage of 
jforeign communist support of revolutionary youth activities 
jin the United States, its effectiveness and what steps 
|can be taken to provide maximum possible coverage of these 

’activities. He has also made the same request of the 
^Central Intelligence Agency, the National Security Agency ♦-
Jand the Defense Intelligence Agency.

• The united stares is me ultimate target ox ail
X revolutionary movements and support of revolutionary activities 

in this country comes from all strata of international 
communism whether they be pro-Russian, pro-Chinese or pro-Cuban 

-oriented. This request by Mr. Huston requires a comprehensive, 
in-depth review of our coverage of all subversive groups in 
Which we have an interest. Me have started a division-wide 
1'esearch and analysis project and a detailed report to the 
White House will be prepared as requested to be submitted to 
the White House on June 30, 1969.

Mr. Huston has al£o indicated a desire to discuss this 

matter- with u« ?fter evaluating cur report. This will be . 
cocrdlii-Led’ by the Domestic Ixiteiligenus Division and, of course 
no commitments will be made without securing the specific 
approval of the Director.

. Attached for your approval is a letter to Mr*; Huston ’ 
acknowledging his memorandum and advising him our report will 
be forthcoming as requested... _ __ _

100-446997-84
-• . ± document is prepared in response to qour request and tc wnf ,v

rnr.A -u - nation outside pour Committee. Its -'-se is dissemi.
FSGsdjb y0}ir Committee and the content man dot b*

net without the express approval  ̂ person
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PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

June 20, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR OF THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVEJ

FROM: Tom Charles Huston
Staff Assistant to the President

The President has directed that a report on foreign ’
Communist support of revolutionary protest movements in this 
country be prepared for his study. He has specifically requested 
that the report draw upon all the resources available to the 
intelligence community and that it be as detailed as possible.

! ' /
. i .’’Support” should be liberally construed to include 

' all activities by foreign Communists designed to encourage or 
assist revolutionary protest movements in the United States. 

’ • *

C \ ' On the basis of earlier reports submitted to .the President 
|on a more limited aspect of this problem, it appears that our 

. ipresent intelligence collection ucoabxlxLiea m this area may
Ibe inadequate. The President would like to knew what resources . 

we presently have targeted toward monitoring foreign Communist 
support of revolutionary youth activities in this country, how

• effective they are, what gaps in our intelligence exist because 
' . of either inadequate resources or a low priority of attention, .

and xv’hat steps could be taken, if he directed, to provide 
the maximum possible coverage of these activities.

I
I have asked CIA, NSA, and DIA to submit their contributions: 
to me by Monday, June 30 th. I would appreciate it if'the Bureau . 
would provide their response to the President’s request by that • 
_.. = date_ __ . . .

~ -■ Since "rhe Bureau has primary responsibility in this ’ * -
{area, I would like to discuss the matter further with your staff 
{after I have had an opportunity to evaluate the initial

---— |contributions. The president has assigned a high priority to 
fthis project, and I want to insure that he receives the most 

. (conplete report that- it is possible to assemble. •
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June 24, 1969

i BY LIAISON

Mr. Tom Charles Huston --- 1 ’ .
Staff Assistant to the President .
The White House ’I *
Washington, D. C. - I ______ _

Dear Mr. Huston: '
«

I have received your memorandum of June 20, 1969, 
requesting a report on foreign communist support of 
revolutionary protest movements.in the United States.

In compliance with your request, a comprehensive, 
in-depth review of our coverage in this field is presently 
being conducted and you will be furnished the results on 
June 30, 1969. This analysis will cover foreign support of 
revolutionary youth activities in the United States emanating 
from all strata of international communism, whether they be 
pro-Russian, pro-Chinese or pro-Cuban oriented. •

When you have had sufficient opportunity to 
evaluate this material, X will be happy to make a member 
of my staff available to you for further discussion at . 
your convenience. , ‘

Sincerely yours',’, .
. ■ • *

i . '

. L;_ —____  Ui ’
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OHIONAl JOtM NO. TO 5OIO-I0*
MAY !»*2 COITION 
OSA GIN. ItO. NO. 27

UNITED STATES G^^NMENT

Memorandum
to :Mr. W. C. Sullivan • date:. June 30, 1969

- '
from :C • D» BrennanC

subjec^.FqREXGN SUPPORT FOR.ZREVOLUTIONARY PROTEST 
i MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED ^STATES,'' .. - • ' ■

; ■ The Director approved my memorandum of 6/23/69 ।
j. which advised we were preparing a report for Mr, Tom Charles !

Huston, Staff Assistant to the President, at his request 
. regarding our coverage of foreign communist support of 

. revolutionary youth activities'in the United States to reach 
him by 6/30/69; We advised Mr. Huston such a report would 
be forthcoming. • . •

' ' Our report sets forth the traditional channel ■ 
for communist support of revolutionary activity in this 
country by the established basic revolutionary groups under 
foreign domination such as the Communist Party, USA, and the _ 
■Socialist Workers Party, We also cover the capabilities of 
hostile intelligence operations directed at the United States 
by the Soviet Union, Cuba and Communist China.

Next we show the newer, bolder avenues of support 
and direction being utilized by revolutionaries, often ■ 
without any attempt to conceal their purpose. These include 
international conferences which in this period of history 
are ostensibly for peace in Vietnam but which also have the 
usual underlying goal of destroying United States prestige 
in world affairs. The ease of international travel and 
communication with revolutionary intent by New Left and black 
extremist adherents from the United States and abroad is then 
set forth, ■

The section dealing with our* coverage of the above 
threats to.our internal security clearly shows our strong 
reliance upon the use of live informants and physical surveillance 
techniques contrasted by the highly selective and limited use , 
of electronic coverage.

Enclosures (2), '

FEG:pab:.^A . . . ..—
- Z CONTINUED - OVERj .

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person
nel without the express approval of the FBI .
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Memorandum to Mr. 'I?. C. Sullivan
RE: FOREIGN SUPPORT FOR REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST

MOVEMENTS IN THE UNITED STATES . .

Our report shows that the FBI has been aware from 
the inception of the New Left and black extremist movements 
that they pose new and unique threats to our internal security. 
It shows we have readjusted our investigative intelligence 
efforts to cope with the new problems created. It stresses 
the fact that these movements are developing increasingly 
into hard-core revolutionary elements which will demand 
still greater attention in the' form of increased coverage 
as it appears there will be increasingly closer links between 
these movements and foreign communists in the future.

We have prepared a transmittal letter to Mr. Huston 
submitting.our report. Inasmuch as this document is not going 
directly to the President, no copy is being forwarded to the 
Attorney General, at this time. •_

ACTION:

With your approval, the attached report and letter 
will be forwarded to Mr. Huston.
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July -.1, 1969

£TZ LXAlSOH

Mr, Torn Charles Huston ;
Staff Assistant to the President !

■ The White House ’ ‘ 'i1
Washington, D, C« ■ I i

Dear Hr,' Huston: ■ • ;

Pursuant to your request of June 2'0 > i960, 

• there is enclosed a report concerning foreign conraunist 
support of revolutionary protest groups in the j

United States. , • ——--------

’ ' . Sincerely yours.

Enclosure
FBG:pab/djb

Ah Abd
^ut^radeJ secret per 
facto ■Jecto

H iSholS
FbW3l»l
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SECRET

INTRODUCTION

’’Although the'term ’’revolutionary protest’ 
•’•movement” cannot be precisely defined because of the . • 
amorphous nature of such movements, it can be said

’■that’revolutionary protest movements/existing within-the ■ 
.United States fall into two broad categories, i.e; the...
,:New Left movement and the black extremist movement.

... <— . . New Left movement, which 

.civil.rights struggle of the 1950s,.is 

.undisciplined group of individuals who 
government as irredeemably corrupt and

grew out of the ' 
a■loose-knit,.
view our system of 
oppressive. Their

stated aims and'objectives-are si’nple; -they- are dedicated,. 
> to the total destruction of oux- traditional values and 
•.democratic system of government. . - /'

. The’New Left movement in this country is. clearly
• an integral part of a world-wide revolutionary movement’of
>/^students and young intellectuals. There is a definite ■ 
/.similarity of goals,,. a uniformity of action from country to 

.-/country, and a rapport among leftist organizations and 
■.individuals in this and foreign countries; ■■ . ■ •

‘ ' • hike the.New Left movement, the black extremist
movement in the United State’s can be traced to the civil rights 

/ movement of the early 1960s and the violent response to civil 
rights agitation. This is best seen in the history of the 
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) , formed in 
1960 in Atlanta, Georgia. SNCC was one of the moving forces

• behind the Freedom Riders of the early 1960s..and wc 
of Ku Klux Klan violence. In May,. ^^3'.

■elected chairman of SNCC. The lack of progress tov x ci
- w

■ since the 1954 school desegregation decision helped
to. change. SNCC from a nonviolent group to a full-blown black 

. ’revolutionary organization. Other black nationalists took up 
cry fox- a ’’bloody revolution” and-a proliferation 

., of black extremist groups seized the initiative for change from 
.established civil rights organizations and now.advocate outrigh 

./.revolution and destruction of our form of government. •.
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. Foreign communist-support of revolutionary ' ’.

. protest movements in. the United States can be manifested 
in a•. number of ways,. Since the.Communist Party, USA, is

-‘- under the domination and control. of the Soviet Union, it 
;. can be used more and more as a vehicle to support these’ 
movements.. Similarly, the Progressive .Labor Party and other 
pro-Chinose Communist groups can be utilised by Communist

"--China as a channel for rendering suppcz't to protest movements 
in -.the United States. Other traditional channels which can

. ba used more are the ■communist-bloc diplomatic establishments 
"and"the clandestine intelligence services operated by the 
.communists within the United States, • .

• ' * . . • .. • * -* , • ■ . • ■ *•.< ' - . * • ♦ *. /•’' . • • *-*" * ■-

■ .'. ■• ■In addition" to’ the channels of ccmmunicaticn open
; to:foreign communists within the confines of the United State

... leaders of United States-based protest movements have , in
• ’recent- years begun ,to' reach out beyond the continental limits 

: of the United States to solicit support of foreign communists 
i*©volutioDSi'y protest movements abroad’, New XfOXuxsi-s and bxa 
extremists travel/ abroad extensively and participate freely i 

< various international conferences which arc invariably attend 
-by and sometimes even sponsored by communists. New X^ft and 
■black extremist leaders frequently confer with representative 
-.of foreign ccm-Tumist governments, fit the same time,

/ revolutionaries frequently travel to .the United States and 
■ ’confer with leaders of protest movements in this country, .

. ■ • ' • All of these "channels of cor^ddication" are 
treated in this study v/hfeh is designed to show- the extent

■; to which revolutionary protest, movements in the United States
-. are receiving foreign co;ir^^ : ’ ’.

ii
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:. - 5 < • ■> l iFOREIGN COMMUNIST SUPPORT OF REVOLUTIONARY' PROTEST ‘ ’
, "f: —~~—~—~~ ■. - ’ •

** * * * ...............— - .-• — . /**.* *. \ *. *'iz -V •

•A;/.influence, of Domestic Communist Left ' , ‘ ;r'

3-'«.'•• ' Communist Party, USA

it was founded in September.! .1919/-’tile- " vr
•. iff* Communist Party, USA. (CPUSA) has been unswerving in '.-its.; ; :.y 

: allegiance<;t^ the'Soviet .’Union. Over the years the Soviets .
t^® CPUSA as~a: trusted: vehicle. to. influence ; ‘7/1/

^■;^?..'yevoiutionary activity .-.within the United States. Accordingly, ■ " 
.ff.’FBI. investigations of CPUSA activities have included the •. ■ ■ _;.- 

>••= h-'-objective of determining’the extent to'which the Soviets may-. -
.using £he .CPUSA:cas- a possible -channel., for, Soviet'. f.--:/ -jq 

Pa;the current jrqy<^ ..movements .in... this ..’-'f
.. All.available derived from these'.J - v?

to date’indicates that'while’the CPUSA ’has ’made’’1/‘ 
.. overtures to the revolutionary protest groups there has been- • -•

limited acceptance of the CPUSA by such groups. . -

•. . in recognition of its'lack of support among-’

If’^ou^ on. college campuses, .the CPUSA .w currently 3 ...
ik-to establisli'^'-new youth group directed’toward

in industry. Party-leaders, on the other hand, have - : ---- 
5' ;ff; criticized New Left groups such as the Students for a Democratic
'f Society as petty bourgeois radicals. Party youth who have ’ ,
•k’ -'.’ i. attempted' to have the CPUSA relate more clearly with such

groups have'been isolated and silenced. Tho CPUSA theoretical " 
• organ, ’’Political Affairs, “ in its' March and April, 1969, issues,'
. contained a two-part article, entitled .’’The Student Rebellion,” •

t A.”'.,!which, clearly set out CPUSA opposition to the anti-Soviet,• ..anti-

“ ; CPUSA line’ of student protest'groups.? " ’ ’ '•f L'.-/
. yt-Within the past’year leaders of the CPUSA in the J

•• Midwest met with, leader’s of’.the Students for a Democratic
..•. • Society (SDS) to.discuss closer cooperation or possible

. • recruitment of these individuals into the CPUSA. These over- 
. -• tures were completely rebuffed by the SDS people who stated-

•• • ./that while there were no .disagreements with CPUSA .philosophy..  .....

•••■ -~™> .SECIIET . /’? - . \ ' I"'
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BECUHT.

. it' is most- doubtful the CPUSA is_ relevant today’. When it was 
proposed’that there be some form- of collectivity between the 
SDS-and-the CPUSA,.the SDS leaders replied that the CPUSA is 
not involved in SDS collectives'because the CPUSA has-nothing 

ito-contribute.; ■ ?< ty.'.

■. A/-;Subsequently, a leadei’ of' the-SDS ■ in conversation
-. with, leaders of-the CP of Illinois stated that the”Establish- 
lient ’, :-as--;it -exists- toda^^ changed., - even if-’this "change

"Mriust-be '-through7- fdr'ce~.'': He’tadded -that the "Establishment"
• {must, be replaced by-a communist government. He further stated 
htliat?there' has' td'be' a cSmbiunxst party^Fand- there .has to be a-?; 
7 communist revolution and that SDS is the only.group to organ-., 
size -the-youth," thus; rej-ec-t-ing’ the- CPUSA ;as a possible; vehicle - 

about- t&s'^evblutioif. ' 7 . r :-- y

^Available- -information-- discloses Soviet-..theore.ticia 
^now/’recognize • their’ l:hclc?of--status in- the -revolutionary studen 
twdv.bmehtthe United States' and the heed to become influehti 
in the current'ideological struggle in order -to. orient? it to- -
-Soviet style communism. • . . .-i : ' ■'-■■

"Pa- -With'regard to the'activists'in black extremist 
.^groups’,-.i;he CPUSA is under-a-severe strain, in attempting .to- 
i'develop'a'attract these individuals whi le :’a't the :' 
■".same time'adhering to its~prb-Soviet and Marxist-Leninist"ide- 

..’-'ology. The fight within the'CPUSA on the way in which to 
-handle the black question is a bitter one. and no clear-cut 
?policy has been established. An-attempt by black nationalists 
within the ’CPUSA :to pass a resolution recommending' .that .Negroe 
'arm .themselves for self-defense was overwhelmingly defeated 
'at the recent-19th National Convention.-. In addition, the pro- 
Maoist- .-stanee of -the extremist- Black Panther - Party -/BEP).-, is .••’ -. 
"anathema to'the pro-Soviet CPUSA. ’ ’ ■ . •

•- • ■ CPUSA. leaders have stated that the Black. Panther ' 
. Party may- be a vehicle to stimulate, revolutionary ferment amon 
"Negro youth if the Panthers can be taught a true Marxist-Lenin 

-.approach. ' Leaders, of the CPUSA in California have' been in •' .-• 
; Contact with the Black Panthex* Party and have assisted in the 
"••setting up of a defense committee for Panthers who have been 
' arrested. However, CPUSA leaders admit that it is not-possibl 
~'to' talk' to Black Panthers -as communists.- One CPUSA member • -; 
was'instructed to penetrate the Black Panther Party and to try 
.to put over the CPUSA program. He did join the Black Panther 
Party but when he was exposed as a CPUSA member as a result of
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attempting'to advance CPUSA policies he y/as expelled from the
Black Panther Party. \ A-/;.; -

not"meah~that'the.'CPUSA is hot striving 
"to play a more effective role in its relationship with activ
ists .of both New Left and black extremist groups. Individual 
•Party mcmbe??s do play a role in demonstrations, activities, 
and workings of these'groups. Party publications trumpet in 
Support .-.of . all demonstrations ; which stir up. discord ...in the .1. 
•United.. States whether, it be-.economicsocial-,...or '.-against-the- 
war'in Vietnam. ' • \ .ip-■’

2.-' Pro-Chiriese Communist Groups

.Progressive Labor' Party

Recent years. have witnessed- -the formation, of i 
^aLmyriad -of.- extremist organizations ’ ehuhciating ..the.i enets.--.. ; 
of ’Coimnunistl:China and Nao "Tse-tung. .The majority- have'-been 

ineffectual paper organizations and not viable .operations-. 
However, one group, the Progressive Labor Party (PLP), is 
making significant organizational strides’in major American ’ 
cities and on a number of college campuses. ... ■ ..... -

The PLP was" foluided -in':is'G2, 'by* extremist --“d' 

.elements of .the CPUSA who were-dissatisfied v/ith CPUSA’s — 
•^revisionism” and who advocated the following of the Chinese
communist line in all areas ox
devoted xevolutionaries

policy.'

of -the.
the CPUSA for

as ?
CH

Communist Party; who’ was expelled, fro:.: 
remist views; and who, --I-.—..;.'.'’’*—-V??——

was found .
.-.ri J^ilty of:. conspiracy to riot,. conspiracy. 
• . anarchy, and .advocating criminal anarchy

dvocat.e • criminal..

-estabiishe.d act

• areas including

Headquartered in New York City*, the P^P has . 
ive branches in a number o.f major metropolitan

PhiladeIphi
Boston, Buffalo,

and San Francisco
Chicago, Newark, Los Angeles 
During i?ccent months,' it ha

made a concerted effort to establish- PLP branches -througho: 
United States. Spearheading this drive has .been

$ 
4 
I 
J
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of the PLP • ’ 
and an export on organization. The PLP is particularly- 
interested .in expanding its membership on the West'Coast as

’evidenced by the recent assignment of UE

■ purpose.^
• to- Dos Angeles, • f or-.that

v’i*i '•< The .PLP maintains close contact with pro-Chinese 
Communist • groups abroad and its publications consistently 

’follow the.zChinese Communist Tine. ' For example,, during' early” 
-1968 ;the -PLP issued a pamphlet in which it proclaimed that 
’’the PLPjis'among groups which ’’proudly make--common cause with' • - 
cach'^cther'and wi-th the-Chinese-for world revolution" and —: ~ 

bo.astcd’1 o.f-4.i.ts; support of 4i-he-.Vietz.C0ng Tn defeat, of- our- ."common 
enemy,, the United States ruling-class." ".

itir..:-::b.ocwwvn .of .'the ’strong rapport- .existing between v;
the^PLP-and* the Communist- Pai'ty of €hlna/ :the latter informed-."-: 
.top-level. PLP members in 1967 .that -.it considered-the PLP to - .< 
■be the'only-revolutionary Marxist-Leninist party in the ' • ”
•United States. ' .- ' lLL i ;;

:As.* evidence of Chinese. Communist, support of-the 

jcPJuP;-. ■•-informantion has .been: developed .which revealed that during .-. 
■1967' 'and’ 1958 the PLP received a i,vt«l. of more than’ $13,000- 
from a.European bank where an. organ of the Chinese’Communist " 

■■ Government-maintains an account. ’During 1968, the PLP received
more than-§2,000-from Hon 
Chinese Communist sources

believed-to- have emanated-from

..:... .... . pu> leaders have been in periodic contact-with .
Chinese’Communist agencies, and'have on occasion visited the . 
Chinese mainland.. . and members .v:

^..travelled to.the Red Chinese main- Z
land in March,.1969

the PLP’’s stepped-upOf equal
efforts to extend its influence on college campuses. The

.PLP‘s- ability to seize upon situ ripe .for violence was
■revealed by its 1'ole within Students for-a Democratic.Society

ip—SECRET-
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,(SDS) during the Columbia Univei’sity riots, the’turmoil at • 
San Francisco State College, ■ and participation in the student \ ’.

" Unrest, at the. University of California at Berkeley California;

• PLP-has-been, particularly successful in ’ •••.
its attempts to play a major role in the activities of SDS.

. ■ ..'.During, the SDS National Convention, which’ended on June 22,
*•'.•: 3.969, at Chicago, the PLP element succeeded in splitting the

•y. <<??.••>’organization two’separate groups, each electing -national - 
'■■•.—officers and claiming-their'respective groups to be'in control

. ? k>©f SDS. v /vii/Ly; ’

-Revolutionary Union I-. ’ ’

/The Revolutionary Union' (RU) was formed in the
: r? -San Francisco area in early 1968 as the nucleus of a proposed •• - ”•■

•j-^L^-r^’/new' militant, national Marxist-Beriinist organization ‘with" ’ '■ 
'.allegiance ’to -the thought’’ 'of 'Mad Tse-tung arid tile Communist' 

.--l. party of China, Arter. operating for over a- year in an *\

underground ■ fashion, the RU partially surfaced in April, 1969.

-- < ’ . - ■•. .Since its formation,- the RU has organized into'
number of "collectives” in the San Francisco area. Its’members 

old-time-militant renegades -from 'the :CPUSA,-'former :-leaders’1 C
•-.. • : .<of .the PLP, and young high-school and college militants who ■ 

.’i: : have gained some notoriety"’as activists ’in local campus and 
. - ".'related disorders. RU members repox'tedly. are accumulating

- weapons and engaging in firearms and guerrilla warfare'training.
. . .." . yhey have played a prominent role in disorders ■ at Stanford; at 
\. -’ • the University of California at.Berkeley; at Sah Francisco State '
•-.I . .College; and in connection with the strike of the-Oil, Chemical, 
. and’Atomic Workers Union,-avhich has resulted in violence in the

Richmond, California/area-’;. -5 ■ -y

_• . At the present ti’.e,-RU leaders are seeking ’
to establish rapport with other militant "collectives” and

> —increase theii' influence in-the SDS.' The RU is in-competition ■
• ' •••: ■ with the PLP and ’.is seeking to discredit PLP in the eyes of 

the Chinese'Communists and neutralize PLP influence in SDS. •

• ' - One of the^^[ founders of the RU is '
• •* j a long-time commuiiist who turned first against

the CPUSA and then dropped out of his leadership role 'in 1
\the PLP. In 1965, CXZ3SES clandestinely'travelled to Communist
China where he yesidc-J for. approximately two years utilizing ...^ 

• a pseudonym.' • ’ ......

-•yP 3DCRET
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i" Shortly’after his return to the United-States 

August* 1LG7, he advised reliable sources that he had 
returned r to do a job" for the Chinese.communists. He 
'outlined : three-fold mission: (1) to form a national 
.coalition* of domestic Marxist-Leninists sympathetic to

xn

Mao-Tse-tv ng thought and the Communist -Party of .China; • . ..- 
(2) to develop and‘forward information of interest to 'the 
Chinese ccmmunists; and (3). to recruit'politically trusted 
youth who. wo.uld .travel to Communist China -for an-indeterminable 
period of cadre’ training after which they would return to
this country 
iiohpublic or 

;these latter 
’•intelligence 

China* _■

and operate in- behalf of Communist China in a. .
submerged fashion. There is a strong presumption 
individuals vzould be utilized as recruited ’■ 
agents operating clandestinely’in. behalf of 5 • ■ ■*.; .a.

hxnfellige: 
forward tc

>gathefing 
: domestic ;
have a set 

’ Af ter coir 
tefiow -to-’L- 

•Communist

n 'late 1967, indicated’ a’-desireyto^obtain

e .relating 'to the. Soviet Union: which'/hett/ould \.7:
China. He provided funds for this intelligence 
ffort and also to support the operations•of a 
o-Communist China organization. He claimed to 
st line of communication with. Communist China.- 
cting diversionary travel to Los Angeles,’CZSS

1 v IQ 69 a nr’ vj — --- - ■ there .’contacted:. tl •Mu

’• -'dis pa tehee 
. ...the letter 
; ' •while res:
• ' com’ftunica*. 

...’ responses.

•. is suffer:

hinese diplomatic establishment on two occasions 
he flew to Paris and contacted the Chinese.

Paris on two occasions. While .in Paris, he ’ 
a letter to an address in China-; • Significantly,

?as directed to the name he used as
ling in China 
; with them,

He has stated he is
a pseudonym 
able to • ’

but he^is unable’ to receive adequate'

ig from a lack of. funds
also indicates he

c« ’.Miscellaneous‘ Pro-Chinese Croups

$ince_ the development of the Sino-Soviet’ideological
split, many factions have 

• movement which to various
•Communist y of China

evolved from the American-communist 
degrees have lent allegiance to the 
Two are.worthy of. mention.. '•

Communist Party, ’ USA ’ ’(Marxist-Leninist)

•The Communist Party, U 
•(CPUSA-HL) was created in late -1 

-for’: anti-U.ni too States propagand
5 primarily as. a- vehicle’ • 
and activity of its leads
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•j ‘ 'CPuSA~i5I» in its initial 'stage proposed to conduct guen-illa ” •
2 r warfare .training, including the use. of firearms;■to organise-. •; 

. ' .t V -2’ cells in the South to exploit the racial situation;.to agitate 

‘ -■<<;Z:-. the population and .to create situations'-which would .require •• /.
the‘use. of Federal troops. .

<the -CPUSA-ML operated-in' California' .
• Workers -..International Bookstore, an outlet for. propaganda

■_ \ .material originating in Coz^unist China;. The organization .

2 .has been plagued'by ^factionalism based upon the egotism "of" its, z 
. ESH^ and a key aide, .sp 1 it. intb . '.

separate groups.,. In •November, '• lSS7,.'r~?in and another,. •... , i
* the CF'CSA-IJL.‘traveled't Eng land-where they r.hid.e
• -3-'-contact and .sought liaison with a.numbei’ of British pro-; ’ — 

.China. groups. Thereafter,- they” traveled to Par is ...
■ Zk‘2r -Vidors’ was' in ..cdiitact.-’’.^ Albanian Le’gat:^ •’-• .

.Chinese’Embassy seeking-funds,- literature-for his---
organization and extensPo 
Available information ind 
the Chinese and Albanians

s. rebuffed by both

Committee of Correspondence

■<’; The Committee of Correspondence was orgahi?ied in
196? byof Seattle, a formex* lender c: 

This Committee, which lias ties-in California:

e

pro-un.i.pase. groups
•- contacts vitkin th 

• novewents.
llaticnal Con vent io

dC
to establish influence and

tic 7Icg.ro natio: 
was in attcndEur

w I

s in llcrxisi.

puoixcatxon

3

Tho Socialist Workers Par 
:ant revolutionary group h

j J- WU^-44 
the theories of *
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Ain addition to its avowed aim to eventually ’ • •
overthrow our form of Government, the SWP’s most immediate 
.aim and objective is to hold together the,.coalition of.. _ 
'antiwar, groups, prevalent in the country today. It also .. 
seeks public acceptability by. running candidates for" • ■•■.= 
political- office.on local, state and national levels. SVP 

-.‘candidates for President and Vice President of the
United States were successful in having their names .placed on 
‘Some _19; state ^ballots during the" 1963•ele’StidnsT.' ’.They 'also 
.traveled to South Vietnam where they engaged’ in.discussions • ‘ 
with United‘States servicemen. _• _•.• ,; • ■ v j'_

Trotskyite Fourth International (FI) / self-h: 

'styled as the/World;Party. of; the ■'Socialist ^Revolution, Vis ' 
• hea“dqu.artefcd iri Paris, France, and claims to be fighting' 
fdir‘'tlie realization 'of 'Leon7 Trotsky *s ideas’; "'"The .’SUP”’^ v’ 
forced by the. limitations -of the VoorhisrACtfcif 1940 -to-.'

•withdraw -its official'affiliation with “the FI.‘•"■•Neverth^ 
the SV/P maintains ;"fraterhal ties” with the Fl 'and continue 11 

has "observers" in attendance at its international meetings.'

- ’ < The Young Socialist'Alliance (YS/a) , St/P youth-
■affiliate’,’ also headquartered in Hew York City, was criginsll 
: .formed in. 1957 by former members of socialist and communist-: 
youth..organizations. One of its primary purposes is to 
recruit youth into the socialist camp who ultimately will . - 
become, members of the SVP. The entire National Executive 
Committee of the YSA is composed of individuals who are also’ 
members. of the SUP. Most .of the YSA chapters, are .located .on ■ 
or near college campuses. - ■ \ /

-.■’•■ •...— In addition to acting as a recruiting mechanism ’ ■ 
'for- ultimate SUP membershi'p-,- the YSA's current-inain objective 
isto-organize, ^dominate, control and perpetuate the antiwar 
movement in the .country. The YSA, together.-with the SUP, 
credit themselves with organizing a number of massive antiwar 

■ demonstrations. • :- - , • . ...... ■. . . '

The YSA National Convention, held in Chicago, ’• • •
Illinois,, from November 28 to December 1, 1958, was. attended 
■by 791 -registered individuals, including.405 current active 
members representing 29 states and 128 cities. Guests came 
'from*'Canada, Mexico, Fra hoe "and Germany/ During 'the’ four”” 
days of the Convention, the YSA recruited approximately GO 
.new members.

i _• ' ■■’ /. . 1-.. ? . .. t. ‘ . ■• : t- -. •
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the YSA .is a..youth, group..consist in" in the 
main of college students,.most of its.activities take .place

." 'on: dr near college campuses. Its members have participated
* -in- many of the campus disorders-which have recent ly swept 
:/ the country. For the past several years. ZT'A/TOh 

member and former national officer of the
■■'•YSA,' has been the dominant leader, of .the campus disorders- 
■•--'.and' police■ confrontations'*oh the’ campus;of the .University of 
:--Calif ornia\at Berkeleyf -A; ......

foreign affiliations’ of 'the YSA. are the’, same 
as -those of. the’ SWP< • 7. A".-.-

After’the French’ student uprising-in the'Spring of
u-' :f 1* l-ftUSyAh. leader^df :.the_SWP;.stated that-for.^oars th.o_.SI7P..has

rr. vI-.m.afforded. f inunc-ial^and. theoretical assistance. ..and,-material. <.x- <
c.K-';toxmaintain the-Trotskyist--.cadr.e in France and that--this- 

assistance v/as paying off. . -t-■■■. ■ v'

: J Xn‘196S,.a leader 'of the SRP .noted that the role Of

-. -the student youth in France was a new element injected into • 
’ the; spring uprising in that country and that-the young-* '

- militants .of., the-Trotskyite:.. Jcunosse.Communisto .Reyolutionnair.e .
-played a key role in spite of its small. £w-u«. Ke related - •• 

\ -.7 .that the role’that American youth y/ill play in-the building....  
7 <';}of .the American revolution luust• be similar.’ ■

• . -In December, ?.D6o, fourteen YSA and/or S7P members
’ traveled to’Cuba as guests of the Cubkn Government to join in 

- ... .the celebration of the tenth jinniversary of the-Cuban Revolution 
.. - ■ -.. Since returning from .their,one-month stay in Cuba,- these-’.

''.■■/individuals Rave- participated :in numerous lectures and-
; — -..-.^discussions on college campuses throughout the .United. .States--' * 

"•’supporting Fidel Castro’s revolutionary views.•_ I-

•' ’■ • .Role .of' Communist~Bloc Intelligence ■ ' • -f

■ ■* ■ •-•■’ ■; Undoubtedly, as-the number one target of communist. ’•• 
.. . -• -. intelligence agencies throughout the world, the United States 

■: * is.faced with ths reality of skilled communist agents acting- *■ 
against the interests of our Ration. For years, the. communist 
"bloc’of ’ nations, ‘including the Soviet-Unicn, AIbania' Bulgaria /*‘ 

.... Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Outer.Mongolia, Poland, Rumania 
-• -and Yugoslavia, have had diplomatic, official and quasi-' 

official representatives stationed in thoir establishments in -.
• this country; ’ . ’ • ’ . . ..

’ -W? SBO»
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..■ V t = AA ' A ': ■:■■"■■■ "■' ■ .

■ ■•■.-/ ?• '' X/‘.'-...'’'.’ ’.-. Currently,'these establishments exist in •' ' .•

v New York City; Washington, D. C.; Pittsburgh; and Chicago
• _ ' .a./ ://.'with.a total complement of over 1,000 communist nationals
••;•=■,•■■/••//and .about 1,400 dependents. Our investigations have disclosed 
- -/■/*/. there are. over 350 known or highly suspected intelligence

■ officers or agents'.among them, of whom about 220 are Soviet
,'A>’nationals. *•?. . . y

V.'- vin addition to-this open or ’’legal” channel .of 
. •• . intelligence operations, the communist-bloc nations utilize j 
/.j. : ' .-highly clandestine ’’illegal” network^ which have no observable 

/./■•;?'/contact, with the communist.official establishments. .The •' _■. ■ 
'•■■/■../•//members of these networks who are sent here from abroad with 
. ’.. - ■•/./..fraudulent' documents and fictitious cover’-stories perform

: /intelligence collection tasks as do. .the. communist intelligence 
■///•' .‘agents operating unde?.’ diplomatic or official cover. In 

.•■•■•■.■/■•• /■• time of emergency, or war involving the United States and
, . / ■. ••/' communist countries, the “illegal” networks®would assume the r 

■“'/• •v^'.priraary collection role for communist countries whose diplomats
• X/.•/<•./and'officials would be interned or. expelled. / . • .... . -

// ■ In' spite of the extensive nature of communist-bloc . - 
’ /./r\ /‘intelligence operations to penetrate and subvert the . ..'
•. ■■■■■ ///United States, there is little evidence that these intelligence- 
. •■/ •■. '.•- -■. gathering'services are acting as channels for communist • 

. ... support of the revolutionary protest movements here. A- '
• ■ •- • .'• significant exception to this statement is the known activity
•/ ://.-/> of certain-Cuban intelligence agents acting under1 the cover

• . ' •••••of .official assignment to the Cuban Mission to the United Nation 
• ^(CMUN) in New York City..' . \.

C. Cuban Intelligence* Service • ; '

•// .Export of the Cuban revolution is the fundamental 
.? ..■ principle of Cuba’s foreign policy»’ Ue have determined that

■ / .’..in the United States such policy is manifested by clandestine ’
■■ '.. - support of Puei'to Rican independence groups and the fomenting ■ • 

of racial strife and student disorders throughout, the
■■/.■. ^United States, ... .. ••• //■ . ..; ■■.;/•/•••

.' •■-• ’ .• . •- In September, 1967, two officers of the Cuban
. . •■/ • Intelligence Service (CIS) assigned to the CMUN told a. . ’ 

representative of the Nationalist Party of Puerto Rico (NPPR) ■
.. . in New York. City that Cuba was prepared to offer Puerto Rican 

’. independentists'weapons and material. In April, 1968, a CIS 
• ■ ■ - officer at the CMUN delivered to a representative of the ’.
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Puerto Rican Independence, Movement (Movimiento’.Prd.- -.-

: Independencia de Puerto Rico ~ MPIPR) a message from the
**' Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba (CPC) . f The'

. .message expressed CPC solidarity with and support of the* —■
‘ MPIPR in/the latter’s struggle for’independence. Cuban I -.’j 

•'- /■."support has included guerrilla training for some leaders: of-. . ’ 

’. -current .violence in Puerto Rico. .’ ■ ...

/.:•*.With’reference to the fomenting of racial strife

and-s-tudent disorders in the United States by Cuba, ’ ourw 
■ •• -investigation of is a. case in point.-.■ -.-..p
- - L • -He "arrived in the-United States in August", • 1967, to assume < i- 

du at. .the CMUN. He. left the •< . •’ J J

... ^KL.-i-rUni-ted...States. on February ?0..,'.1389, at the^State Departments 
~ ’.request based upon the results of our . investigation of . him

of |jis .departure, -he' held -the-rank of Counselor, --

’-u-second/in order: of diplomatic precedence at the CMUN..-'<i

Uinvestigation of determined that he ’was
-.7 ■" a'•.Principal .link between the Cuban Government and leaders of

•, .^...black extremist .and New Left student groups in the
- United States. He' gave advice and counsel to such leaders;-'
including and SSSSis® then affiliated

Student Nonviolent..Coordinating Committee . (SNCC); L..:-u 
■ -furnished'Cuban propaganda materials to them; and arranged ’■ 

~ visits to Cuba*for unknown purposes by many of them.

•••V" ■- •■*-. During. early May, 1968, while, in Washington, D, C.,* 
ostensibly as a representative of the Cuban Government to the 

- -• Pan American Health Organization, instructed

. •. was-then agitating in Washington. D. C., following’
y. - .-; the serious racial disorders here of the preceding month.-

; .vk7„'../....The.._signif icance of instructions to .is . ..
. .J - unknown; however, an SDS plan of similar .terminology resulted 
•J' •.■.-•-in an undisciplined mass protest and violence at Columbia - .. . 
{ . ’ University, also during April, 1968. . . . _ . 4 .....1

.- ’ ' ' ■ •-■ The• intelligence functions of at the CMUN
. . appear,to have been taken over by ,

’..’I .lower in’diplomatic rank but. super ior - to .Z1
... in the CIS hierarchy ’

* - - ... - • “■/•

jy •■■■ .’.•;:.•/.•• -7” :
" ■ I ' ';. ' ■ \ HBOIiBg V -

: . \ . u- ’ ...
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; •• ■••••••■ ♦ ••" ------ -i^^. arrived in the’United States on September 6, 196
v Our investigation of him has determined that he acts as a

• ... clearing ..agent ’ for American, citizens of various backgrounds . ■
who'travel to Cuba, associates with- individuals who are

./ affiliated Avith black; extremist and New Left groups, and has 
..•/•■.been operationally’associated in New York City with Soviet

: intelligence personnel. He acted as interpreter for ;
/ •' during a visit of the latter, -in Cuba. :

• ?D;1 Chinese Support :

A ’/../A ’f Communist Chinawhile having-no diplomatic or’ ■■-’ ■■ 
■ official-establishments’in’the United States, is posing’an - ’

threat constantly through individuals residing-v/..:
•J.,- . in or-visiting .this country. Various residents or citizens 

Hrr?'-of our Nation who -have Chinese origins or-background have --. -
:come ;to -occupy prominent or significant" positions in fields■ 

:\< ’.; l/6f science, education, industry, defense, and government.
• -Some of. these'individuals in the past have acted in a manner '■ 

-.-'hostile to-our national interests, apparently motivated by - ■ -
•’ . fear or sympathy with the communist regime in mainland China.

.’..The.Chinese Communists’ have in the past mounted a 
against: the.United States Government with . 11/ 

’.the intention of aggravating the racial situation in this •’
,**w. country'. ’ On April 16',’ 1963, for instance, the'New China News'
. . Agency (NONA) broadcasted a statement by Chairman Mao Tse-tung

'^’^n support-of the Afro-American struggle “against”. .violence,
• / ' Mad described this. struggle as "waged by the’exploited and .'

• •• ’ . oppressed black people for  freedom and emancipation, . v.” •-*
• •• -. . and stated it represented a call for the. ’’oppressed people of

• i
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-. .■■■.•.■ the United'States to fight against thg barbarous rule of the . 
monopoly capitalist class.’’. This was Mao’s first major • -. ■-.■•■ ■I-. 

.. .y ..statement on this subject- subsequent to..1963. .-...■..... ............. „"..J

<-.Hong Kong newspapers, on April IS, • 1968,. reported
. . that Peking was transformed on-the previous day into a camp-

. • • '.of militant support f or American Negroes whose "certain victory 
.. -./• over iruperialism was proclaimed- by hundreds of thousands of

. ..’marching Chinese. A parade supporting Mao’s,message v/as
».’ . reported to have lasted from seven in the morning until eight- •■ 

-.thirty in the .evening, - .-’ w ‘

’ - 12 ~ '



For several .years, the NCNA’has been forwarding. ■ - ’ . - —---- ---- ------- X-----------* -------- ---- . —
’- -"large quantities of anti-United States ■ propaganda. material7 • 

. -to Negro publications and pro-Chinese' communist groups in the
..■/•. United States. Information was'received in May,- 1968, which. • 

' .. disclosed the NCNA had commenced circulating photographs in
- '. • rh/'this country depicting racial riots’, arsonist activity/ and' - 

’• ' other civil disorders.participated' in by the American Negro.

• .. •'. -v received on May 3, 1968., revealing a news'- ;
. . . : /'release'had been sent from China FeaturesPeking, China, to .

• ••• .’ -.the Black Organization of Students,’Rutgers-University, Newark,
. . .'y New • Jersey. The nows release contained a statement by ’

iif’wh'ich mention .was. made of "suppor t of the .

fro-American struggle against..violent repression.’’

BPP. makes widespread ’ use of' the “Red-Book” in - 
ihstrifcti’ng’its5’’members.“’"The’ "Red Book?" is' a collection of ’ 
■quotations by/Sections’ of :it’have been/-;’/;::i-.

• ’ /incorporated.’into'Kit'. ” One '" 

.,C/such section advocates the abolition of war through war and .
/■' states, that '.in order to get rid of the' gun it “is necessary ■ 

: .-to. pick up the gun.” - . . .' . •. . ' ■’■- '

/'.During January, 1969, a BPP leader in Los Angeles 
poss^ss^.on” Which had been published "by''■ •'

the Peoples.-Fine Arts Press,'. Shanghai, China. It was.’. ...
■. . -.’.captioned ’’Support the Peoples of the World in Their Anti- • ..

’ ■ T .’ Imperialist Struggle.” ’ • • > .r:

' -■ : : International Conferences . ■ //-.■■ ' .■ '•

Numerous' conferences' throughout the world during
’ the past few years have, evidenced both, the international " 

’ ' "-'t .’ character of the revolutionary protest iiiovcment' and’ the desire 
""•y of foreign elements/to influence the conduct of that movement • 

. .... •' within the. United States, The majority of these-meetings -.
. • ’■.’have focused on’opposition to the United States position in

’ ..Vietnam.’ As active’participants in these gatherings,
” ’ ’ 'representatives of militant groups within the United States ■ 

have 'joined with their foreign counterparts -in efforts to .' 
. ' undermine the United States. - A representative sampling of

’ ••• • -such conferences will illustrate this point, and, in addition,..
• • - give some indication as to the disruptive, anti-United States

. •• proposals’made at them. • '
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1. . •. international Conference oh Vietnam

~ . Stockholm was ’the scene.'of..the.llntprhntiphal' _ „’
rConference on Vietnam held from July 6 th??ough July 9,' 1967’." ~ ; 
.'The World Peace Council, an international communist fx^ont b 
-.organization, was one of the principal organizers of this 
’conference. Among the 452 persons who attended the conference 
..were delegates from communist countries. Among those present’ 
■■•from■ the •'United States were’ National
Committee member the ' ’ >

of I7omen's International League for Peace and
, the n . a ri • of f ic la 1 of the National y'l

Conference of Kev .Politics'. •■•b- r|

.-...The*'conference‘made.plans fox' a world "Peace in
Vifetnafrr Bay” to* coincide . with" the antiwar ’ demonstratiorr. in* I - ’ 

.. Washington, D. C*., oh October 21-22, 1967; Our. investigation 
X6f*.this matter. disclosed-that a massive -demonstration of 

approximately.35,000 people demonstrated in Washington, D. C.
■which .demonstration culminated with-^n assault

■ Demonsti'ations wore also held i
‘^inside and outside of the Unite

various other 
States.

on the Pentagon 
cities, both

' 2 Latin American Solidarity Organization (LASO) Conference

of the 
of. .the

■• '•: 7n’~JU’ly "arid early' August j 1967, • '
Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, was a guest
Cuban Government and an "honorary 

conference of the LA SO .hoId in Cuba. He
Negro extremist activities in -the United

delegate’' to the 
sought to tie in the 
States with the anti-

• imperialist revolutionary struggle which was the basic theme 
“..of the conference. With headquarters in Havana, Cubs, LASO

.was formed by communist, r^vo' rorist group
-from various Latin American. countries dedicated to the ........ 

••violent overthrow of.imperialism, particularly United States 
;imperialism.-- - - ....... . ; -. . . . ’. : .:....

' . 3. Bratislava•Conference

■•’ • • Another so-called peace conference -was held at
. Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, from September 6 through
September 13, 1907. ’Among the 41.persons 'from the United States
who' attended the conference’were: ‘ ■ v;ho led 'the

- 14
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delegation from the United States

an SDS de leg; 
‘ both of SKCC

■ and CX v/ho headed

- Service Co
and

tion of ninejt:

J

■■ to the conference

and , .
.Student Mobilization Committee.

Kev? Republic*! magazine
both ^f the American Friend

magazine;

Both or th Vietnam and the xILF.sent delegations

‘k <The 'delegates from the United”States . to the 

■Bratislava conference.were. furnished free.lodging and meal 
'while at the conference but were required t'o- pay their own

1^7. well in advance, .of

.• in discussion 
. stuaent .and c 
current Amcri

, 'including the’antivar-,’

told tha

solidarity. ■ 
‘l^rora Vietna:

the purpose of the conference was to create . .
mutual understanding between rexfolutionaries--• 
d their, .supporters .in. the United States..and .. C, . 
t'cs" werti^ the basis of their "experience

4. Interr

In January an Inter

over the world 
the United Sta

held in Cuba. Some 
j- e * pr cs e n i ,■ i n c 1 u d i

from all
zrom

Five moiiibers of 
this conference

CC repo:
travel was handled

ano »
to havane to attend

United
a

5

to obtain unity
The announced purpose
of action.in Cuban

se’ Conference on Vietnam

--AX \An.internationa 1 meeting sponso:
a Japanese psace granp, was held in Kyoto pan. August.

■ including 23'.

»
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from the Urrited States'were in attendance .at. this, conference 
.■'Discussion centered, on such subjects as how to wage a campaign 
-.-against war’and for social change throughout the world, how ■ " 

’.to deal with' the Okinawa issue and the United States - Japan 
Security pact, how to assist United States deserters and .draft 

'evaders, arid how.to coordinate antiwar movements around the • 
.world. ■ :■ t • i.".'-

■ A l/;6.International Assembly .: . >? .-•
a w rn_T - . i - i -j • - i i -. - - _   . — • - — . - — r “ * ,* • r .

Columbia University was ’the site 'of' an International 

•.Assembly held in September., 1965. ’ This Assembly was sponsored 
• by ■ the - Columbia -University. chapter -of SDS and representatives- 
rfron -•many -foreign, countries were in attendance. Much of the ■ 
'/activity of. the /Assembly centered., around’''revolutionary tactics 

•■to''bo Employed ly ■s'tude’nt’sr’^'^ * -x

-7- .—-Budapest- Conference—-—-— --

: a group of 20 American-antiwar activists including ■■-
>€DS members traveled to Budapest,. Hungary, in September, 1968, 
-to.meet-wlth representatives of Worth Vietnam and the Naticnal 
Liberation Front. Hine of the group’ from’ the United States 
khad/takenin the' demonstrations at"the Democratic Hationa 
•Convention in Chicago a few weeks before-this trip. The 
Meetings were arranged by and centered
. on the Paris Peace Talks, on prospects; for further* student 
‘unrest in the United States and on furthering unrest among ’ ’ 
American servicemen. • -*.- •/ /• * ■

* • • .... » * •• * ; - • • .. .. ’ . . . . • • . • »— . * •' .• '1 . .

-* . ‘8. .Kogispheric Ccnference’ to End* the War in Vietnam’

- i ■/ ...' •/Krom November. 2§/to December 1/1965, the Hemisphere-ii 
.Conference to End the Viz? in Vietnam was he Id in Montreal, 
.Canada,, hosted by' the Common ist Party of Canada; -It was . . " 
.attended by approximately 1,700 delegates and observers, 
including a b-man delegation from North Vietnam, headed by ’ 
Hoang Dinh Giam, Minister of Culture,-and a. 2-man delegation . 
from ths National Liberation Front, of South Vietnam. Othe.rs . 
in attendance included extremists, communists;, pacifists and 
student radicals from North and South America, .

\ ’•Z ' ' -

—--“YThe approximately -25 BPP members in attendance, with 
the- aid of white radicals,;took over control of the conference 

’ following’ a scries of tights and' scuff les. Together4: with 
other extremist^ they attacked the ’ “solidarity with the



■y. Vietnamese”' theme, wanted'to assist North Vietnam and ..
• ' ' the Viet Cong and-wanted to denounce American imperialism. '•

•' *A participant, at the conference described’the BPP members
- as ’’.black, storm troopers” and said that no decision was • <--7- . v •

■'".-•■-•-jnade ■ at-the conference without consideration .of the. Pant Hers.’’
?■' j reactions.^' : . / •--.<>

... .• '-i. ?BPP .leader addressed the conference on ~
December Tj ■ 1968and called for the overthrow of • colonial'/ -' • / 5. 

s'-;-V$oW;ers;‘:avseries' of conferences with- the- or 'cozter 
’• 'North 'Vietnamese-and National'-Liberation7Br^ delegations.

• • • *• • •*-•«*» 1 • * * • • * . . • . . ** . ’ ■ » A,”. ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ - t V* . J • ■ r-t- • . • x ••••/••*•’. 1- •’ -Z ' . .
• • ‘ . • . '-.. ... .•

9. '.Stockholm Conference on Vietnam:"-- •
* *, . t»i~riTiriiiri.n ii *u .1. ru-_ ■ 1 ■ r- . 1.......r •— .. r~i. - -1— r ---1 - ■ ■ 1 - ■ ■ t i-t~ - - —_ im ..1--- — 1 1-1—..--1 ■■ - ir—tt * • . ,• * - • . , , . ■». . * • -** * .

\ ..J?. , • • - . • -. • - - • .* ' ’ \’

The Stockholm Conference on Vietnam was held May 16 r
• • -'•-• through 18/-1969; -Approximately 3 50 to 400 individuals from :

- ^52 countries representing a myriad of peace«and antiwar groups

. ' -were present. About 25 individuals from the United States ’ ' "
■ -’attended. . . ' : ... T' . : . . -/f- • • -. •. ■ /.

> ■ • ■ • •• \ • .*.•** , • . ' . *
• • a . . • a*. ' 'J “ . iW *a **W -a «* •'/« •" 4* ••• *• "J • »• r • • ■ •“ ■> ““ ’ "* *JJ " • / • • a •• *<••'* ■*••»*, *“ * *•<. * ~ • 4. ’ _

yt''’ -..a .-I.---- • ■ .. - »• -.z.
This .confere.ncc ..was requested jointly by .the ... .

. •" ’.•/ :Natiob.al Liberation front of South Vietnam (NLP) aiid the

. . .. •■Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) delegations to the
■ . ■ -Paris Peace Conference. The basic theme was to promote- '. ■ ’ -

. - .-acceptance among the world’s intellectuals of the 10-Point .. .'...
. •'Program advanced by the NLP and DRV at the Paris' Peace ' '

• :Conference, They felt that if they could convince the conference
... participants that this program was the only legitimate answer

• rtoi-t.he Vietnamvsituation-;; -the -inf luened 'these individuals /!" •’ •'•• •? t";
. ...- ..-.had in their respective countries would.be sufficient to . - - ,
< • •• 'build world opinion in-support of the 10~Point Program. .. . .. : -
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■ •./•/ A report of .the Working Group on Action of this
\ conference set forth'seven proposals to be used to'undermine 
' support of the United States position in Vietnam. These were

a. ■ Collection of signatures of prominent people 

to.be.publicized in newspapers. . .. - ;

.National and international demonstrations on''.
July 4 "in-the-form-best suited to the organizations, and the . 

f movement • in. each country. Specific suggestions called for ■ 
.-'vigils-.outside United States Embassies on July 4 and the " . . i 

: ./reading aloud of names of Americans killed in Vietnam. ’-I

/ "il of1 United. States'/firms providing goods''
for" tbcwar 'in'‘Vietnam or engaged ■in'‘thel transporting "of ‘ such-'- 
goods.' ; >■' .: ■

/ ./ t -; international support for draft
/ resistance in the United States and by'Americans, abroad.; _ 
/encouragement of defection from’the United States armed
• forces; and, - opposition within the Army. . • j ■'. ./ .. ■

/ ' /- e. Increased support of the 10-Point Program of
•the NLPr‘and- exposure of ’’the weaknesses” of President Nixon’s

•Eight-Point Program. • . ; '

f. ‘•‘A campaign for recognition of the National ’• 
‘.Liberation :J?ront of South Vietnam and the Democratic Republic 
of Vietnam by more world governments, • .'zz ■ - •/■ '

... .g.' The issues'of the wax' in Vietnam,'particularly 
■tiie unconditional withdrawal of United .States troops and the - 
JLO-Polnt- Program' of the ND?/,' should be stressed as widely’ as'"' 
possible at ail-na’tionai and international conferences7.' ■

' .’ ' - /. With regard to proposal number’ one enumerated above,
■f -the June- 25, 1363, edition of "The Washington Post” carried a .
• ■ . three-quarter page advertisement calling for the President to ■
' ; ■ end the war in Vietnam now. ’ Specifically, the signers of this ’
■ /advertisement, many of whom have had communist affiliation, called 

’■’.for a halt to offensive military operations and the withdrawal of
: ’ all United ..States' troops within one year to begin immediately.

SECRET
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10. World Congress of Women"and World Peace 
Council Conferences' .. . •

In June,-1969, delegations from the United States 
.-./’attended conferences of the World Congress of Women in 
.* ■'/ Helsinki; Finland, - and the World Peace Council in East Berlin, 

Germany. ' Bothof these are international’front groups’- - ■■■----■ 
controlled by the Soviet Union. These conferences served as 

■'/"■forum’s for propaganda against'the United States'- position, in 
-• bk Vietn^ < i ~

■-//•p’/ determined, that the-World Peace Council
^-./Conference .in East Berlin, June 21-23, 1969, was concerned 

with the following, points.:-.
• • » ' * w • • ♦ W- .■» M .11 .11 — ■ . . • . M • J .“Ir

a. / Unceasing denouncement //’United States .

-a...-? v-.'r- v-’ >•/ . : •"■’•■/if-' - •
’:‘ bi ‘Recognition’ of the government of the German

Democratic -Republic by the Unite'd States and "otlidr countries

. ...within itssphere of. inf luence.. •

• /’ C.’ ’ Encoui'agement to the Vietnamese' to continue.

.fighting...inasmuch as .they, are flighting -the .battle:of . all ....
: emerging nations and this will give the latter the courage 
to fight their own wars of liberation. - . • / ... . /. ?

' d« Support of: provisional revolutionary governments

. - wherever they.occur. ;.....J .. 1-’ ; ..

•The American delegation to this" conference included
. /communists, members of SMCC, and the various peace groupsf ■ .

• - • - ■ • '■ ’ . ■ • .. ’3 ' ¥ .■ . • • -

/ i-y.’": visits"to' the United States b/.Foreigh Revolutionaries•

. ..'United States, coupled with the comparative easp’in obtaining.?. 
United States visa, practically eliminates any problems■foreign 

■ ••'leftists have in travelling to the United States. There have 
• been numerous such individuals who. have travelled here in the

’ past for varying reasons. Notable among these are
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• P. '' «■•. • ’* ■ ■ : ‘ '*  ' /’ ■ *•  • "’

•_ . .• '• •/• is a leading member of the Trotskyite S •
; /-: Secretariat of the Fourth International. He is also an . . •

■ •• activist-in the Nev,’ Left movement throughout Western Europe*  ’■
. . • . His wife, was active in founding the anarchistic ■

. . ’Socialist German Students Federation (German SDS) in Berlin, ” .
’* ..... Germany, and is friendly with leaders of various radical youth ~

• groups, in Western Europe, trip was’arranged /

-by the Socialist Workers Party (SWP)- while the Young - • ’ •’

’ Socialist Alliance (YSA) organized the tour of s
These two’individuals, during September and October, 1968, ' .

-/• ’ made separate tours which took them to some 50 college." and ’ 
„ .. . university, campuses from coast ..to • coast and border to border.,.. ......

- . .Each appearance made by these two individuals was marked by .
■ - espousing the revolutionary . doctrine of the New Left /• .■

. - •- before United States college students,

■ r. j-' » former national chairman Of ‘ ;
. ~ .the German' SDS^.entered the .United-States, oh February’25, 1^0/t?
t - ryi*/: reportedly to engage .in :a./speaking and fund.raising, tour.’ lu

. ^• '•arranged for him by SDS. He appeared at some 16 colleges'.
- ’ . .throughput the country, and did not miss any.' opportunity to * ■
‘ ■. .spread seeds of discontent and anarchy. He .cited, examples Of

harrassment and .disruption.and.announced the need to build ah' 4 
. ’ ■ international revolutionary alliance adding that a victory for

■ * it;.t ,«the-.-mo Vern ent in one country--is^a-victory for the-movement i
. •• .” another, . . ■■..’’•/ . _/ ■ , ?.•. ’ .’.

*’ - i'y ■: ~subpoeaned to appear before the'Senate' ■ ‘ 4
. Internal Security’Subcommittee and during his testimony -. ’ '

. ... ..expressed .support for the regimes in Cuba .and North Vietnam; . ' ....
. .....the Viet .Cong: and the National Liberation Front of South . ." ; ,
’ / Vietnam,. - ' : . / ■ -. / ’ ; . • . . . .: ; . p ’■■: </i/. ■■ ’

-A -r -.’ ’-A BPP rally in Los Angeles, California, on Nbvember G;..’ AN 
- - • 1968, was addressed by a Mexican student who was reportedly ■ • •

- ... . associated with the Student .Strike Committee of Mexico City,. . ’
। • Mexico, which organization.had been involved in violent clashes ■

. -with Mexican police and military units.- During a subsequent ..•
■- . meeting, it was agreed that Mexican student leaders would • • ■,

come to Los Angeles to instruct.the BPP in disruptive’tactics • • 
and that BPP members would go to Mexico for/training*.’ ’ •

. . - . . . - 20
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G. Contact Between -Leaders of United States Protest Group; 
‘ * \and~Keprcsentatives ofToreign Communist Groups .

1; . - Nev; ’Left Movement

; 4. ?>.i • ' Cuba .and North Vietnam have been particularly strong
magnet’s ■ for /.New -Left ’ protest groups. Much of the strength .of '„•. 
.these organizations derives from their ability to maintain ' 
close, relationships and dialogues with foreign - establishments1. 
For-instance, -the National-Mobilization. Committee to End the .
War .in Vietnam, (h 
300 'individuals' a

North Vietnam

) .maintains a foreign contact list of -over 
organizations'"-throughout the world; '. Its.

^,;.4.4^ 'has~: travelled to" the Soviet-Union,' 

hoslovakia-, Cuba and Sweden in furtherance..
’of .opposition to the war in Vietnam. The NMC and
maintain .'.almost constant contact-..with, the.- Governments, of.Cuba
■and North'Vietnam and-representatives ’of- 
•Liberation Front -of South Vietnam.- -

e National • • 
^3 feels such

contacts give the NMC and himself notoriety and build their 
image in’the movement.'

>
?

* Vietnam ’was a ten-day ’u 

• , a xormer
iJOemocracy, a defunct 'com

One of the most highly publicised visits to North

member of the American Youth ’for

.mist youth. group
a member the CPUSA and

one of the founders of SDS. 
authorized by the State Department
three travellers • "fact-finding"

rheir trip was not 
It was.described by the 
•mission.

"”-••■ .- Following the Bratislava Conference, held- in 

September, •" 1967," and’ two other SDS members trave
. North Vietnam, . . • .. ... .’•

4 . • ; *• InFebniary, 1968', 20,SDS.,members visited Cuba and,
4 while there, held'confcrences with representatives of the 

|| National Liberation Front, the political arm of the Viet Cong,’
4 and with individuals from North Korea.

■ •' • In: March,-1968,
v5,sited...Cuba where he met with represent 
North Korea and North’Vietnam.
activist, visited North Vietnam in April 

i
• 5 i

an SDS national officer 
ves of Communist' China., 

another SDS

V
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• ... . • • ’’ • v • ’ ’ •• • ” . • * * • • . .

1
 • "A.group of 3J /SDS members travelled to Cuba by ’ ■’■
•way of Mexico in late August, ..1968, Part of this group- . 
met with a representative of the National Liberation Front ;. ■ 
who stated that the New Left, in the United States should -.' • 
conduct more and more demonstrations against the. war in • . ■„ .. . 

...I Ivietnam. ...; ... V?.*': ??
November, ’ 1968, four women representing the.'. ' •'■ 

_ Women Strike..foi’ Peace, travelled..to the .Soviet Union .at the.. .. 
invitation of the Soviet Women’s Committee.- En route, they

. V - .met with Madame Phan Thi Binh, .head of the National Liberation
-'.“V^Front-of South-Vietnam delegation-'-to the-Paris Peace Conference 

.... ' ;rin‘Paris, Fi?ance^....In the Soviet..Union, the delegation was ■' j
■.-.•hosted -by various-women in .-influential-positions throughout.' J : 
tthe• Sdvitet Union; .-A-representative of the group-planned to' ' " ■ 
return viif'Trague, Czechoslovakia,' and made contacts there..'; .••’ ’

: ' • .'. • ’. ■ . 7.■' * -. •
June;20, 1969:,,1a..-delegation--of 2.0 individuals..;

’under-.the- sponsorship-of .-the ■ Committee, of Returned /Volunteers ■: : 
’■.(CRV)—travelled to Cuba> by way of Mexico City. This trip, was 
'organized with the full knowledge that it*, is contrary to

. ^:State Department regulations; however- a statement adopted 
by the group indicates that the travel would be made without 

such approval' as a further demonstration of the CRV opposition 
‘to’United1 States policies’?’- 'Available information Un di cafed-’! - • 
that .all expenses over and above transportation was to be — -• 
borne by the Cuban Governments] In addition, the CRV is ’ 

currently planning a- similar trip to Cuba in July, 1969. _

..Also-., ■ in July, -1969," a group of women .affiliated -.-v. 
with .the WSP plans to. travel, to Cuba at the invitation of the ’ 

Federation of Cuban Women. ' • •'.

y • / * •* .. . “ * < ■' " ' - ■ ■* ‘ *■
.. • • - An example’of th^ ability of the subversive New : ■

Dbft’ movement to reach’ a wide audience is probably -best ’ • ’ ’
illustrated by ’’Ramparts” magazine and ■■

■ ■ ' . :

’’Ramparts” magazine espouses a line'of opposition' 
to United States domestic and .foreign policy from a left- 
irient.ed position, utilizing sensationalist "muckraking to draw 

r":’ *•' the reader’s attention to its attacks on various Government 
/ ■. agencies. . • . • v • * ■ • •. - - ■. ■ ’

- 22 -
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. ■ .•ph© political orientation of ’’Ramparts” magazine
is'-a reflection of the activities and ideology of its . , . •

9 has been extremely active in. this
country in a -leadership capacity in a broad range of Hew 
Left protest activities and..openly espouses support of • • ; 
Fidel Castro and the Vietnam Rational-Liberation Front. His 
foreign travels include a trip to Cambodia, Thailand and ■ 
South Vietnam in February, 1966. In January, 1968, he . • 
attended’the Cultural-Congress-held in Havana, Cubatraveling

: to.Cuba via Mexico City as an accredited.correspondent.-■ He
" stated lie traveled with the .approval of:the State-Department,I 

’.He vn*s. again in Cuba from.April. 23,.■ 1968,- to-Hay- 10, 1S68, -•[-I 

< and .from December. 31, ■ 1968,: to - January- -13,- -1969,--during -which:;
•< time', he attended-the' celebration- on January 2, 1969, *’ of -the S 
:a 10th.anniversary 'of' the Cuban ’i;evolutioh.:..... .- • -... I,;;: --;:. J"-:

-;-.T ..... . - '■ --
•x.',’.. v Demonstrative of political ideology is ’’ r

vthe: foil owing statement made-byin 1965,-- ’’-The' Viet ■■■■■'-■■ 
Cong is. a- party of peaqe,’ and. if I was in Vietnam-, I would . -

-■•.-be oil tho side of the Viet Cong.” • •■

2. ‘ Black Extremist Movement

• * ■. The obvious objective of communist incursions into-
the black extremist" movement is to bring about a Negro' 
revolution in the United States. The presence of trained. -

• intelligence agents in’ Cuban.Embassies ancL Missions'together
With the interest expressed by Caban officers in the black.

’•« . extremist .movement in this'country accentuate the possibility ■ 
’ of involvement of Cubans in this movement. '

Travel by numerous black extremists to Cub?, ’has '
■been extensiveAs previously indicated,

traveled to Cuba in July,
_.__ was svAiCsssful in extracting a. premise from ■

■ Fidel Cnstro to support the black extremist movement.

where

’ - • • I'Tom Cuba traveled extensively to ether
• countries in .search of support -for .his militant movement in ■."’
the United States. His itinerary included Forth Vietnam, 

'■Algeria and Egypt; As a SHCC representative,' he’ attended’ ” 
’portions of the second session of the Vietnam War Crimes " ■" 
■Tribunal held in Copenhagen, Denmark, in late November, 1967

.- 23 -
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■ .. ^ During 1967, traveled to-Hanoi, . .

North Viotnaia, as a member of'the International Affairs 
Department of SNCC. His trip was sponsored and paid ..for . 
by. tho Bertrand Russ.e 11 Peace Foundation, London, England. ■■■■■■■

• * * • ’ ’ *. ’ • • , ... •*

- « - . ’ ‘ whoresides in Denmark, was’- * =
designated as the-Northern European Field Secretary for SNCC

. as of January 1, 1968. His functions include fund raising, 
—..public relations and coordination with other groups :in .

’'"northern' Europe. ’■ ’

* ■ A group known'as‘the Friends of the Student . *?

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee is active in Paris/.France.
... .. x . The .leader of .-this gi‘oiw is who "is - -

aided by a female, group of American SNCC-adherents". ' -They are" ' 
. • y attached- -to the International Office of SNCC in Nev/ York-City; ■ 

This -group has been engaged in raising funds for SNCC. ' ...

1an employee of the French Press
.. Agency in Paris', France, residod_until 1951 in Philadelphia, -•■- 

Pennsylvania, where he was actively associated with the
Phil?deIphia branch of the Socialist Y/crbors Party.--...... . • - 

« “ •

: '■ ' of’ SiTCC,
has had many contacts with representatives of foreign countries

. On December 27, 1967, was advised the Cuban United . .. •
Nations Mission was holding inon’dyTor his organisation and -arra:

-. meats were pads on that date for him to* visit a Cuban into Higo:

-. agent, On January |S, 1968, and an
• * unidentified-Negro were observed entering the Hission empty- 

handed. A few minutes later each departed the Mission’ carrying 
a-.package wrapped in plain- brown paper. - ■’ = " - —. ■
- - - - - — ■•

■ While he was in Sweden during 1968, was part

of a group which net with individuals representing the 
Her th Vietnamese and the' National Liberation Front of ■ ’ ■ -
South Vietnam. ' • “ • ' • ' 1 •• '•■.'■

In June, 1963, Republic of New Africa (RHA) 
leaders, including
visited Africa to determine what, kind of assistance R1;A .could ■ 
obtain from Tanzania and what type of assistance they could

. . . • . , £ * ‘. • .J*'
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. render Tanzania in return. Prior to their visit-it. was _ 
believed that hundreds of acres had been set aside in-. •

.'-.Tanzania fox' the KHA to set up a commune and that Red China..-., 
had. land-clearing eQuipiient and farm machinery to be utilized

/.'on' this property. ’ • \

'After their’visit they indicated that the president
jtho .country .would’ make-some agreep-e'nts with.'CSS^S^. •• • ---f--- 

. ” -' .concerning commitments and foreign aid. to the RNA;‘
however, these commitments would not be made public.' The. *,• ’ 

- stated that as a contribution and to shot; good’faith,- '
RNA; would. obtaili medicine and. books .and ..send .them..t.o Tanzania!..

.2. '.addition,, the RUA would-assist in.organizing -the United •>'

------>---.'~djibcra.tion .la'ont: in- Africa vzhich would attempt. to ’ unite all’ 
As■-cblaoh<African.,nations. .

tlie..m>s In -exile,^is ’a black

^extremist who fled the«United5 States in '1961. following his -■■■ r-
_  —indictment .on a kidnaping charge in North Carolina; .Ke -i- ...a 
’• ^'resided in Cuba until 1966 at which time he went to Peking, 

China, where he has since resided. • • - * -J.

2 \ / -• . ■ •■ has indicated that he wants to send
TAwi-'^jegro militants’ to Tanzania to establish a cadre fox* the’ ‘J-

.-.i . = -proposed^ RUA. commune. ...The purpose of this, cadre will bp. to
-. -begin training blacks of the African continent in* guerrilla 

. - ’ wai;fare. • . ’•" .' -.- ■: :: ■ ■’ • ■’* - •
* • • • • ♦* ' • * • — *- •• ♦ * • • .* 0 • ♦ • w*. • • * • • « • ... **

* .. . ,Xn; October, 1968, a group of Ayiierican Negroes • - 
in. Dar cs Salaam, Tanzania, .where they were'allegedly -’ / ' '

:' recruiting an. army to eventually fight against the United State 
and take over RHA’s rightfyl title to portions of the

-•* .--, - -United States. -These, troops allegedly would he eucippad' ’’
- - - ’■ with Chinese weapons. -and

■ . :•-.-actively recruiting fox' this army, and 17 American Negroes '
: - '"-are reportedly now active in the affairs .of UNA in Tanzania.”

In .September, 1968, discussed the ‘
negotiations to establish a Chinese Consulate in Quebec.’ ’"■ 
If it is established, states,- RITA will-'be able to

*22x2"^ purchase esuipment through/, the consulate..

.speaking-before the National Black Economic Conference.-, 
-in Detroit, Michigan, in April, 1969, stated that’the black -, 
nation of'Rl’A means developing relations with friendly, powers, • 

namely, Red China and Cuba. •• ... - • .
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. ■' ■ -of the RNA £^>
. - • ^S^2^S5S5&si, returned to Her; Orleans, Louisiana, ’* '
...... ..on 1959, from Hew.York City.’ advised a-source -. *
":r. :of this.Bureau that she-had .traveled to.Cuba through Mexico
-- I City this Spring with the flight to Cuba being paid for. by the

1 Cuban Government. \ ■ •• ”... : -.. ■■.• ••.■ •

attended “a rally in Cuba which was addressed
.by .ridel..Castro and following-the rally-.met- with- Castrd.' • • In ’ 
the .conversation with him, he sa/d that he was unhappy with . 
the dissension among black.extremist organisations, in . ’•
Los Angeles, Califox-nia. Castro added that when the black 
people, in the United States move foxw/ard in. their’ revolution, .

x..-.^-..-.-;r.Jibey_w5J.I receive, assistance, from Cuba and .other-countries;. ’

v.t*4wY^ Castro* presented with literature-,which.-he * •

stated concerned the revolution and which would be applicable 
to:thb .black ban’s struggle in-the'United States.-V. He.- .promised 

■;to: send ee revolutionary"literature in’the near future ’ which ’
-would-be-of-assistance. - ......... --- ——.•.7..-. * •_ — -

■ ■_ . • *. .»

. ’ In December, 1968, two leaders of SHCC departed ■
I from the United States for Cuba, via Mexico, allegedly to 
.(attend a Cultural Congress......,Uhen they returned to,the . .

I United States, they were‘intercepted at the Canadian border 
by Customs aixl Immigration officials. They had in their’ ’. ’ 
■possession a large quantity cf North Korean, Soviet and ■ 
Caban.propaganda and souvenirs. Included in their personal 
effects were a five-band portable radio of Soviet manufacture, 
.adaptable for.receiving intelligence Communications and’a - 
revealing notebook and diai'y. ' ’’ • ” '• ’

....... ........ .Analysis. of the .notes and .diary indicates the. two r.. 
'Negroanotionalists were on' a ’’mission” on behalf, of SNCC
. and that this mission had‘.been well planned in advance. Their 
effects also indicated they were placed in. contact.with the

• .' North Koreans in Havana by the Central Committee of the
- Communist Party of C.uba; on Pebruary 24, 1969, -they f.lewfrom
•Moscow-for Korea under the cover-of pseudonyms; in March-; -1969 
in-North Korea they received detailed training in re.volutioaar 

.. .|-theory and political and military intelligence;.and.they spent 
.. .?..«-.considerable time in the Soviet Union and Cuba prior to-their - 

. . .. .ije.turn,... Among, their notes. wei*e instructions f orkorganizing...'..- 
• •'' .cojpn’.ittce which would 'px*opagandise for the .withdrawal' of - -

| allied forces from Korea and seek the support of the Kew Left 
* and domestic- Hegro nationalist movement's, as well ns domestic 

. • >■■■-■. •• • . • ■ ...

S • STO3T ' * ■■.■ ' •
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Koreans, to discredit'the United States'position in 
Korea*; -It .was indicated this'proposed committee would be 
supported by the North Koreans through contacts in’-Cuba

♦Additionally,' it was indicated the subjects had
received training in a likely assignment to accumulate .>.’ 
intelligence in behalf of the North Koreans relating to •■'*’ 

— -"latest .-plans.-;-newest weaponsblueprints-,•• -actual-weapons/ 
u if possible." ■ According to the notes, these should be . • ‘y.
secretly .transmitted • to' the North Koreans through the-; -.
Soviet Union, the Tanzanian. Embassy', Cuban consulates in 
Mexico.*or.- France,., or. the Korean..Embassy.?xn Prague:. r.iOne-.of.

; ■■tthe.-indi.vidua ls described'.the .assignment as -nV/e .will-be~ their 
...\ /North-Korean^ .eyes' and ears as we wage-armed, str ugg ley” 
Cv ; 1 Ly -T irite c -w '*• •?:' •■■y-- exx -me1 <

- '-..On-August;19, 1988,
national ’.official,, and

BPP
,, then-.the EPP. lender .-in.— 
Cuba.- Assistance>for-their

trip was rendered by an’official'of the Cuban Mission-to the--. 
United nations.7 •_ • -y • / • .

z. . • / .-;••• ..••••• ."-c ‘. • * - ‘ * A; # * -.•—J-1 a'*5 * * * * -* *

- ’ -■'• Following his return to the United States,
talked., of his trip during..?.sEPP rally in Oakland y.Cali^rni a 
on-’September 5, 1988. . Ee indicated that on their arrival in 

-Havana- they were net by repra&X’iitativas -of the- Communist- Party 
of Cuba, and revolutionary guerrilla organisations from Asia ’ " 
and Africa,- .In a subsequent, speech on Docoifibe.v 23,-1968, . -.>••• 

that during his trip -to Cuba ’-he had been . .’
-.personally assured by Fidel Castro that "the Cuban Government’-y 
would’give-all-out support to Negroes'in the United States? •

* • . • • • ’ . * . * • , - . •

-' --- • ••--Uhile in Cuba-on.:$ugust 24, -1968, voiced -•
his appreciation to the "Revolutionary Government of Cuba” :. 
in a ??adio broadcast made from Havana. • “ ' ” - S-k.-7^’’ <’■:

: .’On.. September. 11, 1968, a Havana, Cuba, 'radio station 
br o a dcas t e d • t c I o p h o n s i n to r v i c ws w'x t li EPP ’ lea do rs
and stated that Oakland, California,

■ -was under military occupation following the voluntarv’ man*’- 
slaughter conviction of EPP leader stated

• that-- “they” will answer • counterrevolutionary violence with ’’.;
I •revolutionary violence.’ 1.,.’..—v
****** ■" * * *■• * ***. * • ' ' * • •••• ** • •* •• ■ »• . • ....“I. •

I 
t BECHET
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- ‘ '.- In September,' 1968, a SNCC lea de i-
in New York City,: traveled. to Cuba via Prance.- On October 2 
1968, an interview with^ZS was broadcast on Radio Havana.' 

In answering-a question regarding urban guerrilla warfare,

will have to be employed by people not only in America but .'. 
also*throughout the v/orld as they struggle for* liberation;/' 
.In answering a question about the full independence of , 
Afro-Aruericah people,'stated that’-the’Afro-American - - ■•••■- 
people cannot achieve their liberation without the-liquidation . -i’’- 

of. United States imperialism. ■--, . 1

-.'. Vhen ES3g3 was' in. Atlanta; .Georgia,’ during December, 
1963,'■ he’ mentioned. that he-.had received .limited training- 
'while'in-Cuba in\firing, automatic and semiautomatic weapons.

LtoftcL
Represpntatiyes..6 ’f the Cuban Government allegedly- 
I that Cuba was.-ready’ to assist. SNCC with financial

jane* Aether means of support-in its-struggle in the-United-State 

Befo?.:e aid was to be given, however, SNCC was to give - concrete

07

evidence of revolutionary activity'in the next si: months
claimed Cuban officials- told him Cuba would grant asylun 

•-to any black political refugee from the United States.' *£423^. 
“also claimed his trip to Cuba was'financed by money-provided 
--h'fjFifbyYf^ Cuban Government-,through' its United .Kations' 'Missiot 
'.’.in Now York City. ' * -. xf .’.fr 4 '

’• During November, 1968,- two BPP members traveled to 
Halifax, iiova.Scotia, Canada, to attempt to organise a DPP' 

group Xu .that a-rca. During, a news conference, one. of the DP 
.©.embers stated that the OKIS’- thing whites could give to -the 
BPP was money or guns.’ ’ : : . •*•• ; ~. •./I ,;h- /’ .

■.- ■.;i< During the period 

BPP-leader§ . e nd
Sweden, Denmark and Norway

ron March 9 to March 24, I960,.

the BPP. • The visit was sponsored by th

traveled to' ' ’ 
dal backing fo

.liberation, which reportedly has offices in Copenhagen 
Denmark, and Stockholm,’ Sweden. • Prior to departing on

.had- .sent .two round-trip
a,-totaX of ton 
of the BP)?.

t workers Party of Denm 
the trip in addition to

thousand-dollars--for bail-and defense -funds-

TOP SECRET
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/’ .Uhile traveling through-the Scandinavian countries, .
made a number of speeches and held several press 

conferences in which he claimed that the BPP was the ’’political
- proletariat” and that it was engaged in a class struggle and 

not. in a racial struggle. ’ .-; ; -i*
■:

;? f "i

- RESOURCES NOU TARGETED TOWARD MONITORING FOREIGN COMMUNIST ’ ’ ’

-. ./SUPPORT OP.REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST MOVEMENTS IN .THE UNITED. STATES
. .7* '-<• S ' '• Y-o'■/•I?L/y. -?■;

Domestic Communist ’Groups
e . • < , ' *• • • '

Communist Party, USA (CPUSA)

.r.'-Y~.5 y Coverage'of foreign support of-the CPUSA is very 

-'effectively achieved at present through live informant •’

-coverage at a high level, supplemented by selective ..electronic
and physical surveillances, ;■

'. <J ' 2. . : Pro-Chinese Communist Groups

/•

fc0y.res-s^v8 Labor Party (PLP)

; PLP investigations utilize live informants,'the
monitoring of bank'accounts, selective’ elect??o:aic surveillances 
and, v/here necessary, physical surveillances. e..z.

Revolutionary Union (Ru)'
•

• ' .• .. «

. RU is covered with high-level’ informants'. We also
utilise selective-electronic surveillances on.HU leaders
.physical surveillances to identify contacts. Physical 

surveillances are also-conducted on RU activities and - on 
individual leaders. . -* ‘

and

Trotskyite Groups "

a. Socialist Yiorkers .Party (SUP)

. : • The-SWP and its youth group, the .Young Socialist • 
Alliance (YSA),have been actively penetrated by informants.- • 
Ve also utilise physical surveillances nnd. . - x •

. to supplement this covex’age

*•' UEOnET-
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... * •. • «r . • 7- - • . • . ■ • * . * •* ' * • * ,• • ' ■ * - • •* • • •.

B. • Diplcmatic EstablislWantg and Intelligence Operations • •’ •

; ••’-1. . ’ Soviet and Satellite * ." ..'■ '1 ;

' ' . ’ * I * ' ' " ‘ ■ . ’ - “ ' ■ . 1 "•.•■ . . * .
;b- - : Our .coverage aimed at penetration of Soviet and ’ • ;
Satellite intelligence activities in.the United States ■ 
includes a wide variety of techniques. ’ We use fixed lookouts 
ort .certr^in.. compiunist-bloc. .establishments which. lookouts..,in.; . 
most cases 'arerequipped’ with’ photographic surveillance S’ 
•equipment.x.Wealso conduct physical’surveillances on selected 
individual intelligence officers and maintain electronic •• 
surveillances on comniunist-bloc official establishments.

- Wg operate a program to identify individuals in \ , 

contact, with -corpunist-bloc officials and establishments‘to’ 
determine’ the purpose of the'contact and-’-to assess”’ the ’• •
•potential risk to internal security posed by. the .contact 
At the- same time,’ we ’explore the informant potential- oo? the : . 
individual concerned.. ..... *•■ - ’ •. - .. .

*• i;’ ‘-'^Sources and informants regularly in contact with
corumunist-bloc intelligence personnel iJerform an important 
role -in our coverage as do the double-agents we operate’ 
against them. *r>r: '.x';-.-- ■-j* ..... *. ' • •• • •* *•••. ’ .*« • * ’•'J*-***, *. •

' We have conducted selected'.operations in • the "past ? 
aimed at the direct defection of co^unist’“bloc intelligence 
agents. ’ - . ■. '/■ .

‘ : >• h’ . ■ z ’ ■’
- - 2. ’ Chinese ’ ■ ; ••

' Current resources directed against Chinese intcliiges;

activities include the use’ ox informants’ and'- electronic’* . 
surveillances on selected subjects, We-’also have devised and 
operated programs aimed at specific problem areas 'such as 
Chinese scientists in the United States, Chinese aliens 
entering the United States and Chinese seamen who may have a 
port of call in .this country. . .. .1’?'. .. . ’ ’* .
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■ -f.p. . ’

Wo also’use physical surveillances on a selected basis and ... .. 
: :—.--periodically review pertinent bank records’. .Through, .the-use ” 

. of - inf ormants and double agents we have been’successful in’ ..
• iI /■•pen’etrat ing ' Cuban Inte 11 igence • Service • opex-a t i on s ih the: ?r: l-„\' 

. :. . .d' /United States..,. . . ■_.. ..., • /................ .. •_ . ■>„.•..
. ; ;. . aW ’ ’-.
- *;•■ ..' • , • , / • ”■ < ’ .-5'< -■/■/'<.■-■• '
._■■ . Xnternational' Conferences • -■ •--•

v / ... . j--/ ’ : .1.2:- zz ■ "■ ‘ sx." ' -ri-'/:' 1 .■■<■■• <
..;?;• 'Whenever possible, we-attempt to have informants' ’ -. -

-under/our control participate :ih- international*-
as representatives of the ^particular groups,.-.-.-.

are affiliated;. i- We have..been successful ‘ mo•-• 
' /* ■-■/’/'in/ penetrating several of these conferences in this’/fashion. ’

-.-.rrand-.have, materially benefited from on-the-scene coverage..- • •

* •...•-/-■-■• - - ”> ’ . ‘ /: . / -': ■ • - ” ■ ■' • ’ ' . •-’ ' '•- . ' . '. ' .

' Between Revolutionary /Leaders and Leaders of ’
; ?..mforeign Ccmrnunik:t Govern/^fits ’ // , ■. -.. ..

- r a difficult to cover as .we do not ’” ”
• "•- ■ /always have informants in a position to accompany individual .
.... -^evolutionary leaders an their official and private trips to • 

../•-foreign'.countries. Y/e roly on other estahlished' informants
• ■’• :. ’...'whom we have targeted against those revolutionary leaders ' ’. ■

■ . .-.--and who have access to them upoii their ret urn. In seme cases, 
• ;. yje arc able to determine t^e result of foreign co.ute.cts through 

v-z - ^-.r^ «--oux«, domestic .electronic- surveillances. -'.f’1 • ;
.. / : :■ :-;•„/ . - -h ’ . . • ‘ i •• '

Travel of Foreign Leaders to the United States - ' '

’ ’ '-- 7 . Coverage of foreign leaders to the United States'. . .-
- ■•■■• ' is effected through the coordination of our informant coverage- .

■• . of the. organisation sponsoring the .trip o.pd physical and 
... . .a.selective ..electronic surveillances, where applicable. . •
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-. ■ III./ OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS/ '/-/''/-':":-v/

.Historically, the United States has .been .the. .
-.•/“’target for subversive activities emanating from.and-/directed

‘ • / by the international communist movement in regard to efforts 
-/•.^o.-f omen t disorder and disruption in a -revolutioriary/veinv -/ ■ - •

• . >. / The change from- the monolithic nature of the movement to ■ 
- //' polycentrism only served to magnify the problem in that it . -/• • •
//.s... subversive^at.tack. . i . 1...

Regardless of the diversification, the basic nature
■ . •. ’ of the attack remained the same. It. emanated from communist i

. .■..^9}-CQii .abroad and was channeled, into this country through ’ I ,L
. V-.;pommunist-bloc diplomatic establishments and old-line communist - . . '

•? regroups and organizations v/orking to advance international .\k.f-s- 
.•y: •. .;/;..p.ommunist objectives., r...^: ■=

^//i/-////^ Fronf tlie.’standpoint'of the FBI’s ,'respons^
. countering f‘hese?subversive thrusts/'there -were ■ '■•-. •.>
___ factors, .which...enabled us_to' mount-effective. _____________________________*

.counterintelligence operations’. - . ;; ■

•/ . ■■ The first factor was that the activities themselves,
took place for the most part within our borders. It was a

■?/-7 situation which ’lent itself to eff ectivc-utilizatioh of ••" 7-- / -e : 
. -.Ljmanpower for coverage .and count er intelligence, purposes.

/The second factor .wasthat the. activities. were
■ ■ ’. ’ \ engaged in by organizations, such as the CPUSA, which were ”

•• -..tightly structured organizationally in* the traditional pattern 
: ‘.of communist parties'throughout the world. As such, -they . .
• . ..presented dear-cut targets for informant penetration...... ’. ......

■ * ■ . . * * ' ■ ■ ’ '• ■ '

V.these old-line organizations alsV followed -■ •
•- ■ the:traditional pattern of operating, under the concept of ’ ' •

. democratic centralism with an insistence on rigid discipline
. ..throughout party ranks, high-level informant penetration . ’ /

provided an insight into strategy and tactics being considered ’ ’
. • ■ .".•. af all'levels. Here,'too,'it was possible to effectively .7-

negate their thrusts. . ■ ... •■-. • /

• • The emergence of the New Left-and black -.extremist
■•...■_ ..movements in our society drastically, altered .the. situation.,.... .-

. * They evolved mostly out of social reform movements which • =
increasingly have been transformed into hard-core revolutionary 
moyeipents dedicated to the total destruction of oui* democratic •• ■ 

.- traditions and our society. . ' ’ ■ y - . .*

■ ’ -T^P DECRLT
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. <. ;: -.y . They produced a new breed of revolutionaries whose • •

• main preoccupation with communism is that it -has produced • . .
•.men like Mao Tse-tung, Ho Chi Minh, and Che Guevarr.a, whom 
■ -they hope to emulate in the overthrow of a system they deem .

■ oppressive?' ’ ■■ . .•■■■■■. ■ •.. -. •i”

: From the inception of these movements, the-FBI ; I
'• has been aware of the fact that their increasingly revolutionary 

. ’ communist impf-int posed new and unique problems for the- .. .
■ /internal security of this nation. . ’

■ • . ■' ' As these forces of revolutionary protest hardened
• in their resolve to accomplish their purpose, more and more '
• they reached out to join hands with and seek support from . '
-old-line communists not only inside our country but also 

. communists and- anarchists abroad. • . - ‘ .

. - In effect, the picture has changed from one in •’ ‘
which international communist forces sought out support e:es .
within our country to carry out their objectives to one 
in which domestic revolutionaries are reaching our seeking the
support of anyone, including communists, throughout the world . 
who will help and support them in their own destructive aims.

- : Since the objectives of both so clearly coincide, it
is inevitable that they will join forces in common cause. The 
willingness of the Soviets* Chinese communists, and Cubans 
to support the efforts of domestic revolutionaries here already 
has' been demonstrated. In addition, the movement of the 
New Left and black extremist x’evolutionary protestors toward 
increasingly centralized, more tightly disciplined organizations 
will facilitate the inevitable linkings. . . .

. ■ - ' • '

’ It is essential that wo bring together and intensify 
the intelligence capabilities of our country’to meet this ■ 
groping threat. It is imperative that we penetrate all the 
channels of cojimvunication between foreign, communist forces
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.of this Nation in a

and domestic revolutionaries;. that we take all possible / 
additional investigative steps to safeguard the security 

N-t-’__  i- - time of multiplying and expanding '
■ crises'. This has become mandatory because of increasing

reason of the growing alliances with foreign communist '
elements

3

seesr
34

I 
J
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.-ORGANIZATION APPENDIX • ' ' •>

- j. Black Panther -Party . (BPP) ■ '. ■' /'..?/ -. "■■•■•'’ .'■•

• •; V - . j / Th^‘Black Pan^ Party was formed in 1966 at
>•■■ .-.J .Oakland., California. Its stated purpose is to organize black
■ " / - J . •■•people’so they can "take control of the life, politics, and the • 

.'y.. destiny of'black communities.'’ The.BPP advocates the use of guns 
• ■'.•.■.'■...■•"‘‘/■and guerrilla tactics in its. revolutionary program and encou'r^ges

■ .-Negroes to arm themselves against the police. Its publications 
r.V quotations from the writings of the leader of Communist-

• ' ; ■ China and feature his statement that '‘political power grows out
Jr;/..of the barrel of* a gun." It is headquartered at Berkeley, .. : 

California. . . . . .•• .
./J/ /J J / jJ

Committee of Returned Volunteers (CRV) ’ ■ • ' ; •’

• /. ' /•. '■ .. -The Committee’ of Returned Volunteers was established
' . in 1966 at New York City and is composed of individuals who
/ ■.. have worked abroad in such programs as the American-Friends

■ •; Service Committee'and Peace Corps. It has a membership of ■ ■.
” ’/• ‘approximately 3,000 individuals and 12 chapters throughout
;; . .. J, .the United States. It has been active in demonstrations

:• j. protesting United States policy, particularly the draft and
• •‘.the war in Vietnam. Its leaders have discussed establishing

..contact with revolutionary groups, aiding guerrillas, destruction 
of existing governments and the transmission of information

... / .to Soviet-bloc countries. /The CRV has declared that it 
‘ / -. .seeks radical changes in United States policy towards Asia, 

Africa, Latin America 'and emerging communities in the ■ .
United States.. : ’j ./ ... .. ’ . ‘ ...

. ’ ' ’ ■ ’ • . * ■ . - . • ; • \ , ■ - . ./ ’ • •
’7-' ” • ■ -.7 •" 7 - --7 .7.\ • 8 v'” " ? ’7

■ ' ■ ' National' llobiiization Committee ‘ -/ . . ‘
• ' .io 'End the kar 57h~Vietnam (NS^y .. ’ . ■

■■ - . The N1.-C was founded in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1966.
• - ... It is a coalition of over 100 antiwar, antidfaft, black

- extremist and pacifist groups. Among the organizations which
- participated in NUC activities arc the CPUSA, SUP, SNCC

’ and the American Friends Service Committee. The NMC has ' 
organized major protest demonstrations including the march oh 
the Pentagon in October, 1967; the disruptive demonstrations
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,- v during t; < Democratic'National. Convention at Chicago in ■ • ■
. .^August, : 1 68; and the demonstrations during the'Presidential 
^-J-’-Inaugura'/on ceremonies in January, 1969, Its officers include'* 

' -• i'• • who has travelled to the Soviet Union, . ■ v:..
; •■...North VicJnam, Czechoslovakia, Cuba and Sweden in furtherance

\.bf; oppos: i ion to the war in Vietnam. ■ ’

' "Republic cf New Africa (RNA) '

:/>?■: L The Republic of New Africa is headquartered at J _ \'
■..•’-f.- i It is _a black extremist separatist"- v*xj
'.r,-i7.;;t;Cidr.gah^ whose stated’.purpose'is the. formation-of .a black

•"■""Mation w:- thin the United States.’ It advocates the formation - ' 

■yy Aof a blacc. army to’ defend this black nation and to attack ’ -J 
.V • v-'- its enem:?s. -... - r.-i-.'. ‘ \

• • s : ’' * • ■: < .• - *?.< ’ ’ s'-- ’’S •' : *■ ■ '• ” : •• ^*'5. ■; ’? , V.-wt”’’’. * . / . •/ y

: ••• I ’”' > Students cr a Democratic Society (SDS) ’ " -

Sus, which is headquartered in Chicago, Illinois; • - 
wag forme-■ in 1962 and is an outgrowth of the Student League

-.It;:., r.for- Indus ■ rial .Democracythe youth affiliate of .the'.League. ;.L 
. *-. . for; Indus ?ial Dejnocracy, an old-line labor-oriented Fabian

•‘■s0dial’isi >rgani’Kation.’ “ ' ” .- .. - ’ ’ . ’

*' ■-r -£he founding convention of SDS held at Port “Huron,......
.1’ Michigan. Lf 1962, produced the ‘Tort Huron Statement” which

■ 1 ’ 'ih.effect provided the ideological framework fox* SDS, .establiished 
’ .1’. "yie i^ne - ’’participatory democracy,” and set the direction for
• ” .'/L mucli'bf i u subsequent activity of the organization. ' .

.- _• ‘ ’ •• in’the ensuing years SDS has increasingly entered.
’. into the •■xinstream of revolutionary -politics particularly with
: regard to its .opposition to the American form of government. 
At.its Nr ’• tonal Council meeting held in Austin. Texas, in March,

-• 1969, jSD£ stated. “Our primary
. 'task is i > build a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary movement,”

- The ccntr il appeal of SDS has been to the student. It currently 
.y-lias 'apprc cimately 250 chapters located .'mainly' on college campuses

• - 36 -
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■ Student Mobilization Committee (SMC)

■'The SMC is headquartered at. New York City, it is - '••./• 

) i dominated by members of the SWP and/or members of the YSA.
*/. The SMC- h^as been active in demonstrations against United States
/ policy.; .Its aims are'to bring about.the withdrawal of American 
/troops from Vietnam, to end university "complicity" with the 
-.war, and to'establish self-determination fox- Vietnam and
X ’’black America.” It currently, publishes the ’’Student Mobilizer.

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)

SNCC was formed in-1960 at Atlanta,'Georgia, as a
/•. nonmembership'civil fights'organization. ' It took part in voter

■: registration work in the South and was one of the moving forces
■//behind the Freedom Riders of the early 1960s. In 1966
/ was elected of SNCC.” He moved this
' groujo from the civil rights field to a full-blown revolutionary *'
•’ group. urged Negroes to prepare fox' a "bloody . •.

■ Ml'evolufion.’’• .. ■ . • ... ./"/.'C
- A ■. - *. * * . - ’ • ' ■ - • ■ * .v ■ *"; •'* *■*’* . s. * • * • . * /’ -y ■ *. ‘ ‘ * v ’ ' ~ ’/■

' . I’’”-’/* . ‘ - . • / ■ • ,»* — •• . f ’ '• V-
"/*•?'/’ \ / 'was.succeeded'as in

19.6Z. continued policy of
denouncing United States’ intervention in Vietnam, calling fox' 

' / rebellion by any means, and massive civil disobedience. ’ ■ ’

5. -SNCC is a nonmembership organiza-tibn which is ’1 ■' 

’ /headquartered in.Atlanta, Georgia. It is composed of 50 staff 
.- members and a 15-member. Central Committee. •_ z . ■/•■ .. •

./' y-;’'

~ Women’s' International League '' \
. ' for - Peace and Freedbm~~0HXPF) ' ' . ’' //•’ ■'/,”///i// .

WILPF; an' intei’national pacifist gx-oup, has its
.-■United States headquarters in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
t and has a current membership of 11,000 in 154 branches in 

. the United States. • . : .. .. •• • •/- . . ' >.v • ’ <

' - j The VILPF advocates-the right to self-determination, 
^suppoi’t of the United Nations, enforcement of civil rights laws 
and new approaches to the entire social vzelfare system. The 
organization is cui’rently urging abolition of the. Anti-Ballistic 
Missile System, withdi’awal of United States troops from Vietnam, 
.and the elimination of racial.discarimination. . ' • •



Women Strike for Peace (WSP) . ■ ' ■

. -J.. . ;/•? ■■ WSP’is a,national nonmembership womenfs pacifist
‘ group which maintains a national office at Washington, D. C.

. It has’.engaged in numerous protests against the draft, the war 
A in Vietnam’, nuclear tests, and the Anti-Ballistic Missile

. •■.’. System. Representatives of WSP have been in contact with
■ ‘the National Liberation Front and’ have travelled to various- 

countries including Cuba. ’ ' /’ \ -5':’777
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ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE ACTIVITIES



*

®ffm uf tip Attnnu'i) ©rnrral ’ 
3taf|ingtnn,B.(£.2n5^^

. May 12, 1975
■ • . • s • i

' ' ' J • I

Th£ Honorable Edward M. Kennedy . ' .
Chairman, Subcommittee on Adminis- ■ * . r ’

trative Practice & Procedure / ■
Committee on the Judiciary ' ' .
Washington, D. C. 20510 * ■ . ’

Dear Senator Kennedy: •' .

" • In response to your letter of April 24, 1975, I am 
presently able to provide you with most of the information 
you have requested concerning the electronic surveillance 
activities of federal departments and agencies. The in
formation contained in this letter and the enclosed material 
relates mainly to electronic surveillance conducted within 
the United States pursuant to the criminal law enforcement 
responsibilities of the federal government. It does not 
include electronic surveillance that may be conducted either 
in the interests of national security, or outside the United 
States by federal departments and agencies other than the 
Department of Justice. As to these latter areas, the De
partment is still in the process of assembling and review
ing the materials relevant to your request, and we are thus 
unable at this time to determine what information we may be 
able to provide. I should note that in several instances 
your letter requests information that is either not in the 
•possession of this Department or pertains to areas outside 
its proper jurisdiction. Since I understand that you have 
sent similar letters to other federal departments and agen
cies, I expect that you will receive responses from them. 
Nevertheless, I believe the information contained in this 
letter and the enclosed material will answer in substantial 
part the questions you have raised concerning electronic 
surveillance.. . :

I *

' Apart from the area of national security, electronic 
surveillance conducted within the United States by ‘federal 
departments and agencies may be divided into two broad

,i
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May 12, 1975 <

categories: consensual and non-consensual. Consensual 
electronic surveillance refers to those instances in which •
one^ or more parties to the communication is a federal agent, 
is cooperating with a federal agent, or has consented to ’ 
the surveillance. The Supreme Court has repeatedly held •
that the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment does 
not apply to consensual surveillance. See, e.g. , United
States v. White, 401 U.S. 745 (1971) Lopez v. White, 373 '
U.S. 427 (1963); Rathbun v. United States, '355 U.S. 107 
(1957); On Lee v. United States, 343 U.S. 747 (1952). Con
gress has also excepted consensual electronic surveillance 
from the provisions of Title III of the Omnibus Crime Con- ‘ 
trol and Safe Streets Act of 1968, including the requirement 
of a court order. Thus, sections 2511(a)(c) and (d) of Title 
18 of the United States Code provide: ' .

' . (c) It shall not be unlawful under this
. ■ ■ . chapter for a person acting under color of law 

I to intercept a wire or oral communication, where
•: ‘ such person is a party to the communication or ’

one of the parties to the communication has given
■ prior consent to such interception. ■

‘ : ■ (d) It shall not be unlawful under this
' ■ chapter for a person not acting under color of -
■ . law to intercept a wire or oral communication '

‘ ’ where such person is a .party to the communication
, or. where one of the parties to the communication . ■ -

has given prior consent to such interception un- . '/i'
. less such communication is intercepted for the • . S- • • ' ’

’ / purpose of committing any criminal or tortious
■ ■ . act in violation of the Constitution or laws of 

. the United States or of any State or for the pur- 
j pose of committing any .other injurious act.

; Although consensual electronic surveillance may thus 
be conducted without a court order, its use by federal agents 
has been subject to regulations issued by the Attorney General '• 
since 1967. The current regulations are specified in Attorney 
General Kleindienst’ s memorandum of October 16/ 1972 entitled 
•“Memorandum to the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies,
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■ i .

Re-: Monitoring Private Conversations with the Consent of 
a Party," and in a subsequent amending order issued by 
Attorney General Saxbe. Copies of the memorandum and order 
are enclosed herein.

In general, all federal agencies and departments 
are required to obtain advance authorization from either 
the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal 
Division, or Deputy Assistant Attorney General of that 
Division before any electronic device may be used to over
hear, transmit, or record a private conversation, other than 
a telephone conversation, without the consent of all the • 
parties to that conversation. In exigent circumstances 
precluding a prior request for authorization — such as 
imminent loss of essential evidence or a threat to the . 
immediate safety of an agent or informant — emergency 
monitoring may be instituted with the authorization of the 
head of the responsible department or agency or his designee. 
The Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division, how
ever, must be notified promptly of any such monitoring and 
of the specific conditions that precluded obtaining prior 
•approval. ' '

■ The above procedures do not apply to consensual moni
toring of telephone conversations. Because they involve the 
transmission of a participant's voice through a complex and 
far-reaching network of wires, the common use of party lines 
and extension telephones, and the possibility of an unseen 
participant permitting another person to listen on the same 
extension, telephone conversations have long been thought 
not to enjoy the same expectation of privacy as face-to-face 
conversations. For this reason, supervision and control over 
consensual monitoring of telephone conversations are vested 
instead in the-head of each federal’department and agency, 
who is required to adopt appropriate regulations and pro
cedures on the subject. These regulations usually do not 
restrict consensual monitoring of telephone conversations in 
any significant respect. The relevant regulations of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration are enclosed herein. ’
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The current regulations issued by the Attorney 
General also require the head of each federal department . 
anct agency to exercise responsibility for the security of 
all consensual monitoring devices/ including the maintenance 
of current inventories as to amounts,'storage, and users of , 
such equipment, and to submit to the Attorney General dur
ing July of each year a report containing an inventory of 

• all electronic and mechanical equipment designed for the 
monitoring of conversations and a brief statement of the 
results obtained from their use during the prior fiscal year.

. All federal departments and agencies having criminal
investigative responsibilities are authorized to conduct con
sensual electronic surveillance. These agencies include, 
int^r-alia, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, the 
Bureau of Customs, the Department of Agriculture, the Internal 
Revenue Service, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the 
Drug Enforcement Administration, the Postal Service, the 
■Secret Service, the Department of Defense, the Naval Investi- 

• gative Service, the Immigration and Naturalization Service, 
and the Department of Interior. The number of consensual 
uses of electronic surveillance devices authorized by the 
Department of Justice between 1970.and 1974 is set forth in 
the attached memoranda. The total annual authorizations were 
as follows: 1970, 512; 1971, 840; 1972, 1272; 1973, 1484;

•’ 1974, 2518. In the first quarter of 1975, the total number 
of authorizations was 1,125. In March 1975, the total author
ized was 461. The above figures, of course, .dp not include 
consensual monitoring of telephone conversations. Nor do 
they include consensual electronic surveillance that may be 
conducted either outside the United States or in the inter
ests of national security. _ ’ ■ .

” Apart from the area of national security and foreign 
intelligence, non-consensual electronic surveillance within 
the United States is conducted pursuant to a court order. 
Under Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act of 1968, the Attorney General may authorize an applica- 

.■ tion to a federal judge of a competent jurisdiction, who may 
grant an order approving the interception of wire or.oral
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Ma: Monitoring Di/.vo5a C?zoV’?;\:.‘'tions with the Consent of 
a "arty," and in a :■ ubecquenv. ..unending order issued by 
It Looney Gocera 1 tA-:bc. Copic »; of the memorandum and order 
are encloaeu herein. .

In generalr all fedc. < agencies and departments 
ace required to obtain adv?; oe authorization from either 
th?. Assistant Attorney Gene ra/ in charge of the Criminal 
blvxs'. on, g/ Deputy ox. •- ttorney General of that 
Di\Acron before any electro/ .v device may be used to over
hear, transmit, or reco?.d a p..xvate conversation, other than 
a telephone conversation, wi chant the consent of all the • 
partite to that ronvgrsstio’t. .-n exigent circumstances 
precludin'., a prior request .b-c authorization — such as 
ifiiirenc loss of essertaal 3 fence or. a threat to the . 
mrdii te safety of an agent o?- informant — emergency 
men■corfna may be inshitutd o?th the authorization of the 
heuu of the responsible hops•;nont or agency or his designee. 
Tho 7-ssistanh itcorney Ger^r ■? of the Criminal Division, how- 
©m. u, must Lc notified prom, ".y of any such monitoring and 
.'f the specific conditions uh. < precluded obtaining prior 
arctotal. >”’

fhe above procedures r.. not apply to consensual moni
toring of telephone convorsatioas. Because they involve the 
trans tiesion of a partiesp nM: ‘s’ voice through a complex and 
far-reaching network of wbr.-’r the common use of party lines 
and -extension telephones f "©D the possibility of an unseen 
participant poimituj ng anathe. person to listen on the same 
ertensien, telephone cun”c:--.".'Jtons have long been thought 
noh to enjoy the s«r.o eriv;. ton of privacy as face-to-face 
conversations. For this .coo, supervision and control over 
consensual moni! o ‘ir.g ox. ^cl1- ■ one conversations are vested 
instead in the h^ad of each oral’department and agency, 
vh? A? zecuirt'u to -.C. pt -J:?:--'.'pxiate regulations and pro- 
zvodarns or the subject, the. •• regulations usually do not 
restrict ccnsevsuc.l m.r.ic’.'X__  of telephone conversations in 
any c: gnicioart rcanc~t. t.s relevant regulations of the 
Vxeq Enforcement Actnnf.ntr-c..: /u are enclosed herein. '
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’ ■ i ■

merit of Justice. With the exception of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration, no division, bureau, or agency of . 
this Department conducts electronic surveillance outside 
the. United States for any purpose, including national 
security. The Drug Enforcement Administration does con
duct electronic surveillance outside the United States in 
certain limited circumstances. This surveillance is pres
ently 'undertaken only on a bilateral basis, that is, with 
the approval and participation of the foreign country in-, 
volved. It is my understanding, however, that a predecessor 
•organization of DEA did conduct non-consensual electronic 
surveillance unilaterally in at least one instance occurring 
in 1973. The surveillance was initiated in connection with 
that organization’s criminal law enforcement responsibilities 
and was designed to obtain information concerning inter
national drug traffickers. The subject of the surveillance 
was a foreign national, and not an American citizen or an 
alien resident of the United States. '

i Under its current policy, DEA does not conduct any 
noh-consensual electronic surveillance abroad without the 
approval and participation of the foreign country. In al
most. all cases, the surveillance is actually conducted by 
.law enforcement officials of the foreign country, rather 
than by DEA, and is not initiated as the result of a request 
by DEA. I am informed that the instances in which DEA has 
been responsible in any way for electronic surveillance 
conducted abroad are exceedingly few, and that in none of 
these was the subject of the surveillance an American citizen 
or an alien resident of the United States. .

Under existing regulations, the approval of the U.S. 
Chief of Mission in the host country is required before DEA. 
may conduct, or request a foreign country to conduct, non- 
consensual electronic surveillance outside the United States.. 
In addition, I have ordered that henceforth DEA shall obtain 
the prior approval of the Attorney General before conducting, 
or requesting anyone else to conduct, non-consensual elec
tronic surveillance outside the United States where the sub
ject of the surveillance is an American citizen or alien resi-
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dent of the United States. Although the approval of the ' 
Attorney General has not been required previously, as indi- 
catfed above there have apparently been no instances in 
which an American citizen or resident has been the subject 
of non-consensual electronic surveillance conducted abroad ■ 
by DEA or initiated at its request. ■ '

On occasion DEA has also conducted consensual elec
tronic surveillance outside the United States, usually in- " ‘ 
volving the use of a. voice transmitter concealed on an 
informant, a DEA agent, or a law enforcement officer of the 
host country. Under DEA’s current policy, this transmitter 
device is used with the specific approval and participation 
of the foreign country. Again, in almost all cases, the 
Surveillance is actually conducted by a law enforcement 
official of the foreign country, rather than by DEA, and 
DEA’s involvement is in general limited to supplying the 
equipment necessary to conduct the surveillance. So far as 
DEA can determine, no American citizen or alien resident of 
the United States has been the subject of consensual elec
tronic surveillance conducted abroad through use of this 
device by DEA, of by a foreign country at DEA’s request.

‘ I have ordered that whenever practicable DEA shall 
obtain the. advance approval of the Assistant Attorney General 
in charge of the Criminal Division, or Deputy Assistant' At
torney General of that Division, before conducting, or re
questing anyone else to conduct, consensual electronic sur
veillance outside the United States where the subject of the 
surveillance is an American citizen or alien resident of the 
United States. Where circumstances preclude a prior request 
for. authorization, DEA may conduct the surveillance, but 
shall notify promptly the Assistant Attorney General in charge 
of the Criminal Division of the surveillance and the specific 
conditions that precluded obtaining prior approval. This 
procedure parallels that outlined in Attorney General Klein- 
dienst’s memorandum of October 16, 1972 governing consensual 
electronic surveillance within the United States by federal 
departments and agencies. It applies, of course, only to
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' ' I ■• I
private conversations, other than telephone conversations, 
tha-t are sought to be monitored without the consent of 
all the parties to that conversation. For the reasons ’ 
mentioned earlier, prior approval for consensual monitor
ing of telephone conversations is not required.

• DEA has also used certain electronic devices abroad 
in order to track the location of drug shipments. These 
devices do not transmit, overhear, or record private con
versations, but rather merely emit signals which indicate 
the location of the device. '

DEA’s policy concerning electronic surveillance 
nas also been uesctxbeci xn xts response to your letter of' • ■ 
April 24 to Mr. Bartels. The remaining divisions, bureaus, 
and agencies within the Department do not conduct electronic 
surveillance of any kind outside the United States.

I trust that the information I have furnished will 
assist your subcommittee in its inquiry concerning the prac
tices and procedures of the federal agencies in the area of 
electronic surveillance. , - , .

With best wishes, • ■ ,.

• ’ Sincerely, • * ’ • .

. . . ■ . Edward H. Levi . . ; .

. ■ * Attorney General .... •: •
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June 24 t 1975

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Administrative 

Practice and Procedure
Committee on the Judiciary •
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Kennedy: . ‘

In my letter to you of May 12, I stated, that the De
partment was in the process of assembling the materials’rele
vant to your inquiry regarding electronic surveillance con

. ducted within the United States in the .interests of national 
security and foreign intelligence. Pursuant to a review of 
this matter, I am able to provide you with the following in- . 
formation.- '

Since 1940 by directives of the President, the Attorney 
• General has been vested with responsibility over electronic . . 
surveillance conducted within the United States in the inter- ■ 
ests of national security and foreign intelligence. This sur
veillance is authorized pursuant to the personal approval of 
the Attorney General, rather than by court order. Based on 

• an examination of the relevant precedents, it is the position 
of the Department of Justice that the Executive may conduct 
electronic surveillance in the interests of national security 
and foreign intelligence, and in aid of his conduct of the 
nation’s foreign affairs, without obtaining a judicial warrant. 

’ This has been the position of the Department of Justice for more 
than three decades and is supported by historical practice as 

’well as judicial decision. The only two Courts of Appeals to 

address the issue, the Third Circuit and the Fifth Circuit, have 
held that the warrant requirement of the Fourth Amendment does 
not apply in the area of -national security and foreign, intelli- . 

. . gence . and . that under, the. Constitution the President-has the— -• ■ 
.authority -to conduct electronic surveillance without a court 
order as part of his diplomatic and military or commander-in- . 
chief functions. See United States v. Butenko (Appeal of Ivanov), 
494 F.2d 593 (3rd Cir. 1974) (en banc), cert, denied sub nom.
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Ivanov v. United States 419 U.S. 881 (1974); United States 
v. Brown, 484 F.2d 418 (5th Cir. 1973), cert, denied, 415 
U.S. 960 (1974). In Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control 
and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Congress also explicitly dis
claimed any attempt to place limitations on the President's 
authority in this area. 18 U.S.C. § 2511(3). The Supreme 
Court has, of course, expressly left open the question whether 
the warrant requirement applies to electronic surveillance con
ducted for national security and foreign intelligence pur
poses. In United States v. United States District Court, 407 
U.S. 297, 308-9 (1973), however, the Court, while holding that 
the domestic security area was subject to the-warrant require
ment, was careful to note that "the instant case requires no . 
judgment with respect to. the activities of foreign powers, with
in or without this country. . . There is no .evidence of any 
involvement, directly or indirectly, of a -foreign power." More
over, in the Butenko case, although the United States prevailed 
in the Third Circuit, the Department acquiesced in the petition 
for certiorari. Nevertheless, the Court denied certiorari, 
thus leaving undisturbed the Third Circuit's decision upholding 
the authority of the Executive to conduct electronic surveil
lance without a court order where national security and foreign 
intelligence is involved. ‘

• - •
Under the standards and procedures established by the 

President, the personal approval of the Attorney General is re
quired before’ any non-consensual electronic surveillance may 
be instituted within the United States without a judicial war
rant. All requests for surveillance must be made in writing by 
the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and must 
s.et forth the relevant factual circumstances that justify the 
proposed surveillance. Both the agency and the Presidential 
appointee initiating the request must be identified. Requests 
.from.the Director are examined by a special review group which 
I have established within the Office of the Attorney General. 
Authorization will not be granted unless the Attorney General- 
has satisfied himself that the requested electronic surveillance 
is necessary for national security or foreign intelligence pur
poses important to national-security. ’ ■ .

In addition, the Attorney General must be satisfied that 
the subject of the surveillance is either assisting a foreign
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power or foreign-based political group, or plans unlawful 
activity directed against a foreign power or foreign-based 
political group. Finally, he must be satisfied that the 
minimum physical intrusion necessary to obtain the informa
tion will be used. .

' All authorizations are for a period of ninety days or 
less, and the specific approval of the Attorney General is .
again required for continuation of the surveillance beyond 
that period. The Attorney General has also been directed to ■ ’
review all electronic.surveillance on a regular basis to en
sure that the aforementioned criteria are satisfied. Pursu- ‘ 
ant to the mandate of Uniced States v. United States District 
Court, electronic surveillance without a judicial warrant is 
not conducted where there is no foreign involvement. ’

• All electronic surveillance related to national security 
and foreign intelligence within the United States is conducted 
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The Bureau has estab
lished strict internal review procedures with regard to all 
electronic surveillance activities. •

The extent of telephone and microphone surveillance 
conducted within the United States in the interests of nation
al security and foreign intelligence was last disclosed in 1973. 
On a comparable basis, the extent of such surveillance between 
1969 and May 1975 is set forth in the attached memoranda. The 
total number of subjects of telephone surveillance during that 
period is as follows: 1969, 113; 1970, 90; 1971, 87;- 1972,- -102; 
1973, 116; 1974, 148. These figures do not, of course, indicate 
the number of persons whose conversations were intercepted,#but 
rather only the number of subjects to whom the surveillance was 
directed. The total number of subjects of microphone surveillance 

•during that period was as follows: 1969, 14; 1970, 19; 1971, 16; 
1972, 31; 1973, 38; 1974, 32. Again, these figures do not in
dicate the number of persons whose conversations were inter
cepted, but rather the number of subjects to whom the sur
veillance was directed. , Moreover, I should further note that 
the above figures are duplicative to an extent since in- several 
cases the same subject was under both telephone and microphone 
surveillance. . ’ ' . •

. •

. The total installations of telephone and microphone sur
veillances during the above periods would, of course, exceed
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these figures by varying margins. On occasion, the sub
ject under surveillance moved to a new location, thus nec
essitating a re-"nstallation of the surveillance at the new 
address. On other occasions, the surveillance was discon
tinued because the subject left the premises for an extended 
period, but was later re-instituted when the subject returned. ■
In still other cases, the surveillance was discontinued for a 
period as part of the Department's continuing review and re

’ evaluation of all electronic surveillance’ activities. The *
subsequent re-institution of the surveillance pursuant to a 
new approval by the Attorney General would be counted as an 
additional installation. For the above reasons, the number 
of installations of telephone and microphone surveillances 'is 

greater than the number of subjects of such surveillance, and • 
would thus not provide an accurate basis’ for evaluating the 
extent of electronic surveillance. Nevertheless, pursuant to 
your inquiry, I am including in the attached memoranda the total 
number of installations of electronic surveillance devices for .

. both telephone and microphones. ■ •. . ; .

I am.also enclosing Hip ma'sHmnni and mini'nmim niimheT nf ' •’
’ telephone and microphone surveillances installed and in opera
tion for each month between November 1972 and April 1975. These 
figures are based on data compiled on a daily basis and reflect 
installations and discontinuances of electronic surveillance de
vices. The records of daily counts were initiated in November 
1972. Comparable information is not available for prior periods. • 
As these figures indicate, the maximum number of telephone sur- ’’ • ’
veillances in operation at any time during 1973 was 93; the ■
minimum number in operation that year was 65. The maximum 
number of microphone surveillances in operation during 1973 
was 22; the minimum was 10. In 1974, the maximum number of ’
telephone surveillances in operation was 106; the minimum num
ber in operation was 75. Microphone surveillances in operation 
'during that period ranged from a maximum of 21 to a minimum of 
10. During the first four and a half months of 1975, the maxi
mum number of telephone .surveillances in operation at any time '
was 91; the minimum was 67. The. maximum number of microphone .
surveillances in operation at any time during that period was ’ ;
20; the minimum was 9. On April 1, 1975, there were 75 tele- •
phone and 15 microphone surveillances in operation. ;

I trust that the information supplied to date is of ?
assistance to your subcommittee in its inquiry-into the prac-

. i :• • •
' ' J i

' ■ t i
’ I !J .

' • ’ I :
’■ ’ ■ i:

■’ ' . . . I
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ces of federal agencies in this area. I am also providing 
e above information to Congressman Rodino, as Chairman of 
.e House Committee on the Judiciary, and to Senator Church, 
Chairman of the Senate Select Committee to Study Govern- 

ntal Operations with R.espect to Intelligence Activities.

Sincerely

1 ' ’

• / .

•
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•Attorney General ' . ■
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Electronic Surveillance Conducted in the Interests 
of National Security and Foreign Intelligence

Total Subjects and Installations of 
Telephone and Microphone Surveillances — 

1969-1974

Telephone Microphone
1969

Subjects under Surveillance 113 14
Total Installations ‘ 123 14

1970
Subjects under Surveillance 90 19
Total Installations 10 2 19.

1971
Subjects under Surveillance 87 16
Total Installations 101 • 16

1972 - ■

Subjects under Surveillance 102 31
Total Installations 108 32

1973 • •'
Subjects under Surveillance 116 38
Total Installations 123 40

1974
Subjects under Surveillance 148 32
Total Installations 190 42
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ElectroniaKurveillance Conducted iWche 
Interests of National Security and Foreign Intelligence

Highest and Lov/est Number of
Telephone and Microphone Surveillances 
Installed and in Operation Within the ' 
United States per month from November
• 1972 through April 1975 ’

MicrophonTelephone
1972

November 1972 ‘ HIGH 74 15 ’

LOW 70 14

December 1972 HIGH • 73 17
LOW 68 15

1973

January 1973 HIGH .70 ' 17
LOW 65 16

February 1973 HIGH 71 19
t m.7 /C "7 i *»UM n 0 / X /

March 1973 HIGH 73 20
LOW 70 16

April 1973 ■ - HIGH 90 17
. LOW 73 14

May 1973 HIGH 93 16
■ LOW 89 13

. June 1973 HIGH 91 13
LOW. 82 ’ 11

* July 1973
■ HIGH 83 ‘ 12

LOW 80 11

August 1973 ■ ♦ ■ HIGH 84 ' 14

- . LOW 80 . 10

September 1973 HIGH .
. LOW.

86
83

16
■ 14
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X 

« .

Telephone

1

i .

1 i
■ I

I ,
j '
Microphone

October 1973

November 1973

December 1973

January 1974

’ February 1974

•
. *

• March 1974 .

' April 1974

May 1974

June 1974

. July. 1974

\ i

. t August 1974

September 1974

October 1974 . .

November 1974

December *1974 •

•

HIGH 92
LOW 87

• HIGH 92
• LOW 90

HIGH ^’9 O’

LOW 84

. HIGH ’ 85

’ LOW 83

HIGH 87
LOW 84 ■

HIGH 97
LOW 87

HIGH '93
LOW ■ 91

HIGH 94
LOW 91

• HIGH 97
LOW 93

HIGH 93
LOW 90

..  “jjXGH 98
LOW 91

HIGH 99
LOW 98‘

. HIGH 106.
LOW 98

‘ HIGH 100

‘ LOW 78

HIGH 88 •
. LOW 75 .

»* ♦

■! L 18 

16 •

’! 21 '* • '

i is ■ .

22 
21

i 
1974

21 i

. 19. ;

, 20 :
20

- 20 ;
19 ’ ;

' 19 J

16 i

16 :
- 14 I

' 15 ' ■
13 ' ;

13 ;
12 :

12 ;
• 10 j

15 ;

12 ;

17 .
. is ;

16 s

. ii • :

13 •
10 ;
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i e ■ Telephone 1 ^^.crophon

January 1975 ‘ HIGH 
LOW

89 ■
78 .

15
9

February 1975 HIGH 91
LOW 85 ■ \ 15

March 1975 • HIGH 88 18
LOW 67 ■ 15

April 1975 HIGH 
LOW

82
75

16
12
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